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The future is here

- and it's great!
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BUSINESS: MasterPlan,
Word Perfect, Partner,
Timeworks DTP

Certificate Maker

GAMES: Oids, Eye,
Mission Elevator,
Tetris, Test Drive,
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Dungeon Master,
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LANGUAGES: PD Forth,
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&JE)UCING A NEW DIMENSION IN MANAGEMENT DATABASE SYSTEMS

NOW EXTEND
YOUR REACH
Superbase Professional isoneofthe most advanced databases

ever produced for the Atari ST™. It represents atechnical and
commercial breakthrough which will allow you toadvance your
expectations of a database beyond that ofany existing system.
Superbase Professional was conceived as a 'nolimits' database;
your only limitation isthe capacity of your machine. Whatever the
application, Superbase Professional hasthe power toachieve it.
wmmmmm The Graphics ApplicationsGenerator
•With the Superbase Professional Forms Editor you can create
custom applications relating multiple files. It isa unique graphic
design tool usedtocreate forms using patterns, lines, boxes, text
fonts, graphic images and fields from any file - in colour.
Superbase Forms possess the intelligence togenerate linked
records, then retrieve anddisplay them automatically without any
programming. It istheideal developers tool.
nav^n Totaltext integration
An integral text editor allows a mail merge interface tothe
database and the ability tolink text files torecords. The Superbase
text editor allows you complete freedom touseany amount oftext
within your database files orcanbeusedsimply for your daytoday
correspondence and typing requirements. Superbase Professional
can search any ASCII text file even if itwasn't created by
Superbase.

As easy to use as a VCR...
With Superbase Professional you have data retrieval atthe
pressofa button.

a

Stop

Pause

dd « | J_
First

Rewind

QCDE
Current

Next

F/Forward

Previous

Last

The video style controls mean that you can use and preview
your data with theminimum ofeffort.
i^mmmm ... with unlimited processing potential
All the field types of a powerful modern uaiabase including
date and time arithmetic, cross file lookup, calculation and
validation allow you toexploit your data tothefull.
Unrivalled easeofusewith unsurpassed power: a combination
not achieved until now.

•H^HBB Professionalback-up
Superbase Professional has the full backing of Precision
Software's technical team. 20hours FREE telephone hotline
during normal working hours for the 90davs following registration,
and Extended Support Schemes tosuitali users for purchase after
that time.

Price: £249.95 (inc VAT)
Registered users ofSuperbase Personal write lor upgrade price and procedure.
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THE LEGEND BEG

Battlewith a rampagin;
of mutated humanoids t»
the land of An\u
Under the command of the evil

wizard Suzar these terrifying

^

mutants haverun wile,
casting the land into

£

_[

fear and turmoil.
Only one
A thing can stop

Is.

1y^/*
—the
Iv7-^ ^em
them—
the

*3

.iS? ?' warrior who

can wield the

j j

legendary
Sword and
Shield of Anar.
Enter one

brave warrior

with one big
problem. The
fabled Sword
and Shield
are n o w

part of
folklore —
their
where
abouts
unknown.
With five
valiant

BJ

companions
your task
^%-

is to seek
out the
Sword
and
Shield.
A task so

daunting it
would freeze a lesser
man's blood... a

\%\

task that only you

%

can handle.

m^*v

A compelling and
humorous adventure
which crosses the boundaries

;,;:t.-

AW1

ST icfW

between role-playing games and
standard text adventures.

Legend oj the Sword isavailable through all major Computer Games Retailers <
Order. Simply complete the coupon andsendit to:- TheMarketing Depa

LEGEND OF THE SWORD —
\ CUT ABOVE THE REST.

First Floor, 64-76 New OxfordStreet, London WC1A JPS.

Atari ST £24.95
Please sendme thefollowing:
Quantity

Machine

Product

Atari ST £24.95

Legend of the Sword

Prices include postageandpackaging to U.K. addresses
Name

Total Price

TOTAL

Address

Post Code.

I enclose cheque/postal orderfor£

ordebit my Access/Visa Card No.

made payable to British Telecom PLC,

Expiry Date .
Signature
' » Please allowupto28 days for delivery fromacceptance of order.

©

Telecom Soft,First Floor, 64-76 New OxfordSt, London WC1A IPS.
Rainbird and Rainbird Logoaretrademarks of British Telecommunications PLC.
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Programmer Profile

News
All the latest stories and events from
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the ever-expanding world of the
Atari ST, including the latest Gallup
chart of top-selling games software.

An interview with Pete Johnson - the
author of Ocean Software's top-selling
arcade games Wizball and Arkanoid.

63

Managing Editor
Derek Meakin

Brillig

Group Editor
Alan McLachlan

Features Editor
Roland Waddilove

Transputer

More hints, tips and news for avid
adventurers. Plus a full review of

We speculate on the future of micros

Rambird's latest release, Tmxter.

Production Editor
Peter Glover

and examine the transputer revolu
tion, including Atari's new Abaq.

70

Editorial Assistant

12

Mark Smiddy
Advertisement Manager
John Snowden

Company Profile
We report on CRL - one of the

Gallery

oldest software companies around.

78

Advertisement Sales
Nora Lawton
Reviews Coordinator
Pam Turnbull

Letters

The pages you write yourselves. A

Promotions Editor '

selection from our bulging mailbag.

Christopher Payne

106

News Editor

Mike Cowley
Tel: 0625 878888 (All depts)
0625 879940 (Subscriptions)
Telex: 265871 MONREF G

Quoting Ref. 72:MAG001
Telecom Gold: 72:MAG001
Prestel Mailbox: 614568383

Music on the ST
See the very best in ST computer
graphics - a top pixel artist, shows
how to make an exhibition of herself.

34

An interview with Rob Hubbard, plus
a review of Intelligent Music's M,

100

Fax: 0625 879966
Published by:
Database Publications Ltd,

Europa House, Adlington Park,
Adlington, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.
ISSN 0952-3006

Subscription rates for
12 issues, post free:
£15 UK

£23 Europe (incl. Eire)
£38 Overseas (airmail)

Writing for Atari ST User: Articles and programs

relating to the Atari ST are welcome. Articles

should preferably be typed or computer-printed,
using double spacing. Unsolicited manuscripts,
discs etc, should be accompanied by a self
addressed stamped envelope, otherwise their
return cannot be guaranteed. Unless agreed oth
erwise, materia! is accepted on an all rights basis.

© 1988 Database Publications Ltd. No material
may be reproduced m whole or in part without
wnten permission. While every care is taken, the
publishers cannot be held legally responsible for
any errors m articles or listings.
Alan ST User is an independent publication and
Atari Corp (UK) Ltd are not responsible for any of
the articles they contain or for any of the opinions
expressed.
News trade distribution Europress Sales and Dis
tribution Limited, Unit 1, Burgess Road, Ivyhouse
Lane. Hastings, East Sussex TN35 4NR. Tel: 0424
430422.
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The start of a new

series revealing
the different drawing
techniques used by
computer artists.

36

CONTENTS
REVIEWS
Gem-Forth

Forth is fast becoming an increasingly
popular language for programmers

needing speed and flexibility, We
assess a Gem implementation for the
ST that provides all this, and more.

20

Xenon
A full review of this fantastic

arcade game. We ask: Is it really
the ultimate shoot-'em-up?

PD Forth

How good are the public domain ver
sions of the Forth language? We find out.

25

Creator

PROGRAMMING

We put to the test a useful budgetpriced sprite designer and animator.
Partner

67

A collection of handy desk acces
sories are given a thorough workout.

28

KidProgs
A pack of fun, educational games for
young children is fully investigated.

69

Word Perfect

Does this word processor live up to
its name? We report on the modifi

Timeworks DTP

An intriguing program showing ways

cations made in the latest version.

33

This popular desktop publishing
package has now been updated. We
report on all the changes made.

14

73

Software

Slaygon, Olds, Gunship, Eye, Mission
Elevator,
Terramex,
Dungeon
Master, Crash Garrett, Tetris, Test
Drive, Warlock, Wargame Construc
tion Set -

in which micros can be used for

modelling complex tensile structures.

all are reviewed here.

40

Mouse Pointer
MasterPlan
Bored with the same old cursor?

Do you need a powerful and flexible
spreadsheet? This could be just what

you've always been looking for.

58

86

Quick-List

Machine Code

Grafix

This very handy utility will help you
find it won't break the bank either.

A budget-priced drawing package in
monochrome is evaluated in depth.

53

95

keep track of your discs. And you'll

With this powerful utility you'll be
able to create one of your own.

Certificate Maker

The final part of this challenging series
examines various ways of improving
the efficiency of your programs.

83
Scrapbook

A package enabling you to create a

Could this be the ultimate prime

multitude of customised certificates

comes under the ST microscope.

55

number generator? We test for a mil
ON A JOB
WELL DOME

lion numbers in under four seconds.

91
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^Leisure

Genius

S T GENIUS
You don't have to be a genius to play our games, but most people
who do can boast superior intelligence!
Now ST owners can enjoy our superb computer
implementations of these well-known games, greatly enhanced
to exploit the ST's superior capabilities.
Scrabble De Luxe® runs on all Atari STs

and Scruples® on all colour Atari ST's. £19-95
Leisure Genius, 2/4 Vernon Yard, Portobello Road, London Wll 2DX.
Scruples© 1987 HASBHO CANADAINC.

Scrabble De Luxe1 TRADE MARK AND COPYRIGHT LICENSED BY J.W SPEAR & SONS PLC.

NEWS
Atari drives in to

IBM's empire
ATARI is squaring up firmly to IBM's

and standard monochrome graphics and

hold on the personal computer market
with a new range of machines offering

a monochrome monitor.

compatibility plus enhanced features

drive - is aimed at the businessman who

at lower costs.

needs a low-cost entry for tasks such as
word processing. The PC2 DD, with dual

The PC2 range is claimed to have the
power, speed and graphics capabilities
of machines at many times the price.
Three configurations are already avail
able, all based around an 8088 micro
processor and offering switchable clock
speed of 8Mhz or 4.77Mhz.
All three packages feature 512k ram,

expandable to 640k, EGA, CGA, Hercules

Lap or not?
Neil Harris -

5.25 floppy drives, is intended to meet
more serious business requirements.
Prices £689.99 and £747.49 respectively.

The top of the range PC2 HD offers a
single floppy disc for program loading
and a 30Mb hard disc capable of storing
up to 7490 A4 pages of information.
Price £1092.49

Sales double

RUMOURS about a new ST laptop still
abound despite strong denials from Atari.
Industry sources in America are pointing
to the recent promotion of one of its top
communications men -

The PC2 SD - with single 360k floppy

to

the post of sales manager, as being a
direct result of intense media interest in

the possible new machine.
Despite the denials, it is rumoured that
Shiraz Shivji of Atari's development team
has had talks with Perihelion Software

about developing an operating system for
the new laptop.
Perihelion worked closely with Atari on
the development of its Abaq computer so
a tie up with another project would seem
a logical step.
However, as always, spokesmen from
both companies are denying that the

ATARI Corporation's computer
activities continue to prosper. The
company has just announced net
sales of $147.5 million for the last
quarter - up 59 per cent from the

previous year's $92.6 million.
Income was 53 per cent up at $31.3

New road to
adventure
ADVENTURERS with a

DIY bent have

finally got a tool with which to translate
their ideas into reality. The ST Adventure
Creator - Stac - from Incentive Software

(07356 77288) was written specifically for

million.

the ST series.
Incentive claims that Stac will allow

Net sales for the year stand at a
record $363.8 million - a rise of 41
per cent over the previous year.
Income for the 12-month period

users to write professional adventure
games with ease.
Just enter the relevant data about loca
tions, vocabulary and so on, add instruc

was up 49 per cent at $72 million.

tions for how the adventure is to behave -

Atari president Sam Tramiel said:
"The computer segment of our busi
ness continued to grow at a record
pace, contributing over 51 per cent
to our net sales for the year".

and watch your masterpiece run.
Full colour pictures can be created via
the powerful built-in editor, or imported.
And pictures are stored in compressed
format to make maximum use of memory.

machine even exists. Time will tell.

Price £39.95.

NEW MODELS COVER MICRO MARKET
THE European division of Atari
announced a wide range of new products

machine and Helios will utilise this facility

and 386 based machines to add to the

compatibles launched last year. Again,

give the company a machine in just about
every sector of the micro market.

to give Abaq vast potential in the multi
processing and multi-user applications.
The Abaq will comprise a transputer
hooked up to an Atari Mega ST with

Unveiled at the Atari stand was a

Helios, Windows and the Gem VDI

trade representatives, was the 68030

driver.

workstation.

Provision for three expansion cards is
included: This can provide up to 64Mb of
addressable dram or graphics cards for
specialised applications.

Motorola 68000 chip family, is designed
as a Unix system, and according to Atari's
Sam Tramiel, is a stage in the company's

at the recent Hanover Fair which will

working model of the Abaq transputerbased micro, with representatives from
the Cambridge Company, Perihelion,
demonstrating its operating system
Helios currently being developed for the
transputer.

Abaq runs on the Inmos T800
transputer chip, making the machine
more than 10 times faster than the PCAT.

Up to 10 transputer boards can be
attached on the main board within the

Atari hopes to make Abaq available
later this year, while Perihelion says that
Helios is virtually finished. We are still
waiting,
however,
for
a
price
announcement.

The Atari PC range now includes 286

these should be made available later this

year - processor supplies willing.
Not on Atari's main stand, but shown to

This machine, based on the latest in the

scheme to make Unix available to the
consumer - the individual rather than the

corporate buyer.
Tramiel says that it should be available
(either late this year or early next year) at

"well under $5,000".
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NEWS
Show's the spot for big
EXHIBITORS are forecasting record sav

savings

ings on hardware and software at this
month's Atari User Show.

It takes place from April 22 to 24 at

Alexandra Palace, London. A survey con
ducted by Atari User reveals that
potential savings to visitors should total
well in excess of £100,000.
The event will also be the launching
pad for a number of exciting new Atari ST
products.

demonstrations of its latest games for the
ST - Time and Magik and Starquake.
The move to the larger exhibition
space provided by Alexandra Palace fur

ther

emphasises

the

increasing

popularity of Atari's products.
Previous venues have proven too small
for the ever-increasing numbers of

Evesham Micros will be releasing its
new disc backup program - Dissector,

exhibitors and visitors.

price £24.95 - as well as launching a new

be seen in the West Hall will be the

1Mb drive for just £99.95.

games arcade. A large bank of machines
will be available for playing the very
latest titles from leading software houses.
Centre stage at the show will be lead

Kuma has a host of new products that
will be seen for the first time at the show.

The new packages include K Index, an
indexing utility for word processors, K
Expert, a systems generator, K Scope, a
hardware interface with software to turn

the ST into an oscilloscope.
Kuma will also be relaunching its K
Spread spreadsheet program at the
reduced price of £29.95.

One of the many special attractions to

VIXEN VERSUS
DINOSAURS

ing Atari dealer Silica Distribution with a
massive 66 square metre stand.

A PARALLEL planet to Earth where

Silica will be displaying the UK's
largest ever range of software and
hardware at the show. The company is
also offering free registration to its Atari

setting for Vixen, the latest Atari ST
release from Martech (0323 768456).

user groups.

ability to turn into a fox, the lone her

Seen at the show for the first time will

So whatever your interests there will

be the new quality games publisher Man
darin Software which will be giving

be lots to see, do and buy at the Atari

dinosaurs still roam forms the colourful

Armed with a magic whip and the
oine has to battle many reptile foes in
this sideways scrolling arcade game.

User Show.

Price £19.99.

Chipping away at the profits
UNDER the Tramiel management
Atari has consistently cut production
costs as far as possible and pared its
own margins, so that the announce
ment of prices for its advanced
machines usually has the effect of
making people gasp.

dram chips, there is a shortage as
opposed to a glut in supply.

This is excellent for the consumer

Last month Atari announced that it

and it works for Atari too when the

could no longer absorb the financial

market is buoyant and supply of
components is plentiful. But it does
make the company very vulnerable to

difficulties that this presented and
prices would have to go up across the

games.

board.

age with £500 worth of software

fluctuations in chip costs.
It is this which has forced Atari to

By Christine Erskine

increase of £100 gives it room to

include m the ST package up to £500
worth of software for new promotional
offers which are due to start at the end

The machines most affected are the

520ST and 1040ST, which cost £100

of April.
Two packs will be offered on the
520ST: The business suite of word

processor, database and spreadsheet
and a second package comprising

Atari UKreckons that the £399 pack
included will be perceived as better
value for money than a straight price

raise the prices of its ST range of
machines. The price of 256k dynamic
ram (dram) chips which are used

more. An increase of£100 on a system
costing over £1,000 in the first place
isn't so noticeable, but a £100 hike on a

rise of £349 or £369 without any extra

across the ST range has risen 150 per
cent over the last year or so, from

£299 consumer/home user micro looks

months, to circumvent the problem by
buying out a chip manufacturing com

about $1.50 to $3.75.
Sources for these chips have been
companies in both the States and
Japan, with the Japanese firms consis
tently undercutting prices from
American companies.
In order to protect its own firms, the
US entered into a trade agreement
with Japan which effectively got a
minimum price on the chips and

enormous. Suddenly the ST is no
longer the great bargain that it was
(especially when compared to the
Commodore Amiga).

Atari has been trying, for some

pany, "so that we are not subject to the
whims of third party suppliers"
according to one spokesman.

Atari reckons that coming into

Certainly, this would steady both its

summer, when fewer STs would have

supply and costs, so that future Atari

been bought anyway, the loss ofsales
will not be as drastic as it would have

pricings and price adjustments can be
made with a longer term view of the

been in peak selling time - the run-up

market.

to Christmas,

restraints on the amounts manufac

Certainly, it makes more sense to
take a deep breath and raise prices

tured.

now than try to hang on throughout the

Now, as the Japanese companies
are transferring their attention to
manufacturing 1Mb rather than 256k

summer and then be faced with no
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goodies.

choice but to add £100 in September.
The company also claims that the

Should it succeed in this venture, of
course, then there will be room for the

price to come down again. Until then,

it, and many other computer manufac
turers will have to wait and hope that
the component market can sort itself
out.

The phenomenal growth in demand
for Atari computers means a much
bigger home for the BIG show...
Alexandra Palace
London
N22

Wood
Green

Organised by
Database
Exhibitions

U

0

Friday

22

April
10am-6pm

|

y

o

Saturday

k,
j

23

April

10am-6pm

THREE action-packed
days for Atari owners!
The spectacular Alexandra Palace
represents a new showcase for the
fastest-growing range of computers
on the market.

From the exciting games console to
the ever-popular 8-bit Atari and the
sensational Mega ST, they'll all be
there at the Atari User Show!

Some of the very latest software
will be on show for the first time.

And that means you can enjoy unique
hands-on experience of programs
everyone will soon be talking about.
You'll find some of the best prices
around for blank discs, disc boxes and

other accessories, learn about the many
opportunities to expand your computer
system, get helpful advice from some of
Britain's leading experts, and so much
more!

H2iimiimi rs who 1iave beioked stands to date

Bring this coupon to the Show
to get 50p per person off the

A1 Computer Supplies

normal admission price of
£3 (adults), £2 (children).

Eve sham Micros

MicroSupplies

Adamsoft

Frontier Software

Advanced Systems &1"echniques
A R Enterprises

Futuresoft
Gollner Publishing

Miniature Tool Co
Mirrorsoft

Arnor

Gultronics

MonitorMagazine
Page 6 Magazine

Harlow Computer Centre

Palantir

Hi Soft

Precision Software

Atari User

Atari ST User

Calisto Computers

Friday, April 22, 10am-6pm
Saturday, April 23, 10am-6pm
Sunday, April 24, 10am-4pm

Care Electronics

Centec DiskSupplies
CDS Software

Compumart
Compunet
Computer Bookshops
CPM

The West Hall, Alexandra Palace,
Alexandra Park, Wood Green, London N22
A362

Ample car parking nearby

Cut Price Software

Dataphone
Direct Disk Supplies
Eidersoft
Electric Distribution

Home & Business

Red Rat Software

HSV Computer Services
JKL Computers

Robtek

Kuma
Llamasoft
Mandarin Software
MCD

Metacomco
Microdeal

Signa PublishingSystems
SilicaShop
Siren Software

Software Express
Start Systems
Tirith

Micro Media Computer Supplies

Trowbridge
Trybridge
Tynesoft

Micronet

Zonefour

MicroLink

NEWS
Starquake
updated
THE third title to be released under the
new Mandarin Software label is

Starquake for the Atari ST. A smash hit for
leading games creator Bubble Bus on 8

bit micros, the addictive arcade game
has been considerably enhanced by

wriiTfrrfc

Mandarin for its ST debut.

MISSION DOWN
THE MINE

There are spectacular, totally new
graphics - plus digitised sound and spe
cial effects, including five different tunes.

Also new are clever animated sprites and

A FUTURISTIC arcade adventure

game for the ST has been released by
Creation Software. Stormtrooper is set
m the Helagenmm mining complex
TK21 which has been taken over by
mercenaries.

The object of the mission is to termi
nate one of the most important geo-

physicists m the exploration for
Halagemum who has defected to a for
eign power.
Creation (0992 446553) says that
Stormtrooper features horizontal and
parallax scrolling, 16 levels ofplay and
a multiple choice of weapons. Price

the ability to save high scores to disc.
There are 500 action-packed screens
in the subterranean journey of BLOB - the
Biologically-Operated Being - whose
task is to collect objects needed to restabilise the planet's core.

Starquake is the latest joint venture
combining the marketing muscle of the
Europress Group with the talents of the
UK's top programming teams. Previous
releases include Time & Magik for the
ST.

Designed by former Programmer-ofthe-Year award winner Steve Crow,

Starquake from Mandarin Software (0625

£19.99

Starways star
SOFTWARE developer Logotron has
appointed Herbert Wright to head its
recreational products division.
Formerly of Telecomsoft, he was
closely linked with Firebird Software.
During that time he published Elite
and Sentinel, both titles winning the
accolade of game of the year.
Herbert Wright will lead the team of
programmers -

Steve Cam and

Graham Everett - that brought Star
Trek to the ST Currently they are
working on a new space adventure
called Starways.

costs £19.95.

^UUajj/pB@fitw§)m ©SDnrit
This
month

Title

Last
month

(Software House)
BLACK LAMP

1

Rainbird
XENON

Melbourne House
GUNSHIP

Microprose
UNIVERSAL MILITARY SIMULATOR
Rainbird

A
A
A
8

V
10 A

TEST DRIVE

Electronic Arts
STAR TREK

Firebird
ENDURORACER
Activision
DUNGEON MASTER
Mirrorsoft
STAR WARS

Domark
FOOTBALL MANAGER

Addictive
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Month reviewed
Price

in Atari ST User

19.95

April

19.99

May

24.95

May

24.95

March

24.95

May

19.95

February

19.95

Comments
Fast, fun and a very addictive arcade
adventure.

9

This month's STar Game.

*

Latest release from Microprose seen this
month.

Heralds thedawn ofa new age in
computer wargaming.

Our reviewers take this one for a spin in
this issue.

*

9
*

Game that belongs in every collection.

9

Watch out for the Quick Peekin next

*

month's issue.

24.99

May

Read ourcomments on this new onethis

19.95

January

If you never buy another arcade game buy this one you won't bedisappointed.

14.95

Marks
from 10

month.

Classic now available for the ST.

#

10
*

f

Lifetime

Guaranteed,
double sided,

••

I
I

double density,

448TPI,

bulk wrapped
discs

Quantity

Price

10
20
25
50
105

£3.50
£6.00
£9.99
£15.50
£31.00

ERBAl'IM
Fully guaranteed 3.5" 135TPI Verbatim discs
Single Sided Discs
Quantity
Price
10
20
30
50

Double Sided Discs

Quantity

£11.49
£22.99
£53.99
£60.99

100

Price

10
20
30
50
100

£120.00

£12.49
£23.99
£34.99
£61.99
£123.49

LOCKABLE DISC STORAGE BOXES
3.5"

5.25"

40 capacity

£5.49

50 capacity

£5.49

80 capacity

£7.49

100 capacity

£7.49

Plastic Storage Box-holds 10

75p

30% OFF ALL SOFTWARE

]

30% OFF ALL JOYSTICKS

eg Pro 5000 £11.99
30% OFF ALL CABLES AND ACCESSORIES
HARDWARE

AT LEAST 10% OFF ALL HARDWARE
Star NL10

£189.00

Seikosha SP 180 NLQ Printer

only £149.99

Cumana Disc Drive

£117.99
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P&P Free on all orders over £15, under £15 add 75p P&P

fetriart &oftfoare
2 Waterloo Road, off Liverpool Road
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Chester CH2 2AL

Phone 24 hour 0244 371952
24 hour Access or Visa Hotline

....
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FEATURE

Francis Botto looks
towards the future and
reveals the latest in

transputer technology

The shape of
things to come

T O escape the transputer hype over

the last couple of months you would
have had to bury your head firmly
beneath the sand of a remote beach in a

secluded region of Tasmania.
It seems everyone's gone transputer
crazy, to the delight no doubt of Inmos,
now wholly recovered from the ram dol
drums it was unfortunately subjected to in
those cruel years of 1984-85.
And the lesson to be learned from that

story, namely don't put all your eggs in
one basket, or to be more precise, don't
put all your ram chips in the personal
computer market, is about to be ignored,
as once again Inmos looks set to develop
yet another dependence on the personal
computer industry.
This time however, it has a real stran

glehold on the market - a monopoly in
fact - with no competitors it seems it can't

go wrong. All it needs do, is haul in profits
from the naturally costly wonderchip, and
then watch it settle to a tear-jerking price,
ready to fend off chip manufacturers con
templating the development of a
competitive single chip micro.
The race is now on to produce
transputer-based machines which defy
that serial micro architecture we've

grown to love. The ST, believe it or not,
like most other micros is a prime
example.
Yes that serial of serial dilemmas, the
von Neumann bottleneck, is about to be
eradicated by the concurrent processing
charms of the transputer - or so Inmos

The Inmos transputer chip

hopes. And as ever, it looks as if it's going
to be left to Atari to lead the way with an
affordable transputer-based machine.
Ironically, and to the dismay of jour
nalists who'd already draughted their
reports before their arrival at the

Comdex show, Atari shook the computer
world with an up-and-running transputerbased prototype called the Abaq - which
we're told is short for Abacus, a name,

incidentally, which is already being ridi
culed.

Anyway, as was pointed out by Atari,
it's no worse than Compaq - they're just
jealous that's all. Atari unveiled more far-

reaching plans than anyone had
anticipated, namely the development of a
personal supercomputer.
So far however, the Abaq is an
extremely raw prototype. As such, the

eventual machine is still shrouded in an

almost irritating mystique - nevertheless,
we have the latest up-to-date inside
knowledge which we'll talk about shortly.
What's a transputer? Apart from being
a complete micro on a single chip, the
transputer

is

basically

a

parallel

processor.

Unlike conventional processors, which
in the main operate in a serial fashion, a
transputer network will implement
processes literally in parallel - in other
words at the same time. The transputer is
therefore a concurrent device and conse

quently much faster.
You might argue, however, that your ST
can do a number of things at a time. Yes it
can, but this is done by multi-tasking the
processor. Though hard to believe, the
ST is still operating sequentially.

The transputer solution
IN the early eighties, and possibly late

microprocessor. Several solutions were

achieved, but they were complex in

1984-85, when Inmos was up to its neck in
unwanted ram chips, it still managed to

microcomputer architecture was in a
damning rut. Greater speed meant the

terms of their construction.

finally develop and launch the transputer.

adoption of second and multiple micro
processors and concurrency seemed to
evade the clutches of the ubiquitous
microprocessor.
In answer to apparently insurmoun
table problems, manufacturers concen
trated on ram, but most were fully aware

hindsight of the blind alley to which the

seventies,

it

was

realised

that

In view of the obvious, and with added

And though it can be proudly claimed
that the transputer feat was achieved

microprocessor led, Inmos set about the

here in the UK- at Newport, Gwent - a lot

development of a single-chip micro that
could be interconnected in a truly con

of the groundwork was carried out

current vain.

Stateside. Nevertheless, the transputer is

In October 1985, at London's Institute of

now becoming well-known as the British
wonderchip, which can't be bad.

that parallel processing was the real way

Contemporary Arts, the transputer was
commercially born - a heck of a strange

To date, in a personal computer
environment the transputer-based

ahead.

venue for it.

Initially,

the

search for

machine has been available in one of two

parallel

In retrospect though, it's hard to

very distinct guises - as either an add-on

processing began with the conventional

believe that shortly after the years

or an add-in module. And more often than
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not they have been development and
sometimes evaluation type systems - in
other words not the type of personal com
puter for the mass market.
However, personal supercomputers
equipped with a network of transputers
and capable of genuine parallel process

ing have appeared, where such delights
as dynamic load balancing play a role.
This is the sharing of processing duty

throughout a transputer network, as
maximum speed may only be obtained
providing processors are adequately
occupied. Otherwise a parallel program
will tend to run slower than an equivalent
serial one. Inmos is currently researching
this
new
and
phenomenon.

exotic

computer

The first guise is assumed to fit into the
natural process of technological evolution
as a primitive first step. It seems a kind of

Some companies are forecasting this
transformation by the end of the eighties
- no names mentioned.

Before Atari came on the scene, and

bearing in mind the elaborate and
expensive personal supercomputers
developed by Meiko - which cost hun
dreds of STs - you might have been
understandably sceptical about afford
able personal supercomputers ever
emerging, let alone by the end of this
decade.

Your hopes must have risen though,
when Atari announced plans to develop
transputer-based machines. But the
greater number of reports almost all
drew a foregone conclusion, confidently
announcing that the transputer-based
Atari would be an add-on for the ST.

into full-blown makers of personal super

Many magazines dismissed Atari's
transputer plans immediately, speaking
of single transputer add-ons. As you now
know, since the Comdex show many have

computers.

had to eat their words.

metamorphosis is destined to take con

trol, converting manufacturers of add-ons

I

Kuma's K-Max transputer add-on

as being complementary to he ST

which mthe mam istrue. But this:may

Atari's Abaq
BEFORE Atari told the world of its

transputer plans, ifyou mentioned
the merest syllable of the word
transputer to them, you'd be discreetly
old to go away But now the cat has
been
<* the
f°X T With
With
Atari isouta bit
morebagcooperative.

emphasised its business potential

It needs to be said though if you
listened to all reports emanating from

Tan you wouldn't really know who

drop mprice ofthe T800.
Memory allocation looks set to be

mt:ibSZZT:be aflexible
Jesystem ^h can beconfwrej

1Mi of video ram and 4Mb of user/

system ram-but this will be expand

supercomputer approach was mfact

existing Atari operating systems.

Apart from the Abag being able to
emulate the ST, which is certain it
mghtmean that the ST can be usedm

that ofa dumb keyboard
Estimates of the Abaq's price vary

software houses as you read, the

according to the sort of processing

sysZi Helios, now reported to have
been completed by Perihelion Soft
ware, ^7be fully compatible with

^function with the Abag-not ruling

Zoi that there are Abags in British

"power tSafs reguired. This personal

announced that the Abaq's operating

the Abag is aimed at. This leads us
further to suspect a flexible system
approach, the main reason probably

being tc.keep up with the eventual

to suit specific needs - largely

not be the whole picture, as Atari has

able no doubt, as it seems a bit

meagre for the sort of processing
power beingoffered.

^Transputer graphics now mvogue

oT±ePossmtyofSTsbemgusedm
networks configured around it. In hat
case though, the STs role might be.

between £1,000 and £3,000 I*£*

really hinges on ^enJheAb^
launched. For example, the inmos

IwOisnt
cheap at around £200 and is
ZfrZlevellmg-offatthe£50which
tamos hoped to achieve mtwo years

TthisPcase, ifAtari manages to 9e

nioneered by Meiko, a company

mil be fully exploited by achip called
Charity - and yes you've guessed it,

bafsnowc4ertain that the Abag willbe

{01Thaflittle ditty will Provide four

the machine in the shops late this
year - which is when it said first shnoYZts
would arrive -then ££*%»
could well be around the ^,000 mask.

Tesolution 1,280 x960 screen with 16
ZTours, which will no doubt be used
for desktop P»bhshingimxa%

Jay-which there always is, particuttiywith something as innovative as
fheAbag -then we could be• looking

Tarted Z former Inmos technologists
upgradable to support three card,
each containing four of the latest
Inmos T800 transputers, each of which
capable of running at between 10
and 12 mips-or amillion instructions

itTalother uncommitted logic array
araphics modes - a super high-

scanning and so on, a Wfxl™

PeITSsC£ible approach will naturally
lead to asupercomputer capable of
fig
abusiness
™ * «he
complete
^twork-suchis

screen with 256 colours, a 640 x480

Sam Tramiel, Atari president ancI son
of ixck Tramiel, has recently

W1At present, the Abag ,s not viewed_

processing power of 12 T800s. lrnaci,

But if for some reason there is a

at abasic Abaq at between £1,500 and

screen with 256 colours, and a 6U x

£2i°Atan leans it up who knows they

that should
be quite
the
games
designers
to beenough
gettingforalong

the target puce after about two years

m screen with 16 rrMoncol^s-

Jahteven get it down to between
TlOOO and £1500, which is probably
or so.
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Blowing ST bubbles . . .
COMPUTERS are mostly used for
accounting and information process
ing, jobs previously done by people, but
ones which computers can do much
better.

I have always been more interested in

Charlie Dancey reveals
how the ST can be used

to replace soap bubbles

when modelling very

the new fields that silicon technology has

complex structures used

opened up; subjects that would be virtu
ally impossible to explore without com
puters. The exploration of fractal sets is

in designing big tents

one such area, the design of tensile struc
tures is another.

You may well have seen structures like
the ones illustrated here used for mar

quees. These hi-tech creations were
plainly not designed with the drawing
board and T-square like many of the rec
tangular monoliths that dominate modern
architecture.

They were in fact modelled inside the
memory of a computer using a technique
known as dynamic relaxation, which

will always assume an evenly stressed
form -

or burst -

no matter how it is

supported. This is because it has strength
in tension, but at the same time it flows as
a liquid.

When a soap film is supported by a

located by the attractive forces of its
neighbours, which are in turn attracted
by their neighbours and so on until finally
the shape of the resulting membrane is
determined by the shape of the frame.
This soap film computer is very good at
calculating minimum surfaces, but suffers
from some serious disadvantages. It has
very volatile data storage - it can burst at
any moment - and the output is terrible it is very difficult to take accurate
measurements from a soap film.
Despite these problems most of the
early research into tensile structures in
the 1950s was carried out using soap
films. The researchers became expert at
handling the membranes, which were

circular wire frame, it assumes a flat
shape like a drum skin. If the frame is

sometimes over six feet across, and had

bent into a curve in three dimensions the

draught-free environments. Measure
ments were taken using special
photographic techniques.

film takes on a new shape which has

to be maintained for hours in dust and

stretched between two points is a tensile
structure; so is the skin of a drum. In both

some interesting properties.
It is evenly stressed at all points and
has saddle curvature at every point, that
is to say it is neither purely convex nor
concave, but both at the same time. This
type of curvature is referred to as anticlastic (I mention this only because I par

cases the material used is flexible, but

ticularly like the word).

flow into a relaxed form in much the same

because it is held taught the structure
becomes rigid,
An ideally constructed tensile structure

Also, the film has formed a minimum
surface; it has the least possible surface

is evenly stressed in all directions at
every point. This means that no part is
stretched more or less than any other
allowing economical use of the fabric,

It has been shown mathematically that
an evenly stressed film is always a

way as an ideal tensile membrane.
Describing the membrane as relaxed
is perhaps a little confusing, since it is
actually under tension. The term relax
ation really refers to a balancing of forces.
The membrane is modelled by a 20 by
20 grid of points connected by lines. Each
point is stored as a set of X,Y,Z coordi
nates in appropriate arrays. At the start of
the program the points are all given start
ing positions that correspond to a flat
sheet in space. The middle point of the

simulates the behaviour of a membrane
under tension,

A tensile structure is, as its name sug

gests, a structure held in tension. A string

unlike more conventional tents that

require reinforcement wherever the
canopy is subject to high loads - where
the supporting poles and guy ropes meet
the canopy.

area that can be formed within the frame.

minimum surface. It is also known that the

calculation of a minimum surface by theo
retical means is very complex and best
achieved by a powerful parallel process
ing system.

The soap film is in itself a sort of paral
lel processor. Each molecule of the film is

For practical work a better means of
calculating such shapes had to be found,
and the micro has provided the solution.
I have produced a Fast Basic program
that comes close to the soap film model. It
uses dynamic relaxation to allow a grid to

Originally work on tensiles was done

by modelling the structure in soap film.
This may sound extraordinary but it does
have a sound scientific basis. A soap film

A computer-generated
model of a tent
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grid is given a position to simulate a
masthead.

Now the real work starts. The program
sweeps through the whole grid
repeatedly, adjusting the position of each
point according to that of its neighbours,
rather like the molecules in the soap film.

The adjustment is made very simply by
giving each point the average coordi
nates of its four neighbours. This looks
more complicated in the listing than it
really is, so I will illustrate it simply as
follows:

Using dynamic relaxation to
model a tensile structure

XP=(XN+XE+XS+XW)/4

In other words, the X coordinate of a

given point is calculated as the X coordi
nates of its four neighbours (North, South,
East and West) all added together and
divided by four. The same calculation
applies to the Y and Z coordinates. This is
not applied to the mast head point or the
corners, which are the only fixed points in
the system - referred to as the system
points.
The location of the system points
determines the final shape of the whole
structure. The points along the edges

require different treatment since they
have only three neighbours each. It
would be possible simply to average the
three points again, but it is more useful to
allow the edge to be under greater
tension than the body of the canopy.
In the real world cables are often built

into the edges of a tensile. To achieve this
a variable cable is used. When cable is

equal to one the three neighbours are
merely averaged. When cable is equal to
two, the edge tension is doubled and so
on.

This variable can be altered from

within the listing. Generally, the lower the
value, the more the edges will sweep
inwards.

It takes many sweeps of the program

graphics series (Atari ST User August
1987), rotation being achieved by incre
menting the variable u, which represents
rotation about the Y axis. The program
could be adjusted to allow control over

the viewing angle since provision has
been made for rotation about any axis.
It is very rewarding to play around with

tensiles in this way as they produce very
attractive shapes on the screen. The pro
gram is intended as a starting point to
work from.

More system points could be added by
defining their starting positions and
making sure that PROCrelax avoids them
as it does for grid point 10,10 which is set
up as the mast head.

The edges need not be considered as
cables, but could be fixed along their
entire length - not nescessarily in a
straight line. More adventurous pro
grammers could try working with trian
gular or even random meshes.
If you are adding more system points
you will need to know that the origin is
located in the centre of the grid and the
points are spaced at 20 unit intervals in
the listing as given. Moving the corners

up and down also results m interesting
shapes.
Note that the starting positions of nonsystem points are not important, and they

for the structure to settle down to a

will still move into the same final orienta

smooth shape. After each one the pro
gram draws a perspective view of the

tion. The only reason they are initialised

grid, allowing you to watch its progress.
The image is also rotated a little between
sweeps so that it can be viewed from all
sides.

The technique used here is the same
as that in the first of the wireframe

in the listing is to give a tidy display.
The averaging technique used in this
program results in an approximation of
the minimum surface. Its advantage is that
it is easy to program and relatively quick
Turn to Page 16 •
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-4 From Page 15

to run. More accurate algorithms are
more complex.

If you look at the result of a few dozen
sweeps of this program you will notice

program of this type stores the grid as an

array of coordinates to very high
precision. The information can be
extracted to generate accurate cutting
patterns for the fabrication of a canopy in

Basic program is the use of a triangular
mesh. Buro Happolds software is written
to control the tension m the mesh, not to
equalise tension in all directions but to
optimise it to the fabric's properties.
The material used for this tent was

the real world.

It is also possible to use the data to
generate flat printouts of strips taken
across the grid which can be cut out and
pasted together into paper models of the

about 10 per cent stronger in one direc

rubber bands connected together (which

tensile.

of the cloth from the roll.

it models very closely indeed) then you

The particular tent shown as a com
puter drawing was designed by Buro
Happold, a firm of consulting engineers
which specialises in this type of work. It is
a transportable tent measuring 95 by 130
metres, making it the largest mobile tent

that the lines near the corners tend to be

longer than the others. This is an indi
cation of higher tension.

If you consider the grid to be a net of

will see why this must be so.

Dynamic relaxation is an iterative
technique, and each sweep takes the
model closer to the fully relaxed state. But
it never quite gets there, rather like
Achilles trying to catch up with the
tortoise in the ancient paradox.

For practical applications a program

tion than the other. They also, very clev
erly, managed to force the grid into a
form that would allow economical cutting

in the world. The relaxation of the struc

ture and the drawing were produced on a

like this would be allowed to run for many

Hewlett Packard HP 9000 Workstation.
The most notable difference between

hours before data was read off from it. A

the drawing and the output of our small

\Dynamic Relaxation.
\By Charlie Oancey
\(c) Atari ST User
\Written in Fast Basic
\Works in all Screen modes
PROCsetscreen

PROCcreatevariables
REPEAT
PROCrotate
PROCdraw

PROCrelax
count=count+1
u=u+0.2
UNTIL FALSE
END

\

\Procedure and Function Definitions
\

DEF PROCrelax
FOR i%=1 TO 19

FOR jX=1 TO 19
IF i%=10 AND j%=10 THEN
\Do nothing this is mast top.

Further reading ...
Readers wanting to learn more about this
fascinating topic should try to get hold of a
copy of Tensile Structures by Frei Otto,
(MIT Press ISBN 0 262 65005 3).
This book is an absolute goldmine of
ideas and is profusely illustrated. It also
deals with inflatable structures which are

actually tensiles supported by air pressure
as opposed to masts and guy ropes.

=(y(i/i+1,i»+y(i,/!-1,j,/i)+y(iX,j7.+1)+y(i7./j/!-1))/4
zCi %,j%> (z(iX+1/j7.) +z(iM,j»+z(i^ini) +z(i!;,iM))/4
ENDIF

NEXT i%
NEXT :%
\Now relax edges
FOR iZ=1 TO 19

x(iX,0)= FNedgecalc(x(i X,1),xCiX-1,0),x(i%+1,0>)
x(i%,20) =FNedgecalc(x( i7.,19),x(i*M,20)/x(iX+1/20))
y(i%,0)= FNedgecalc(y(i 2,1),y(iM,0),y<i;!+1,0))
yCi %,20) =FNedgecalc(y( n%,19),y<i%-l,20),y<i%+1,20)>
z(iX,0>= FNedgeca Lc <zC i%,1),z(i%-1,0),z(i%+1,0)>
z(iX,20) =FNedgecatc(z( i7.,19),z(iM/20),z(i!!+1/20))
NEXT i%

FOR j3!= 1 TO 19
x(0,j/O =FNedgecalctxd ,jI),x(I,jM),x(»,jW»
x(20,j» =FNedgecalc(x( 19,j-/O,x<20,jM),x(20,j)S+1))
y(l,jX>» FNedgeca Ic (yd ,jX>,y<i,jiM>,y(0,jX+1»
y(20,j!O =FNedgecalc(y( 19,j7.)/y(20,j7.-1),y(20,jX+1))
zC0,j%)= FNedgecalctzd ,]%), z(0,jM),z(0,j!(+1))
z(20,j» =FNedgecalc(z( 19/j»/z(20,j7.-1),z(20,jM))
NEXT ]t
ENDPROC

DEF FNedgecalc(a,b,c)
=(a+cable*b+cable*c)/(2*cable+1)

ELSE

\Average coordinates of four neighbours

x<iX,j%) =(xCi%+1,j%>+x(iS:-1,jX)+x<iX,3X+1)+x(i):,jX-1>)/4

DEF PROCdraw
CLG 0
HOME

PRINT count;" Sweeps"
FOR n

- 0 TO 20

FOR )% - 0 TO 19

LINE aCi%,j%),b(i%,j%) TO a(iX,jX+1),b(i!!,jX+1)

Turn to Page 18 •

The largest mobile
tent in the world
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Cyber Studio Presents ...
Your Own Living CAD 3D Works of Art!

You Created i t . . .
Now Join In
— In Fabulous 3D
Want to getright in with theaction on
your screen? Well, now you can! These

amazing Stereotek glasses will give you

Cyber Studio for the Atari 1040 ST is an exciting real-time package which combines
the versatile CAD 3D 2with Cybermate, an advanced animation facility.

Cyber Studio provides you with the tools to create a virtually limitless range of 3D
images - from cartoons and science fiction fantasy to designing a car or landscaping
your garden! The package is ideal for illustrating the various dimension of objects
viewed from different angles and plane - invaluable for both educational and
practical usage.

Dimensioning can be either in metres or feet, allowing for relational scaling between
objects and real world situations. Additional features include arbitrary rotation points
and a custom colour rendering system with up to 16 colours. Total control of light
sources enables you to cast shadows from your objects - just like natural light!

a startling view ofyour software, a 3D
depth ofvision you won't believe! Aswell
as your screen adventures, enjoy your
education andbusiness presentations in

glorious 3D too! Simply plug these hitech glasses into the cartridge port of
your Atari 1040 orMEGA ST and get a
whole new perspective onlife.

£149-00
INC. VAT.

The Cybermate animation facility allows you to view complex objects in a continuous
sweeping movement, showing all possible perspectives. Just imagine it... design
your own house or castle - then fly round your creation for a bird's eye view!

SOFTL1NE

— the ultimate software support service
If you've dreamed of having access to a helpline where your
questions are answered by technical experts, receiving
advance warning of upgrades, tips on bugs, regular newsletters
... your prayers are answered! Subscribe for £19.95, and
:
all your Electric Software packages will be covered by^
theSoftline support service. Join now!

ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION 8GREEN STREET, WILLINGHAM, CAMBRIDGE CB4 5JA
TELEPHONE: 0954 61258 TELEX: 81113 (PMPROF G) FAX: 0954 80318
Cvber Studio is a trade mark of Antic

All nthpr traHp markc aro arknnuyloHnoH
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CASE 2: ascale=1:bscate=1

< From Page 16

ENDSWITCH

FOR )X= 0 TO 20

ENDPROC

FOR i% = 0 TO 19

LINE a<i%,j%),bCi%,j%> TO a(iM ,jX),b(iU1,
NEXT iJ!

DEF PROCrotate
st =SIN t:ct = C0S t

NEXT ]'/.

su=SIN u:cu=C0S u

ENDPROC

sv=SIN v:cv=COS v

X)

FOR i!!=0 TO 20

DIM x(20,20),y (20,20)^(20,205,3(20,20)^(20, 20)

FOR j/!=0 TO 20
x=x(iX,j/i)

FOR i%=0 TO 20

y«y(iX,jX>

FOR ]l- 0 TO 20
xCi %,j%)=i %*20-200
z(i%,j%)=j%*20-200

PROCrotcalc

DEF PROCcreatevariables

z=z(iZ,j7.)
a(i%,j%)=a*ascale+GRAFWIDTH/2
b(i%,j%)=b*bscaLe+GRAFHEIGHT/2
NEXT )l

y<i %,j%)=0
NEXT )l

NEXT \X
ENDPROC

NEXT \X

\set mast top.

y(10,10)=-200:x(10,10)=100
\miseelLaneous variables.

DEF PROCrotcalc

DATA PI/6,0,0,150,400,3,0
READ t,u,v,viewdepth,vieydist,cable,count

\rotate on y axis
temp=x*cu-z*su

ENDPROC

2=Z*CU+X*SU

DEF PROCsetscreen

x=temp
\rotate on x axis

temp=y*ct+z*st
z=z*ct-y*st
y=temp

H1DEMOUSE

GRAFRECT 0,0,SCREENWIDTH,SCREENHEIGHT

TXTRECT 0,0,SCREENHIDTH,SCREENHEIGHT
CLG 0
HOME

PRINT "Dynamic relaxation - initialising"
\Set scaling factors according to screen resc tution

\rotate on z axis
temp=x*cv-y*sv
y=y*cv+x*sv

x=temp

\perspective
a=(viewdist*x)/(viewdist+viewdepth- z)
b=(viewdist*y)/(viewdist

SWITCH SCREENMODE

CASE 0: ascale=0.5:bscate=0.5
CASE 1: ascale=1:bscate=0.5

FOR THE 520 OR 1040 ATARI ST

|

INTERNAL FITTING.

2

Runs on ni-cad batteries that re-charge

when you switch the computer on.

EXTERNAL ROM PORT
• FITTING.
Long life battery.

Keeps the time whether plugged in or

•

Easily fitted inside machine and easily

out.

removed if required.

Easily fitted; simply plugs into ROM

•

Supplied with software to check time

.

•

Lower price than other ROM port clock

etc.
——

port.

•

Fits under keyboard; no need to re

cards.

move the metal shield.

Made in England by MICRODEAL.

•

•

Lower price than other clock cards.

<S **, BY PHONE -WITH CREDIT CARD m
^«lV^BY POST—SEND CHEQUE OR P.O.

^T | g GsTI 0726 68020
l==J

^JUST £27 50 T0 MICRODEAL LTD. BOX 68, ST.AUSTELL, CORNWALL PL25 4YB
(£1 Post &Packing)
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The Timeworks

Family

Make The Headlines With

Timeworks Desktop Publisher!
With the arrival of Timeworks Desktop Publisher, everyone can make the news...
literally! Available for the Atari ST, IBM, Amstrad and compatible PCs, Timeworks
Desktop Publisher unlocks your printer's hidden power. It's like having your own print
shop, right there onthedesktop.

Newsletters, brochures, advertisements, posters, signs or specifications - anything you
produce on your word processor, by hand, orusing professional agencies, you can now
create yourself using Timeworks Desktop Publisher. Easier, quicker, cheaper - and
better, too, because Timeworks Desktop Publisher puts you in control.

Timeworks Desktop Publisher has all the essential features of desktop publishing
packages costing up to eight times the price - and some you won't find anywhere else.
Fully WYSIWYG with aneasy to use GEM interface, it has everything you need. Framebased page layout with style sheets and master pages, documents up to 999 pages,
multiple text and symbol fonts in a range of styles and sizes, text and picture import from
leading programs, word processing features and graphics creation "straight on to the
page". Drivers for a whole range of popular matrix and laser printers, including
PostScript, areall supplied with Timeworks Desktop Publisher.
So whether you're a budding newspaper tycoon, small business, school, college, or
would-be novelist, with Timeworks Desktop Publisher atonly £99, you can afford to
publish without being damned. Buy your copy of Timeworks Desktop Publisher today!

Timeworks Desktop Publisher isoneof a
family ofTimeworks' products from Electric
Distribution. Other family members include
Word Writer ST, a complete professional
word processing system, Data Manager ST,

a database package for report writing,
SwiftCalc ST, aneasytousespreadsheet,
each costing £79.95. Plus Partner ST, a
suite oftwelve desktop accessories to boost
your efficiency for only £49.95. MS-DOS
versions for IBM or Amstrad PCs and

compatible computers will beavailable very
shortly. Timeworks Desktop Publisher is
available now.

gaSMHB
PARTNER

SOFTL1NE

the ultimate software support service
If you've dreamed ofhaving access toa helpline where your questions
areanswered bytechnical experts, receiving advance warning
of upgrades, tips on bugs, regular newsletters... your
prayers are answered! Subscribe for £19.95 and all

your Electric Distribution packages will becovered
bytheSoftline support service. Joinnow!

ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION 8 GREEN-STREET, WILLINGHAM, CAMBRIDGE CB4 5JA

TELEPHONE:0954:61258 TELEX:8TT13 (PMPROFG) FAX:095480318
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WHAT IS FORTH?
The essence of good Forth program
ming is to split a problem into small
manageable portions and build up a
program that can be easily tested
and modified. Each distinct portion
is called a word, and these can be
executed from the keyboard or from
within a program simply by using
their names.

Forth has the full range of loop
constructs - DO-LOOP, BEGINAGAIN, BEGIN-UNTIL, BEGINWHILE-REPEAT - multiline deci
sion commands - IF-ELSE-THEN and the CASE structure.

The versatile
alternative...
access to the underlying system. This is a
fair compromise intended to stop people
from re-selling the Forth system.
The 225 page manual includes
upgrades to the floating point and Gem
extensions. It gives a quick introduction to
the language, but does not attempt to
teach Forth programming. A large chunk

Robert Gear is quite
forthright about the
benefits of Gem Forth

GEM Forth was written by Micro

is given over to full descriptions of the
actions of the words in the system. Both
newcomers and experienced users will
find the glossaries an invaluable

The programming environment is

processor Engineering, a South
ampton firm with an impressive range of
products on offer. The system is supplied
on one single sided unprotected disc and
MPE says as many personal copies as
necessary may be made for backup and

more like Basic than C. Forth can be

security purposes. But it asks users to

Gem Forth is Forth-83 standard, with
extensions to handle Gem, floating point
arithmetic, assembly language and the ST

used in immediate mode like Basic,
but the program source statements

respect copyright and not to have more

operating s,otem. However, the language

than one copy in use at a time.

itself doesn't use Gem, so don't expect to
see windows and menus while you are
programming.

When a new word is defined, it

becomes part ofthe Forth dictionary
and is indistinguishable from the
words which are already there.

are used to produce an executable
form which can be processed
quicker by the computer.
There are only three major
dialects of Forth and most imple
mentations adhere quite closely to
one of the three standards. Since the

The language is started from the
desktop by double clicking on the

reference.

GEMFORTH.PRG icon. The program file

The package is supplied with Fred -

is just over 30k long. The editor and

MPE's friendly editor - which is
excellent. By convention, source code is

assembler are held in separate files as
binary overlays which are loaded in by

edited m screens of Ik. This means that

the system when required, so they don't
take up valuable memory space in a fin

only one screen of your code is held in
memory at a time; the different sections

differences between dialects or

ished application.
Once you have written your program

are shuffled in and out of ram when
required.

machine dependencies by re
defining some of the words.

you can produce a turnkey package

Fred, a full screen editor, is a big

which will load and run straight from the

improvement over the Fig-Forth line

tation, but don't be put off by the

desktop. MPE says the resulting PRG file
may be distributed without royalty on

editor. It uses keyboard controls to
access its functions and the list is quite

rather strange looking syntax. At

condition that the user is allowed no

extensive. I doubt that I have regularly

language is so flexible, it is often
feasible to make up for any slight

Forth uses reverse Polish no

first everything looks back to front,
but happily the notation used can be
learned in a few hours and mastered
in a matter of days.

Forth is remarkably versatile,

Using Screen File: FORTH.SCR

9 Lines in the barrel

since it combines all the advantages

of a high level language with the

1

\ file transfer - receiving sinply

speed and control normally associ

2

ated with assembly language pro
gramming.

3
4

decinal
! recv-block
block 13 renout

There is no separate Unking stage

to go through before an executable
program is produced. The time
taken to test a program, correct it
and recompile is therefore much
shorter and takes fewer steps than
many languages.
The

interactive

environment

which Forth provides speeds up the
overall development time by
allowing easy testing of the

S
6
7
8
9
IB
11
12

13
14
15
IS

\ block» --

\ collect
\ close block
\ tell user

loop

loop

bounds do i recv-block

S start-blk »blks ~

loop

;
esc H

for help

individual elements of a program.

Fred the friendly editor at work
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IE

;

; add-blocks

search for

3

\ «blks ~

: recv--locks

i recv-block

Scr:

\ trigger start

1824 8

do renin over i ♦ c!
drop update flush
ascii . enit j
8 ?do

fred vl.4

replace by
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used as many as half of the functions in a

through a Gemdos timer interrupt or

year.

through a software task scheduler.

Fred incorporates a novel arrangement
called the barrel, a sort of clipboard/
holding buffer. This becomes invaluable
once you get used to it, particularly when
moving lines of code from one screen to
another.

Gem programming is heavy going in
any language. Even so, I found it much
easier to experiment using Forth than C.
The reason is simple: Forth is an inter
active environment. It is easy to try things
out quickly and without fuss - as soon as a

Lines of source can be copied to and
from the barrel with simple keyboard

word is completed it can be compiled
into the dictionary and tested.

controls and the entire contents can be

If it doesn't work you re-load the editor,

rolled up and down to display the
required line m the one line message

edit the word and recompile it - all in a
matter of seconds. Your train of thought
isn't broken by a lengthy wait, as it is
when using a C compiler.
The full library of Gem functions is
available through the Gem interface
routines and the majority of common
operations have been included in higher

area. There seems to be no limit to its size

- apart from the amount of available
memory. The barrel stretches to fit
whatever you want to put in it.
I have found it useful for temporarily
holding lines and as a way of copying
short pieces of text, though its hard to
keep track of any more than a dozen lines
in the barrel at any one time.
My only gripe about the editor is the
way it handles movement of screens

around the source file. It only appears to
be able to extend the length of the disc

level

definitions.

These

THE ATARI ST

combine

ments and compile them as Forth con
stants.

No other graphic support is provided
as standard. If you don't want to get
involved in Gem graphics you will have to

of Forth itself, so it will not be possible to
type in programs from books without

This limitation only becomes significant
if the movement of screens would attempt
to write past the physical end of the file. If
you try to do this, the block move function

substantial modification. However, the

gets muddled because it tries to move

GEM-FORTH FOR

commonly used pieces of code which
make it easier to get a Gem-based pro
gram up and running,
The only drawback to using Gem is the
difference in syntax caused by the nature

file by one screenful - Ik - at a time.

screenfuls of code on to screens which do
not exist.

I

write your own interface to the ST's A-line
routines. Fortunately, I have found this to
be a fairly straightforward matter.

Forth does not support floating point
arithmetic as standard. In most cases,
floating point numbers are simply not

general principles still hold good.,

A resource editor is not supplied with
the package although the full range of
resource file functions are supported. If
you are serious about writing Gem pro

needed and' the extra overhead in exe

cution time and memory space do not

grams you will find it virtually impossible

warrant their use.

However, provided you know about it,
this snag is not the end of the world. All

without some kind of utility.
Fortunately, assuming you can get hold

For the rare occasions when they are
essential, MPE has supplied the source

you need to do is ensure the disc file is

of a resource editor, two courses of action

code for a full set of operators. Floating

large enough to stop you from trying to

are available. You can take the contents
of the .H - header definitions - file

point versions of all the familiar arithmetic
operators are present, as well as trig, log

move screens off the end,
Version 1.0 of Gem Forth had an

produced by the resource editor and

ical and stack functions.

annoying habit of crashing back to the

retype them at the start of your Forth

desktop if an exception error occurred.
The problem has been fixed in the latest
update by trapping the exception vec
tors; and now an error message is given
and control is returned to the interpreter.
Forth vocabularies are managed
extremely flexibly. Unlike the older Fig
implementations, Forth-83 can support
complex vocabulary search orders.

source as constants.

Since the floating point package is
supplied in source form, it is entirely

Older versions could only manage to
search one context vocabulary plus the
Forth vocabulary itself. Using the ONLY
and ALSO words, search orders with up
to eight distinct vocabularies can be set
up.

Gem Forth is not what is known as a

Alternatively, by doing a bit of hacking,

reasonable for you to edit the functions

you can read the .H file and write Forth
words to interpret the #DEFINE state-

Turn to Page 22 •

Running under GEN V8.19
Screen File: FBRTH.SCR
Free dictionary space! 238752 bytes
ok
35 list
Screen 35

1 \ assenbler example - CNOVE
2

3 asn

\ load assenbler

native system. Many implementations

4
5 code cnove

\ source dest count —

contain their own device drivers to

G

(a7)+ d8 1, wove,

\ get count

handle the keyboard, mass storage and

7
a
3
IB
11

(a7)+ aB I. novea,
d7 aB 1. adda,
(a7)+ al 1. novea,
d7 al I, adda,
dB I. tst,
ne, if, begin, (al)* (aB)* b. nove
1 »d8 I. subq,

\
\
\
\

12
13
14

eq, until,
endif,
(a3) jnp,
end-code

so on. This version makes full use of the

ST's operating system. Source code is
stored in named Gemdos files and the

current one from which the compiler will
read can be altered with USING.

Gem Forth does not provide multi
tasking as standard, but MPE tells me it
intends to make it available as an exten
sion in the future. This will be done either

get dest address+base
get src. address+base
if anything to do
copy a byte

\ count doHn
\ until done
\
\ back to forth

15

16 unhook-asn
ok

\ release assenbler

Using the
Forth
assembler
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< From Page 21

which you don't need from your finished
application to save memory. However,
you will need to take care that the defin

itions you are taking out are not used later
by functions you want to keep in.
The assembler follows the normal

Forth conventions and uses reverse
Polish notation. This tends to make the

code look a bit strange at first because
the operators and data precede the

instructions to carry out their functions.

few more examples would have been

The assembler is loaded from disc as

helpful to a newcomer. All the information

an overlay and it can be discarded when
it is no longer required so it takes up no
room in the finished program. It is pos
sible to optimise the performance of a
program written in high level Forth by
re-writing some definitions in assembly
language.
Alternatively, it is sometimes easier to
do things in machine code than to mess

is there, but I found a couple of tricky
little matters took me some time to work

out when a few lines of explanation would
have provided-the vital clue.
Gem Forth is a full implementation of 32
bit Forth-83. Since I discovered the lan

guage I haven't written more than five
lines of Basic; and I would have no hesit
ation in advising anyone who wants to
write their own programs to switch to

about in Forth. If a definition involves

Owing to the interactive nature of

complicated stack juggling, this can be
an indication that the problem has been
poorly defined or that recourse to
assembler may help to sort things out.
In the manual, the 12 pages devoted to

Forth, I have done more useful work with

the assembler explain how to load it from

this assembler than I have with other con

disc and describe its two different modes

six months without any serious problems
with disc space. I have upgraded to two

ventional ones.

of operation. The syntax used is illus
trated and is compared to that used by

was nothing to do with Forth.

instructions. Even so, MPE has done a
very good job of making the assembler

mnemonics as close as possible to the
conventional form.

In common with most other Forth pack
ages, it is a macro-assembler and incor
porates structures. Versions of Forth

conventional

assemblers.

But

act in the same way as their high level
counterparts by assembling branch

in assembly language. Even so, I found
the section on using it a little sparse. A

Get to

grips with
GEM!

run the program you've compiled or any other

between them - the editor understands Word

star® command sequences. It has block copy and
move and powerful search and search and re
place functions.
The compiler is Prospero's well established
Pro Pascal or Pro Fortran-77 compiler, both of

who would like to use GEM, Prospero has the so

80x86 versions are supplied with Extended

Atari, Amstrad etc.

The linker is fast and efficient; assembler lan

guage libraries in Intel or GST format may be
introduced.

•Complete programming environment with edi
The debugger provides complete source line

• Highperformance compiler (ProPascal or Pro tracing and source variable display capability;
• Linker, Run-time Libraries, Librarian, X-referencer, Debugger

• Compiled Pascal or Fortran GEM bindings
• Run time library distribution licence
• Completelanguageand GEM documentation
• Access to BIOS, XBIOS and Line A routines.

The programming environment is de
signed to stay resident as long as you're pro
gramming. It controls the editor, the compiler,
the linker and utilityprograms, and allowsyou to

Supplier: Microprocessor Engineering, 133
Hill Lane, Southampton SOI 5AF
Tel: 0703 631441

Desk

Flit

Hock

JHgBB LI* Run

Reptatedlu asks for I [onpller „p,in„s ,,.10
OUt ItS SfiallcSt fOCt

Compile other file
Vflft factor, Nixfottor: 0
integer;

Cross reference

•EBIH

< Start of naln loop >
REPEP.T
REPEAT

nriteln;

MrlteCInput an Integer up to a thousand Million (• 1
readln(nunber);
UNTIL nunber >- 8;

MrlteCSnallest factor of ', nunber:!, ' Is : ');

lution for you: Two new products for GEM on Memory Model, which allows unlimited pro
the AtariSTor anyPC withGEM suchas IBM, gram code size.

Fortran-77)

Product: Gem Forth
Price: £51.10+VAT

{

The four-window editor You can load up to
four different source files, and cut and copy

which are validated to ISO and ANSI standards.

tor and workbench

double sided drives since then, but that

program.

If you'reoneof thosethousandsofprogrammers

CalledProspero Pascal for GEM andPro
spero Fortran for GEM they include:

one single sided drive on a 520STM for

don't

assembly language.
There is some instruction on using the
assembler with an example word written

Pascal or Fortran Programmers:

If you have only one disc drive and

your C compiler keeps running out of
disc space, try Forth. I ran this version on

expect the manual to teach you 68000

- IF-ELSE-THEN, BEGIN-UNTIL, BEGINAGAIN, WHILE, REPEAT. The structures

words are available for use in definitions

Forth.

break points may be set; the calling sequence
may be shown, the last ten lines executed can be
listed, as can any source lines from the main
program or any libraries; you can execute SID or
DEBUG or any other program; screen switching
is provided (on the Atari) to separate program
text and GEM output.
Windowing and graphics support is pro
vided by GEM; the documentation provides all
the explanation needed to use these powerful
functions.

>'•

Documentation

Three volume 800 page pack includes:
• Installation and operating instructions
• Implementation details
• The programming language specification
• All 109 VDI Bindings
• All 101 AES Bindings
• Each library of bindings is discussed
• For each binding the Prospero definition is
given, the general purpose is discussed, and the
value, type and exact meaning of each parameter
is given. An example program fragment using
the binding is also provided.
For more information call 01-741 8531 or write

to Department 705, Prospero Software Ltd, 190
Castelnau, London SW13 9DH, England.
PASCAL

£99.95

FORTRAN

£129.95

(VAT included)

Prospero Software
^.ANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS
190CASTELNAU,LONDONSWB9DH, ENGLAND TEL01-7418S31 TELEX 8814396
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The trilogy

Interactive fiction

iromLevel9
T h r e e of Level 9's most acclaimed adven

tures - Lords of Time, Red Moon and The

Price of Magik - come together in one
package. Each has been enhanced and enlarged
with more text than ever before - 60,000 mind-

l« rt :ii »l fm toil,Wilisi« it i km(Irtkii,'

(«l im stub :i* rscis t!mmjta •£ •» In m«

expanding words creating magik and mystery
round every corner. There's a powerful new
parser, and most disc versions include stunning
digitised pictures that help to dramatically
heighten the atmosphere.

.((i. if. II :<:i;! I* '.HI. ta;» ;>! 1! 8!i!ii Ik.

Mm

Screen shots from

What the press have said:

Atari ST version

!i illMtust: illi titi; (ri IM ti tit nit. Illtan nw Hi

LORDS OF TIME: "Destined to become a classic" -

ml, ifliii) Hi litlitllittaliMl! ilmil,

Computing with the Amstrad.

Hunt! I

RED MOON: Best Graphical Adventure or Best
Adventure of the Year-Zzap 64, Crash, Amtix, C&VG,
CCI, and Amstrad Computer User.
THE PRICE OF MAGIK: "Another superb adventure . . .
their best yet" - Commodore User. Also a Crash
Smash,

Spectrum (cassette) Plus 3 (disc)

Atari ST

Commodore 64 (cassette or disc)
Amstrad CPC (cassette or disc)
Atari XL/XE (cassette or disc)
Amstrad PCW (disc)

Commodore Amiga
Macintosh

Amstrad PC, IBM PC

and compatibles

Apple II (disc)

i^L^I^M
_ SOFTWARE v
Europa House, Adlington Park,
Adlington, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.
ENQUIRIES: 0625 878888 ORDER HOTLINE: 0625 879920

£14.95

£19.95

Available from all good stockists or order direct by sending a
cheque or postal order made payable to Mandarin, together with
your name and address. Price includes P&P. Access/Visa owners:
Phone our hotline or send your card number with your order.

HARDWARE
520 STFM
520 STM +
SF 3151Mb Disk Drive
1040 STF

ILICON

£379

£439
£539
£849
£1099

Mega ST-2
Mega ST-4
When purchased with one of above units.

ATARI SM125
Mono Monitor
£99
PHILIPS CM8833
£269
Col. Monitor

NIMATION
ATARI SM125
Mono Monitor £129
PHILIPS CM 8833

Machin

Col.Monitor

pictures from video recorders, cameras
or even laser vision disk players.

£289

A real-time video digitiser can take

Digitise photographs, drawings etc. and

CUMANA Single

put them on screen or save them to disk

1Mb Disk Drive £129
CUMANANA5.25"
1 Mb Disk Drive £ 159

for use in your animation programmes or
desk top publishing.
Phone for full details of the uses and

information about our digitising service

£249.95

SPECIALSignuni2
andthe
NECClassicPinwriter2200
Pack
AQQ
•Will" Signum 2. the NEW
version of the
Document Processor which
now C ••^1^1
f |LLp H I GEM package. This superb package, along with the NEC P2200 24 Pin ^9 • W W
OFFER
"

4t p p p M

offers columns, easier cut/paste and can now import graphics from any

1^^ ^T ^J m. J

package. This superb package, along
printer will offer the perfect solution for quality Document publishing.

INCLUDING VAT

The printer comes complete with the following : NEC printer drivers and Dump prg. ST lead, spare ribbon.

Phone now for sample print of Signum 2 from an N E C
START SYSTEMS

FOR

P2200

BUSINESS AMD GRAPHIC SOETWARI

Signum 2 + laser driver £ 184

Quantum Paintbox

£16

Timeworks DTP

£79

Spectrum 512

£59

Word Perfect (4 1)
1st Word Plus

£199
£59

DEGAS Elite

£20

Easy Draw 2
Superbase Professional £219 Cyber Paint
Superbase Personal
£69 CyberStudio
VIP Professional tuKGem) £ 149 Cyber Control
Logistix V1.15
£99 Human Design
Materplan (vip done)
£69 Future Design
pli
SAGE Account
PC-Ditto (UK version)

Show Time
*******
Come and meet us on stand F8 at the

| k ATARI ST US ER show

^ on22.24th of APRIL

Printer

£59
£49
£69
£49
£20
£20

£79

'SUPPORT

SEC UNIT
NEW
• if In the picture with

SS»X0tUhreer1Ivnol«htioPn.ry <

id eo

digitiser
will he showing you how to use
Wv
animation &
SAM in graphics

document publishing

NEC P2200 (80 col, 56 cps LQ &168 DQ
NEC P6 (80 col. 72 cps LQ &215 cps DQ

NEC P7 (136 col, 72 cps LQ &216 cps DQ
NEC P5 XL (88 cps LQ &264 cps DQ)..
NEC P9 XL (128 cps LQ &384 cps DQ
For prices and information on cut sheet/ tractor
feeders, carbon, fabric or colour ribbons give us a
call and ask for our NEC Support Unit.

7

o
"O

CO
"O

209 TELEGRAPH ROAD, DEAL, KENT, CT14 9DR J
ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT AND DELIVERY.
All prices correct tat time of going to
p r e s s and s u p e r c e d e oil previous
advertised prices.

For any order just send a cheque, bankers draft or postal order made payable to

s.

START SYSTEMS to the address above and we will despatch your order to you
within 14 days, subject to availability.

^
w

i£i (0304) 3 6 9 3 6 4
<
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THE TYPE FOR

)ST

PARTNER/

TYPESETTER.

IREVIEW

FORTH has to one of my favourite pro

Ve haf

gramming languages. Unfortunately,
the prices of commercially available
Forth systems for the ST range from £50 to
£250, and this has inevitably restricted the
use of the language to all but the most

ways of
making

dedicated enthusiasts.

I find this pricing rather strange,
especially when you consider the fact
that the design of Forth makes it ideally
suited for implementation on the ST's
68000 processor.

As you might expect, this has inevitably
led to the availability of a number of ver
sions of Forth in the public domain. Of the
three packages I looked at, only Volks
Forth and Bradley Forth are really worthy

you go

of consideration.

Forth

There's also another, half finished ver

sion, which is often included on a general
language disc along with a 68000
assembler and a variety of other system
software. On startup it prints out the
message "FORTH-83 Version 1 as of

Stephen Hill finds a
superb public domain
programming language
sure to get you hooked

November 17 1985".

Despite having numerous copies of this
program, obtained from various different
sources, I have yet to get it working for
longer than about five minutes on my ST
without crashing completely. I strongly
advise you to steer well clear of this

either directly from the keyboard or

program.

Volks Forth is a straightforward imple

using one of the two screen editors
provided. I couldn't in all fairness recom

mentation of the latest 16 bit Forth 83

sions of the Forth interpreter, and the

mend either of these editors to a begin
ner, but they were certainly no worse
than many others I've seen.
Unlike most Forth systems, the support
for Gem provided by this package is
pretty good and a comprehensive range
of commands is included m the example

second a set of extensions and demon

screens. The mam limitation with Volks

stration programs stored in the form of

Forth is that you are restricted to a
maximum of 64k of program space, no
matter how much memory is actually

standard, enhanced with a number of

special features to enable it to be used
from within the Gem programming
environment.

The system comes on two single sided
discs. The first contains two different ver

Forth screens.

Since this is a German program, I'm
afraid I wasn't able to make much sense

available.

of the documentation. Familiarisation with

Also, the package lacks a couple of the
optional extras provided by the majority
of commencal programs, such as floating

the system was therefore rather a hit and
miss affair.

Volks Forth stores all source programs
using a series of screens which are
compacted into one very large file on the
data disc. Programs can be entered

point and double length arithmetic. It

does however, sport a clumsy but service
able 68000 assembler.

Rather than being the more common 16

0 Get/Set the date and tine on a file
only forth systen also forth hidden also forth definitions
create datebuf 2 /»* allot

!buf> (- shh dny)
: set-dateStine

1

over

( sec nin hour

day non year

filename — )

f.apen dup B< abort" Can't open file"
datebuf f.datine

It was

Instead of storing all source programs
in separate Forth screens, Bradley Forth
compiles routines directly from Ascii files
on the disc. This enables you to readily
use any text editor you like to create your
programs. In addition, there is also a
powerful version of the well known
Emacs editor which can be accessed

directly from Forth whenever necessary.
A useful Emacs tutorial is supplied on the
disc to get you started.
As with Volks Forth, there is no support
for floating point arithmetic. In some
applications this would undoubtedly be a
serious drawback. Although a set of Gem
functions is provided on the disc, these
are described by the documentation as
experimental, and I cannot attest to their
total reliability.
Strictly speaking, this package is
shareware. This means that support is
available in the form of a full set of man

uals, along with a copy of the latest ver

sion of the program for $50 (about £30).
Considering its guality, this has to be a
good deal.
In many respects, the disparity
between the design of these two versions
of Forth makes it very difficult to make
any hard and fast comparisons. Bradley
Forth is undoubtedly the easiest to use,
and makes the greatest use by far of the
STs resources. But Volks Forth has a

better set of demo programs, and a simpler
and more straightforward Gem interface.
For me, Bradley Forth wins hands
down, but if you can cope with the
German documentation, Volks Forth
would also be well worth a look. With just
a little more developement work, neither
of these implementations would look out
of place among the many full priced Forth
systems on the market.

domain software libraries:

McSoft, 9, Abingdon Gardens,

8 swap f.open dup B< abort" Can't open file"
B aver datebuf f.datine ( handle )
f.close drop

Bath, AvonBA2 2UY.

filedate.fth -

The South West Software Library,
5 Barn Owl Way, Stoke Cifford,

( handle )

buf>
[Read 31 lines]

documentation was excellent.

supplemented by an extremely powerful
online help system, which gave a brief
description of most Forth instructions at
any time. Beginners would find this facil
ity especially useful.

obtained from the following public

( handle )

: get-dateitine ( filename — sec nin hour day son year )

ForthEHflCS -

the program to take this into account.
In contrast to the previous program, the

All three versions of Forth can be

( handle )

f.close drop

-

large as 230k on a standard ST.
This appears to be the maximum
memory accessible by the system at the
moment, but it may well be possible for
users with more memory to reconfigure

datebuf nal+ nG >dny

>r >buf r>

S snap

double length integers and programs as

So what are you waiting for? Get hold of
a copy of Forth today. Who knows, you
might even get hooked.

: >buf ( s n h d h y — )
dny> datebuf nai+ h! hns> datebuf m!
datebuf Ne >tms

bit Forth, Bradley Forth is an expanded
32 bit version, capable of dealing with full

File: \files.fth\filedate.fth

Using Emacs
to edit a

Bradley

Bristol, Avon BS12 CRZ.
The ST Club, PO Box 136, London
El ILL.

Forth file
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CHANGE YOUR STANDARD MONO SYSTEM
INTO FULL COLOUR FOR LESS THAMT

Modulato

lugs

socket of

ST, L!?4°.ST
the othei

or MEGA

l°roh^erlal80cf
o
your ordinary uhf colour

TV

Now

you can get the ful

colourful benifit of

your

graphics H
Droararr
amrrtes
"yrarriines

ann .is as.

d"a all those gamesthat

run in colour only

hat

A bonus is you ran

record any animation

onto your v&o S e "
or bPur||SnVche ne,'9hbo^s

-stofaoeoicateo6^
V4i

RS»

Send £54.95

<^95pius£-5.postagean
/"»,„ —-"• i^mge and packingj

Cheque or Pno*
££*£*°rPosta>Orders
only, to:-

%i9JeJedraph Road,

Deal, Kent CT14 9DR

Despatched wi,hln „ d

WITH THE APPROVAL of STWORLD and GOLLNER PUBLISHING LTD
WE ARE THE EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS OF THE STMODULATOR

subtect ft, availability.

ARE YOU MAKING ENOUGH MONEY ON THE STOCKMARKET?

.... with our Software, your computer could make you more!
'ShareMaster is a valuable piece of software ... its
analysis option can even improve your performance
sufficiently to pay for itself in a reasonable space of time' -

'A sophisticated combined portfolio and price graphics
program . . . comprehensive and easy to follow' - Investors

Which PC

'There's no reason why ShareMaster shouldn't grace the
portfolio of every interested investor' - Complete Guide to

'The program represents value for money which does not
seem to be equalled in its field' - Acorn User

Chronicle

the Amstrad PCW
We believe that no other investment package

ShareMaster is a powerful and easy to use
integrated investment system for the analysis
of price trends, investment performance and
portfolio profitability. The package employs a
comprehensive range of advanced predictive

can match ShareMaster's combination of

facilities, performance, flexibility, ease of use
and price. We are confident that investors

will find it an indispensable aid, one which
should repay your investment many times over.

and analytical measures to \}&\p you improve

ShareMaster is available for most popular
computers including:
Amstrad/IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles

the timing and success <
decisions.

ShareMaster's portfolio
have been designed to
needs of private and pi
The charting feature
on systems costing
price.

matures
the vWying
al investors,

BBC Model B <
Amstrad CPC I

Atari 520 ST

n be found only

Now avaljaj^pburl

mes the purchase

Investment analyst..
ShareMast&rtor the ATAP
convenience and flexibility ii

MAIN FEATUR

* Profit Analysis f
Profit Statemen

nclude Valuation,

providing more powerful chartinj

ormance Reporting,

* Pre

include moving
• scaling, point & figure,
urve smoothing, relative
Jlsons, momentum, Rate of
trendlines, etc.

FhareMaster can maintain an extensive database of share price and

portfolio

analysis features. These includei

Profit

Wemory, increased file capacity and an autorun
facility.
Ask for further details on the range of additional
features offered.

New Release-OptionsMaster. A traded options valuation and analysis package
Ask for details.

,
...... „x #-«•»•/,*-r
_i
, ,
,
Amstrad/IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles only.

chase/sale/dividend information which can be rapidly updated, amended or
ilayed as required. Transactions can be entered on behalf of one or more
parties and valuation/profit statements produced in seconds.

ShareMaster is exceptionally easy to use and is supplied with a 96-page
manual which includes sections on interpreting the predictive indicators
provided and their use in investment strategy.

These are only a fraction of the facilities offered. ASK FOR OUR FREE
COMPREHENSIVE BROCHURE.

ORDER FORM - Prices include VAT, p&p. etc. Orders normally despatched within 24.
hours. Overseas orders deduct VAT hut add £7 (Europe) or £10 (rest of world) for
airmail despatch. Cheque, Access, Visa orders accepted. When ordering, please state
your computer type. Dealer enquiries welcome.

ShareMaster - IBM/AmstradPC & compatibles (512K)

£149.95 q

ShareMaster for the ATARI 520/1040 ST

£99.95 D

ShareMaster- BBC/Master/Amstrad PCW/CPC6128/Atari520

£99.95 D

Synergy Software, Dept M, 7 Hillside Road, Harpenden, Herts, AL5 4BS
Tel. (05827) 2977

WM

m

THE TURTLES GROWN

m

1

We're now at larger premises Unit 3, The Old Malthouse,

[\1 u u

u

Springfield Road, Grantham,
Lines. NG31 7SE

MM! TURTLE PRICES ARE THE ONES TO JUDGE THE COMPETITION BY ! I I I I
! ! ! ! ! WE ARE SURE YOU WONT FIND LOWER PRICES AND FREE DELIVERY ! ! !
MM! FIRST CLASS SERVICE AT FIRST CLASS PRICES !! ! ! !
Atari One Meg Drive 3.5"

199.95

169.99

Atari One Meg Drive 3.5' (with STM only)
Atari0.5 Meg Drive

199.95
149.95

129.95
129.95

520ST-M Computers/Drives/Monitors etc

Phone

Phone

520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive
520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive/SM125 Mono Monitor
520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive/SC1224 Colour Monitor..
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/Softwareonly

399.99
549.98
799.98
599.99

359.95
469.95
719.90
539.95

Cumana5.25" ST Drive. (CSA1000S)

194.35

159.95

1040ST-F+ Modulator/Keyboard/Mouse/Software

648.99

579.95

Cumana Dual 3.5" ST Drive (CDA358)

275.00

229.95

1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/1 Meg drive/Mono Monitor
699.95
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/1 Meg drlve/SC1224 Colour Monitor.... 999.98

629.95
889.95

Atari20 Meg Hard Disc Drive (New Model SH205)
Supra 20Mb Hard Disc + Utilities

599.99
599.99

539.95
569.95

MEGA-ST 2 Meg Ram/Mouse/Mono Monitor
MEGA-ST4 Meg Ram/Mojse/Mono Monitor
MEGA-ST 2 Meg Ram/Mouse/Colour Monitor

1034.99
1379.99
1319.98

929.95
1229.95
1179.95

MEGA-ST4 Meg Ram/Mouse/Colour Monitor
1664.98
1479.95
*** All our Mega ST Computers fitted with BlitterChips before Despatch "*

^j^^^|-::

'•-.-1*. • mp ••>•-
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Atari SMM804 ST Printer + ST Lead

nmQaV

199.99

185.99

Panasonic KXP-1081 Printer. Epson comp. NLQ. 120CPS+ST lead 281.75
263.35
MP165 Plus Printer, Epson compatible. NLQ. 165CPS+ST lead

184.95
199.99

MP 135 Printer, Epsoncompatible. NLQ. 135CPS+ST lead

194.95

149.99

MP135+ Printer, Epson/IBM compatible. NLQ 135CPS + ST lead ... 205.85
MP200 80 Col Printer, 200CPS. Epson compatible. NLQ40CPS .... 366.85
MP201 136 Col Printer, 200CPS. Epson compatible. NLQ40CPS ..424.35

159.99
299.99
349.95

MP480 80 Col Printer, Epson compatible. NLQ. 480CPS+ST lead ..424.35
MP26 132 Column Daisywheel Printer, 26CPS. Qume/Diablo Std ... 299.95
MP40 158 Column Daisywheel Printer, 40CPS. Qume/Diablo Std ...435.85

349.95
249.95
349.95

Atari SLM804 Laser Printer " NEW IN STOCK "

1299.99

1159.95

Atari ST Software

Atari ST Software

Arcade/Adventure/Strategy

Arcade/Adventure/Strategy

Academy (Special)

19.99

6.99

Airbal
AirbaH Construction Set

24.95
14.95

16.95
10.49

CumanaOne Meg Drive3.5"

149.95

r.'.Mi'i!" i
Atari Medium Res Colour Monitor

399.99

359.95

Philips CM8833 Colour Monitor + ST lead
Philips CM8852 Colour Monitor + ST lead
ST88 Colour Monitor + ST lead (Same Spec as CM8833)
Atari High Res Mono Monitor

329.95
349.95
319.95
149.95

2B9.95
309.95
279.95
119.95

Microdeal Battery Backed Clock 520/1040 (New Upgraded Model) ...29.99
Colour/Monochrome Switch (Allows 2 Monitors Connected)
29.99
17.95
SSDD 3.5" Discs (10) + Library Case (10) - LOW LOW PRICE DSDD 3.5" Discs (10) + Library Case (10) - LOW LOW PRICE 22.95
Top Quality Branded 3.5" DSDD Discs (10) - LOW LOW PRICE - ... 27.95

20.99
23.99

Mouse Mat 265mm x 210mm

7.95

Disc Cleaning Kits 3.5" or 5.25" (State which)
7.95
Atari Dust Covers, Computers/Monitors from
*** All Computers & Peripherals now sent by Overnight Courier - Free"

19.99
24.95

13.95
16.95

Mouse Trap

14.95

10.49

24.95

79.95

Art Director
Back Pack

49.95

16.95
62.95
34.95

49.00

35.95

Bulletin Board System V2
CAD-3D Ver. 2.0 + Cybermate

49.95
89.95

16.95
16.95
13.95
10.49

Music Constuctron Set
Nord and Bert
Obliterator

24.95
29.95
24.95

16.95
20.95
16.95

Ogre

24.95

16.95

Auto Duel

24.95

16.95

Outcast

9.99

6.99

Backlash
Barbarian

19.95
24.95

13.95
16.95

Out Run (Special)

19.95

12.95

CAD-3D Fonts & Prinitives

29.95

Barbarian (By Palace Software)

CAD-3D Architectural Design
Degas Elite
Devpac Assembler (Hisoft)
Digi Drum
Easy Draw 2
Easy Draw 2 General Library
Easy Draw 2 Technical Library

29.95
24.95
49.95
24.95
59.95
29.95
29.95

Fast Assembler

19.95

14.95

10.49

Passenger on the Wind

24.95

16.95

Pawn

24.95

16.95

Bards Tale

24.95

16.95

Battleships

14.95

10.49

Perfect Match

13.95
13.95
13.95

Bubble Ghost

19.95

13.95

Bureaucracy

34.99

23.95

Catch 23

19.99

13.95

Captain Blood
Championship Baseball

19.95
24.99

13.95
16.95

Championship Water SkSng
Chess (Psion)

9.99

6.99

Phantasle II or III

24.99

16.95

Pinball Factory

24.95

16.95

Plundered Hearts
Pkitos
Police Quest

29.95
14.95
19.95

20.95
10.49
13.95

Powerplay

19.95

13.95

Predator
Prohibition
Pub Pool

19.99
19.95
9.99

13.95
13.95
6.99

Rampage
Ring of Zllfln

14.99
24.99

10.49
16.95

19.95
24.95

13.95
16.95

Chessmaster 2000

24.95

16.95

Roadrunner

24.95

16.95

Classiquee No 1 (lnvad"rs/Paoman/B"out

19.99

13.95

Roadwaf Europe

24.99

16.95

Crafton 1 Xunk
Crash Garrett

19.95
19.99

13.95
13.95

Roadwar 2000

24.99

16.95

13.95

Sapiens
Scruples

19.95
19.99

Death6tnke

14.95

10.49

Deep Space

34.95

23.95

Seconds Out

19.99

13.95

Sentinel

19.95

13.95

Defender ot the Crown

29.95

20.95

Deja Vu

Crazy Cars

19.99

13.95
13.95

29.95

20.95

Shanghai (Special)
Shuttle II

24.99
24.95

9.95
16.95

Diablo

14.95

10.49

Dizzy Wizard

19.99

13.95

Sidewalk
Silent Service

19.95
24.95

13.95
16.95

Echo (Sphere)

19.99

13.95

Sky Fighter

14.95

Enduro Racer

14.95

10.49

Epyx Co.ection

29.95

20.95

Sky Fox
Slap Fight
Slaygon (Soon)
Solomons Keys
Space Ace
Space Quest

14.95
19.95
19.95
24.99
19.99
24.99

10.49
10.49
13.95
13.95
16.95
13.95
16.95

Star Glider
Star Trek
Star Wars

24.95
19.95
19.99

16.95
13.95
13.95

Stationfall

29.99

20.95

Strike ForceHarrier
Sub Battle Simulator

24.95
24.99

16.95
16.95

24.95
19.99
14.95
19.95

16.95
13.95
10.49
13.95

Extensor

19.95

13.95

F-15 Strike Eagle
Fahrenheit 45f
Flight Sim Scenery Disc 11
Flight Sim Scenery Disc 7
Flight Simulator II
Footban Fortunes (BCIough)
Football Manager

24.95
19.95
24.95
24.95
49.95
24.95
14.95

16.95
13.95
16.95
16.95
35.95
16.95
10.49

Formula 1 Grand Prix

_

19.99

13.95

Gam|txef

14.95

10.49

Gauntlet

24.99

16.95

Gauntlet II (Scon)

24.99

16.95

Get Dexter II
Golden Path

19.95
19.95

13.95
13.95

Super Cycle
Super Huey
Super Sprint
Swcoper

Goidrunner

24.95

16.95

Tal-Pan

19.95

13.95

16.95

Tanglewood
Tau Cell (Special)
Terrorpods

24.95
19.99
24.95

16.95
6.99
16.95

Test Drive
Tetris
Tournament of Death

24.95
19.99
19.99

16.95
13.95
13.95

GuHd of Thieves

24.95

Gunship

24.95

Hard Sail

24.95

16.95

Hollywood Strip Poker

19.95

13.95

Hunt tor Red October

24.95

16.95

Impact

14.95

10.49

Indiana Jones

19.95

16.95

13.95

International Karate (Speael)

19.99

9.95

Jinxster

24.95

16.95

9.99

6.99

Jupiter Probe

14.95

10.49

Karate Kid Part II

24.95

16.95

Karong Grand Prix
Kings Quest (3 Pack)
Knight Ore (Special)

9.99
24.99
19.95

6.99
16.95
12.95

Leader Board
Leader Board Tournament

24.95
9.95

16.95
6.99

Leisure Suit Larry

19.99

13.95

Liberator

12.95

11.95

Livingstone I Presume
Lurking Horror

14.95
29.99

10.49
20.95

Joe Blade

Marble Madness

19.95

Mean 18 Golf

24.95

16.95

Mercenary Compendium
Micro League Wrestling

24.95
19.99

16.95
13.95

13.95

Tracker

24.95

16.95

Trash Heap
Trivia Challenge

19.95
19.95

13.95
13.95

Trivia Trove
Trivial Pursuit
Turbo GT

9.99
19.95
15.95

6.99
13.95
10.49

Turbo ST (M/Cyde Racing)

9.99

6.99

U.M.S
Ultima 4

24.95
24.95

16.95
16.95

Vegas Gambler

24.99

16.95

Warlock

14.95

10.49

Winter Olympiad 66

19.99

13.95

Wizards Crown
Wizbal

24.99
19.99

16.95
13.95

Xenon
3D Galax

19.95
19.99

13.95
13.95

500cc Grand Prix

19.99

13.95

Fast Basic (Cartridge)

89.90

Fast Basic (Disc)

44.85

Film Director
First Word Plus
Fleet Street Publisher
GFA Artist

59.95
79.95
115.00
49.95

GFA Basic Interpreter
GFA Compiler (Needs Interp.)
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA

45.95
45.95

Draft
Draft Plus
Sheet
Vector

99.95
139.95
45.95
34.95

GST C Compiler
Iconix Midi Software Sequencer
K Spread 2

24.95
249.95
79.95

K-Comm 2

49.95

K-Data

49.95

K-Graph 2

49.95

K-Minstrel

29.95

K-Roget

49.95

K-Word 2

59.95

Lattice C Ver 3.04 (MCC)
Lisp (MCC)
Macro Assembler (GST)

99.95
149.95
24.95

Maps and Legends
Modula 2 (Developers)
Modula 2 (Standard)

29.95
149.95
99.95

Macro Assembler (MCC)

49.95

Music Studio
Paintworks

29.95
34.95

Publishing Partner
Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus
Sage Bookkeeper
Saved (Hisoft)
Signum 2 * NEW PHCE *
ST Data Manager
These three
ST SwiftCalc
Programs
ST Word Writer
Integrate
Start Magazine (Disc) 6 x yearly

159.85
171.35
228.85
113.85
29.95
184.00
79.95

79.95
79.95
12.95

34.95

62.95
20.95
20.95
17.95
34.95

16.95

42.95
23.95
23.95

13.95
64.95
32.95
41.95
56.95
89.95
36.95
32.95
32.95
69.95
99.95
32.95
23.95
16.95
199.95

56.95
36.95
36.95
36.95
20.95
36.95
42.95
69.95
114.95

16.95
36.95
20.95
114.95
69.95

20.95
23.95
119.95
119.95
159.95

79.95
20.95
149.95
49.95

49.95
49.95
11.95

ST-Doctor

19.95

13.95

ST- Replay (Sound Sampling)

79.95

56.95

Super Conductor

49.95

36.95

Superbase (Database)
Timeworks DTP (New)

99.95
99.95

69.95
59.95

Trimbase

89.95

62.95
114.95

Timeworks Partner (Desk Accessory) ...49.95
VIP Professional (GEM) 'NEW PRICE-149.95

All prices include VAT at 15% and now free overnight delivery anywhere on the UK mainland
How to order - Post: Send cheques, P,0. or Visa/Access details to the address below.
Phone: Call 0476 591040 24 Hour Service with your Access/Visa details.
Turtlesoft Dept. AST, Unit 3, The Old Malthouse, Springfield Road, Grantham, Lines. NG31 7SE
Subject to availability, all items are despatched within 24 hrs. E&OE
Cheque orders require 7 days clearance.
Just because you don't see it - doesn't mean we haven't got it - please ring for details

El

4.95
4.95
8.95

Aegis Animator

19.95
14.95

19.95

17.95

Advanced Art Studio

24.99
24.99

19.95
19.95

14.95

Business/Languages/Utilities

Mission Elevator
Mortville Manor

Alternate Reality
American Fooeal (GFL)

Black Lamp
Bridge Player 2000

11.95

i Atari ST Software

Arctic Foil
Arkenold

Bubble Bobble

124.95

34.95

VISA
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REVIEW

DESK accessories are the unsung

heros of the ST computer. Even the
best programs can be made more con
venient and practical when enhanced by
an appropriate selection of useful
accessories.

Because the ST only allows a maximum

of six resident in memory at any one time,

compilations consisting of several
accessories inside a convenient shell

filling only one desk accessory slot, are
worth their weight in gold.

Large compilations are no longer the
novelty they once were. Many feature
calculators, notebooks, memo pads,

address books, phone logs, diaries,
calendars, clocks, alarms, printer con

figurations and other handy utilities - all
crammed into one convenient program

assgSMB&HgaNjH

COMPUTING
WITH A NEW
PARTNER
Elliot Stein reviews
a host of useful desk
accessories in one neat

easy-to-use package

shell.

Among the many choices available are
the cartridge based Backpack or Corner
man, ST Doctor, Fast, Maxpack, Macro
Manager and even the competent public

processor than memo pad. It is the per
fect tool for note taking or reading and
editing Ascii text files and word process
ing documents.

If you've previously used any other
word processor for the ST then getting
the hang of this one should be no problem
thanks to its simple and concise oper

may open an old data file, create new

ation. Full WP editing features are

ones, save them to disc, add entries,
search and replace, or even print out

included - cutting and pasting lines,
insert mode on and off, swift page scrol

domain titles Side-Click, Goodies and

address labels.

ling, word search, printout, printer set-up,

System.
The latest addition to this array of desk
accessory compilations is Partner by

The ease of operation is obviously a
lesson in simplicity learned from Data
Manager, Timeworks' popular database

and others.

program. Editing files are conveniently

work on most ST word processors.

Timeworks, the company which
produces the powerful word processor
Wordwriter 2.0, as well as a competent

database, spreadsheet and desktop pub
lishing program.
In addition to featuring the mam pro

gram, it includes two separate desk
accessories, a thesaurus and a breakout
game.

The first desk accessory on the compil
ation is an Address and Phone Book. It is

a mini database skilfully designed as an
index file and it keeps track of important
names, addresses, phone numbers and
miscellaneous comments in pre-defined
fields.

As in most proficient databases, you

controlled by the mouse or with the arrow
keys and Tab.
It will even dial a telephone number
from the address file for those who have
an auto-dial modem attached to their STs.
The next feature on Partner is Alarms,

Since all the files are saved in Ascii

form, any work can be easily modified to
Also included in the Memo Pad is a

typewriter mode which allows the printer
to instantly output each line as you type just like a real typewriter.
There's also Vital Statistics, a collection
of six reference files which can be

which may be set to sound any time your
computer is on. When the alarm sounds a
dialogue box containing a message
appears over whatever program is cur
rently running. It's an especially useful

accessed or altered through the Memo
Pad - US area codes, holidays, toll-free

device for those with battery backed

can easily be created.

clock add-ons for the ST.
The Memo Pad is more advanced than

many of the successful features of Word-

numbers, weights and measures, metric
eguivalents and distances between major
cities. Other files, such as an Ascii table,
It's evident that Timeworks has taken

many other similar desk accessories and

writer 2.60 and used them to create this

is more of a small memory-resident word

very convenient text editor.
The Planner Calendar begins with
monthly calendars from 1986 to 2085
which are scrolled with either mouse or

Desk

File

cursor keys. Once a month is selected,
clicking on any day makes the daily dis

View Options

play appear.

This is a large window with a list of key
tasks, memo, things to do list, and

appointments for the day. Simple editing
controls allow you to create an entire
day's scheduling and can be successfully
combined with the alarm for making

certain you keep all of your appointments
and commitments.

As you would expect, there is also a
facility for printing out a day's schedule.
You can also enter financial information

into the diary which will automatically be
carried into Partner's Expense Manager.
Creating a
telephone directory
se Atari ST User May 1988

This keeps track of where your money

is going so you can budget more accu

wmmw$x%&
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Desk File Uiejj Options

rately. A mini financial database, it has
pre-defined fields for date, amount,
memo, type and two indexes.
After typing in the amount of the
expense and its description, you then
classify the expenditure into one or two
indexes. These assist in keeping tabs on a
particular type
of expense
by
categorising them.
For instance, if £30 was spent on your
car you may want one of the indexes to

Using the
Memo Pad

be Car. After the £30 expense is added to

Hen Year's Day
St. Valentine's Day
St, Patrick's Day
Mother's Day ....
Henorial Day
Flag Day
Father's Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Colunbus Day ,,,,

January 1
February 14
Harch i?

Second Sunday in Hay
Last Honday in Hay
June 14

Third Sunday in June
July 4
First Honday in Septenber
October 12

q

the list of car expenses, the search mode
is used to either sort through or print out
all the car expenses in the year.
The Calculator is straightforward and
extremely versatile as it is designed and

operated

as

an

ordinary

mniM

Hfllfll MESM

pocket

calculator. It allows the numbers to be

either input with the mouse or the
number pad.
In addition to multiply, divide, add and
subtract, you can compute percentages,

fractions, hex, arcs, PI values, degrees
and radian types of calculations, sine,
cosine, tangent, square roots, and other
advanced mathematical calculations.

There's also a calculator tape feature
which lets you view all the steps of the
calculation as you make them, as well as
10 memories for storing data for later re

Setting the alarm

trieval.

The Disc Manager gives you instant
access to Gem disc commands from

within other programs in order to man
ipulate discs and files, There's no longer
any need to exit a program in order to
format a data disc or copy files.
Most of the functions on the Disc Man

ager are self explanatory. Copy allows
you to transfer a file from one disc to
another and Move does the same, except
the original file is deleted after the copy
is performed. You may also erase or
rename files, format double or single
sided discs, get information about a file,
as well as create or remove a directory

word you wish to locate and the thesaurus
will access its dictionary - which remains

enter it yourself. Though not as compre

on disc in the drive - till it finds up to nine
pages of words possessing similar

desk accessory, it is certainly more prac
tical and convenient to operate.
Finally, a desk accessory game,

meanings.
Its mam difference from the thesaurus

moving version of the classic Breakout, it

not implant the new word automatically
into a document - you must manually

Partner

Calculator

Address/phone book
Alarms/clock

You may choose to view a file on
screen, print a file and send printer com
mands to modify the appearance of hard
copy. There is a setup option which
allows you to customise the entire Partner
ST program to your needs, as well as
giving a reading of how much memory is

Memo/text editor

The Disc Manager performs all of the
functions of the popular desk accessory
Crystal, and just as conveniently.
The Thesaurus desk accessory is
separate from the Partner disc and is the

Escape, is included on the disc. A fast

in Word Writer 2.0 is the fact that it will

folder.

free.

hensive as K-Roget, another thesaurus

Turn to Page 30 •

Cornerman

•
•
•
•

Typewriter mode
Diary/Planner
Auto dialler

Fast

•
•
•
•

Backpack

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Maxpack
•
•
•

•

Calendar

Expense manager
•

Disc commands
Ascii table
Print file

•

Printer Initialise

•

•

Print buffer/spool
Dos window

Puzzle/game

stand-alone version of the thesaurus built

Ram disc

into Word Writer 2.0, Timeworks' word

Macro options

processor. It gives you access to
synonyms for more than 60,000 words.
To find a synonym, simply type in the

Snapshot

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

ST character set

A comparison of the features offive of the most popular desktop accessory compilations
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program, there is an option to deactivate

4 From Page 29

able memory.
Partner compares favourably with
other similar compilations. It provides
most of the functions of its popular
competitor Backpack and expands
greatly on most of them.
Backpack's only big advantage lies in
its being a plug-in rom cartridge. This

grams, contains no dead weight - all its
elements were carefully selected for the
practicality and usefulness.
If you don't need an element of the

Desk File

..........

.

. . . . . . . . . . . .

advantage is a drawback to those wishing
to use it in conjunction with another pro
gram or peripheral that is also romcartridge based.
Partner is also a vast improvement over
Cornerman and Fast which are compar
atively wasteful of memory through in
efficient design and layout.

that section so that it doesn't take up valu

should relieve the tedium after long sess
ions at the keyboard.
Partner is a first-rate program. It is well
designed and, unlike other similar pro

.

The thesaurus is a must for writers

using word processors that don't have
one built in. However, as it reads the dic
tionary from the disc everytime you use it,
it can create incovenient disc swapping if
you don't have two disc drives or have
enough memory for a large ram disc.

Mien Options

Overall, it's the best all round desk

accessory program which I've seen aside
from Maxpack, though it isn't fair to

QoigpEjp n n n o a
. wrr* wm m

qj q

H

D

fl D

compare both programs since they fea
ture almost entirely different collections

E3 . .

of accessories.
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Product: Partner

Price: £49.98
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Supplier: Electric Distribution, 8 The Green
Street, Willingham, Cambridgeshire CB4
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Using the

Tel: 0954 61258

calculator

HOW DEBBIE MET A STRANGER!
'Desire' is like an intimate conversation

on your PC screen! Just phone in and
join in for hours of enjoyment. There's no
enrolment fee — just one phone call via
your modem puts you through to a new
world of handy services and fun things to
do. Take a look at the menu ...

Charge Rate 38p Inc. VAT peak & 25p inc. VAT
per min. off peak.
DESIRE
LONDON E14 9TW
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CHATTER BOX The interactive message board. Say what you want to say —

stir up a hornets' nest, start up a friendship! See the immediate response!
MAILBOX A handy way to leave messages with friends.

DESIRE CLASSIFIEDS The perfect place to sell your old computers, or find
a top computer job!

GRAFFITI CORNER Whatever you want to say, here's where to say it!
DEBBIE DESIRE'S PROBLEM PAGE Personal, emotional or sexual

problems answered.

PHONE NOW 0

8

9

8

5

5

5

5

5

5

?%

, jV1 -

WANNA MAKE SOME
DOUGH.. ?

Well here's your chance.
I As head of the Tree Council,

1

I appoint you HONOURARY
VERMINATOR.

Your task — rid the Royal Oak
of every nasty, slimy, creepy,
crawly, filthy, bug-eyed creature
that's taken up residence. There's
a price on the head of every one
of the little blighters, so use your
skill and cunning to smash 'em to
smithereens and collect the

bounty.
Once you've made a bob or two,
visit the local hardware store and

buy the latest in sophisticated
equipment, specially designed to
-ombat the meanest of meanies.

If you run a bit
short, a quick visit
to the bank

might do the
trick. You can

even pop into

V

>v

the local
casino for a
flutter.

Oh, there's one

other thing.

If you're really hard up for gear,
you could always pay the mob a
visit but remember, if you don't
pay 'em back pronto, they'll send
round the boys.
Verminator with over 250

colourful locations, superb sound
effects and graphics. Quite
simply the most fun you'll ever
have in a tree.

Atari ST £24.95

®

Telecom Soft, First Floor, 64-76 New Oxford St,
London WC1A IPS.

EUROPE'S LARGEST

SBFTUME
EXPRESS/////

ATARI MAIL ORDER
COMPANY

ATARI

(021) 328 3585

OPENING SOON
Our new retail premises at:

9 Exeter Street

PLYMOUTH
A

= MAGIC Turbodizer (VIDEO)

TheA-Magic Turbo-Dizer wasdeveloped especially fortheAtari ST.It isoneof thefastest video-digitizers onthemarket. Simply
plug the small(12 x 7 x 3cm)black box to your ST'sROMport(MegaSTalso) and you'rereadyfor action.From nowon youcan display
everything on your SM 124/125 or colour monitor. All you need is a PAL-videosignal, which is supplied by any TV, video-camera
or VCR.

You can digitize using your ST in 2 - 32 graylevels and process the image using the following programs: Degas (Elite), Neochrome,
Colorstar, Monostar (+), STAD, Art-Director, D.R.A.W....

With two grey levels it is possible to digitize up to 25 pictures per second (realtime).
What else can you do with the digitizer?
Advertising - Illustrations - Room Monitoring - Animation - Slideshows
Technical data:
Hardware

Software:

-

Resolution 640 x 400

-

goldplated contacts
power supply from computer
input signal through BNC socket

-

resolution 640 x 400, 320 x 200

-

gray levels 2,4, 8,16, 32, either red, blue, green or gray

SOFTWARE EXPRESS
ATARI CENTRE
514/516 ALUM ROCK RD.
BIRMINGHAM B8 3HX

SOFTWARE EXPRESS
MAIL ORDER

(021) 328 3585

NEW
ENHANCED VERSION
INC ANIMATION ETC
£149.95 inc VAT

SOFTWARE EXPRESS
ATARI CENTRE
212/213 BROAD STREET
BIRMINGHAM B15

PHONE (021) 643 9100

PHONE (021) 328 3585

DEALER AND OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES INVITED
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REVIEW

I N the March 1988 issue of Atari ST User

I reviewed WordPerfect, a word

processor that is both sophisticated and
versatile in operation. The PC version has

Nearly perfect

been well known to be for some time and
in the review I found that the ST incar

nation contained a number of bugs that
rendered it almost unusable.

The software for the ST has since been

still proved impossible to enter a footnote

WordPerfect has been

into

updated so here's a brief report on the

updated since it was

new release.

released -

In the review my major concerns were:
# Its inability to work fully on a single
drive system.
• Menu options, especially the block cut
and copy items remained highlighted

reports on the changes
when the incorrect disc is in place, now
prompts to ask for the full path name of a

after their action had been carried out.

file.

# Footnotes were not displayed when
created on pages where the column
formatting option was enabled.
• The slash character was not recog
nised making it impossible to move
through the hierarchical directory struc

There does still seem to be a problem
concerning incorrect key presses. While
using the spelling checker I deliberately

ture of Gem to access other directories.

that it is sometimes impossible to escape
from items once selected - you have to go
through with them even if you don't want
to, just to get back to the text. This is
certainly the case when trying to change
the printer options.
The problems associated with block
copy, cut and paste have now been cured

Having disconnected my second drive,
the software booted well on the single
drive, though did prompt to say that drive
B was not responding, and when can
celled requested that disc A be placed in
drive A. Cancelling on both seemed to
make the problem go away.
The software, while not recognising

Bruce Smith

pressed a few wrong keys and the ST

hung up and I had to re-boot.
Another niggling point that still exists is

and this functions as it should. However it

Single sided
Double sided

" i

mm

text which was formatted

into

columns.

10
£11.85
£13.95

The overall reliability of the program,
ignoring the problems that still prevail, is
much better. Certainly the numerous
phantom error messages that were
issued on the earlier release have disap
peared.
• All that said, I would still be dubious

about trusting any text in version 4.1 and
as such GST's 1st Word Plus remains my
preferred word processor for the ST.
These problems with WordPerfect seem
to

be a direct result of the conversion

process from PC to ST, as version 4.1 on
the PC really is word perfect.

Product: WordPerfect
Price: £228.85

Supplier: Sentinel Software, First Floor,
Wellington House, New Zealand
Avenue, Walton-on-Thames KT12 1PY.
Tel: 0932 231164

25
£29.45
£34.65

50
100
250
£56.95 £105.75 £259.95
£67.95 £127.95 £299.95

PHONE
24

HOUR

Disc Value

• Life-time guaranteed, double density 135 TPI verbatim
discs for your machine. (Single-sided available.)

• Don't be put offby the low price!*These discs are not
recertified but top quality media direct from the
verbatim warehouse

• "No quibble." money back guarantee
.:dudes VAT,label sets plus first,
::

DOCTOR SOFT 0903776000
OR CHEQUE/P.O. TO P.O. BOX 66 EAST PRESTON WEST SUSSEX BN16 2TX
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THIS month's Gallery is devoted

entirely to the highly talented Miss
Nusarath Jahan of Handsworth, Birm
ingham, and the subjects range from
the Taj Mahal to Christmas cards.
Nusarath started painting on the ST
using Neochrome, but later moved on
to Degas Elite which she used to create
most of the pictures here. Now,
however, she is using the much more
advanced Quantum Paint and we can't
wait to see the results. Each picture

generally takes two or three days to
complete.

If you have a work of art which you
would like exhibiting on our worldwide

stage, send it along. Don't forget

ih;;|! , 2|% jfc f^f£ pifr^: FJfV |? yf&ttl

though - it must be all your own work,
you must hold the copyright to it and

you must give permission to publish it.
N. OflHflN
The best micro in the world

I

S^yafUfnV

^SSjU
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Japanese pagoda
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Messing about on the river

FEATURE
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Snow scene

Please enclose an sae for the return of

your discs. The address to send your
masterpieces is:
Gallery,
Atari ST User,
Europa House,
Adlington Park,
Adlington,
Macclesfield
SK10 4NP

The Taj Mahal

.%, iPS i™Sv* iSjff j?f|£v£ ;£y£ $y£ #v£ £v€f?£
Christmas
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Christmas greetings 1988
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What this series is about
Have you ever wished you could
produce spectacular artwork and
superb graphic displays like the
pictures featured in this month's
Gallery? Well, it's not all that diffi

Beainners

cult. In this new series we'll be

examining some of the techniques
employed by artists and see how to
go about drawing specific subjects.
Although this series is aimed at
the ST artist using software pack
ages such as Degas Elite, NeoChrome, Art Studio and so on, don't
worry if you haven't got one yet as
the techniques apply to any drawing
medium - paints, brushes and cra

yons. Even computers are just tools
in the hands of an artist.

A T an early age we were all taught to^
draw people as thin stick figures,
and later progressed to fat stick figures.
Most never progress beyond this stage,
as our attempts are so comical and frus
tration sets in.

However, had our teachers taught us
how to observe and draw, the situation

might have changed. For while drawing
the human figure can be difficult it is
probably not as hard as everyone im
agines. And if you follow the simple
directions outlined in this article you'll be

surprised at how well you can do.
The first thing you must realise is that
the human figure is not made up of
straight lines but curves, or more simply a
combination of curves. To get these in the

here
Let artist Rita Plukss

guide you through the
different techniques of
drawing the human
body in the start of a
fascinating new series

looking at art on the ST
able form is correct or sympathetic
proportions of the various parts to the
whole. Without this you have little chance
of obtaining an acceptable represen
tation.

A good example of this is the work of
Picasso. Although his figures are propor
tionally incorrect the various parts are

correct places you need to construct
some type of understructure.
There are many ways to go about

sympathetic to each other, and therefore
the eye accepts what it sees as a recog

doing this; you can use ovals, trapezoids,
double triangles, just to mention a few.

nisable whole, in harmony with itself.
Before you start drawing, first critically

The key element to drawing an accept-

Figure I: Getting the proportionsof the body correct
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study the object you want to draw Matisse would spend months observing a
still life before attempting to paint it. I am
not suggesting you take that long - but
you get the idea.
Pay particular attention to the re
lationship of each part to the whole. It
doesn't matter whether you are drawing a
car, a bowl of fruit or the human body, the
principle remains the same.
The relationship of the parts is critical
when drawing the human body. The
arms, legs, torso, head and so on, all have
to relate to each other to form a whole
unit.

I know this sounds very involved, but
what it really means is getting to know the
relative proportions, because without
these being reasonably accurate you will
find it hard to draw a convincing figure.

Once you understand the basic struc
ture and proportions of the human body,
using a combination of shapes as a gen
eral outline you can practice getting a

Figure II: Using a large
brush, follow the contour lines

sense of proportion of all the parts.
All you need to do is simplify the
components, that is, work with a series of
general shapes rather than one large
object.
The first step is to decide on the size of
the head, as this will provide you with a
simple measuring unit for the length of
the body. The average female figure is
from six to seven heads tall; the classic

size being seven heads. The fashion
figure is extended to eight heads to add a
feeling of grace. The average male figure
is eight heads tall.
Draw the head as an oval, then cut and
paste another six heads for a female

figure - seven heads for a male - directly
under the first one. This will tell you how
tall your standing figure should be.
While practicing I would suggest you
draw straight lines between each head
across the full screen so you have a

guideline for further figures - you can see
the idea in Figure I.
The next step is to fill in the chest area.
Mark it out by placing the shoulder line
slightly above the neck and place the
lower hip line at about the half way mark
of the body. The shoulders are nearly two
heads wide, the waist one and the hips
about one and a half.

To be more exact the distance from the

chin to the pelvic bone is about the same
as from there to the knee cap. And from
the knee cap to the heel is the same
distance again - one third of the body
length measured from the chin. The

hands finish just past where the legs start.
If you measure the height of the figure
from the top of the skull to the heels you
will find it is the same distance as from

fingertip to fingertip when the arms are
spread out parallel to the floor. In this way
the body actually fits into a square.
With arms outstretched and the feet

together, the navel becomes the centre of

the body (an interesting thought in passTurn to Page 38 •

I0UBLE rmAHfiLE DOUBLE TRIMBLE
Figure III: Adding hair, hands, feet and clothes

Figure IV:
Distorting the images
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ing the figure in various ways as in Figure

< From Page 37

IV. Start by using small increments and
note how small changes can completely

mg, but not all that relevant to our
immediate exercise).
Enough theory, let's start drawing.

alter the feeling of the drawing.

Also try distorting only part of the
figure. If something acceptable happens

Refer back to this article and the accom

clean up the drawing again using the
magnify mode. Flipping the figure can
also at times produce a better final
product than the original drawing.
Strange, but true.
After you have saved your figure (you
should save your work on a regular basis,
especially before to any major or tricky
changes) don't be afraid to experiment,
as it is through experimentation that you
learn new ways of doing things.

panying drawings if your proportions
don't look right. There is no point con
tinuing if you don't have the proportions
realistically portrayed.
Having drawn your ovals and marked
in your lines for proportion, the next step
is to draw the actual figure. I find the
easiest way to do this is to use the largest
brush and follow the contour lines sug
gested by the underlying structure.
When this is blocked in I add the sug
gestion of hair, face, shoes, hands and so
on as shown in Figure II.
It is not until I have a satisfactory block
drawing that I start working on the detail
of clothing, the folds in the materials, the
face and the hair. At this stage you can
decide on whether you want a comical

When your figure is finished you can
paint in the background. If you have
flipped or distorted the original shape
you can include this second figure in the
same picture.
By changing the colour and style of the
clothing as well as the hairstyle you have

refining the picture by both erasing un
wanted areas and defining detailed ones.
This can be done very easily by using the
magnify mode available on all art
packages.

drawing, an impressionistic one or a real
istic figure.
The type of finished detail will vary
depending on your choice. I have left my
working drawings in their rough format to
give you an idea of the stages involved in
a completed figure (see Figure III).
Once the block drawing is acceptable

a different figure - where you once had
one, you now have two. This is what I did
in the screen ballet dancers using Degas.

Flip, distort and change - it's amazingly

Adding colour, line and texture then
completes your first drawing. Now it is
time to start playing around with your

simple.
• There's plenty ofmaterial here to keep

creation.

move on to look at more drawing
techniques.

you occupied till next month, when we'll

Use the sizing options and try stretch

it is time to use a smaller brush and start

STORT SOFT
ATARI MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS

CREDIT CARD ORDER LINE 0279 89509

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

3.5" UNBRANDED DISKS - FANTASTIC VALUE

No quibble guarantee - labels Included
135tpi SS/DD
135lpi DS/DD

10

10 cased

25

50

100

10.00
11.50

11.00
12.50

24.00

47.00

92.00

27.00

53.00

99.00

Protect your valuable Hardware with these smart ftting anti-static natural PVC covers with
brown binding

Please specify model

SF314/345

520ST/STM/STFM/1040STF keyboard .3.95
Title

ST DISK DRIVES - INSIDE & OUT
ATARI ST 3D GRAPHICS
ATARI ST BASIC TO C
ATARI ST LOGO USERS GUIDE
ATARI ST MACHINE LANGUAGE
ATARI ST PEEKS & POKES
ATARI ST BASIC TRAINING GUIDE
THE ATARI ST FOR BEGINNERS
ATARI ST GRAPHIC APPLICATIONS
TRICKS & TIPS OF ATARI ST
ST PROGRAMMERS GUIDE
1ST BOOK OF ATARI ST

DISK DRIVE
SM124/125/2C1224/1424

3.5" SPECIAL OFFERS
25
50
25
50

SS/DD 135 TPI(MF1 DD) & 80 or 60/90 locking disc
SS/DD 135 TPI(MF1DD)& 80 or 60/90 locking disc
DS/DD 135 TPI(MF2DD) & 80 or 60/90 locking disc
DS/DD 135 TPI(MF2DD) & 80 or 60/90 locking disc

box
box
box
box

2.95

monitor

4,50

Publisher

Our Price

ABACUS
ABACUS
ABACUS
ABACUS
ABACUS
ABACUS
ABACUS
ABACUS
1ST PUBLISHING
1ST PUBLISHING
COMPUTE
COMPUTE

15.95
15.50
13.95
13.95
13.50
11.95
11.95
11.95
11.45
11.45
14.95
14.95

r\/V;i:.IJ>i.!^MrVJ.'^;|:^ALL DISKS 2.50
DESK ACCESSORY 1 - Directory printer, selection of ramdisks, Tinytool a diskeditor, a simple print spooler and a
desk accessory loader.

ST UTILITIES 1 - Program to reverse mono textto white with black background, some program copier, allowing
quick backup. Tiny Basic (66k) and many others.
ST ADVENTURE WRITING SYSTEM - Fully documented program forwriting text adventures. Comes with a
sample adventure called Starship Columbus.
ST COMMUNICATIONS 1 - Comes with a simple terminal emulator, Kermii, Xmodem - file transfer util. with phone
book&help utils+ more
XLISP - A Lisp languagedisk.
ST PRINTER DRIVERS - A large selection of printer drivers for1st word, Degas 4 GEmfont.
ST C COMPILER - Shareware compiler with bootup utility, ramdisk, and command line interpreter. Thecompiler is
processor, parser, &code generatoralt rolled intoone.
ST FONT EDITORS - The editorson this disk are excellent foryourownuse in programming or with other
commercial programs whereGEM fonts are used. A fontloaderis indudedthat works as a DeskACC. A mouse

ATARI SH204 20 MEG HARD DRIVE 539.95
SUPRA 30 MEG
765.00

SUPRA 20 MEG

CUMANA 40 MEG (high speed)

1040.00

CUMANA 60 MEG (high speed)

SUPRA 60 MEG

1499.00

EPSON LX800 150cps Iricrjorvlraclor

269.95

MONITOR STAND-fll & swivel 12"

9.95

ST lo Philips scan monitor cable
ST to Sonyscan monitor cable
THINGI copy holder
ST to Centronics paralW printer lead

11.95
11.95
4.95
7.95

CUMANA 30 MEG
CUMANA 3.5" 1 MEG DRIVE

539.95

720.00

1229.00
139.00

MP165- 165cps friction/tractor

239.00

Mouse Mat

4.50

ST 13 pinopen end monitor cable

7.95

DISK CLEANING KIT 3.5'

3.50

Twin joystick/mouse extn lead 6*

5.75

ST to RS232 serial modem lead

7.95

SWITCHBOXES

Centronics parallel 2 to 2 changeover
crossover

29.00

Centronics parallel D1 to 2 way
RS232 Serial D1 to 2 way

25.00
25.00

ST SOFTWARE

ValueSme software - create and print Greeting Cards, Stationery (Letterheads), Signs and Banners.

Signs &Banners
9.50 Greetings Cards
9.50
Calendars &Stationary.
An Ubrary 1
9.50 Art Ubrary 2
9.50
TheAnUbrary Discs contain over 75 new additional graphic elements eachloruse with theabove programs.

pointer designer is also included.

HARD DISK UTILITIES - A largeselection of utilities including a wayto bootfrom drive C, directory checking, back
up to floppy utils., Auto folders on yourhard driveand a means to overcome the 40 folder limit.

GST Fractal Generator
Star Wars

MANY OTHER PU8LIC DOMAIN GAMES, UTILrTIES, ADVENTURES etc

Fast Basic (disk)
39.95
Desktop Publisher (Twks).... 79.95

Just wnte (or more information. Cheques etc. payable to STORTSOFT (international orders add 10% and remit in
pounds Sterling by bank draft or mtl. money order)
18 CROWN CLOSE, SHEERING, BISHOP'S STORTFORD, HERTS CM22 7NX
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Mark William's C
Star Trek
GST Macro Assembler

9.95
18.50

115.00
18.50
19.95

Procopy 1.5
Easy Draw 2.0
VIP Professional
Word Writer ST
Flash
Phantasie III

GST 'C compiler

29.95
67.50
169.95
59.95
36.50
23.50

19.95

Cyber Studio
CAD 3D
First Word Plus
Swift Calc ST

........... 74.95
22.50
59.95
59.95

Red Alert

18.50

SWglider
Data Manager

23.50
59.95

Cut the hassle

Cut the coupon!

DEPARTMENT
JUBILEE

AST

DRIVE

LOUGHBOROUGH
LEICS

LE11

OXS

TEL

0509-610444

FAX:

0509-610235
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SOFTWARE!

An elevating experience
Product: Mission Elevator

Price: £19.95

Supplier: Elite, Eastern Avenue. Lichfield.
Staffordshire. WSI3 6RX
Tel: 0543 414188

You are briefed with these instructions:

awkward moments -

from behind cur

The hotel consists of 64 floors, split into
sections of eight floors each. On each of

tains, hiding in doorways and waiting to
pounce at the top of the next elevator.

the floors there are two sections of the

Trevor does have defence in the form of a

code required to defuse the bomb.
The game starts in a sedate fashion,
with Trev located in the basement of the

AT first sight Mission Elevator would
appear to be yet another platform and

hotel. From here, even the most inex

ladders frolic - albeit with nice graphics where the ladders have been replaced
by lifts. However, as you proceed deeper
into the game, the well thought out

out the most likely location of the first
master key. Objects are examined by a
deft flick of the joystick, the result of such
examinations being shown in a status

scenario begins to take shape and the
puzzles get more involved with each

window at the bottom of the screen.

level.

The story is essentially quite straight
forward: You play the part of secret agent
Trevor. Funny, I always thought secret

agents had dynamic names like, Bond or
Clint.

Specially enlisted to infiltrate a 64
storey hotel, Trev must locate and defuse
a bomb placed there by a bunch of for
eign secret agents. But this is no ordinary
hotel, it is in reality a cover for one of the
FBI's Central Intelligence Units.

perienced player should be able to figure

Once the first key has been located it's
time to start searching the place for clues.

Moving around is quite straightforward,
travel between the levels being via the
elevators of the title.

Everything can be examined, but
taking the advice of the enemy will often
bring predictable results. Examining a
wall socket can be a shocking experi
ence. Most of the time though, searching
is fruitless and there's an awful lot to
examine.

Of course, if the game merely involved

Defusing bombs is a tricky business at

nipping around searching for objects,

the best of times, but to aggravate matters
the 16 codes necessary to do the job have

clues and so on, there wouldn't be much
of a challenge. To complicate matters
there's a seemingly endless supply of

been deposited at various points
throughout the building by an FBI com
puter specialist shortly before his
capture.

well-trained bad guys armed with
shooters and bent on your early demise.
In typical style, they appear at the most

pistol, fortunately with an unlimited
supply of bullets.
To get between each section you have
to locate the hall porter who holds a key
to unlock the emergency exits - these
being the entry points to the next section.
Locked emergency exits? Programmer's
licence, I suppose.
New levels bring new challenges.
Level two in particular springs to mind.
This brings the barman into play, an
amusing character offering a choice of
milk, beer or spirits. Playing it teetotal
proves to be no advantage whatsoever on the other hand consuming too much of
the hard stuff results in you staggering
around in a drunken stupor.

Lunar lander update
use it sparingly.
Product: Oids

The object is to free the Oids by de
stroying the installations and buildings on
the ground. They then dash about the
planet surface frantically waving for help,
and you must find a flat bit of land and set
the ship gently down. The Oids will climb
aboard and you can lift off and scout for

Price: £19.95

Supplier: Mirrorsoft, Athena House, 66-73
Shoe bane, London EC4P 4AB.
Tel: 01-377 4645

AT first sight Oids appears to be a simple
budget-quality game - the graphics,
sound and standard of programming is
fairly basic. But it grows on you the more
you play this update on the old lunar
lander type game, popular years ago in
the early days of micros.
The Biocretes, rulers of the galaxy,
created a race of android slaves - called

Oids - to serve them. These peaceful
creatures are treated badly by the Bio
cretes - they're forced to work without
rest, they are never given any oil and are
melted alive to produce new Oids when
they can no longer work.
You, a member of a peace-loving race,
are outraged at their treatment and
decide to free them from their life of toil

and misery. You jump aboard your space
40 Atari ST User May 1988

more.

fighter, head for the nearest galaxy and
dive down to the first planet.

The game opens with you descending
toward the surface in your ship, and this is
where the fun begins, The planet is brist
ling with defence systems consisting of
gun emplacements, homing missiles,
rockets, enemy aircraft and so on.

Your ship is equipped with its own
defences - a rapid fire nose-mounted gun
and a powerful force field. Unfortunately,
the shield won't last forever, so you must

There are several galaxies to choose
from and you can select the difficulty
level before starting. The lowest is very
easy while the top one is next to impos
sible - there are so many guided missiles
and bullets flying around you get zapped
within seconds.

Built into the game is an editor which
enables you to create your own planets.

You can place mountains, enemy bases,
adjust the alien difficulty level and
playtest the current planet.
Advanced features show you the whole
planet surface drawn to l/8th scale and
the Help key will align mountains and
bases for you if you can't quite get them
into position. The planets can then be

Like all good arcade adventures, Mis
sion Elevator offers a wealth of intriguing
puzzles of a type that should keep most

people amused for hours. There's a smat
tering of good humour and plenty of
action, and while the graphics are a trifle
cartoonish, the animation and scrolling
are first class.

The game really falls down in the
sound department. The most imaginative
use I discovered was the chiming grand
father clock. Speaking of clocks, just in

Oddball
board

game

case you get too good, there's a time limit
before the bomb goes off!
Mark Smiddy

Program: Eye
Price: £14.95

Supplier: Endurance Games. Unit 1. Baird

Sound

4

Graphics,
Payability

8
8

Value fox money

7

Overall

7

Road. Enfield, Middlesex ENI IS}.
Tel: 01-804 8100

EYE is a board game which was heavily

promoted in the toyshops last Christmas.
It was invented by an oddball trio under
oddball circumstances and it's billed as

the perfect game.
The board consists of 32 coloured

quadrilaterals which the rules call

squares. There are eight different colours
If I see another platform game I'll ...
Seriously, this one is a real gem. The
action is fast but not too much so. Simi

larly, the puzzles are tricky but not

impossible. It's a thinking man's
arcade game - / found the baddies a
little too fast to call it an adventure. My

and four squares of each colour are in
view at any one time. The other four are
concealed by two spirals.
When you turn one the positions of the
coloured squares - and the counters on
them - move. Hard to explain, but easy to
understand when you see it m action,

and whether pieces are removed after
capture.

The computer can control one, two or
three players, but unfortunately it's not a
very good player and I was easily able to
trick it into what must be Eye's equivalent
of fool's mate.

There's a nice animated loading

screen, but very poor music. There's no
music in the game itself, only a pling. My
other niggle is with.the instructions,
which are terrible. Once you learn how to
play you can send £2.45 to Endurance for

only real complaint is that the joystick
control takes some getting used to.
Paul Stubbs

the Official Eye Gamebook.

Eye is an interesting strategy game,
but if I was playing against real people I
think I'd prefer to use the board version.

saved to disc for use within the game
itself.

Although quite simple, this is an
excellent game and all who played it
found it good fun. It's exciting, challen
ging and I can thoroughly recommended
it.

Julie Boswell
Graphics

6

Sound

6

Payability
Value for money

9
8

Overall

8

"A budget game?" I enquired when I
first saw this. "No", was the reply. This
put me off straight away, and it wasn't
until I had played it for halfan hour that
I began to enjoy it. It may be old hat,
but it's great fun and quite addictive
too.

Roland Waddilove

Ian Waugh

although trying to work out where the
colours are going to appear is not so
simple. The spirals on screen spin when
you turn them, which makes it easier to

Sound

2

Graphics
Playability
Value for money

7
6
6

Overall

6

visualise.

From one to four people can play and
the object is to get the required number
of counters on squares of your own
colour. The number of moves you get per
turn depends on how many counters you
have on any one colour.
In the two and three player versions
you can capture a colour by getting four
or three of your counters on them at once.
This allows you to move any of your oppo

If you haven't played the board game
you won't have a clue how to tackle
this computer version, as the instruc

nents' counters on that colour before one

tions are abysmal. I was completely

of your moves.
There is a save feature, but it's rarely

lost and couldn't fathom out what on

used as games tend not to last long. The
computer gives you the option to swap
pairs of colours after every so many

book should have been included with

moves. You can also choose whether or

extra £2.45.

not colours can be captured at any time,
whether an opponent can recapture them

earth I was supposed to do. The game
the software, as it is absolutely
essential. Be prepared to fork out an
Rudy Richards
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The ultimate

arcade game
Product: Xenon
Price: £19.95

Supplier: Melbourne House,

-10 Paul

Street, London EC2A 4JH.
Tel: 01-377 8411

Gun

emplacement

XENON is a multi-screen, vertically scrol
ling shoot-'em-up of the highest calibre
from Melbourne House. Although many
similar games have been released
before, this must easily rate as the best,
just knocking that old favourite, Goldrunner, off its pedestal.
The action is set in the distant future on

a planet in a far off galaxy. A hostile race

The control

of aliens called Xenites suddenly sprang
from nowhere and systematically began
to take over planets, setting up bases and

panel

bringing in ships.
War soon broke out and peaceful
trading ships - which normally don't carry
weapons - were the Xenites' prime
targets. Your task is to defend the fleet of
trading ships from attack.
The game starts with you rushing to the
rescue of a trader under heavy fire on a

planet deep within Xenite territory. The
only way to reach him is to battle your
way through the Xenites' defences - not
an easy task.

Buildings
hidden below ground and as you
approach, doors slide open and they are
brought to the surface. They swivel
round, tracking your ship and open fire.
When the guns are hit they are

extra-thick armour plating. This must be
destroyed before you can move on. I had
great difficulty getting past a sentinel.
However, once this is out of the way you
can progress fairly easily - until the next

sometimes taken below ground and
replaced by either another similar gun, a

one pops up.

canister or weaponry that you can pick
up and add to your plane or ground craft.
There are 11 types of canister, giving
you armour, fuel, homing missiles, lasers,
guns, power, increased speed, side
lasers, wingtip weapons, zap pills and
rotating balls that follow you and fire
when you fire.
Sometimes collecting one type of

The music is superb, and a neat touch
is the way a digitised picture of one of the
Bitmap Brothers - the programmers pops up and announces the start of each
section.

This game is an absolute must and
deserves a place in every arcade game
collection. I can thoroughly recommend it

to anyone looking for the ultimate fast
action shoot-'em-up.
Roland Waddilove

canister will cancel the effect of another,

so guns will replace lasers and rotating
balls may replace wingtip weapons. Your
ship is equipped with shields which con
sume fuel when hit by enemy gunfire or if
you collide with an enemy fighter.
The Xenite defence system consists of

large window covering the left-hand side

many different types of gun, ground and
aircraft. Each requires a different tech

of the screen and part of the right, and
this is where the action takes place. A

nique to destroy them or negotiate the
section, and these will have to be learnt

panel running down the right-hand side

by much trial and error, Some craft will
only attack from the ground, others from
the air and in some sections of the game
you'll have to decide on the best type of
craft for the job.
The graphics are brilliant and the land
scape scrolls down the screen very
smoothly. The way the doors in the
ground open and gun emplacements are
brought up from below is superb. The

Most of the screen is taken up by a

shows such things as your score, weap
ons, fuel, status and so on.

Gameplay is split into four sectors and
each is made up of two zones. You have a
choice of two craft - a ground-based
vehicle and a fighter plane - and you can
switch between them at will.

The ground craft is capable of moving
and firing m eight directions, but its pro
gress can be blocked by buildings and
other structures. The fighter plane can fly
over these obstacles, but without extra

weapons can fire only forwards.
The Xenon gun emplacements are
42 Atari ST User May 1988

action is fast and furious and there's no
time for a breather in between attack

waves - it's just one long battle.
Halfway through each section is a
sentinel - an enormous Xenite craft with

Sound

10

Graphics.
Payability
Value for money

10
10
10

Overall

10

Wow! what an amazing game. This
must rate as one of the best seen so far

this year. It's incredibly fast, very
addictive, has brilliant graphics and
superb sound effects and music. Hove
the digitised announcement of each
section. Go out and buy it now, you
won't regret it.
Andy Richards

4-

simBtech

computers

SIMTECH
*ADDroved Siana Dealer*

Atari ST
520 STM Exc. Mouse
520STFM

£313.49
£379,99
£569.99
£664.99

1040 STF
1040 STF + Mono Monitor

Mega ST2 + Mono Monitor
Mega ST4 + Mono Monitor
0,5 Mb RAM Upgrade (excl. postage)

£997.49
£1282.49
£80.00

Hawk Scanner
Flat-bed scanner which thinks its also a:

Photocopier and Fax for only

£1250.00 Incl. VAT

CRP Digitizer
A4 tablet
A3 tablet

£414.00 incl. VAT
£828.00 incl. VAT

NEC P2200

(24 pin dot matrix printer) and

Full range of Software available

Educational, Business and DTP enquiries welcome

Printers
EPSON 6k NEC & STAR

SIGNUM n

Startrek

Discs

£575.00 incl. VAT

£15.95

Signum II

£184.00

VIP GEM

£199.10

ATARI & TRIANGLE & CUMANA
How to Order:

By Phone: (01)690 3569
VISA

By Post: 118 Doggett Road, Catford, London SE6 4QB
All software includes VAT & Postage

•

DATABASE PUBLICATIONS
Database Publications is expanding. More full time
editorial staff and freelance writers are urgently needed.
The people we are seeking should be able to program
on one of the popular home micros - particularly the
Atari ST. Equally important, successful candidates must

have the ability to express their ideas clearly and fluently
in writing.

However, lack of experience in the fields of computing
and publishing need not be a bar to applying. What
we're looking for above all is drive, creativity and the
ability to learn on the job.

If you feel you have the qualities we require, send
your full CV together with an example of your written
material to:
The Personnel Manager
Database Publications

Europa House
Adlington Park
Adlington
Macclesfield
SK10 4WP
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Up, up and away
Supplier: Microprose, 2 Market Place,
Tetbury, Gloucestershire GL8 8DA.

Before you get anywhere near that
though, a number of steps need to be
undertaken to get you airborne. The first
is identifying a vehicle to prove you are

Tel: 0666 54326

not a commie infiltrator.

Product: Cunship
Price: £24.95

THE biggest ever seller for Microprose Gunship, a helicopter simulation - has
reached the ST in what must be its defini

Assuming you're an Uncle Sam faithful,
the default screen is displayed. This is
where you see the last mission flown by
the selected pilot, his duty assignment to
an area of the world, style of flying and

tive incarnation. Everything about it is
impressive, starting with superb pack

reality levels.

aging.

tour, including simply training, South East
Asia, Central America, the Middle East,
and the ultimate in risk scenarios, an EastWest confrontation in Western Europe.

An 88 page operation manual and the
two discs are the cornerstone of the dis

tinctive red package, which also includes
a technical supplement, a sheet con
taining passwords and countersigns, and
a keyboard overlay to identify all those
crucial functions.

As well as being a brilliant simulation,
Gunship also involves the player much
more than lesser products by introducing
you to the game as a lowly sergeant and
letting you progress through the ranks as
your skill and fame as an ace pilot grow.
Expect to pick up the odd medal and
award as you fly missions around the

world in increasingly dangerous situ
ations. And when the inevitable happens,
see your name recorded in the books as
one of the all-time greats.

John Butters takes a brief
look at some late arrivals

There are five areas of the world to

NOW released as a budget title, this is a

go through many levels trying safely to
guide your bat as opposed to the ball. As

bricks descend towards your bat they
can be destroyed by either bouncing the
ball off them or, if in difficulty, you have a
limited amount of ammunition to fire at
them.

Sometimes fireballs will fall from the
bricks once they have been struck and

If you've digested all the information,

and the mission looks like a one way
ticket to Boot Hill, you can always decide
to go on sick leave. For routine exped
itions against the enemies of freedom this
is a cop out for the cowardly.
But when the the mission is doom

laden, and the weather is so bad you can
hardly fit a sidewinder without exceeding

Beginners should steer well clear of
Europe and concentrate on practice in
the States, taking a run at Asia only when
they feel they have attained a certain
mastery of their craft.
There are three styles of behaviour

while you are on combat tour in a region.
Stick to regular missions and you might
make it back home alive. Volunteer for

hazardous missions and you are likely to
be shipped home in a box.

A final set of variables to contemplate
are enemy and reality levels. Just how
hard do you want this simulation to be?
Make your choices here. Actually it is the
combination of duty assignment, flying

the maximum weight allowance, only a
certifiable idiot gets into his helicopter.
If everything is to your satisfaction,
including the armament suggested by the

QUICK PEEKS AT
\ Space Ace - Infogrames

Addictaball - Alligata

version of Breakout with a difference. You

style and reality level that set the risk
factor for your next mission.
This in turn affects scoring, likelihood
of promotion and honours - posthumous
ones if you try to be a hero too often. On
you progress to the briefing on your next
mission. Primary and secondary target
map coordinates are given, which it is
advisable to note down, along with
weather conditions and time of day. Also
given is the password.

these can be disposed of by hitting them
with your bat. If any hit the barrier at the
bottom of the screen they will burn a hole
through which the ball can fall.

If you miss any bricks you will have a

LEE ENFIELD is Space Ace. He defies
our understanding of travel, being able to
move through even the largest barrier of
all - time. Now attempting to rescue his
old friend Bill, heknows his fight will bea

limited amount of space to move the bat.

tough one as he encounters robots,

A life is lost each time the bat hits a brick,

monsters and snipers.

alien or if the ball falls through the barrier
at the bottom. A full review of the original
game can be found on Page 54 of the
December 1987 issue of Atari ST User.

The aim isto kill off all theenemies sent

by Yellow Shadow to destroy you. They
will often be found hiding behind build
ings and rocks waiting to pounce If you
are not quick on the draw they will shoot
- and they very rarely miss.

On the screen you will see the sights of

your laser rifle, a sophisticated piece of
equipment which will also indicate where

the enemy is hiding. You will also hear a

ringing sound which wil1 become higher

pitched when the opposition is ready to

^Yet another fantastic game with

reasonable graphics and fast action
which is good value for money.

I

•SOFTWARE

computer,

undoubtedly slicker and smoother than
all the other versions of this program.
The sound effects are also profes

insert disc two and get

airborne.

Dials, indicators and CRT displays are
waiting on the control panel in the
cockpit. Outside, through the armoured
glass you can see the three dimensional
world of Gunship waiting to put you to the

sionally implemented, with the whine of

the engines and the chopping sound of
the blades adding to the effect.
If you liked Flight Simulator 2 but
wished it packed a little more punch,
abandon that sombre affair and gird your
loins for the ultimate flying combat
experience. There is only one word for
the ST version of Gunship: Awesome.

test.

Activate the left and right engines,
engage the rotor and select the speed of
ascent. The blades chop into action, a
throbbing noise fills the cockpit, and the
AH-64 Apache gunship rises.

Mark Luckham

If you have never flown a helicopter
before, or a simulator, it may come as a
surprise to find yourself going nowhere
but up until you push the nose down at an
alarming angle to create forward

Graphics

9

Sound

8

Playability
Value for money

10
10

Overall

movement.

9

The attitude and artificial horizon

gauge informs you when you're on the
right track. The airspeed indicator picks
up as the altimeter and VSI even off.
Radar and infra-red warning indicators
are okay, the threat display is empty,
you've a full tank of fuel, and all weapons
stores are full and ready to go.
The first hill looms up, and hugging the
ground you sweep around it and head for
enemy territory. A CRT display serves a
number of functions, one of which is a

map with a representation of the Apache
and its current direction of travel.

The compass and course indicator are
used to get to the general area, while the
map can be used to pinpoint objectives.

On the top half of the screen a TADS

gunsight box reticle is superimposed to
help destroy targets.
Should you manage to avoid fire from
the ground and complete the mission suc
cessfully you must still make your way
back to base without losing your multimillion dollar machine. If you came up
trumps, a promotion and an awards cere
mony are the rewards. If not, better luck
next time.

Gunship's graphics are first rate for this

Flying a chopper makes a refreshing
change from the standard flight simu
lator. I've never flown a real helicop

ter, but this program is certainly

everything I imagine one would be
like. The controls can be a bit over

whelming at first, but you soon get

used to it. It gets the thumbs up from
me.

sort of game. While the animation is not
fast, it is certainly fast enough, and

Andy Richards

THE NEWEST RELEASES
AS m many other arcade games the
obiect is to protect your planet from

^^^EI^£]^r7___^

stages to the game, each one having a
different scrolling background.

At the top of the screen you will lind a
radar which will give you advance warn

*e Federation's Space S£^Pe°torof
sent on a mission £ btatI°ns, you are
happening™TZha fT** PSCul™

ing of where the nasties are waiting.

Other features included to aid you in the

does not assist you

invasion from aliens. There are many

battle are hyperthrust to enable you to

escape from tricky situations or to catch

up with aliens, and smart bombs which
will clear the screen of all aliens.

You only have two of these bombs to
start with, but gam one more for eacn

level you clear. Bonus points are

AS Callum MacGregor nhiof

he crew

staSoTha?"fbe011 *" °Ut W^ ~*e

The only Vav to1 mVaded ^ ^ens.
*e 100 rooms coS,Pe * (° g° around

crystals to SeltoU?cTaft n°Ugh *****

actttr/nelelfdelrfICky task *» must

awarded for saving humanoids at the
bottom of the screen.

If you have played well, at the end you priced game with very little to make you

will be able to enter your name into a want to go back for more.

high score table. Overall, a budget
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Clever comic caper
Program: Crash Garrett
Price: £19.95

Supplier: Mogrames, Mitre House, Abbey
Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN1 2RQ.
Tel: 01-364 0123

•

led Engels von Krull, pschyoanalyst Dr
Thorn and Helga Klam. Helga likes noth
ing better than to slap Crash while
shouting such stereotyped phrases as

dose enables Crash to carry out a par
ticular instruction with greater efficiency.
To the right is another box containing, in
graphical form, all the items in your poss

"Shut up, pigdog!"

ession -

For his part, Crash has a nice line in
CRASH Garrett's days of flying bootleg
liquor, gun-running and shoot-outs with
the FBI are now behind him. These days

hardboiled wisecracks in the face of

mortal danger: "You'll pardon my not

Crash is legitimate and runs an air-taxi
business with the help of his longtime
sidekick Grease Flanagan.

He's part domesticated, too, thanks to
his relationship with his girlfriend Glory
Streek, a no-nonsense production assis
tant at Mega Movies.
The time is the late 1930s, the place the

no need for an inventory

command.

Unfinished games can be saved and
reloaded by the unusual commands of
Disk and Game respectively. The speed
at which narrative, pictures and text are
displayed and removed can be adjusted
by typing T and a number from one to
nine, one being the fastest. I found it best
to set it at the lowest speed and then to
tap the spacebar whenever I wanted the
action to move on.

Graphics and spot sound effects are
put to good use in this highly unusual
game. What I am less sure about is the
command parser - the vocabulary

good old US of A. What many Americans
don't know is that Nazi spy and sabotage
networks are being set up right on their

seemed rather limited and I was often

doorstep.

The style of this innovative text and
graphics adventure is very much gung-ho
Biggies, tougher and American in tone
and unfolded with tongue firmly planted
in cheek.

In the game, you are a voice inside
Crash's head and will guide and advise
him throughout the adventure. One of the

shaking your throat!". The whole thing is
quite over the top and all the more enjoy
able for it.

The main part of the screen is taken up
with an impressive picture of the current
location on which are overlaid objects
and the heads of various characters as

they pop up during the game.

These heads smoothly slide and peel

objectives is for you to find out just what

on and off and around the screen at

the voice is and where it comes from.

The adventure takes place over two
days in 1938 and starts in mid-flight.
Crash is taking Cynthia Sleeze, a gossip
columnist, to interview a famous film star.
On landing, Cynthia is escorted into a
building by a menacing Arab and Crash
is confronted with a lead pipe-wielding
mechanic called Mongrel.
After a punch-up or two Crash is
captured by some Nazis who have a nasty
plan in mind for the future of the rest of
"the human race. Only Crash can thwart
them. Ringleaders in the plot are monoc-

appropriate moments, creating an air of
activity that is normally missing from such
games. Fighting is usually shown by a
moving giant fist and the words Bam! and
Pow!, while all dialogue is within speech
bubbles, making the game seem rather
like a colourful, interactive comic.

Narrative appears in a text window at
the top of the screen while a single-line
window at the bottom is used for your text
input. Over on the left is a box containing
eight identical symbols, each represen
ting a dose of special power. Using a

1SM ft SSilflM, THeRe'S BROTHER B6D UITH ft STILL !

1 fOfilf LViriG in IT.
j
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hunting for the right form of words to
express an action.

For instance, a stone vase on top of a
covered well would not respond to push,

pull, get, lift or break and the program
didn't indicate whether or not I was

barking up the wrong tree or simply
hadn't found the right action.
Examining visible and quoted objects
is often a waste of time since you are

nearly always told there is nothing
unusual about them. As this game ema
nates from France, I hope nothing has
been lost in the translation.

That said, Crash Garrett is a funny,
enjoyable and original adventure and
well worth considering. Biggies flies
again!
Bob Chappell
Presentation

9

Atmosphere

9

Puzzlement

9

Value for money

9

Overall

9
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This adventure is brilliant - the comic

book graphics and Marlow type
humorous

wisecracks

are

very

amusing. Hike the way the faces of the
characters slide around the screen

iftu, shucks, it uerer't

and speech bubbles appear when
they say something. The action
sequences are also cleverly done with
Crash, Bang Wallop appearing on

iRUTHIfl'

screen. Recommended.

Andy Richards
Crash Garrett
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SOFTWARE

Product: Test Drive
Price: £24.95

Supplier: Electronic Arts, Langley Business
Centre, Station Road, Slough, Berks, SL3
8YN
Tel: 0753-49442

Dream machine
the ravine on your left present the most
immediate dangers as you push the joy
stick forward to accelerate and hit the fire

NOT many of us can afford a £50,000 Fer
rari, but for £24.95 you can have the next
best thing with Test Drive. A series of
beautifully detailed screens illustrate the

cars of your dreams - the Lamborghini
Countach, Corvette, Ferrari Testarossa,

Lotus Turbo Esprit and Porsche 911
Turbo.

In each case, a page of technical infor
mation fills you in on the car's per
formance characteristics. Drive type,
displacement, compression ratio, torque,
transmission type and acceleration curve
don't mean much to me, but a top speed
of 173 mph is something I can understand.
When you pick the car of your choice
the window rolls down to show the grin
ning driver and the car roars off the
screen in a cloud of dust. Then it's on to

the open road to burn some rubber.
The display shows the view through
the windshield, with the spinning steering
wheel, speedo and rev counter, police
radar detector and rear view mirror.

Your aim is to make it to the top of a
mountainous stretch of road as quickly as
possible. The rockface on your right and

button to change gear.
However, as you progress more factors
impede your progress - potholes, water
slicks, slow drivers and lumbering lorries
to name a few. Sound effects of howling
motors and screeching tyres add to the
atmosphere.
The radar detector at the top left of
your windshield will beep and flash to
indicate whether you have been picked
up by a speed trap. If you don't slow
down to the maximum speed indicated on
the road signs you may soon see a police
car appearing in your rear-view mirror.
You can try to outrun him, but if he
overtakes you and you then crash into
him you're out of the game. Your car
screeches to a halt, your windscreen
shatters, and it's straight to jail for you. At
the end of each stage you see your car
pulling into a garage and you are given
an assessment of your performance.
Test Drive is graphically attractive,
exciting to play and feels very realistic,
especially if you engage the option which
makes the gear shift respond to joystick
movements.

road and the animation of the other vehi

cles are well done, but it's a pity there
isn't more variation in the landscape - the
rock wall soon becomes monotonous.

Chris Jenkins

Sound

6

Graphics
Payability
Value for money

8
8
7

Overall

8

sight
I've yet to see a realistic car racing
simulation on the ST - the screen dis

play, handling and general feel just
aren't quite right. However, it's a good
game with nice graphics and reason
able sound. It's fun to play and quite
addictive, though £25 is a bit steep for
my pocket.
Andy Richards

The scrolling and undulating of the

Behind the Iron Curtain
ward looking, if you have the time. Played
on the higher levels, you will be so hard
pressed on taking care of the current

Program: Tetris
Price: £19.95

Supplier: Mirrorsoft, 66-73 Shoe Lane,

block that there is no time to look ahead.

London EC4P 4AB.
Tel: 01-377 4645

Although it is graphically simple, it is
also completely refreshing and original.
Tetris is one of those horribly addictive
games that always gets you saying, "Just
one more game".

A COMPUTER game from the Soviet
Union? Strange though it may seem,
Tetris from Mirrosoft was in fact devel

oped by the Computer Centre at the
USSR Academy of Science, which is
headed by Victor Bjrabirn.
After it became popular there it spread
to the rest of the Eastern Bloc, where

Hungarian software house Andromeda
Software picked up the copyright. Mir
rosoft, as Andromeda's main passport into
the West, was the natural choice for the
UK market.

Tetris is a simple strategy game, but
one that could only exist on a computer.
The central vertical strip of the screen is
the playing area and down it drift, or
hurtle if you are playing on skill level
nine, block shapes, one at a time.

The objective is to rotate the shape and
direct it using the keys or joystick, so it fits
into any gaps where the shapes collect at
the bottom. Should a horizontal line be

completely filled that line disappears and
your score is boosted accordingly.
The difficulty lies in the fact that there
are a number of different shapes and half

Mark Luckham

the time they don't fit together. They
leave spaces, or air pockets and until
these are filled the blocks won't disap

Graphics

6

Sound

8

Playability
Value for money

9
8

Overall

9

pear and the shapes continue collecting,
reaching up towards the top of the
playing area.
When there is no more room, the game
finishes and you can see how well you
did. Big scores are made by continually
clearing lines and laying the blocks down
evenly at the bottom of the playfield.
The rest of the display is given over to
bnck-a-brack like score and options, and
also a box labelled Next. The Help box

gives most of the key commands - 3 turns
off the heaving background that fills the
playing area, 1 activates the Next box
which shows you which will be the next
shape to appear after you have disposed
of the current one.

Everyone laughed when they saw the
primitive programming and graphics
used in this game, but once you've
played it you won't be able to stop, it's
so addictive. I first saw this on the

Amstrad, and preferred that version to
this. However, it's still a good game.
Julie Boswell
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Publishing Systems Ltd.

Signum 2

i

the high quality, reliable document processor
£184.00 inc. VAT
ST World • Issue 24 • 5 page review • the conclusion
"Signum 2 produces the goods and is a delight to use."

^M

Some Current Applications:
* Russian Text *

*Board Reports *
*Menu Writing *
*Thesis Writing *
* Sales Presentations *

* Writing Music Scores *

*Hebrew & English Text *
*Marketing Presentations *
Presentation Documents *

*Equation Creation/Editing *
*Personalised Letter Writing *
* Writing Chemical Structures *
* Multi-Columned Newsletters *

*Typing in various European languages *

Add to the professionalism of your document by importing graphics.
Obtain camera-ready copy,even from 9 pin dot matrix printers - amazing results.
Over 100 fonts to be released over the next three months - just released:
Rockwell - Old English - Souvenir.

Signum 2 is made for short and long documents which must be of high quality.
It's reliable, fast and powerful and gives you only the best!!

Dealer Sales - please call 0252 874406
Direct Sales - please call 0252 875031
Signa Publishing Systems Ltd
Trevenen House

Cricket Hill Lane

Yateley

Camberley, Surrey GU17 7BA.
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SOFTWARE

I

Dungeon adventure
Product: Dungeon Master
Price: £24.95

Supplier: Mirrorsoft, 66-73 Shoe Lane,
London EC4P 4AB.
Tel: 01-377 4645

THERE are only three notable role
playing games on the market for the ST Alternate Reality, Phantasie III and The
Bard's Tale. A fourth which should have

joined that trio last year has finally
emerged, FTL's Dungeon Master.
The reason it has taken so long to
release becomes apparent as soon as it
has finished loading. The software spends
ages decompressing data - there's about
700k held on one disc.

The plot casts you as Theron, overseer
in spirit form of a party of four dead
characters, now reborn, ready to take on
the challenge of Chaos.
Down in the dungeon things are
stirring and the outlook is bleak. It
originally belonged to your boss, but
during a dodgy attempt to lay his hands
on the Power Gem he suffered a serious

dose of schizophrenia.
His nice half was kicked off this plane and guess where the bad half ended up?
The quest is to seek out the Firestaff and
return it to your master's good side.
There are a number of features unique.

to Dungeon Master, the most immediately

noticeable being the graphics, Not only
are they large and attractive, they are
also functional. If you spot a button on the
wall, you can press it.
Objects can be picked up and passed
around the party. There is also some
animation - you can throw things down
the corridors and see them disappear
into the gloom. If you trek down after
them you'll find them against a wall or on
the floor.

Even better, the defenders of this

danger-infested hell hole are also

require manipulation of objects before a
safe passage can be guaranteed.
This is a straightforward hack and slash
with plenty of puzzling to be done, but the
animated graphics and spot sampled
effects make this quest worth dusting off
your codpiece for.
Mark Luckham

Graphics

9

Sound

8

Playabihty
Value for money

8
8

Overall

9

animated. See those monsters lumber

towards you, thrill to the sound of sword
biting hide, chill to the sight of a monster
lunging towards you!

Sampled sound is used to good effect
as chains clank and doorways creak, One
of the other innovative ideas is the magic
system. Sets of symbols are grouped into
the four influences of power, element,
form and alignment.
Uttering the appropriate symbol draws
Mana from your body. The more powerful
ones require not only more Mana, but
also experience and skill to cast properly.
It helps if you have a character with a
high Mana rating.
The real stars of Dungeon Master are
the traps. Many are fiendishly clever and

I'm not too keen on these role playing

games - a good shoot-'em-up is more
to my taste. Having said that though,
Dungeon Master is well written, the
graphics and sound effects are good
and it is quite addictive if you're into
these sort of games.
Andy Richards

Fun at world's end...
Program: Terramex
Price: £19.95

Supplier: Grand Slam Entertainments, Vic
tory House, Leicester Place, London
WC2H 7NB.
Tel: 01-439 0666

OK, so the world is about to end again
and you are the only person who can save
it. Hardly a new scenario. Grand Slam's
Terramex is another colourful, fun arcade
adventure.

Mad scientist Dr Albert Eyestrain has
warned that in 20 years Earth will be
dealt a terminally damaging blow by an
enormous passing meteor. Ridiculed and
scoffed by his contempories, Dr Eyestrain
becomes a recluse.

As the years roll by it transpires that
the meteor story was rather more than
pie in the sky, and the projectile is right
on course for Earth. Doctor Eyestrain
must be found, as he has devised a Positronic Asteroid Deflector and is the only
one who can advise on its assembly and
use.

Once you have found the elusive
doctor you might think that all was well.
Think again. The Positronic Asteroid
Deflector apparently came in kit form,
and you must find all seven sections.
At the start of your quest you can

choose which of five explorers you want
to be: Wilbur Fortesque-Smithe (British

would you believe?), Big John Caine
(USA), Henri Beaucoup (French), Herr
Wolfgang Schmuck (German) and Wu
Pong (an Oriental chappie). Choose your
character and you're off.
Walking through the landscape there
are many useful items to be found and
nasties to be avoided. Objects can have
pretty obscure uses - when was the last

time you went flying on the Hoover?
Others are more straightforward - for
instance a magic flute to placate some
decidedly unfriendly snakes.
Explorers are traditionally hunky,
rugged and macho. Your man has other
ideas. Ask him to do anything remotely
daring and he'll need some pushing. He
will initially refuse to budge, shaking his
head, but eventually does as asked after a
few prompts. This is particularly
annoying if you are under attack at the
time.

As you collect objects they are passed
to your bearers and you can use only one
object at a time. This can be selected
from the inventory by scrolling the
bearers in the bottom right hand corner
of the screen and changing items.

You'll have a lot to keep you busy in
Terramex, it's not going to be solved in an

evening. The graphics are jolly and
colourful, but won't win any awards for

artistry and certainly put no strain on the
ST's capabilities.
There are many games around of this
ilk but the added humour of Terramex

makes it a good buy.
Niels Reynolds
Sound

6

Graphics
Playability
Value for money

7
7
6

Overall

7

This is a pretty ordinary arcade
adventure. The cartoon-like graphics
are OK, the sound isn't too exciting,
and the gameplay is only average.

The problem with Terramex is that it
just didn 'tgrip me and I tired ofit fairly
quickly. I'd advise you to try before
you buy.
Andy Richards
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Basic maze adventure
Product: Slaygon
Price: £19.95

Supplier: Microdeal, PO Box 68, St Austell,
Cornwall, PL25 4YB
Tel: 0726-68020

scanner, which builds up a colotlr-coded
map of the surrounding area. This shows
the corridors, doors, guards, objects and
traps - if you can make out the tiny dots
representing them.

nasty shocks, particularly guard robots
which shoot as soon as you open a door.
You can shield yourself against them, but
this uses energy.
Your sensors can be activated to tell

You must find colour-coded security

you whether you have a chance of outgunning a robot.

BOCnO

There are other dangers - proton
mines which can only be by-passed using

IF you have plenty of time, patience and
keen eyesight, you'll enjoy Slaygon. It's
one of those games that might look un
impressive initially but grows on you. You
can easily find yourself absorbed well

a mine deactivator, force fields and ion
beams which have their own countermeasures.

Depending on the level you select
before starting the game, the objects will

into the small hours.

Written in GFA Basic, Slaygon is a vari
ation on the old 3D maze theme. In this

be distributed more or less at random

case, the setting is a high-tech laboratory
complex. Your task is to deactivate the
control computer and destroy the reactor
- and with it, a nasty little bacteriological

throughout the complex.
So far I've run out of energy before
getting anywhere near solving the prob
lem, but as the map builds up the game
progresses faster, so I live in hope.

weapon under development.
The sole screen display, shows all the
instruments of your Slaygon battle
vehicle, as well as the view ahead. My
one criticism is that all the corridors look

alike, and as you move through them
you'll soon get bored with the scenery.
Fortunately you can activate your

passes which are left lying around and
open particular doors. You can identify
the objects you find by activating the
Query function, and store them using
Take. Some serve no purpose, so you
must choose which to keep and which to
discard.

As you search you'll come across some

Fortunately, there's a save/load game
facility, so you needn't complete the
whole quest in one go.
Slaygon resembles an adventure game
in many ways - it's not a test of reaction
time or coordination skill, but an exercise

in mapping, logic, and manipulating

DIY wargames
game you care to name.

The reason is that with military simu
lations no two games are ever the same
because of the sheer number of decision

combinations available to the player. By

splashing out on just one game, SSI's
Wargame Construction Set, that variety of
play can be expanded to almost infinity.
This superbly versatile piece of soft
ware lets you design your own wargames
from any period in history, ranging from
battles with spears and clubs right up to

for later playing as a one player - against
the computer - or two player game, or for
future re-editing. Given the scale of the
options and factors open to you, WCS
offers virtually unlimited potential.
The game allows you to play out any of
your own custom scenarios or those that
come ready-made on the disc. Broadly
speaking, order of play follows the trad
itional phases of most wargames. In a one
player game this would be observation,
player fire, player movement, enemy and

modern conflict with tanks and missiles.

The only limitation is your own imagin
ation.

WCS contains two programs - an

OBSERVATION PHASE

editor and the game. Using the editor,
you can design and save your own maps
and units, deploying them how you will.
There is a wide range of terrain to choose
from including roads, rivers, bridges,
Program: Wargame Construction Set

woods, hills and buildings.

Price: £24.99

Similarly, each side can have up to 31
customised units, including type, names,
icons,
firepower,
defence/assault
capability, movement, strength, range
and other attributes. Map and unit
colouring can be selected to suit your

Supplier: SSI/US Gold, Units 2&3, Holford
Way, Holford,Birmingham B6 7AX.
Tel: 021-356 3388

LOOKING purely from the point of long
term playability and sustained interest,
penny for penny you probably get far
better value for money from an SSI
strategy game than from almost any other
50 Atari ST User May 1988

own tastes too.

Having designed your map and units.
the latter can be placed across the bat

tleground and the whole scenario saved

player fire, enemy movement and fire,
followed by a totting up of losses and an
opportunity to save the game.
Use of the editor and control of the

game is simple - all commands can be
executed using the mouse. The graphics

objects. In this sense it should appeal to a
wide range of players who are more
impressed with depth of gameplay than
with flashy graphics or sophisticated
animation.

Chris Jenkins

Sound

Long

4

Graphics.

6

Playability
_
Value for money

8
7

Overall

7

ago,
best

forgotten

Slaygon has fairly ordinary graphics,
sound and screen display. There's
little animation, and I wasn't at all

surprised to find it was written in GFA
Basic and compiled. Still, it's fairly
good fun, and if it was on a budget

Supplier: The Edge, 36/38 Southampton

label I'd recommend it. But it's not, so I

Street, Covent Garden, London WC2E

won't.

Andy Richards

are sharp and colourful and sound

enhances the atmosphere. Among the
many features, the map zoom facility
stands out as making the gameplay even
more enjoyable.
WCS is unquestionably an exciting
development and excellent value for

money. While it may lack some of the
complexities and sophistication of
Rainbird's recently released UMS, it will
undoubtedly appeal to a wide range of
gamers.

Bob Chappell
Sound

Graphics.
Playability
Value for money
Overall

8

9
10
10
9

Product: Warlock
Price: £14.95

7HE
Tel: 01-831 1801

the floor, and these may be destroyed.
Three gargoyles on screen indicate
your status - the left one shows your
magic level, on the right the number of
lives left and in the centre brute strength.
The screen shows a 3D view of the

current room from a point in the top
corner. The game is far too slow - it takes

WARLOCK, the name of the latest game
from The Edge, is sited long ago in a land
far away, and for a change, you take the
character of a baddy - Doomlord of the

when you enter a room, and you plod
along as though you're wearing lead

fallen world.

boots.

Under your rule, life has been pretty
rosy - well, for you anyway - and
everybody is happy, except the people,
and they don't matter do they?
The White Wizard - representing the
forces of good - has decided to lead a
rebellion and storms your fortress, Doomrock a spacious castle incorporating
many large, airy rooms. Perhaps they're

at least three seconds to draw a screen

Better games - though, admittedly, in
monochrome - have been around on the

Spectrum for years, and.most run far
faster. Warlock hasn't been thought out
properly, and not enough time was spent
on the programming. The loading screen
isn't too good either.
Shame, really. I hope The Edge takes
more care with its next project.
Roy Stead

in need of some maintenance and moder

nising, but a snip for any wizard.
You aren't too pleased and set out
single-handedly to vanquish the selfproclaimed Army of the Light which has

succeeded in converting a few of your
creatures to their ideals.

Graphics.

7

Sound

5

Playability
Value for money

5
5

Overall

..

5

Before they stormed Doomrock, you
managed to secrete a few changling
spells about the place. Looking
suspiciously like skulls on pedestals, they
have the power to change you into one of
your three guises - warlock, goblin or
troll.

Each form gives you different powers,
the warlock being handy with magic, the
troll having incredible strength and the

This isn't really my cup of tea, but it is
implemented well and wargame
fanatics should be delighted. An enor
mous range of scenarios can be
created to provide you with a never-

ending supply of unique games to play
against the computer or a friend.
Julie Boswell

goblin being a bit of a compromise. The
game starts with you as Warlock, being
chased and blasted by princesses, monks

and armoured knights.
The object is to locate a certain orb of
power in order to defeat the White
Wizard. For some not adequately
explored reason, the good guys appear
from distinctly dodgy-looking portals in

/ was very disappointed with this - I've
seen several games by The Edge on
other (less powerful) micros and they

are much better. The ST is^ a fast
micro, but you wouldn't think it, look
ing at this. The graphics could be
better, too, and the sound isn't up to
much. I'd give it a miss.
Andy Richards
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The popular, industry standard Lattice Ccompiler isnow even better! We have introduced new features unique toLattice C
designed tohelp you take full advantage oftheST's power. The new Lattice Cprovides all thefeatures you need ina great
Ccompiler package, and itis compatible with Lattice Conthe IBM-PC and other 68000 micros. This means easy touse,
structured, powerful andportable programming - only with Lattice C.

'A

Version 3.04 features • High performance Lattice Ccompiler! Complete Kernighan and Ritchie implementation plusextensions • Full interface toGEMDOS,
BIOSand XBIOSfunctions with documentation • Full access to GEM'sVDI, AES

• Support for MC 68881Maths Coprocessor • Libraries ofover 320UNIX and
utility functions • Unique GEM shell command environment • Revolutionary
Link/Loader forfast development • Symbolic Debugger and Disassembler
• Resource Construction Editor! FullGEM basedscreen editorwith multiple

and Line Afunctions withdocumentation • Full double precision floating point
arithmetic • Optimizations to produce fast, compact code • Make utility

windows • Completely new 600 page usermanual with examples andtutorials.

"The Metacomco Lattice Ccompiler is excellent" STUser

Y;;;;;;;;;///////////////////////////////////^^^-

PASCAL 2 £8995fffi
IZZ

7,

Pascal 2 adds most ofthe benefits ofa modula 2 to the popular andwidely used Pascal language. It's also ideal for

frustrated BASIC programmers who want to move up to areally powerful structured language on the ST. Pascal 2is a
full development system towrite blazingly fast Pascal programs which can use all the technically exciting features of
the 68000 and the GEM environment.

'/,

• Very fast single-pass compiler with numerous extensions tostandard Pascal
giving unrivalled flexibility andpower• Compiler extensions include separate
compilation; conditional compilation; single and double precision floating point;
include; external; random access files; dynamic strings; bitwise integers; binary,
decimal, octal andhex integers andcharacter constants; 1/0 error handling and
many more • Emphasis onease ofusefor beginners andexperts.

PASCAL 2 features • Menu + easy to usecommand shell • Gem based screen
editor with multiple windows • Debug + link/loader with source level symbolic
debugger and disassembler • Resource editor for icons, menus, dialog boxes and
alerts • Easy touse GEM VDI, AES, GEMDOS, BIOS, XBIOS libraries and docu
mentation • Unix style make utility • Full 700page user manual with index,
tutorials, example programs andsources.

'A The Macro Assembler is apowerful, professional tool which will allow you towrite fast and devise programs.
This new version features acomplete development system containing many useful and powerful tools and utilities.
All provided within afriendly development environment which will ease and speed the writing of the Assembler programs
for both novices and expert programmers alike. The premier Macro Assembler system for the ST and an ideal companion
forMetacomco's Cand Pascal development systems.

• Make utility • Debug + link/loader for fast development with symbolic
debugger and disassembler• Full GEM, AES and VDI libraries with documen

• Comprehensive, all-new user manual with index, tutorials, examples etc.
- over360 pages • Position independant orrelocatable code • Large range of
directives • Fully formatted listings • External references • Precise error
messages • Conditional assembly • Cross reference listings • 30character

tation• StandardMotorol 68000 mnemonics • Macro expansions

variable names and 32 bit values.

gszzazggza

UPGRADE TO NEW VERSION

Macro Assembler only £4995

Existing userscan obtain thelatestversion. Theupgrade includes completely newmanual
andnew program diskettes.Upgrade ordersmust quoteregistration numberandinclude

MACROASSEMBLER now includes • GEM shellcommandenvironment

• GEM based screen editor with multiple windows • Resource-editor

\

£29.95

old programdiskettes.

£149.95

Cambridge lisp

Metacomco isproud toopen uptheworld ofArtificial Intelligence toST owners. Cambridge Lisp isunique and perhaps themost power
ful language yet available for the ST, itisparticularly appropriate for work inrobotics, symbolic algebra, natural language interfaces and
for expert systems. Cambridge LISP is afully integrated development environment featuring interpreter and compiler which includes
full interface to GEM functions andcomes complete with Menu +, screen editor, anda free example expert system.

NETRCOfTO

26 PORTLAND SQUARE, BRISTOL BS2 8RZ, UK.
Telex: 44874 METACO G Fax: (0272)428618
PLEASE SEND ME FOR THE ATARI ST:
LATTICE C 3.04
MACROASSEMBLER
PASCAL 2
CAMBRIDGE LISP
BCPL

£ 99.95 •
£ 49.95 D

MAKE

£ 49.95 D
£ 19.95 •
D

MENU*
MORE INFORMATION

£ 89.95 •
£149.95 •

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE (0272) 428781
Latticeis a trademarkof LATTICE INC. GEMDOS is a trademarkof DIGITAL RESEARCH INC. UNIX is a trademarkof AT +T Bell
Laboratories.IBM-PC is a trademarkof InternationalBusiness Machines.
© Metacomcopic 1987

PHONE TODAY, OR POST THIS COUPON TO: METACOMCO, 26PORTLAND SQUARE, BRISTOL BS2 8RZ.
IENCLOSEACHEQUEFORE.

NAME

_ORDEBIT MY ACCESS/VISA NO: I
CARD EXPIRY DATE.

ADDRESS.

£ 99.95 •
COUNTRY.

TEL NO:

SIGNATURE^
Prices Include VAT andPAPUK mainland only.Pleaseadd£6.00towards delivery outsideUK. Allowupto 28dayslordelivery.
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UTILITY

Making a record
IT is surprising how quickly your library
of discs grows. Within just a few months
of buying an ST, most owners have at
least 20 discs and many have more.
What is needed is a utility that auto
matically keeps track of the files, and
that's where Quick-List comes in.

This is a budget-priced utility designed
to help you keep track of all your discs
and the files stored on them. It will read
all the filenames off each disc and record
them in a database. This information can
then be stored on disc itself as a data file.
The illustrations show the main screen

and Help file. Looking at the main screen
I'll go through the icons in turn. The first is

A.B.S. which tells you who wrote the soft
ware, in case you missed all the other
messages displayed on boot-up.
Sort will sort all the files in the database

into either alphabetic or disc order every disc must be given a unique
number. Quit simply quits the program,
while Load will load a database stored on
disc,

See will let you scroll through the list of
files and Print will print the lot out. Save,
saves the database to disc. Find is used to

search for a particular file, or all the files
on a particular disc. These can then be

If you can never find
the file you need, this
handy utility, reviewed
by Julie Boswell, will
help you keep track of
them. And a fast disc
formatter is thrown in
store. And, finally, Help brings up a
series of Help screens - one for each
icon.

Although Quick-List is superbly
presented, fast and easy to use, it does
suffer from a couple of major drawbacks.
The first is the small number of records
allowed in the database.

I processed eight double sided discs
containing more than 300 files. This

means that the program can only be used
to record around 30 discs. You would

which disc, you haven't a clue what each
file is or what it does. Of course, mean

ingful filenames help here - but can you
think of 1000 meaningful names?
Mastermat is a disc formating utility
bundled with Quick-List. You can format
single or double sided and set the
number of tracks and sectors. You can

gain extra storage space by squeezing 82
tracks with 10 sectors per track on to your
discs providing your drives can handle
this number.

Alternatively you can opt for a fast
format which rearranges the sector num
bers, optimising the disc for speed. A 38
per cent reduction in loading time can be
achieved.

Quick-List is a handy utility to have
around in spite of the two problems out
lined. An added bonus is the multi-

formating utility for creating fast discs or
extra storage space. This has got to be a
bargain at only £6.99.

then have to start another database file.

The second problem is that you can't
store any other information in the data
base apart from filenames. So although
you have more than 1,000 files at your
fingertips and you can tell which file is on

Product: Quick-List + Mastermat
Price: £6.99

Supplier:

Ladbroke

Computing,

33,

Ormskirk Road, Preston, Lanes PR 1 2QP.
Tel: 0772 203166

printed out as a separate list.
Memory displays information about
the system - the amount of memory left
and the number of files stored in the data
base. The maximum number allowed is

1,170. It also offers you the option to
change the default drive.
Dir lists the files on the current disc in

the drive. However, it won't look inside
any folders, so its use is somewhat restric

ted. Alter enables you to change the
filenames of the files stored in the data

base, while Trash will remove them

completely.
Read scans a disc and stores the
filenames in the database. It looks in each

folder - if any - and records those too.
Add is used manually to add a file to the
The Mastermat menu
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THE BIGDISK-ATARI ST HARD DISK DRIVE

As reviewed in April ST USER
The BIGDISK comes complete with all FORMATTING, PARTITIONING and BOOT software. The
case is designed to sit under your monitor and is completely self contained with power supply and all
cables. Now Available From STOCK !!!!!!!!

20 Megabtye £549.00

40 Megabyte £799.00

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

3.5" ST DRIVE -1 MEGABYTE complete with it's own power supply. Other companies are selling

drives that use the joystick port for power- THIS CAN DAMAGE YOUR ST's HEALTH!! Our Disk
Drive uses a state of the art NEC mechanism and is priced at £129.00 EX STOCK

5.25" Dual Format, perfect for use as Drive 'B' and has it's own power supply. It is designed for running
PC software when used with PC DITTO etc. £149.00

All our prices include VAT and Postage
TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOME
Tudor Industrial Estate, Ashton Street, DUKINFIELD, Cheshire SK16 4RN
0613431765

All prices Include VAT, Post & Packing
Council, L.E.A. & Corporate orders welcome

COMTEC
SYSTEMS E3
13 Abington Square Northampton NNl 4AE

OVERSEAS

Telephone 0604 24463/21763
HARDWARE
Option A: Pay lull price and choose free

FREE

OPTION A
£254, 95
£299. 95
£449. 95
£699. 95
£399. 95
£499. 99
£799. 95

Software to tho value stated
Atari 520STM with mouse
Atari 520STFM
Atari 520STFM+HI Res Mono Monitor
Atari 520STFM+Med Res Color Monitor
Atari 1040STF
Atari 1040STF+HI Res Mono Monitor
Atari 1040STF+Med Res Color Mon

Atari 520STFM + Philips CM8833
Atari 520STFM + Philips CM8852
Atari 1040STF + Philips CM8833
Atari 1040STF + Philips CM8852
SM125 12" High Res Mono Monitor

£714.90
£743.90
£814. 90
£843.90
£149.95
£399. 95

SC1224 17 Med Res Color Monitor

Philips CM8833 Medium Restlnc Leads
Philips CM88S2 Med-HIgh Restlnc Lead

£314.95
£343.95

£199 95
£1299. 99

Printer SMM804 Atari
Atari Laser Printer SLM804

£899 99

Mega St 2Meg Ram/Mouse

Mega ST 2Meg Ram/Mouse/Mono Monitor
Mega ST 4Meg Ram/Mouse

£99999

Mega ST 4Meg Ram/Mouse/Mono Monitor
Atari ST Mouse Controller
500K Disc Drive
1000K Disc Drive
Cumana lmb Disc Drive
Atari 20mb Hard Disc Drive
Cumana 30mb Hard Disc

£1199 99

£1299 99

OPTION

B

S/Ware

Disc Price

£35.00
£50.00
£70.00
£120.00
£50.00
£50.00
£120.00
£90.00
£90.00
£110.00
£110.00
£30.00
£80.00
£40.00
£50.00
£40.00
£120.00
£120.00
£120.00
£170.00
£170.00

£225.00
£269.95
£400.00
£600.00
£369.95
£459.99
£699.95
£645.00
£660.00
£725.00
£750.00
£134,95
£349.95
£285.00
£303.95
£179.95
£1199.00
£799.99
£899.99
£1040.00
£1140.00

£24 99
£49 95
£99 95
£144 95
£599 .00
£799 00

-

£40.00
£45.00
£25.00
£90.00
£80.00

-

£130.00
£165.00
£130.00
£539.99
£740.00

BUSINESS SOFTWARE & UTILITIES
Cad 3D 1.0

£22.00

CyberStudio

£68.00

D6 Calc

£40.00

Desktop Publisher
Degas Elite
Easy Draw 2

£80.00
£22.00
£60.00

Fast Basic
First Word Plus

£40.00
£60.00

LEISURE
Adv. OCP Art Studio

£17.50

Addlcta Ball

£14.00

221B Baker Street
10th Frame

£18.00
£18.00

3D Galaxy
Arena/Bratoccus

£15.00
£26.00

Annals ot Rome
Auto Duel
Amazon
Arctic Fox
Alrball
Alrball Const. Set
Altalr

£19.00
£18.50
£18.00
£18.00
£16.50
£14.00
£18.00

Him Director

GST C Compiler

£46.00

£19.00

GST Macro Assembler

£19.00

Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus

£130.00
£180.00

VIP Professional
Quantam Paint

£180.00
£18.00

SOFTWARE

ORDERS

Software, Books, Discs, Leads
Printers, Disc Drives

£2.00
£20.00

Computers

£40.00

Chamonlx Challenge

£13.00

Chessmaster 2000

£20.00

Crystal Castles

£13.00

Clever and Smart

£22.00

Ogre

Classlques

£17.50

Pawn

Colonial Conquest

£22.50

Championship Wrestling
Dejavu
Deep Space

£15.00
£22.00
£26.00

Defender of the Crown
Electronic Pool

£20.00
£18.00

Plnball Factory

£22.00

Plutos
Psion Chess

£13.00
£18.00

Football Fortunes

£18.50

Q Ball

F-15 Strike Eagle
Flight Simulator 2

£19.00
£36.00

Rampage
Roadwar 2000

£19.00

Ring of 2lfln

£19.00

Gauntlet
Gauntlet II
Golden Path
GATO
Gold Runner

£16.50
£18.00
£18.00
£22.50
£17.00

Road Runner
Silent Service
Sldewolk
Silent Service

£18.00
£22.00
£18.00
£18.00

Gnome Ranger
Gunship

£14.00
£22.00

Strip Poker

£18.00

Guild of Thieves
Hard Ball
Hacker 2

£18.00
£18.00
£18.00

Sentinel
Silicon Dreams
Star Wars
Star Raiders
Strike Force Harrier

£22.00
£15.00
£16.00
£13.00
£22.00

£19.00
£20.00
£18.00

Scenery Disc 7 or 11

Hitchhikers Guide
Hunt for Red October
Karate
Indiana Jones

£22.00

International

£20.00
£14.00
£1400

Skyfox
Space Quest
Spy vs Spy

£14 00
£18.00

Shanghai

£22.00

£18 00

Kartlng Grand Prix
Knlghf Ore
Kings Quest 1. 2 8c 3

£9.00
£18.00
£23 00

Stargllder

£18.00

Karate Master
Karate Kid 2

£12.95
£18.00

Las Vegas

£9.00

Land of the Lounge Lizards

£22 00

L'Affalre
Liberator
Leaderboard

£18 00
£12 95
£16.00

£22 50
£2200

Boulderdash Const, Set
Bard's Tale
Basketball

£20.00
£22.00
£18.50

£18 00
£18.00

Metro Cross
Moonmlst

£18.00
£25.00

Ballyhoo

£22.00

Metropolis

£12.00

Mission Elevator

£1600

Micro League Wrestling

£18.00

£18.00

Mouse Trap

£18.00

Nine Princes in Amber

£18.00

£,7-59

Not a Penny More

£17.00

Nord &. Bert

£19.00

£18.00

£18.00

Impact
Jupiter Probe

Macadam Bumper
Mercenary Comp

£26.00

£18.00

£13.00

Jewels of Darkness

Lurking Horror

Bureaucracy

£18.00
£22.00
£9.00
£15.00

£20 00

Leather Goadess

Crafton &: Zunk

Phantasle 2
Phantasle 3
Perfect Match
Prohibition

£18 00

£10.50

Catch 23

£18.00

£22.00
£18.00

£18.00

Epyx Epics

£17.00
£13.00

£18.00
£17.50

£19.00

Passengers In the Wind
Perry Mason

Extensor

Barbarian (Palace)
Barbarian (Sygnosis)

Blue War
Bubble Bobble

£9.00
£9.00
£17.50

Eagles Nest

Arkanold

Buggy Boy

Nlnla
Outcast
Out-Run

Star Trek

Skulldlggery

Spitfire 40

£15.00

£16.00
£18.00

Shuttle 2

£22.00

Super Huey
Super Cycle

£18.00
£18.00

Sub Battle 9m
Star Wars

£19.00
£17.00

Terrapods
Talpan

£17.00
£15.00

Trivial Pursuit
Trivia Trove

£15.00
£9.00

Typhoon
The Lurking Horror

£18.00
£25.00

Trallblazer
Turbo GT

£18.00
£13.00

Vegas Gambler

£20.00

Winter Gomes
Wizball
Wizards Crown
World Games
Jlnxter

£18.00
£15.50
£22.00
£18.00
£18.00
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Get yourself
certified!
THE American company Springboard
will not be familiar to most ST users,

as it specialises in educational and
productivity software, mainly for the IBM
PC, Apple Macintosh and Commodore
64. The company's first ST package is

Mark Luckham treats

himself to an award

- courtesy of Certificate
Maker from Springboard

Certificate Maker, which is being
promoted by Microprose.
Any program which caters for a spec
ific task well within the field of desktop

The designs in the manual are set and

tration. If there is a fault with Certificate

publishing will have to either be very
simple, so that the complete ST neophyte
can get to grips with it quickly and easily,
or very flexible and powerful, thus outgunning a general purpose DTP pack
age, As we shall see, Certificate Maker
follows the former path.
This product is targeted at teachers

you can't reduce or enlarge them. Each

Maker, it is this - you can't design your
own illustrations or alter the preset ones,
and you can't import graphics from any
other application.

and lecturers, clubs and associations,

parents, religious orders, employers, and
to some extent the average person in the
street.

Certificates have long been recog
nised as a useful way of rewarding

people for achievements, exceptional
performance, and for recognising work
over and above the call of duty.

The problem has been that they are
relatively expensive and time-consuming
to produce if you required anything other

design consists of six elements - the title,
illustration, border, text area, date and
signature line.

The first step on the road to creating a

Most of the certificates have a fixed

certificate is to enter from the manual the

title, but a number in the general award
category are untitled so you can create

number of the design that you wish to use.
There are 220, grouped into sections for
easy reference - unique, office,
academic, sports, family, children,
religious, and general awards.
There is quite a variety, covering all
the target users mentioned earlier,
including a number of humorous titles to
bestow upon deserving friends: The
Pigsty Award, Lemon Award, Certified
Idiot, Poor Sportsmanship, and not for
getting the Thanks For Nothing award,
Once a design has been selected, you
are stuck with the accompanying illus

your own awards or honours.
Editing the blank area on the cer
tificate can either be facilitated by using

the pull down menus, or by pointing and
clicking at the relevant section of the on
screen representation of the certificate.
Next select a border. There are 24

designs to choose from and once again
you can't change those on offer or design
your own. Virtually all of the borders are
usuable though, and range from the overTurn to Page 56 •

than a limited and very standard off-theshelf design.
Certificate Maker sets out to remedy
both these problems - first by costing
under £25 for the software. The only other
expense is for stiff paper - assuming you
have an ST, preferably with two disc
drives, a TV or monitor, and a printer.
Secondly, it incorporates more than 200
certificate designs.
The packaging is impressively sturdy.
The case is moulded plastic, which is

A selection of the

designs included
with the package

important if the product is to be used in
an educational environment where small

fingers can wreak havoc.
Inside are two discs - one is the master

program - a 66 page manual, of which 19
are instructions, with the rest being taken

up by the designs of the 200 plus cer
tificates, and finally, 36 circular stickers to
add a little flair to the finished award.

The program runs equally well in both
medium and high resolution modes, and
requires a small amount of disc swapping
- life is easier if you have two drives.
There are three shapes of certificate:
Full page vertical or horizontal, and small.
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long, and virtually all 8-pin printers, no

A From Page 57

matter what the badge on the case, are

whelmmgly flowerly to straightlaced one
or two pixel-thick lines.

catered for. However, if you are lucky
enough to have a 24-pin printer it had

Body text is the area where you have
greatest control. You can fill in details of

better be a well known make.

the award, and how or why it is being

to present the same award to a number of

An additional feature for those wishing

people at once - say a school class - is
being able to set up a name list, and then
use it to print out a batch of awards.

Instead of producing a powerful and

flexible package that would be all things
to all users, Springboard has gone
completely in the opposite direction.

Certificate Maker is incredibly simple

presented. There are five fonts and two
text sizes on call here.
gp™**,.

The fonts are Serif, Sans Serif, Script,
Gothic and Art Deco, and the text can be
aligned to the left or right of the text sec
tion, or centred. There is no provision for

and easy to use. After just a few minutes'
experimentation your first certificate can
be rolling off the printer.
Because of its delightful simplicity, and
lack of flexibility, this program is perfect

loading alternative fonts.
To help polish up your purple prose

for use in educational and club environ

there are a few standard word process

However, the awards are probably too
lightweight to be of real use for
employers wishing to reward employees.
For anyone else, it all depends on
whether they envisage a use for most of
the certificates provided. If the answer is

ments.

ing functions - cut, copy, paste, clear and
undo.

The date line entry simply allows you
to enter the date in whatever notation you
desire, although if you try to be too
verbose, it will not fit into the space re
served for it. Equally, the signature line
places the name of the signing party

yes, then Certificate Maker is an ideal
product.

underneath the dotted line.
Product: Certificate Maker

And that's it as far as creating a certi
ficate goes. After saving your master

piece to disc it is necessary to install the
correct printer driver before producing
hard copy. The list of printer drivers is

Price: £24.95

Supplier: Microprose, 2 Market Place,
Tetbury, Gloucestershire GL8 8DA.
There are 36 stickers
available to add a little flair

Tel: 0666 54326

IRENI
OPTWAREI

ARE YOU GETTING
SOUND FROM
YOUR ST?

SECOND DISC DRIVE
Add an extra drive for only £99.95
Our superb drive can really help you make the most
of your ST allowing complex software to be run
without disc swapping etc. The drive comes com
plete with all cables to connect it to any ATARI

If you are one of the many ST users who are using
their computer with a monitor without audio output,
then you will need a SOUNDBLASTER.
This powerful amplifier connects to the monitor socket on
your ST and has a through connector to connect to your
monitor. Features include:

* Comes complete with a 20 watt 3-way speaker.
*
*

1040 STF or 520 STFM

• ultra quiet
• slim styling, colour matched to the ST
• Top quality Citizen/NEC drive mechanism
• 1 megabyte capacity (unformatted)
• full one year parts and labour guarantee.
Available now only £99.95 inc. VAT & P&P (UK

* Headphone socket
* very easy to connect
* compatible with all software

Available now only £34.99
"*FREE HEADPHONES WITH EVERY SOUND
BLASTER ORDERED"*

Siren Software Tel 061 228 1831

2-4 Oxford Road, Manchester M1 5QA
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on/off switch with indicator
Volume control

(For a limited period only)
VISA

Members Benefits:
• Monthly Newsletter packed with News, reviews, articles,
hints and tips, programming articles, free classified adverts, and
more. Now 28 pages in A4 format; produced using DTP software

AATARI

ST
RANGE

and an Atari Laser. Single issues 80pence - Annual subscription
just £5.00 per year! (Subscribe now - Increase due soon)

• Bi-Monthly Disk Magazine containing the best and latest
Public Domain Software; many with source codes. Disk Mag and
Newsletter subscription: £22.50
• Public Domain and Shareware Software - over 250

JK=r

disks at the last count. All available on quality branded single and

£ £ £ £ £jA

double sided disks from as little as £2.35 each.

X

• Local and International User Groups: contacts, support
and reduced rate group membership. Special Interest Groupings;
including: C, Pascal, Comms and Adventure.
• Members discounts on Public Domain disks, commercial

software, hardware etc. Big discounts on Commercial software.
• Own Label Software - we commission software for both

I

i

r\

• 4M :

£39.95

DIGICALC

Allast,an inexpensive and genuinely easy to use spreadsheet program.

Simple enough for thebeginner, powerful enough for theprofessional

commercial and PD distribution. Interested programmers please

contact us with proposals and examples of your previous work.

frlM
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ILMM --'I m

"lip
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• Laser printing service - Write for details and a price list.

\i

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE DISKS
These are just a small selection of

GAM.14: Solitair MacPan

the hundreds available - write for a

GAMES Mono or Colour
GAM.21: EAMON - adventure writer
GAM.03: HACKI - D&D adventure.
GAM.04: ADVENTURE WRITER
GAM.f1: LARN - Text adventure
UTILITIES

FREE copy of the latest catalogue.
GRAPHICS APPLICATIONS

GRA.04: MANDLEBROT (Colour)
GRA.10: FRAKTAL - Landscape
GRA.22: AIM V2.31 Image proc
essor (D/S - 1meg). Mono demos.
GRA.23: AIM plus colour demos.
DRAWING APPLICATIONS

DRG.05: NEOCHROME (Colour)
DRG.06: Degas Utilities
DRG.07: Masterpaint & Little Painter
drawing package with a font editor.
DRG.08: The ArtiST (mono)
COLOUR DEMONSTRATIONS

UTI.07: Floppy disk utilities
UTI.08: Hard disk utilities
UTI.09: PACKERS - file archivers.
COMMUNICATIONS UTILITIES
COM.03: XMODEM
COM.07: Kermit
COM.08: UNITERM Vt.7

WPR.07: ConTEXT. FOGGER -

Games • Colour

LAN.13: Little Smalltalk
LAN.14: ST ICON v6.0

GAM.19: PacMan, Trivia & Yahtzee
GAMES - Need Mono Monitor

GAM.10: Puzzle Puzzle - jigsaw

LESS - SPELL - 32k SPOOLER.
FON.03: FONTEDIT Version 3
WPR.16 and WPR.17: Deluxe
Fontmaster ST v2.0 - excellent multi

/

-

HOME ACCOUNTS

£24.95

Gem based,very simple to use Thiscomplete homeaccounting package
will produce yourownstatements to checkbankaccount|s)/charges, credit
cards,etc.... Full graphicsfacility and much, much more.

Dow
date

font page layout package'(mono)
WPR.18: STWRITER V1.75
LANGUAGES

LAN.0f: ASSEMBLER, FORTH-83.

;':':i;

LAN.08: C Compiler, TINY BASIC,
Disassembler, Make.

JPM

LAN.09: ToyProlog VaO

3

XLS.01: XLISP & Tiny PROLOG
Disk_Mags
DMG.08: Disk_Mag Sampler

SPECIAL OFFER

PD Disks £2.70 each
copied onto PARROT branded disks

Top quality PARROT branded

SUBSCRIBERS DISCOUNTS

disks (10) in Free library case.

Newsletter Subscribers Deduct 10%

Single Sided £13.95

Disk Mag Subscribers Deduct 15%
(Discounts on PD disk prices only)

a

mm

JBBEJi

WORD PROCESSORS etc
WPR.06: Micro EMACS

SSC.03: The Flying bird
SSC.05: The GLOBE (D/S -1 Meg)
SSC.06: Shiny Bubbles
SSC.14: The Planets (D/S Disk)
GRA15: The Juggler & ManyBoink
GRA.20: CyberStudio animation - a
short film for the ST? (1meg - D/S)
Tiny format Colour Slide Shows
SSC.10: Cartoon and space themes
SSC.ff: Maps, portraits, planes,cars.
SSC.12: Pages - Nudes and pin-ups.
SSC.16: The Empire Strikes Back
GAM.taSpace strategy & arcade

£

MM ra ESI

/

£24.95

MAILSHOT

Apowerful menu driven mailing list program which usesa unique
system foron-screen scrolling oflabels This WYSIWYG system
meansthat anylabel format youdefine on the screenwill be
identical whenprinted.

As well as powerful sorting andsearching (search tor
anything, anywhere1), Special Routines include:
detectionof duplicatelabels,surnamesorting
and many, many more. Foradvanced users,
MAILSHOT PLUS is also available

Double Sided £16.95

All prices include VAT andPost&?"*'".!_

Ask lor our detailed brochure

Please supply: ( ) Subscription (Newsletter / Disk_Mag)
( ) Sample Newsletter (80p) ( ) Sample Disk Mag (£2.00)

All prices include VAT andP/P.

( ) FREE PD Catalogue ( ) PD disks:
Cheque / PO enclosed
NAME:.

ADDRESS:-

Post Code:.

The ST Club • PO Box 136 • London El 1LL

STU5

No surcharges on European orders • Other countries add 5% lor Air Mail despatch

Li
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PROGRAMMING!

Is it a plane?
Is it a pacman?
No, it's a cursor
MOST of you probably know that the
ST has a number of built in mouse

cursor icons. If you don't, then wake up
and have a play with Program I - there's
the familiar arrow and bee, a hand and
various sized crosses.

Apart from these, Gem also allows the
use of user defined cursors, which are
surprisingly easy to create, even in Atari
Basic. Type in and run Program II. The
arrow immediately changes to a pacman.
Amazing, eh?.
Also, note that the options on the menu
bar are not activated until the pacman's

Bored with your mouse
pointer? Now you can
change its shape with

Michael Baxter's utility
green border.

mouse-driven. Simply design your mouse

Creating the data for a new mouse
shape is a pretty monotonous task. Two
arrays of 16 words are required for the
mouse - bit 15 of the first word is the top

in the 16 x 16 grid, specify the action
point, and it will create all the necessary
data for use within your own programs.
If you are a Basic programmer click on

left-hand corner.

the Basic Data box and a new file called
MOUSE. BAS will be created. This can be

C programmers must define a 37 point

point and can be any one of the 256 pixels

array with the first and second words
being the X and Y coordinates of the

in the cursor matrix.

action point. The third word must equal

mou,th hits them. This is called the action

merged into your programs and used
with the routine in Program II,
C programmers can click on the C

The cursor is made up of two planes,

one, the fourth and fifth words must be the

Data box. This will create an entire

the mask and the cursor itself. You can

colours for the mask and cursor, and the
remaining 32 words are the data for the

routine which can be compiled and
linked into your programs. Call the

think of the mask as the border running
around the mouse which helps the cursor
stand out. Otherwise, if the cursor goes

mask and cursor. Install the new shape
with:

over a similar colour on the screen, it will
disappear.
Each plane can be a different colour. If

vsc_formChandle,array);
graf_mouse(255, array);

you are using a colour monitor change the

If you are going to use a piece of graph

0 in line 40 to 3 and the 1 in line 45 to 2.

paper, then the best of luck - it's far

Re-run the program, and the mouse
should change from black to red with a

easier to use a pixel editor. Program III
does the job perfectly. It is entirely

Desk File Run Edit Debug
A Atari ST House Pixel Editor j|\,

Program I

10 REM Program I
20 a#=gb:Gintin=peek(a#+8)
30 Gintout=peek(a#+12):?"Press lef
t button"

40
50
isplay
60
70

for shape=0 to 7
poke Gintin,shape:GEMsys(78)' D
new shape
GEMsys(79) 'Get House Status
if peek(Gintout+6)<>1 goto 50

' Left Button?

80 for g=1 to 100:next ' Short Del
ay

CURSOR COLOUR |

90 out 2,7:next:end ' Sound bell &
continue

.

•JtffiOMJIffi ' 1

Program II

10 REM Program II
20 Change.Mouse:
30 Poke Contrl,111:Poke Contrl+2,0:
FILL GRID

Poke Contrl+6,37
40 Restore 1000:Read Act.X,Act.Y
50 Poke Intin,Act.X ' Action point
X

DISPLAV HOUSE..!

ACTION POINT j
EXIT PROGRAH

A pac-man mouse cursor
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60 Poke Intin+2,Act.Y' Action point
Y

70 Poke Intin+4,1
80 Poke Intin+6,0
90 Poke Intin+8,1
100 for i%=10 to 40
oke Intin+iX,A%:next
110 for n-kZ to 72
oke Inti n+i %,A%:next
120 VDIsysd): End

' dust be 1
' Mask Colour
' Cursor Colour
step 2:Read A!!:P

step 2:Read AX:P

A Atari SI Mouse Pixel Editor^

I BACKGROUND
-

f FILL GRID

| DISPLAV HOUSE j
A plane

ACTION POINT

Desk File Run Edit Debus
ilv Atari ST House Pixel Editor A

CURSOR COLOUR j
routine with:

HH

change_mouse();

The routine accesses the Gem graphics
library, so remember to link your main
program with Gem and open the work
station in the normal way.
While using the pixel editor you can
check your progress by clicking on Dis
play Mouse box. The mouse will change
to your current design, and any specified

FILL GRID

DISPLAV HOUSE 1

action points will be activated. Click the
right button over the same box to return

ACTION POINT

[

the cursor to an arrow.

EXIT PROGRAH

f

The editor will only operate in medium
resolution, although with a bit of work you
could get it running in high resolution.
Have a creative day!

•srf
change.nouse0
int fornC37] ;

fom[8]=B ; fom[l]=B ;
fornI2]=l j
forn[3]=8 ; forn[4]=1 ;

130 'Lines 150-190 were created

140 'Using the pixel editor
150 Data 9 , 8
160 Data 960 , 3120 , 4104 , 8196 ,
17160 , 17168 , 32800 , 32832
170 Data 32832 , 32800 , 16400 , 16
392 , 8196 , 4104 , 3120 , 960
180 Data 0 , 960 , 4080 , 8184 , 15
600 , 15584 , 32704 , 32640

190 Data

/* X,Y Action point

*/

I* Must be 1
*/
/# Colours for nask and cursor */

/* 16 Nord group for nask #/
forn[5]=8 ; forn(61=8184 ; forn[71=8196 ; forn[8]=16386 ;
font m =33825 ; forn [18] =3128 J forn [11] =7224 ; fomE12]=1542B ;
forn[131=8 ; forn[14]=8 ; forn1151=3276 ; forn[16]=13184 ;
forn[17]=8 ; forn[18]=12876 ; forn[19]=52659 j forn[28]=8 ;

/* 16 nord group for cursor */
forn [21]=8 J forn[22]=8 ; forn[23]=8184 ; forn[241=16388 ;
forn[25]=31718 j forn[26]=62415 ; forn[27]=58311 ; forn[28]=58115 j
forn[29]=65535 ; forn[38]=65535 ; forn[311=62259 ; forn[32]=52431 ;

32640 , 32704 , 16352 , 16

368 , 8184 , 4080 , 960 , 0
Program III

forn[33]=65535 ; forn[341=52659 ; forn[35]=8 ; forn[361=0 ;

|0 ' ***************************

vsc-fornthandlcforn);

20 ' ** Atari ST Mouse Editor **

25 ' **

/* Lattice G users change 'int" to 'short' */

By Michael Baxter

*

30 ' **** (c) Atari ST User

***

35 if Peek(Systab)<>2 then ?"Medium
Resolution only.":End
40 Option Base 0: Dim Y.Grid(15),X.
Grid(15),Cursor(15)/Bit(15)/Hask(15)
50 Gosub Title.in:Gosub Init: FutlW
2: Clearw 2

60 Def FNx.pos=int((Peek(Ptsout))/1
5.9375)

70 Def FNy.pos=int(((Peek(Ptsout+2)

100 Main.Loop: Gosub Mouse.Status
110 If but=1 then Gosub PRINTfitl

120 If but=1 and

130 If but=1 and
to Create.Data

140 If but=2 and

x>299 and x<456 an

d y>128 and y<141 then Gosub Reset.Mou

ange.Mouse

230 if y>145 and y<159 then Gosub Ac
tion.Pnt

se

150 Goto Main.Loop
160 Select: y=peek(ptsout+2):gosub m
se.off

Gosub Mcol:s=2:Gosub BcoUGosub Back

180 If y>56 and y<69 then col=2:s=0
Gosub Bcol:s=2:Gosub HcoI:Gosub Back

190 If y>74 and y<87 then col=0:s=0
Gosub back:s=2:Gosub Mcol:Gosub Bcol

200 If y>100 and y<115 then Gosub Gr

x>299 and x<436 go

id.Fill

x>450 and x<581 go

210 If y>164 and y<177 then Goto Pr
og.End
220 if y>128 and y<141 then Gosub Ch

to select

file created by
the editor

170 If y>38 and y<51 then col=1:s-0

)-30)/8)
80 Gosub Grid
90 Gosub Form.Menu

The mouse data

graf-nouse(255,forn);

240 s=0 : Gosub Style: Gosub Mse.On:
Goto 140

250 Mcol: Gosub Style: Gotoxy 35,2:?
"CURSOR C0L0UR":Return

260 Bcol: Gosub Style: Gotoxy 35,4:?
"MASK C0L0UR":Return

270 Back: Gosub Style: Gotoxy 35,6:?
"8ACKGR0UND":Return

280 Create.Data:y=peek(ptsout+2)
290 if y>38 and y<51 then Gosub Basi
c.Data

300 if y>56 and y<69 then Gosub Crea

Turn to Page 60 •
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PROGRAMMING!

310 Gosub Reset.Mouse:goto 140

:Linef i*16,08,i*16,137
1120 Linef 0,i*8,256,i*8: next:Linef
0,137,256,137
1130 Linef 0,8,0,137:Co Lor 1,0,1: Re

320 PRINTfill:

turn

< From Page 59
te.C

330 If Fy<0 or Fy>15 or Fx>=16 then

1140

340 Color 1,col: Gosub Mse.Off:Fi LL
X.Grid(fx),Y.Grid(Fy)
350 If co1=1 and fx =0 and CursorCfy

1150
1160

1170 ?#1,"1010 Data ";
1180 for i=0 to 6:Print #1,Mask(i);"
,";:next:Print #1,Mask(7)
1190 ?#1,"1020 Data ";

360 If coL =1 then If(Cursortfy) and
BitCfx))oBit(fx) Goto Scbit

370 If col=2 and

fx=0 and Mask(fy)>

32767 Goto 430

380 If col=2 then If(Mask(fy) and Bi
t(fx))<>Bit(fx) Goto Smbit

390 If coL=0 then If(Cursor(fy) and
Bit(fx))=Bit(fx)

Goto CUbit

400 If col=0 then If(Masktfy) and Bi
Goto Clmbit

410 If col=0 and

420 If col=0 and
32767 Goto Clmbit
430 Gosub Mse.On:
440 Scbit:

770 s=00: Gosub Style:y=79:Gosub Dra
w.Box:GotoXY 35,9:?'FILL GRID"
780 y=106:Gosub Draw.Box:GotoXY 35,1
2:?"DISPLAY

MOUSE"

790 y=124:Gosub Draw.Box:GotoXY 35,1

fx=0 and Cursortfy

4:?"ACTI0N POINT"

fx=0 and Mask(fy)>

6:?"EXIT PROGRAM"

1200 for i=8 to 14:Print #1,Mask(i);
",";:next:Print #1,Mask(15)
1210 ?#1,"1030 Data ";
1220 for i=0 to 6:Print #1,Cursor(i)
;",";:next:Print #1,Cursor(7)
1230 ?#1,"1040 Data ";
1240 for i=8 to 14:Print #1,Cursor(i
);",";:next:Print #1 ,Cursor(15)

800 y=142:Gosub Draw.eox:GotoXY 35,1

)>32767 Goto Clcbit

Return

810 y=16:x=450:Gosub Draw.Box:GotoXY
52,2:?"BASIC DATA"
820 y=34:Gosub Draw.Box:GotoXY 52,4:

450 Cursor(fy)=Cursor(fy)+Bit(fx)

?'"C DATA"

460 If fx=0 and Mask(fy)>32767 Goto

830 s=17: Gosub Style:Color 1,3,1,4,
2: Fill 1,1:col=1:Color 1,1,1,8,2
840 GotoXY 5,16:?" "chr$(189)" 1987

550

470 If (Mask(fy) and Bit(fx))=Bit(fx
) Goto 550 Else 430
480 Smbit:

490 Mask(fy)=Mask(fy)+Bit(fx)
500 If fx=0 and Cursor(fy)>32767 Got
o 520

510 If (Cursortfy) and Bit(fx))=Bit(
fx) Goto 520 Else 430
520 Clcbit:

530 Cursor(fy)=Cursor(fy)-Bit(fx): G
oto 400
540 Clmbit:

550 Mask(fy)=Mask(fy)-Bit(fx): Goto
430

560 Action.Pnt:Gosub Mse.0n:Poke Gin

tin,7:GEMsys(78):for g=1 to 100:next
570 gosub Mouse.Status:if but<>1 Got
o 570

580 if Fy<0 or Fy>=16 or Fx>15 then
out 2,7:goto 570
590 Act.X=Fx:Act.Y=Fy:for g=1 to 100
:next:poke Gintin,0:GEMsys(78):return
600 Mouse.Status:

610 Poke Contrl,124:Poke Contrl+2,0:
Poke Contr1+6,0:VDIsys
620 But=Peek(Intout):x=Peek(Ptsout):
fy=FNy.pos:fx=FNx.pos:return

630 Mse.0n:Poke ContrL,122:Poke Cont
rl+2,0
640 Poke Contrt+6,1:Poke lntin,0: VD
Isys
650 Return

660 Hse.Off:Poke Contrl,123
670 Poke Contrl+2,0:Poke ContrL +6,0:
VDIsys
680 Return
690 Drau.Box:

700 Linef x,y,x+135,y:Linef x+135,y,
x+135,y+14
710 Linef x+135,y +H,x,y+14:Linef x,
y+14,x,y: Return
720 Form.Menu:
730 h=6: Gosub Text.Size

740 x=300:y=16: Gosub Draw.Box:GotoX
Y 35,2:? "CURSOR COLOUR"

750 s=02: Gosub Style:Y=34:Gosub Dra
w.Box:GotoXY 35,4:?"MASK COLOUR"

760 y=52: Gosub Draw.Box:GotoXY 35,6
:?"BACKGROUND"
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Open "0",#1,"MOUSE.BAS"
?#1,"1000 Data ";Act.X;",";Act.

Y

)>32767 Goto 430

t(fx))=Bit(fx)

Basic.Data:poke Gintin,2:GEMsys

(78)

Return

Atari ST User ":s=0: Gosub Style
850 Return

860 Text.Size: Poke Contr 1,12:Poke C
ontr 1+2,1
870 Poke Contr1+6,0:Poke Ptsin,0:Pok
e Ptsin+2,h
880 VDIsysd):Return

890 Style: Poke Contr1,106:Poke Cont
rl+2,0
900 Poke Contrl+6,1:Poke Intin,s:VDI
sysd): Return
910 Grid.Fill: Color 1,col
920 Poke Contr 1,11:Poke Contrl+2,2:P
oke Contrl +6,0:Poke Contr 1+10,1
930 Poke Ptsin,0:Poke Ptsin+2,31:Pok
e Ptsin+4,256: Poke Ptsin+6,158
940 VDIsysd): Gosub Grid
950 If coL=1 then for i=0 to 15:Curs
or(i)=65535:Mask(i)=0:next
960 If co1=2 then for i=0 to 15:Curs
or(i)=0:Mask(i)=65535:next
970 If col=0 then for i=0 to 15:Curs
or(i)=0:Mask(i)=0:next
980 Return
990 Title.In:

Close #1:Return

1260

Prog.End:

1270

h=6:Gosub Text.Size: CloseW 2:G

osub Mse.0n:color 1: End

1280

Reset.Mouse:

1290

Poke Ginti n,0:GEMsys(78): Retur

1300

Change.Mouse:

1310

Poke ContrL+0,111:Poke Contrl+2

n

,0:Poke Contr 1+6,37
1320 Poke Intin,Act.X
1330 Poke Intin +2,Act.Y
1340 Poke Intin+4,1:Poke Intin+6,0:P
oke Intin+8,1
1350 n=0:for i=10 to 40 step 2:Poke
Intin+i,Mask(n):n=n+1:next
1360 n=0:for i=42 to 72 step 2:Poke
Intin+i,Cursor(n):n=n+1:next
1370 VDIsysd): Return
1380 Create.C:poke Gintin,2:GEMsys(7
8)

1390 Open "0*,#1,"M0USE.C":?#1,"chan
ge_mouse()":?#1,"{"
1400 ?#1," int form[37] ; /* Latti
ce C users change 'int' to 'short' */
1410 ?#1,"":?#1," form[0]=";Act.X;
"; form[1]=";Act.Y;"; /* X,Y Action p
oint */

1420

?#1,"

form[2]= 1 ;

/* Must be 1 */

1430 ?#1," form[3]= 0 ; form[4]=1
;
/* Colours for mask and cursor *
/

1440

1000 t$=" "+chr$(14)+chr$(15)+" Atar
i ST Mouse Pixel Editor "+chr$(14)+chr
$(15)

1010 t$=t$+" "+chr$(0):a#=gb: Gintin
=Peek(a#+8):handle=Peek(Systab+8)
1020 x#=Gintin+4:Poke Gintin,handle:
Poke Gintin+2,2
1030 Poke x#,Varptr(t$):GEMsys(105):
Return

1040 Init: Restore 1080
1050 for i=0 to 15: read a%:
I)=a%: next
1060 for i=0 to 15: read i%:
T)-aX: next
1070 for i=0 to 15: read a:
a:Cursor(i)=0:Mask(i)=0: next:

1250

Y.Gridt
X.Grid(
Bit(i)=
Return

1080 Data 11,19,28,36,44,52,60,66,76
,83,91,99,107,115,122,131
1090 Data 8,23,40,56,72,88,105,120,1
37,152,169,184,199,216,230,249
1100 data 32768,16384,8192,4096,2048
,1024,512,256,128,64,32,16,8,4,2,1
1110 Grid: Color 1,0,3:for i=1 to 16

?#1," ":?#1,"

/* 16 word group

for mask */"

1450 for i=0 to 3:?#1,"formE";5 +i;"]
=";Mask(i);"; ";:next:?#1," "
1460 for i=4 to 7:?#1,"form[";5+i;"]
=";Mask(i);"; ";:next:?#1," "
1470 for i=8 to 11 :?#1,"form[";5+i;"
]=";Mask(i);"; ";:next:?#1," "
1480 for i=12 to 15:?#1,"form[";5+i;
"]=";Mask(i);"; "; :next :?#1," "
1490 ?#1," ":?#1," /* 16 word group
for cursor */"

1500 for i=0 to 3:?#1,"form[";21 +i;"
]=";Cursor(i);"; ";:next:?#1," "
1510 for i=4 to 7:?#1,"form[";21 +i;"
]=";Cursor(i);"; ';:next:?#1," "
1520 for i=8 to 11 :?#1,"form[";21 +i;
"]=";Cursor(i);"; "; :next:?#1," "
1530 for i=12 to 15:?#1,"form[";21 +i
;"]=";Cursor(i);"; ";: next: ?#1," "
1540 ?#1," ": ?#1," vscJormdiandle
,form);"
1550 ?#1," grafjouse(255,form);":?
#1 ,"}":close #1 :return

JH

^;
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GAMES/STRATEGY

COMPUTERS
co;

k

GAMES/STRATEGY

BUSINESS/UTILITIES

Our Price

RRP

16.50

Airball

24.95

.. .19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95

Bubble Bobble
Catch 23

Championship Water Skiing ..

13.95

Slap Fight

16.50

Solomans Key

19.95

13.50

13.50
19.95
16.50
16.95

19.95

13.50

13.50

19.95

13.50
13.50
13.50
13.50
17.50

.24.95

16.50
13.50

Dark Castle

24 95

16.50
19.95
16.50

.

16.50
13.50
13.50

24.95
19.95
24.95

.24.95

10.00

19.95

Wizbail

13.50

35.50

16.50
13.50

PERIPHERALS

16.50

Grid IronIDS Disc only)

24.95

Our Price

16.50
16.50
13.50

Impact

10.00

13.50
16.50
10.00

12.95

16.50

13.50
7.95

Micro-LeagueWrestling

BOOKS

16.50
13.50
13.95
13.50

19.95

Our Price

13.50
13.50
13.50
13.50

19.95

ST Gem Prog Reference Guide

14.95

Disc Drives Inside and Out

14.95

13.50
16.50
13.50

S.D.I (Cinemaware)

Our Price

129.95
159.95

24.95

16.50

Assembler (Metacomco)

49.95

34.95

Back Pack

49.95

34.95

CAD 3D (GST)
Cashlink Integrated Accounts
Degas Elite
Devpac
Fast Basic (Disk)
Fast Basic (Computer Concepts)

49.95
339.25
24.95
49.95
44.95
89.90

34.95
249.95
17.50
32.95
35.95
69.95

First Word Plus
Fleet Street Publisher

79.95
115.00

54.95
84.95

GFA Basic

45.95

31.95

GFA Basic (Advanced Programming)
GFA Compiler
GFA Companion

19.50
45.95
29.95

13.50
31.95
23.95

GFA Draft

99.95

68.95

Juggler

24.95

16.50

K-Comm
K-Data

49.95
49.95

35.95
35.95

K-Graph
K-Minstrel (Midi)
K-Spread 2
Lattice C 3.04 (Metacomco)

49.95
29.95
79.95

99.95

35.95
25.95
56.50
68.95

Microtime Clockcard
Music Construction Set

39.95
24.95

29.95
17.50

89.95
59.95
159.85

72.95
44.95
124.95

Pascal V.2 (Metacomco)
Pro Sound Designer
Publishing Partner
Super Conductor (Midi)
Superbase Personal
VIP Professional (GEM)

19.95

13.50

49.95
99.95
228.95

34.95
67.95
174.95

Otters subject to availability. Prices may change without notice.
Goods are normally despatched within 24 hours

19.95

29.95

RRP

171.35
228.85

Advanced Art Studio

Quantum Paint

16.50

Predator
Prohibition

Accountant (Sage)
Accountant Plus (Sage)

All prices include VAT + Free delivery

E3

To Order - Cheques + Postal Orders to CBS COMPUTERS or send Visa/Access Details - Please state St
Pleaso send SAE for full price list. Please endorse cheques with bankers card/credit card number

Mail Order Division, 17 Eversley Road, Bexhill-on-Sea, East Sussex. Tel: (0424) 221931

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^

l

PUBLIC APOLOGY

I

We at M.D. Office Supplies would like to take this opportunity to apologise to all our competitors.
We shall with IMMEDIATE effect supply COMPUTER DISCS, STORAGE BOXES, ETC, AT
INCREDIBLE PRICES.
SS-DD 48 TPI
SS-DD 96 TPI

•

*

DS-DD 48 TPI
DS-DD 96 TPI
Coloured
DS-DD 96 TPI

10
5.49
5.95

25
10.50
10.95

50
18.50
19.00

100
32.50
33.50

150
41.50
43.00

250
500
60.50 115.00
63.00 119.00

5.95
6.95

11.00
11.50

19.50 34.50
20.50 36.00

45.00
46.50

66.00 115.00
69.50 125.00

7.95

13.75 25.75 48.50

67.50

99.75 175.00

SSDD135TPI
DSDD 135TPI

10
25
50
100
150
250
500
12.49 23.95 45.95 81.95 128.95 168.95 299.95
14.99 26.95 52.95 98.95 145.95 189.95 349.95

*
•

COLOURED (five different colours of 3.5" discs)
*
SS DD 135 TPI
DSDD 135TPI

17.95 35.95 62.95 119.95 169.95 219.95 399.95
19.95 39.95 75.95 145.95 214.95 279.95 499.95

Our bulk discs are in no way inferiorto the branded product. A
bulk disc is what software houses, duplicators, corporate
companies etc would buy instead of the higher priced boxed
product. Each disc is tested to top international standards and
is offered with our NO QUIBBLE LIFETIME WARRANTY.

•
•
•
•
•

Printer Stand

*

Storage Boxes
•

3.50" Lockable - Holds 40
3.50" Lockable - Holds 80

6.49
7.49

5.25" Lockable-Holds 50
5.25" Lockable-Holds 100

6.49
8.49

80 Col
132 Col

26.99
29.99

•
REMEMBER ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. AND DELIVERY!!

•
•

Cheques P/O to: M. D. OFFICE SUPPLIES, 18 Cresent Way, Farnborough, Kent BR6 9LS

•
*
•

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: 0689 61400

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••A:***********
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BARGAIN SOFTWARE
309 Goldhawk Rd, Shepherds Bush, London W12 8EZ
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 10am-8pm 7 DAYS
PRICE PROMISE

uyby

If you wish to purchase any product from our list and
find that you can buy the same product cheaper from
another mail order company, simply enclose the lower
amount, stating the name of the other company and
where you saw the advert (it must be a current issue).
Price Promise does not apply to other companies

"phone

raws
R.R.p.

PRICE

221B Baker Street

14. 99

Ace II
Advance Aft Studio
Airball Construction

19.95
95
24. 95
14,.95

Alternate Reality

24, 99

9.50
12.99
15.99
9.50
15.99

Alternate World Games

19. 99

12.99

Army Move*

19. 95

Arena/Brattacus
Arkanofc)
Backlash
Bad Cats
Balance Ot Power

24. 95
14..95
19. 85
19. 95
29. 95

12.99
19.99
9.50

Barbarian (P6ygnosls)
Barbarian (Ultimate Warrior)
Battleships
Beyond Zork
Black Lamp
Blood Valley

24. 95
14..95
14..95
24. 99
19. 95
19. 99

Brave Star
Boulderdash Const

19. 99
24. 95

Buggy Boy
Brian Clough's Football

19.95
24. 95

Top Gun

19 95

15.99

9.99
19.99

Tour De Force
Trivial Pursuits
T.T. Racer
Turbo GT
Turbo ST
2 on 2 Basketball

19 99
19.95
24.95
15.95
9.95
24.99

12.95

15.99

Ultima II

29.95

12.99

Captain Blood

19.95

Carrier Command

Defender of the Crown

24. 95
24. 99
19.99
9. 95
29. 99
19. 95
19. 95
19. 95
24. 95
24. 95
24. 95
29. 95

De ja Vu
Dick Special
Dungeon Master

29. 95
24. 95
24. 95

19.99

Eco
Enduro Racer

19. 95
19. 95

12.95

Extravaganza
F15 Strike Eagle
Flight Night
Flight Sim II
Football Manager

12. 95
24..95
19. 95
39. 95
14..95

Garrison

24. 95
19. 95
24. 99
19. 99

G. Uneakers Super Soccer
Gauntlet
Gauntlet H
Get Dexter II

Gnome Ranger
Gold Runner
Gold Runner II
Golden Path

Gryzor
Guild of Thieves

Gunship
Hardball

Hitchikers GuWe

Hollywood Poker
HotbaJI

12.99
6.99

„

24 95

15.99
6.99

19.99
12.95
12.99

Olds

19.95
24.95

15.99
10.50

6.50
15.99
19.99
15.99
15.99

Ultima III

24.95

12.99
15.99

Universal M»latary Sim
Vampires Empire

24.95
19.95

6.99
12.99

Verminator

24.95

12.95
15.95

Vegas Gambler

24.95

15.99

Winter Games

24.95

15.99

23.50

Winter Olympiad

19.95

12.99

6.99
15.99

Wizball
World Games

19.95
24.95

12.95
15.99

World Greatest Epyx (4 great sports Ifles)

29.99

15.99
20.99

Xenon

19.95

12.95

12.95
15.99
6.99
12.99
15.99
6.99
15.99
15.99
15.99

12.99

15.99

—h-.

SPECIAL OFFERS,^
29.99

Bally hoo

12.95

Enchanter
Hacker
Hacker II
Inferdel
Mind Forever
Mind Shadow

29.99
24.99
24.99
29.99
29.99
29.99

7.99
7.99
8.99
8.99
7.99
7.99
8.99

8.99

9.50

Moon Mist
Plane Ball

29.99
29.99

7.99

Sorceror
Star Cross

29.99
29.99

7.99
7.99

9.50
12.95
12.95

Suspect

29.99

7.99
7.99

Pool

12.99
8.50

15.99

„

12.95
27.50

24.95
14 99

10.50
15.95
12.99
15.99
12.99

19 95
24. 95
24 99
24. 99
29. 99

12.95
15.99
16.99
15.99

12.99

19.95
24.95

19.99
9.50

19, 99

12.99

Insanity Fight

24..95
19..99

15.95
12.99

24.99
..34.99
29..99

Trinity.
Wishbrlnger

15.99
9.99

Witness

15.99

Zork I, II or III

29.

29.99

19.99
15.95

Animalc
Art Director

9.95
49.95

19.99

Devpac ST
Digi Drum
Fast Basic (Rom)
Fast Basic (Disc)

49.95
24.95
89.90
44.85

12.99
19.95

15.99
12.99
15.99
12.99
12.95
12.99
9.99

Rim Director
Fleet St Publisher
LaWce C
Paint Works

Pro Sound Designer
Pro Sprite Designer
Realtime Clock (Cart)
Sales Ledger

59.95
39.95
49.95
49.00

12.99
15.95
12.99
12.99

Saved

29.95

19 99

ST Replay

79.95

Slock Control

49.00

29.99

15.99
19.99

Super Conductor
Superbase Personal

99.95

24.95

15.99

Tool Kit

29.95

BARGAIN SOFTWARE ORDER FORM

7.99
7.99

49.95

6.99
37.50
37.50

18.75
67.50
33 50
44.99
86.50
74.99

26.50
45.00
29.99
37.50
37.50
22.50

60.00
37.50
37.50
74.99
22.50

ATARI ST USER MAY

Please send me the following titles. BLOCK capitals please!
Type of computer
Title:

59.95
115.00
99.95
34.99

19.99

15.95

7.99
7.99

BUSINESS/UTILITY

12.95

19.95

Indiana Jones

Tass Time

12.95

9.50
15.99
12.95

InternaKonal Karate

Amount

Name....
Address

Tel. No..
Total Enclosed £

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to BARGAIN SOFTWARE
Price includes P&P within the U.K. Europe please add £1.00 per disc
Elsewhere please add £1.50 extra per tape
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12.99
12.99

15.95
6.99

12.95

E3

12.95
27.50
12.99

12.95

9.50

9.99

12.99
15.99

15.99

15.95
15.99
9.50
12.95

Impact
Impossible Mission II

Mach 3

12.95

PRICE
15.99
9.50
12.95
12.99
12.99

15.95

19..95
14. 95
24. 95
19. 95
19. 95

14. 95
24. 95

9.99
29.99
19.95

19.99
12.95
12.95
12.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
19.99

24..95
14, 95
19, 95

Hunt for Red October

19.95

10.50

12.99
12.95
15.99
15.99

Deep Space

16.50

15.95
9.50
12.99

12.95
19.99
15.99
9.50

19. 95

Dark Castte

Karate Kid II

12.99

Bubble Ghost

Crusade In Europe

24.99

14.99

23.50

Crazy Cars

OUR
Sub Battle Sim

19.95
19.95
19 95
19.99
24.95
19.95
39 99

19. 95

Colonial Conquest

12.95

Super Sprint

34. 99

Combat School
Crash Garrett

OUR
PRICE

Tanolewood
T.N.T
Tal Pan
Terramex
Terror Pods
Tenia
Thunder

Bureaucracy

Championship Foot>al

R.R.P.

15.95
15.99

Bobble Bobble

Check Mais

ATARI ST

12.99

12.99
15.99
12.99
1599
12.99

Captain America

SSfr !

"Special Offers".
OUR

ATARI ST

£NQu,
KING oi.?48

iFEATURE

Mark Smiddy meets
Peter Johnson, author
of Ocean's Wizball

YOU wouldn't take Peter Johnson for a
top games programmer. A six footer,
with shoulder length blonde hair he looks
more like a famous pop star. His interests
spread into music and the theatre.
Supporting this image, he plays guitar
and keyboards in a local band and drives

Profile of a

programmer

a sleek Astra SRi.

He lives in Gosforth, Tyne and Wear,
speaks with a gentle Tyneside accent,
and is the author of more than a dozen

top-selling games on a variety of com
puters.

He started programming more than
five years ago on the BBC Micro. "My first
game was Light Cycles. It was all right I
suppose, but nothing really special..The
big break came with the release of Over
drive on the Electron. Since then things
have just snowballed", he said.
Reviewing Arkanoid, Peter's first game
for the Atari ST in the July 1987 issue of
Atari ST User, Bob Chappel writes;
"Arkanoid is one of those games you
simply can't stop playing". High praise
indeed. More so when you consider it
had taken Peter just three months to

Wizball - one of Peter Johnson's best games

write.

Now 24, Peter is one of the North East's

Commodore, I hope that the superior

most promising prodigies. His latest
game, Wizball, just released by Ocean, is
the product of six month's hard slog.
"Ocean approached me shortly after I'd
finished Arkanoid. I was looking for
something I would enjoy playing as much

graphics I've been able to utilise on the
ST will give it the edge.
"The game is set in the land of Wiz - a
peculiar place, completely devoid of
colour. The player takes the part of a
mysterious and powerful wizard, charged
with restoring colour to the land.
"To do this, the wizard transforms

as I would enjoy writing. When they
showed me the original, I must admit to
being very impressed.
"Wizball owes a lot to its design - it
doesn't look quite like anything else.
Although it wasn't a brilliant seller on the

Peter Johnson

himself into the shape of a ball and leaves
his laboratory to do battle. Helping m his
quest are many magical items. Some

provide armour, different degrees of
movement, extra weapons and so on.
Initially, the wizard has to locate the
drone. This little chap follows him
everywhere (except into the wizlab) and
collects the droplets of paint.
"When the receptacles are full the
wizard returns to his laboratory and
mixes the paint. In this way he magically
repaints the land of Wiz. Like all games,
it's very abstract".
Unlike many of today's ST pro
grammers, Peter designed the graphics

one carefully drawn using both Degas
Elite and NeoChrome. Looking back, it's
been a lot of hard work, but I think it's

been worth it. I can only hope the game
will be as well received as Arkanoid
was".
His attention to detail is second to none.
The final level of Wizball includes a

miniature picture of Mount Rushmore
forming part of the background. He com
ments: "If you study it carefully you can
even make out the features of the past US
presidents, They took a long time to per
fect. The final screens do feature some

dubious prose... but I didn't write it".
His favourite games for the ST surpris
ingly do not include many of his own.
"Very few games have enough staying
power. Many just can't hold my attention
for very long, but I have hopes for the
future. For instance, very few games take
advantage of the extra memory available
on the 1040STs", he remarked.

Grinning,

he added:

Wizball does.

"Of course,

1040 owners can feel

and wrote the music himself. This sort of

secure in

versatility is quite rare. Even simple
games usually have separate credits for
graphics design, music and pro
gramming.
"I believe if a job's worth doing, then it's
worth doing properly. The only way to
ensure my games come up to my high
standards is to do everything myself. Of
course, it does take longer this way.

enhanced version features an extra ani

"Wizball has hundreds of sprites, each

the knowlege that their

mation sequence.
"The ST market is still developing, and
programmers have yet to learn the
machine. At the moment my favourites
are Star Wars, Super Sprint and, of
course, Wizball".
Peter is keeping very quiet about his
next ST game. But if his past record is

anything to judge by, it should be good.
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AUSTRALIAN MAIL ORDER
You'd have

31a Broadweir, Bristol BS1

to go a lot

Telephone: (0272) 225604

this to get

Free comprehensive price list
Why send away to the USA or the UK
for your software and Hardware needs?
We are the agents for some of the
largest European and American
companies and can offer you discounts
normally only associated to bulk buying.

further than
better

ATARI
TITLE

RET PRICE OUR PRICE.

CAD 3D

prices

ST

TrTLE

r PRICE

OUR PRICE
19.00

24.95

20.00

Phantasie II

..24.95

..24.95

16.95

Pool

....9.95

7.75

Catch 23

19.95

16.75

Powerplay

..19.99

16.50

•

Crash Garnett

19.95

13.95

Predator

..19.95

13.95

•

Modems

Deja Vu

24.95

18.50

Pro Sound Designer.

.57.44

43.50

•

Cables

Carrier Command

Dungeon Master

24.95

Enduro Racer

14.99

Flight Simulator II

49.95

Software

Procopy 1.5

.34.95

Prohibition

.19.95

15.50

•

Diskettes

.39.95

Pro Light

.16.95

12.50

•

Dust Covers

Fit Sim II Scenery Disk II. 24.95

..19.00

Pro Midi

.16.95

12.50

Fit Sim II Scenery Disk 7 .24.95

.19.00

Rolling Thunder

.19.99

13.95

•

Printer Ribbons

Quantum Paint

.19.95

13.95

•

Ram Upgrades

.14.99

9.99

16.95

Football Manager

14.95

....9.95

Guild of Thieves

24.95

.16.95

Rampage

27.50

Hi Soft Basic

79.95

.70.00

Sapiens

.19.99

13.95

Home Publisher

24.95

.16.95

Scruples

.19.95

T3.95

Hunt for Red October

24.99

.16.95

Seconds Out

.19.95

13.95

Ikari Warriors

14.99

...9.99

Sentinel

.19.95

13.95

Jinxster

24.95

.16.95

Slap Fight

.19.95

13.95

Lurking Horror

29.95

.19.99

Store Breaker

.14.95

9.99

Mach III

19.95

.13.95

ST Replay

.79.95

58.50

Midi Maze

34.95

.29.95

TauCeti

.19.95

16.75

Moebius

24.95

.16.95

Terrormeax

.19.99

13.95

Oids

19.95

.13.95

Tetris

.19.99

13.95

Outrun

19.95

.13.95

Tracker

.24.95

16.95

19.95

..16.80

UMS

.24.95

16.95

Pheonix

Please make cheques P.O's payable to

WE SELL TO USER GROUPS THE WORLD OVER. IS YOUR CLUB
GETTING A DISCOUNT TOO?

SUPPLIERS OF 3rd PARTY HARD/FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
LASER PRINTING SERVICE

Compu

er

Shop 37, Upper Level, Grove Plaza,
460 Stirling Highway,

Cottesloe, Western Australia 6011
Telephone: (09) 385 1885 Fax: (09) 385 1765

Oasis

LIGHTSPEED SOFTWARE

.

Telex: AA94891

INTERNATIONAL IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS*

All orders sent within the UK post free and normally despatched
within 24 hours, but please allow 7 days.
All titles subject to availability

Dealer enquiries welcome.

ATARI 520 STFM

SOFTWARE SUPA SALES

SPECIAL OFFERS - WHILE STOCKS LAST

(Blank 3.5" Discs with labels only £9.95 per 10)

PACK A

PACK B

PACK C

Atari 520 STFM, Moum, Basic
Manual,Owners Handbook,

All Items In Pack A

All Items In Pack B
Plus!!

Atari ST Games
Elite

RRP
24.95

Gunship

24.95

15.95

RRP at least CM

Disc Storage Box RRP £12.95

Predator

19.95

£314.95

10 Blank Discs .... RRP £10.95
Mouse Mat
RRP £ 5.45

Out Run
U.M.S
Gauntlet 1 or 2
Road Runner
Trivia Trove

Superstar Soccer
Dungeon Master

Plus!! 2 MysteryGames

UK LanguageDisk
£299.95

Plus!! Five Disks, Public

Please state whattype ofgame
youprater,i.e.Arcade,
Adventure, Shoot 'em up etc.

Domain Software Inc.

Neochrome,Sampler, First
Word etc.
HURRY -

JoystickExtLeadsRRP£ 5.95
£339.95

BEAT THE PRICE INCREASE

All prices will Increase by £50 on all new stock
PERIPHERALS

Our
14.95

Atari ST Adventures
Jinxer..:
Annals ot Rome

RRP
24.95
24.95

11.95

Deja-Vu

24.95

19.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
14.95

11.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
8.95

The Pawn
Guild of Thieves

24.95
24.95

19.99
24.95

11.95
13.95

Lounge Lizards
Tanglewood
Bermuda Project
Knight Ore
Space Quest 2

24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95

" " SCOOP PURCHASE —•

Barbarian

24.95

14.95

Terrorpods

24.95

14.95

PHILIPS CM 8833 COLOUR MONITOR - ONLY £249.95
Including FREE!!! Lead to connect to an ST

Obliteralor

24.95

14.95

Epixs Epyxs

29.95

18.95

Terramex
U.M. Simulator

19.99
24.95

11.99
15.95

F15 Strike Eagle

24.95

14.95

Art Director

49.95

Psion Chess
Advanced Art Studio
Carrier Command
E.C.0
ST Soccer

24.95
24.95
24.95
19.95
24.95

38.95
15.95
14.95
14.95
11.95
14.95

CUMANA
1Mb
Disc Drive
£129.95

TRIANGLE
1Mb
Disc Drive
£139.95

Euromax

Panasonic

ATARI
SM125

TWIN

10x33"
BLANK
DISCS
£10.95

ATARI
MOUSE
£24.95

JOYSTICK
Ext Lead

Mono Mon.

£5.95

£135.00

Professional

Competition

Plus

Pro 5000

Euromax
Micro Acs

Cheetah

Arcade

Euromax
Professional

125*

Ram
Delta

Joystick

Joystick

Joystick

Joystick

Joystick

Joystick

Joystick

£15.95

£13.95

£15.95

£12.45

£11.95

£6.95

£8.95

KXP1D81

Printer
£179.95
Inc. lead

SOFTWARE
FAVOURrTES

LATEST RELEASES

Dungeon Master

£16.95

Warlock

£10.95

Oids
Xenon
Dark Castle

£16.95
£13.95
£16.95

Police Quest
Tetris

£13.95
£13.95

BlackLamp

Bards Tale
Chessmaster 2000

£17.95
£17.95

£10.95

Rampage

£10.95

Enduro Rac*
Trivial Pursuits

£10.95
C13.95

Barbarians

£16.95

Marble Madness

Star Trek
Star Wars
Bubbls Bobble

£13.95
£13.95
£13.95

TNT

£13.95

Bubble Ghost

£13.95

£17.95

SERIOUS STUFF

Rampage

14.95

8.95

Gold Runner 1 or 2
Levialhan
Crash Garret
Balance ol Power

24.95
14.95
19.95
24.95

14.95
8.95
11.95
15.95

Star Wars
Leaderboard

19.95
24.95

11.95
14.95

Degas Elite

£17.95

Backlash

£13.95

Quantum Part

£13.95

Buggy Boy

19.95

11.95

£13.95

Starglider

£16.95

Advanced An Studio

£16.95

Defender of the Crown

29.95

18.95

£13.95

Ba<* Pack

£34.95

Bridge Player 2000

19.95

13.95

Film Director
Star Trek
Back Lash

59.95
19.95
19.95

39.95
11.95
11.95

Test Drive

£17.95

Pawn
Guild ol Thieves

£16.95
£16.95

Gunship

£16.95

Defender of the Crown

£19.95

Crash Garrett

£13.95

CrazyCars

£13.95

Predator

Super Sprinl

...

First Word Plus

£57.50

K Data

£34.95

Fast Base Rom
Fast Base Disc

£69.95
£34.95

Order with confidence - Unlike most companies we do not advertise products which
are not released. You can therefore be sure that we will not keep your money for six
months before sending your goods

1

All pricesinclude VAT andDelivery. All itemsdespatched samedaywhenever possible.
Personal callers welcome.Please bring this advert
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24.95

Infocom ST Adventures
Infidel
Sea Stalker

29.99

18.99

29.99

Zork (1,2,or 3)

29.99

Hitch Hikers Guide
Leather Goddess
Planerfall
Stationfall

29.99
29.99
29.99
29.99

18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99

ST Business Products
Fleet St. Publisher
Home Publisher

P.C. Ditto (1040 only)
Superbase
Protext
Word Perfect

Pascal (Metacomco)
Lattice C (Metacomco)

115.00
24.95

89.95
99.95
79.95
228.85

99.95
99.95

DBase 2
Mailshot Plus

119.00
49.95

Sage Atari ST Products
Book Keeper

113.85

Accountant
Accountant Plus
Financial Controller

171.35
228.35
343.85

79.95
14.95
59.95
69.95
49.95
139.95
59.95
69.95
89.95
34.95
89.95
129.95
179.95
259.95

(Business orders include VAT
Next day delivery £6.95 Recorded £2.50

(Game products Postage free U.K. Mainland only. Overseas orders add £1.00 per disk. Air Mail
£2.50 per disc. Price List available please send S.A.E.)
Cheques/Post Orders (Sterling only please) made payable to:

MAIL-CENTA

17 Campbell Street, Belper, Derby DE5 1AP.
Tel: 0773 826830

Police Quest

Ours
14.95
14.95
16.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
15.95
14.95
15.95
15.95

ME^S|

0L.

^

^^^j

Software Supa Sales

Unit 1, 54 The Hornbeams, Harlow, Essex,

Access or Visa orders please nng (0279) 29076
During Normal Office Hours Thankyou

VISA

muc
Bulletin Board

update
The

MicroLink

Bulletin

THE INDEPENDENT

MicroLink User Group
NEWSLETTER

strain on the old Prime 850

appear to offer a bewil

computer, and many users
would agree that sluggish is
perhaps a mild way to

dering selection of things to
try, and even for experi

are usually good news; they
form a focus for ideas, opin
ion and self-help and give

enced users the different

the users a collective voice.

options can be confusing.
And there's always a way to
do things faster, or at less

MicroLink

describe MicroLink at peak

The flexibility provided by

Board has just had a spring
clean, and a backlog of 9,000
old messages removed. But
at the rate at which it's being

only has it got a longer name

Of course, the information

printing costs for newslet

used, it won't take more than

but it's faster and better able

to help people do this has

ters and there's almost in

a couple of months
replace them.

to cope with the increased

always existed. But it's been

stant access to everyone in

demand.

hard to find, and until now

the group through the mail

there hasn't really been any

system.

to

The Bulletin Board is an

area where anyone can leave
a public message, start or
join in a discussion on any
topic or just ask for help.
The range of subjects cov
ered is huge and always
changing; cars are bought
and sold, philosophy, pop
music and poaching argued
about and the reasons why
somebody's software doesn't
seem to work are revealed.
There are even the oc

casional trivia quizzes (well,
do YOU know how many
electric tramways are still
running in the UK?).
There's nothing quite like
it outside the world of com

puters, but be warned. It can
be very addictive.

Preparing for
Prime time
EVERYONE upgrades their
hardware occasionally, and
MicroLink is no exception.
But

it's

not

an

Amstrad

PCI640 they're getting.

times.

Now work is underway to
install a Prime 9955 -

not

There's a lot of things to be
done before the switchover

can happen, software has to

be changed and the digital
detritus collected on the old

computer in its years of
dealing with us humans has
to be cleared up.
Exactly how much better

At the moment MUG is

collating the information.

clear, although technical

Sometimes the amount of

people tend to use words

like "massively" and get

data collected by users can
be staggering - one sub

quite excited.

scriber mailed in over 200k

We're all eager to find

of hints and tips saved up
over years. Of course, we're
just as happy to hear from

out . . .

anyone with one good idea.

The MicroLink
User's Manual
ONE of the projects that
MUG is coordinating is the
production of the MicroLink
User's Manual. Designed to
complement the information
given to every MicroLink
subscriber on old fashioned

paper, the manual sets out to
be an online way of
describing the many facili

rate at which people are

from the point of view of the
people who use them.

joining has put a bit of a

At first, MicroLink can

Telecom

way for users to share their
MUGs been going for
discoveries in such a way about a month now, and
that others will be able to we've already formed a team
make use of them. The of people who have vol
MicroLink User's Manual unteered to answer queries
sets out to remedy this and help anyone with
problem.
MicroLink-related problems.

the new service will be isn't

ties available on MicroLink

For some time now, the

cost.

and

Gold make MUG particu
larly useful. There are no

All

the

data

will

be

indexed and made available;

the exact design is still being
discussed, but like anything
else MUG does, it will be
free to use.

User groups
are good news

It's a small
world . . .
. . . but full of Telecom Gold

computers, it seems. The UK
Telecom Gold system, of
which MicroLink is the most

active part, is just one sector
of a global network called
Dialcom.

While MicroLink is System
72, and other UK computers
are in the range 70 to 90,
there are Dialcom computers
almost everwhere. And like

international

telephone

exchanges, they've all got
their own numbers.

MUGger Adrian Mars is
trying to find out just which
computers are where. This
result of various subscribers
asking whether there was might seem an eccentric, if
any organisation run to help harmless, hobby, but such

THE

MicroLink

Users'

Group came about as a

users.

User groups in any area

information as is available
on MicroLink is difficult to

find and (apparently) out of
date.

Odd offers

And it could be the first
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numbering scheme, then
Adrian (MARS.ADRIAN on
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Suggestions of material for inclusion in the MUG Newsletter should be
sent to Rupert Goodwins on MAG95816
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ESTABLISHED 1979
The leading mall order computer firm In the UK.

OVER £1 MILLION OF STOCK
Rapid despatch of all popular Items.

SHOWROOM & SHOP
Friendly personal service and sates advice.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Don't worry-It you bought It from us we're happy
to help.

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED

Epson LX800 - The Brand New Best Seller!
Star NL10 (including interface) The Number 2 Seller
Panasonic 1081 -120cps&80col -A winner!
Epson FX800 -Brand New! 240cps! Wow!
Epson EX800 - 300cps &80 column-Super Fast!
Seikosha MP1300AI-300cps!
SeikoshaSP180- 100cps Bus a Great Price!
Seikosha SP1200 -120cps (Seiko-Epson owns Seikosha)
MP 165-Cheap Fast And Good Quality 180cps

UNBEARABLY LOW PRICES

C179
E174
E139

£292
C372
£299
£149
£189
£169

Oki Microline 182 -The Number2 Brand
Oki Microline 192 -Perennial Favourite

£185
£280

WIDE DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Star NX15-The New Wide-body NL10!
Panasonic 1592P-AReal Bargain, Mate!

£270
£385
£330

Panasonic 1595-ThePanasonic Favorite

£448

Epson FXTOOO-AVery Popular Selection
EpsonEX1000-250cps&136column-SuperFast!

£374
£498

Star NR15-Replaces the SR15-A Great Mover

Seikosha MP5300AI -132col Version of MP1300

+ VAT

£389

Seikosha BP5420 - 420cps Draft -106 m NLQ

£999

MP 200-200cps! 132 column!

£233

MP201 -132column200cps

£273

Oki Microline 193-Worth A Look

£357

Oki Microline 293 - Worth A Long Look

£608

ATARI 520ST-FM

24-PIN DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Epson
Epson
Epson
Epson
Epson

LQ800 - Letter Quality-24 Pin Printhead

£419

LQ1000-Letter Quality-24Pins-132 Col
LQ2500-This one is really good!
LQ850 - Brand New 24-Pin, Due Out Soon
LQ1050 - Brand New 132 Column 24-Pin LQ

£558
£689
£423
£579

Seikosha SL80 -150cps Draft-50cps LQ

£280

Star NB15-The big, up-market Star 24-pin 300cps

£619

Star NB24-15-Similar to above, but216cps
Star NB24-10-80 column 24-pin winner
NEC P6 - Good Buy

£517
£410
£375

NEC P7-One of the Best Sellers Ever-24 pin

£441

ATARI HARDWARE

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Star Power Type 18cps - The Current Cheap One!
Juki 6100-20cps-Very Popular, still no. 1
Juki 6200-30cps-Stil! Popular
Juki 6300-40cps-Very Up-Market

£179
£254
£393
E629

Panasonic KXP-3131 - 18cps - Cute & a Good Smile'

£233

£159
£335

Epson EX-Series Colour Option

£55

NEC P565XL-Heavy-Duty Office Favorite!
Epson LQ2500 Colour Option/Makes LQ2500 Colour

£740
£55

Seikosha MP1300 Colour Kit/Makes MP1300 Colour

£87

Epson SQ2500- Ink your jet with this one!

Roland DXY-880A Plotter-Best Value A3 Plotter
Roland DXY-990A Plotter
Roland DPX-2200 A2 Flat-Bed Plotter

£599
£859
£2800

Epson GQ3500 - Brand new with Free HP Emulation!

£1222

£455

£595

Atari Mega ST2,2MB RAM, D/D, Mouse, Mono Monitor
Atari SM125 12" High Res Mono Monitor

£760
£115

Atari SC1224 12" Med Res Colour Monitor

£306

Philips 8833 Med Res Colour Monitor

£250

Supra Drive 20MB Hard Disk-Auto Bootl

£455

Cumana 1MB Double Sided 3.5" Disk Drive
Cumana Dual 1MB 3.5"/5.25" Disk Drive

£115
£265

£18.45

Art Director-Perfect Partner For Film Director

PLOTTERS. D G T ZERS & LASERS
£1935
£454

Atari 1040 with SM125 Mono Monitor

Atari 1040 with Philips B833 Colour Monitor

Advanced OCP Art Studio-Low Cost Art Package

£983

HP LaserJet II- Newer, Better, Cheaper!
Cherry A3 Digitizer Tablet

£225
£350

ATARI TOP SELLING LEISURE
SOFTWARE

COLOUR AND INK JET PRINTERS
Okimate 20 Thermal Printer
Juki 5520-The Market Leader-Fast!

Atari 520STFM.512K RAM, Disk Drive, Mouse
Atari 1040STF, 1MB RAM, Disk Drive, Mouse

ATARI BUSINESS &
PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE
Timeworks DeskTop Publisher-Xerox Ventura Clone

Sage Accountant Plus-Powerful Accounting Package

£69

£169

Back Pack Desk Accessories-Handy Accessories
CAD 3D 2.0/Cyberatudlo-The Best 3D Drawing Kit
Fast ST Basic (ROM)-lt's really fast!

£36
£66
£66

Fast ST Basic (Oisk)-Disk Version of Above

£33

Faslcom-Popular ST Communications Package
First Word Plus-Still The Most Popular WP

£36
£56

Kuma K-Data-Low Cost Database

£36

Kuma K-Spread II Low Cost Spreadsheet

£59

Lattlc 'C Compller-Stlll Very Popular

£71

Mark Williams 'C Compller-'C How You Like This
PC Ditto-At Last A Full IBM Emulator
Superbase Personal-Powerful Relational Database
Trimbase-The Interpreted Database

£90
£66
..£73
£66

VIP Professional-Lotus 1-2-3 Clone

£149

£36

Barbarian-Exciting Role Playing Adventure

£18.45

Chessmsster 2000-3D Graphics Wfth Speech!

£18.45

Degas Etlte-The Most Powerful Art Package

E18.45

DX Heaven Editor-Midi Synth Editor
Easy Draw ll-Great With tlmeworkB DTP

£88
£56

Film Director-Animation Package For Art Director

£44

Flight Simulator if- Very REallstic Best Seller
Flight Simulator Scenery Dlsks-For Use With Above
Super Conductor-16 Track Midi Sequencer
Terrorpods-Watch Out They're Here!

£36
£18.45
£36
£18.45

Star Trek-The Long Awaited Space Adventure

£13.50

Star Ware-The Exciting Arcade Game For The ST

£13.50

LARGE STOCKS
ATARI SOFTWARE
DISCOUNT PRICES

RIBBONS
Epson FX80/85/800/LX800(also MP165. Juki 5510) .. £4.75each

Longbow FX80/85/800/LX800 compatible ribbon
Epson EX-series cartridge ribbon

£2.80each

FREE STARTER KIT

£7.51 each

LongbowORi 182/192/193compatibleribbon

£4.61 each

Longbow NEC P3-P7 black compatible ribbon

£4.85each

NEC P-6 black ribbon

£7.88 each

Longbow Panasonic 1080-1081 compatible ribbon ...

£3.16 each

Buy any Atari ST Keyboard from Computer
Express and receive completely free-of-

^ charge, our special starter kit:

Star NL10 cartridge ribbon
£4.66 each ^
Longbow LQ800 compatible ribbon
£2.99each
NOTE: The minimum quantity for ribbon orders is three (3) units.

ENORMOUS
STOCKS
Enormous stocks of Atari Hardware and

Software for speedy despatch from our own

' BASIC LANGUAGE DISK

vast warehouse in St Albans.

BASIC MANUAL

CABLES AND THINGS
Atari IBM-Compatible Centronics Parallel Cable (Round) ....
BBC Centronics Parallel Cable (Ribbon)

£13
£8

Two-Way Printer T-Switch

£29

80 Col Printer Stands

£21

SpaceBase Adjustable Floor-Standing Printer Stand

£83

TECHNICAL
BACK-UP

ST OWNERS'MANUAL
TOS/GEM ON ROM

5 PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS

WITH ART SAMPLES,

DISKETTES
Computer Express 5.25m DS/DD 48tpi disks
Computer Express 5.25in DS/DD 96tpi Hi-Density ...

£1.00 each
£1.65 each

Computer Express Branded 3.5in DS/DD diskettes ..

£1.99 each

GAMES AND USEFUL
UTILITIES

£129
£129
£385

Sage Chitchat Comms Pack (Modem/Software/Cable)

£181

Crosstalk Mark IV Comms Software
DataSoft DataTalk Software

£99
£89

Sage Chitchat Comms Software
One-To-One Electronic Mail Subscription

£69
£20

RS232 serial modem cable

£15

FAST DELIVERY

AFTER SALES
SERVICE

COMMUNICATIONS
LinetV21/V23 Autodial/Autoanswer
Miracle WS4000 V21-V23 Modem
Miracle WS3000V22 Professional Modem

Highest possible standards of service from
the Computer Express technical department.
Any problems, just give us a call.

Straight fromstock to the customer by means
of our super-reliable, ultra-efficient delivery
service. Computer Express won't keep you
waiting.

Don't worry-if you buy from Computer
Express we're always ready to help. New
software, product developments, hints-andwrinkles - call us for friendly advice and
encouragement.

SUPER PRICES
Call us for a copy of our price list or an on-thespot quotation - no obligation.

Official Purchaseordersacceptedfrom Government. Local Authorities, Universities and PLC's. Otherswith prior approval only. All pricesexclusive ofVAT and subjectto availability and changewithout notice. Delivery
chargesextra. All itemsguaranteed. Noreturns or repairs acceptedwithout a Returns Authorization Number obtainable from ourTechnical Support Department. Defective dead on arrival (within 28daysfrom
purchase) merchandise repaired or replaced immediately at ourcarriage expense. Carriage on warranty repairs is paidbythe customer. Non-defective creditreturns subjectto a 10%restocking fee.
All correspondence to head office.

Showroom/shop: Monday-Friday 9am to 6pm, Saturday 10amto 5pm, Technical/Hot Linesupport: Monday-Friday 9am to 1pm,2pm to 5.30pm, Telephone orders: Monday-Friday 9am to 5.30pm.

FOR FULLPRICELISTPLEASECALL

EXPORTS, TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
TELEPHONE &MAIL ORDERS WELCOME
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MICRO-COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS

SOFTWARE SALES &SUPPORT

CREDIT CARDS NOT DEBITED UNTIL DESPATCH

SHOWROOM»99 PARK STREET LANE*BRICKETWOOD*ST ALBANS*HERTFORDSHIRE*AL2 2JA*(0727) 72790
HEAD OFFICE'VKIT A'CAXTON CENTRE»PORTERS WOOD'ST ALBANS«HERTFORDSHIRE«AL3 6XT»(0727) 37451
TELEX: 89S0511 ONE ONE G (Quote Ref: 15412001)
COMPUTER EXPRESS HOLLAND'NTJVERHEIDSWEG NOORD 120*3812 PN»AMERSFOORT-NETHERLANDS«(033) 638222
COMPUTER EXPRESS AMERICA' 1713S.E.ELLIS STREET»PORTLAND»OR«97202 USA'TELEPHONE (503)2350277

Mini sprite
designer

AuAheCharacter\s
Designer

CREATOR, by Red Rat, is a simple
sprite editor aimed at the budget end
of the market. The package will enable
you to design characters and use them in
your own programs - either using your
own sprite routines or the ones supplied
with the software.

The package contains one single-sided
disc and a 10 page manual. It runs on all
STs from 520 to Mega and in low resol
ution colour. It's fine on a TV or colour

monitor and everything is easy to read.
The illustration below shows the main

editing screen, where most of the work is

carried out. The sprite currently being
designed is displayed magnified about 16
times normal size in a large editing
window on the right of the screen.
The palette is shown at the top-left
corner of the screen and the RGB value of

each colour can be altered by pointing at
the R, G and B in the boxes below. A

colour is selected by pointing at it with

Julie Boswell reviews

a budget-priced sprite
editor and animator

NOW YOU CAN PRODUCE

handicap you can use them as building
blocks to create much larger ones.

see a small portion of it, so the edit screen
enables you to manipulate the blocks on
screen so you can see what the finished
sprite looks like.

This still isn't ideal though, and it would
have been far better to have a much

larger edit window so you can see more,

if not all, the sprite being worked on.
Fortunately there is a solution: The pro
gram allows you to load a previously
drawn NeoChrome or Degas picture and
to grab 16 by 16 pixel blocks from it. This
enables you to design large sprites using

the mouse and clicking the button. You

a full screen editor and to then load them
into Creator.

down the button.

The Fill option, just below the RGB dis
play, is used to fill the edit window with a
single colour. It wipes out whatever is
currently there and fills the whole

window. This is such a potentially de
structive command - you will lose
whatever has been drawn in the edit box
- it would have been better to have a

warning and an "Are you sure?" prompt.
The contents of the edit box are shown

real-size in an adjacent box surrounded

by large four arrows pointing up, down,
left and right. These icons scroll the sprite
with wrap-around - what disappears off
one border reappears on the other - in

^

™DSTUNN,NGBACKGROUNbW

It's often difficult to visualise what a

large sprite looks like when you can only

can then move to the edit window and

paint by moving the mouse while holding

i»» «. L,VWG ANIMA TION

Having designed your sprites, they can
be animated by selecting the Animate
icon from the main screen. This brings up
a second screen which is blank apart
from a menu at the bottom. Here you can

ACO.VTA.NS ATAR, 8T D.SK AND USER GU.DE
options available are Fast Basic, ST Basic,

C and assembly language. The file
created can then be tagged on to the end
of your game or whatever.
Unfortunately, Creator saves the data

for each individual 16 x 16 pixel block
separately, taking no account of how they
are put together to make up the sprite
which reduces its usefulness quite dras
tically.
For some reason, response to the
mouse buttons is quite poor and I experi
enced quite a few problems getting it to
accept a click. You have to make each
selection slowly and deliberately and this
can be a nuisance at times.

Creator is a fairly simple, basic sprite

set the number of frames of animation, the
delay between each one and the size of
sprite. .. . ,

designer. Its main failing is the small size
of the editing window, making it difficult
to draw large characters. If you can put

The size consists of the number of

up with this restriction - and it is very
restricting - then it's quite good value for

blocks making up the sprite and their
order, chosen from a predefined list of

money.

seven sizes from 1 x 1 up to 3 x 3 blocks.
The sprite is then animated in the centre

Product: Creator

of the screen until you hit the spacebar.

Price: £9.95

Finally, clicking on the Data icon on the

main screen allows you to save the sprite
as data statements in Ascii form. The

Supplier: Red Rat, 15 Fennel Street, Man
chester M4 3DU.

Tel: 061-835 1055

the directions indicated. The window can

also be flipped vertically or horizontally.
The sprite in the edit window can be
stored in Creator's font (a small portion of
this is shown in the bottom-right corner of
the screen below the edit window). And
any character in the font can be copied to
the edit window by clicking on it.
The characters in the font can be

scrolled left and right so that the whole lot
can be brought on to the screen. A font
can be loaded from or saved to disc by
clicking on the Load Font and Save Font
icons.

A scratch-pad, called the edit screen,
allows you to select sprites from the font
and place them anywhere on the screen.
It is an essential part of the program, as
the edit window can only be used to edit
a 16 by 16 pixel block. This would be a
very small sprite, so to get round this

Creator's mam

editing screen
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ATARI 512 STFM:
LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEED!

BYTE BACK
THE

ATARI

BEST

SPECIALIST

ST

PRICES

FASTEST

ONLY

Captain Blood
Dungeon Master

...16.95

International Soccer....
Carrier Command

Oids

...13.95

Pool

Flintstones
Trantor

...13.95

Mach 3

...13.95

Rolling Thunder
Strip Poker II

...12.95

Knighlmare

.Phone

Battleships
Scruples

Dark Castle
Tournament of Death ..

...16.95
...13.95
...13.95
...13.95

Free software pack: 5
discs containing ST Basic,
Neochrome, ST Writer,
Megaroids etc.

...13.95

Black Lamp
Gunship

6.95
...13.95
...16.95

Tetris

...13.95

Terramex

Universal Military Sim ..

...16.95

Sapiens

Enduro Racer

...13.95

ECO

Warlock

...10.45

Wizball

Rampage

...10.45

Star Trek
Test Drive

...13.95
...16.95
...16.95
...16.95

Bubble Bobble
Star Wars
Backlash

...13.95

Crash Garrett

Slaygon
Powerplay

...13.96
...13.95
...13.95
...13.95
...13.95
...16.95
...13.95
...13.95
...13.95

Winter Olympiad

Tanglewood

...20.95

Bards Tale

Barbarian (Palace)
Rings of Zilfin
F15 Strike Eagle

...13.95
...16.95

Chopper X

...16.95

Terrorpods

Goldrunner

Trivial Pursuit

Barbarian (Psygnosis)..

...16.95
...16.95

Hunt for Red October..
Plutos

...16.95

Eagles Nest

Leaderboard
* Tournament Disk

...16.95
6.95
...16.95
...16.95
...34.95
.. 16.95

Marble Madness
Arkanoid
Gauntlet

Flight Simulator 2
'Scenery Disks 7 & 11 .

£429 ♦00 —LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEED OR WELL
REFUND YOU THE DIFFERENCE!

6.95
...13.95
...16.95
...16.95

9.95

Colonial Conquest

...13.95
...18.50
...10.45
...16.95
...16.95
...20.95

Balance of Power

...20.95

,

Starglider

1MB Second Drive:

FD200 only
£99.00

ONLY

ADVENTURES

ONLY

Jinxter

.16.95
.16.95
.16.95

Police Quest

.13.95

Annals of Rome ..

Leisure Suit Larry....
Gnome Ranger

.13.95
.10.45

Guild of Thieves ..
Silicon Dreams....

.16.95
.13.95

Pawn
Jewels of Darkness.

.16.95
.13.95

Alternate Reality..

.16.95

Hitch Hikers Guide..

.20.95

Ultima2, 3or 4....

Only

...16.95
...16.95

Sub Battle Simulator....

Strike Force Harrier

Modulator. 12 month

guarantee.

Predator

Silent Service

Mouse, TWO disc drives

.Phone

Joe Blade

Test Drive
Defender of the Crown .

512K RAM computer.

(1 MB external), UHF TV

...13.95
...13.95

Slapfight

Chessmaster 2000

...12.95
...16.95
6.95
...13.95
...13.95

SUPERPAC
MKII:

Get Dexter II
Seconds Out
Xenon

...10.45
...13.95
...10.45
...13.95

Screaming Wings

THIS MONTH'S
SPECIAL:

DELIVERY

ONLY

GAMES

Well beat any genuine offer!

Kings Quest 3 Packl (Kings Quest I, II, and III)

18.50

MONITORS:

SOFTWARE:

High resolution mono SM 125, swivel

PaintPro £49.95, AssemPro £49.95,
Data Retrieve £39.95, FORTH/MT £49.95,

— ATARI ST INTERNALS 446 pages.
Complete description of the ST inner
workings
£14.95

PCBoard Designerf 195. List available.
MIRRORSOFT: TETRIS, Harrier, Dungeon
Master, OIDS, Spitfire: £24.96.
ELECTRIC SOFTWARE: Spectrum 512
£79.95, Cyber Studio (3-D) £89.96,
Desktop Publisher£99.

BOOKS:

— ATARI ST GEM PROGRAMMER'S REF

ERENCE 412 pages, interfacing GEM toTOS.
£14.95

EIDERSOFT: Quantum Paint £19.95,

— ST MACHINE LANGUAGE 280 pages.

Tempus (text editor) £34.95, Turbo Hard

Learn machine code on the ST,

Disc 20MB £499, 40MB £799.

VDI/AES calls
ONLY

ONLY

ART AND DESIGN
Quantum Paint

.13.95

Spectrum 512..

.47.95

Advanced Art Studio .
GFA Draft

.16.95
.69.95
.29.00

Degas Elite
Easy Draw 2...

..16.95

Pro Sprite Gen
Cyber Studio (Cad 3D 2.0 ^ Cybermate)
48.00
Cyber Control
Genesis
Human Forms Disk

64.00
24.00

Future Design Disk

19.50

CAD 3D

...62.95

Cyber Paint
3D Developers Disk

...56.00

Architecture Disk
StereoTek 3D Glasses .

...24.00
.145.00

ONLY
.79.00

Superbase Personal .

.27.50

Word Writer

.79.00

Trimbase

Zoomracks 2

.67.50
.47.95

Pro. Sound Designer..
Saved

.45.00
.20.95

First Word Plus
ST Doctor
Fastcom
Stuff
Back Pack

.36.95

K-Data

.. 36.95

Power Basic
GST Macro Assembler
Fast ASM

29.95
18.50
13.95

GFA Basic Interpreter

36.95

Fast Basic(Disk)

32.95

K-Seka

36.95

MCC Lattice C (3.04)

69.95

K-Switch

Locking Disk Box (80)
Locking Disk Box (40)

14.00
11.00

3.5" Disks SS/DD (x10)
3.5" Disks DS/DD (x10)
Competition Pro 5000 (Black)

12.00
13.00
14.50

Competition Pro 5000 (Clear)
Joystick/Mouse extension

15.50
4.95

.13.95
.36.95

Sound £14.95. Basic to C: £14.95.

Bac-Pack £49, Disc Doctor £19.96.

PACE: Linnet MODEM and Fastcom soft
ware £179.95.

FIREBIRD: Black Lamp£19.95.
Computer Concepts: Fast Basic £44.50,

POA

POA

.35.95

ST4

.22.50

. 59.95

GST C Compiler

.18.50

Mark Williams C

.99.00

Fast Basic (Rom)
GFA Basic Compiler
MCC Assembler (NEW) .
MCC Pascal (2)

.64.95

ONLY

.36.95
..36.95
.69.95

ONLY

Furry Mouse Cover..
Mouse Mat

Keyboard Cover
Suncom Joystick
Wiz Card Controller..
Quickshot Turbo

Quickshot II

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND

NEW: ATARI PC2 CENTRE
ST2

...7.50
...8.00
...8.00
...6.50
...3.95
.13.00
...8.00

17.50

START:ST quarterly magazine withdiskl Winteredition £12.95
(Includes new version ST Writer+ Arcade game etc...)
FIRST CLASS POST

All Stock Items sent by RETURN OF POST
TELEPHONE (0636) 79097 FOR 24 HOUR SERVICEI
Send Cheque/Postal Order/Credit Card Details to:

OVTCDATr/ DeP'- AST' 6 MUMBY CLOSE,
DY I C. D M \S l\ NEWARK. NOTTS NG24 1JE
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METACOMCO: Lattice C: £99.95, Pascal 2

ST1040

Hisoft Basic

MEDIA BOX- Holds 150 Disks, compact and Stacking

ALL

SILICA: Masterplan (1 23 clone) £99.95.
(new) £89.96, Macro Assembler (new)
£49.95, Cambridge Lisp £ 149.95.

.18.50

.. 59.95

ONLY

HARDWARE

instruction set, ST system routines .£14.95
— ST DISC DRIVES: INSIDE AND OUT, 375

pages. Covers file structures, programming
FFD and HDD, Ram disk
£16.95
— 3-DGrpahic351 pages£16.95, Tricks &
Tips: £14.95, ST BASIC training guide
£12.95, Introduction to MIDI programming
£14.95, Peeks&Pokes£12.95, Graphics&

. 74.95
. 59.95
.59.95

K-Spread 2

ONLY

LANGUAGES

...24.00

68000

ONLY

UTILITIES

Desktop Publisher
Procopy
Masterplan

K-Comm2

.. 55.95
.. 39.00

PRECISION SOFTWARE: TextPro £39.95,
£135
£259

base
Colour CM8833 with lead

POA

LASER

..POA

PC1

POA

PC2

POA

PC2 with 640K of RAM,

single FDD, 20MB Hard disc,
Mouse, EGA:

Mono (multi-freq)

£699 +VAT

Colour

£899 +VAT

Free bundle software with the Atari PCI and PC2 comprises DOS 3.2 or 3.3, GW
Basic, Gem write. Gem paint and Gem desktop. In our PC2 centre, you can find

everything you need to get your system up and running. We stock not only
software and consumables, but also network cards, hard discs, tape streamers,

printers and plotters etc. We can generally work out a good price for your
complete system to include guaranteed service and training assistance.
OPEN HOURS: Monday to Saturday, 9.00AM (Saturday 9.30) to 5.30PM.
ACCESS &VISA accepted. Government orders welcome. Mailorders: Please
allow£7.00for courrier delivery on computers, monitors and printers. £3.00for
1st class post of all light items.

PHONE ORDERS: (0702) 51 01 51

ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES (A.S.&T.)
UNIT 32/33 RUTHERFORD CLOSE, PROGRESS ROAD
EASTWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA
ESSEXSS9 5LQ

sell

this

V°ut ,.Spac® to
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ok;ng
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ture and software. Tel: 061 330 6918.

•

Fortunes, originals £30, or £11 each.

Ghostbusters etc etc. All originals with

• Bubble Bobble, Mercenary £12.
Barbarian, Terrorpods, Starglider,

instructions. Tel: 0925 38331.

Gauntlet, Goldrunner £14. Arkanoid

•

£8. Pro-Sound designer £27. Xenon

•

8 bit software (disc) from £5,

Eidolon

leaderboard.

Gauntlet,

V.I.P. Professional £120. First Word

Tai-Pan,

Autoduel,

Football

Tel: 021 458 4536. Wanted ST Soccer.

• Fast Basic Users Group - If you are
interested please write now. 42 York
Road, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8SB.

+ £40. Publishing partner £80. ProSound Designer £30. Aegis Animator
£40. Flight Sim.II £20. 5 games £9

£12 o.n.o. Tel: 041 620 2299.

• Atari ST The Amazing Magic! Disc
plus superb Desktop publication. Over

• Upgrade: 512K for ST unused, Datel

each. Tel: 01 326 0395.

40 PD programs, utilities, accessories,

ets, chips, resistors. Tel:

• K-Occam unused half price £30. Tel:
091 2815270 Mike (evenings).

100+ tricks, tips, trivia only £5. Dale
Hughes,
22
Whitehall
Place,

6823444.

Aberdeen, AB2 4PA.

• 520STM + disc drive, MP135 printer
mouse, blank discs software including

•

Lattice C Metacomco new version

Electronic version, instructions, sock

(0483)

• Latest games, Aredator, Wizball,
Backlash, Black Camp etc. Also adven
tures Gnome Ranger etc to swap. No
pirates many more titles. Tel:

693557.

3.04 complete with receipt from Home
and Business Computers Ltd Oldham
£50. Tel: Southampton 472113.

9

• Atari SF314 disc drive, no leads £60

£14, Casio CZ101 £100. Tel: 0322

o.n.o. Tel: 01 446 7965.

29921.

•

• DRT's 4-OP Deluxe r.r.p. £120 yours

Business Accounts software. Genuine

reason for sale £450 o.n.o. Tel: 0282

Atari 520ST colour monitor, two

disc drives, mouse + 30 games,
utilities discs £235. Tel: 0734 869608.

SF314 £110. SF354 £50 both as new.

Camborne 715715 Conrad.

• Super Conductor £30, Music Studio

• The Sentinel £10. Barbarian (Psygnosis) Gauntlet, Starglider £11 each.

Also Deep Space, Guild of Thieves,

for

Pawn, Jewels of Darkness £10 each.

evenings.

Tel: 01 751 2177.

Tel: 0268 286884 after 6pm.

• Manchester area: Anyone interested
in exchanging tips, information, litera

•

Black Camp, Star Trek, Xenon

£11.50 each. Tel: 021 770 5456.

Ads will be accepted under
the following conditions:

•

£90

o.n.o.

Tel:

0233

812406

SC1224 colour monitor £230 o.n.o.

Tel:

B.Rooney

031

556

9917

(evenings).

PLEASE PRINT THIS AD IN
THE NEXT AVAILABLE ISSUE

This service is EXCLUSIVELY for the use of

private readers. No trade ads will be
allowed.

To avoid encouraging software piracy, all
ads will be carefully vetted before they
are accepted.
Ads can only be accepted on this form (or
a photocopy of it).
There is no maximum to the number of

words you include. If
there is insufficient room

on the form, continue on

a separate sheet of paper
The cost is 20p per word,
with a minimum of 10
words.

We GUARANTEE your
ad will go in the next
available issue of
Atari ST User.

WADDED
BONUS
fYo"r advert \

maticatlvrt£il!beau*o-\

Mfciounk fh P'fyed °"
^a//serv;eoene,e«r°n/c

Cheque enclosed for £_
.(minimum £2 for 10 words).
payable to Database Publications Ltd.
Name.

Address-

cc-iunct/on SaVed/n
ele-

c°™ Gold Thil

n will bP

means

POST TO: Atari ST User Classifieds, Europa House,
Adlington Park, Adlington, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP.

5.88(23)
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DVENTURES
VA
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phi
Briilig lends a hand in solving problems for fantasy fans

SOME of you may have wondered
why last month I made disparaging

Don't say that
you haven't

references to Domark's Not A Penny

More, Not A Penny Less. Although
space did not permit me to cover this
so-called adventure fully in previous
issues (why give coverage to mediocre
stuff when there are plenty of good

been warned...

adventures crying out for review?), it's
only fair to give you some idea of why I

knocking, in he came again - and
again, and again. And so it goes on.

think NAPMNAPL to be such a naff

Heaven help any player new to
adventures who has bought this game it would put them off for life. So now

game.

Descriptions of objects and locations
are pitifully terse and the vocabulary
and parser are nothing short of dire.
Snatches of digitised speech do nothing
at all for the game. You begin in your

you know and can't say you haven't
been warned -

Now to far better things.

Top honour in this month's column
simply has to go to Anthony Webber

rooms in Oxford and are told there is a

desk, TV, phone, some books, a cup

and Matthew Carmody of Chew Stoke,
Avon for their sterling work on Guild of
Thieves and Jinxter.

board and a folder.

Try opening the desk and you'll be
told "Stop wasting your time". Read the
books - "Stop wasting your time"
(READ BOOK - singular - produces
something, but OPEN BOOK doesn't).
In fact, many actions you would take
for granted in most adventures will not
work in this one. If the program doesn't

like your command (and there aren't
many it does), you'll be told time and
time again, "Stop wasting your time".
However, just for a change, the pro

NAPMNAPL is a

stinker.

They have sent in complete and
detailed solutions to both these adven

doing sensible ones.
At one point there was a knock on

the door, heralded by the voice "Before you can do anything, there is a
knock at the door". When I opened it, in

walked a policeman. He left soon after,
but when I subsequently opened the
door, even though there was nobody

tures and, although there's no prize for
being first with Jinxter, they at least
have the satisfaction of being given
honourable mentions by Briilig. Now
what greater glory can there be, lads!
Well done both of you - now how about
a full solution to Space Quest II, eh?
Thanks also for your tips go out to

gram also occasionally responds with
"Don't be silly" or "I beg your pardon,
old bean?" to what I consider to be

HINTS AND TIPS

perfectly reasonable inputs.
And guess what? There's no inven

tory command, so you have no way of
knowing what you've collected. You
can't drop anything, either. Not that it

really matters - the whole program is

THE PAWN

(continued from last month)

so illogical and unpredictable that
these

inconsistencies are barely

noticeable.

For instance, if you open the cup

In the chamber with the dragon, shine

that's all I'm telling.

Once you've examined the listing
and typed debug, you can keep on
experimenting and exploring without
getting killed.
You won't have got all the points but
at least this partial solution should
have helped you through most of the

potion bottle at Kronos. Press nozzle.
Look inside top hat. Examine rabbit
and rack. Get pointy hat, wand and

zines and a photograph album". Take
everything, close the cupboard then

cloak. Wear cloak and hat.
Go to hell where devil waits. Give

open it again and what happens? Yes,

him the aerosol. Go to entrance by
small cave near laboratory. Open
doors. Go South. Knock on door. Say

"You shee shome magazines ...".

This can go on forever. Even dafter,
you don't even have to open the cup
board to, say, read the magazines.
NAPMNAPL will quite happily let you

do silly things while stopping you from
70 Atari ST User May 1988

Melt him with white. Go to the store.

Get spiky boots and wear them. Get
prism. Unlock door on landing. And

white at shadows. Go North. Throw

"You shee shome drink, shome maga

boards you'll hear a hissy voice intone

pedestal and get key. Go to snowman.

NO. Go South. Examine listing. Type in
the word DEBUG.

Go to cavern near lava river. Move

problems.
Why not start again now and tackle it

more comprehensively? But before you
do,try typing debug and going past the
southern edge of the adventure.

IADVENTURES

Roger Mann of Orpington for King's
Quest III, R. Marshall of Congleton for
Knight Ore, Paul Stapley of Whitby for
Jinxter and Dave Smith of Moffat for
his solution to Stationfall.

Take care -

I

or

John Robinson of Skelmersdale won
ders if a stand-alone version of MUD

(Multi-User Dungeon) is planned for
the ST. Rumours are always flying
around, but I know of no definite plans
to bring MUD to the ST. Does anyone

die laughing

know different?

Andrew Lackenby has asked, via
MicroLink, whether anyone has man

Program: Jinxter

aged to recruit the troll in Knight Ore.
To outwit it, collect as much silver as
you can, let her steal something from
you, move away (she should follow),
repeat until you're a long way from the
bridge and almost out of treasure then
drop your remaining items and race

Supplier: Rainbird, First Floor, 74 New-

back to the bridge, open the door and
enter the lair. Get the wallet, keep it
subdued and command the troll.

Coming shortly to an ST near you are
two superb new adventures, from
Mindscape courtesy of Mirrorsoft,
called The Uninvited and Shadowgate.
Both are in the style of Deja Vu

Price: £24.95

Oxford Street; London WC1A IPS.
Tel: 01-240

I NEEDED no more than about 30 minutes

play to realise that here was another
sure-fire winner from the superlative
team of Rainbird and Magnetic Scrolls.

Jinxter is another excellent text and
graphics adventure from the same
people who brought you the awardwinning Pawn and Guild of Thieves.
Jinxter has been co-written by Michael
Bywater ("Punch magazine's master of
wild invective", lauds The Times) and the

(reviewed in the February 1988 issue of

Magnetic Scrolls development team. The

Atari ST User).

game is poles apart from the usual
witches, wizards and warlock type of
adventure. It's very funny for one thing
and for another there is nary a smidgeon

The Uninvited has you crashing your
car outside what turns out to be a very

strange house. Stay in the wrecked car
too long and you won't even start the
adventure - you'll be burned to a crisp.
Thunder and lightning play about

your ears and somewhere nearby a dog
howls as you nervously enter the
Gothic mansion, the door sqeaking
loudly on its hinges. It then slams
noisily behind you, locking you inside
- permanently. There's no going back

of hackmed hobbits, tiresome trolls or
boring berserkers.

This jolly jape is set in Aquitama, a
green and pleasant land blessed with
luck and laughter, a land where acci

dents and misadventure never dare show

their miserable faces.

But all this good fortune and general
well-being has not come about by
chance. As with many tales of fantasy and
fable, there is often a worm in the apple.
In this case it's several worms, going
under the collective name of the Green
Witches.

Said witches are always looking for
ways of causing trouble but are kept in
check by the magical powers of a special
charm bracelet. Should anything un
toward happen to this bracelet, those
mischievous green warts might start up
their nonsense again.
And now, by an amazing coincidence,
just as you turn up in your local shop to
buy Jinxter, the bracelet is nicked and its
charms scattered to the five winds.

Having bought the game, you have no
choice now but to assist by recovering
the charms and so prevent the said green
hags from getting too uppity.
The giggles come in many guises. For
Turn to Page 71 •

now.

A headless ghost and a fearsome
femme fatale are but two of the early
unpleasant encounters you'll have in
this macabre and mysterious house.
The main objective is survival - and
that will take all your wits, believe me.
Shadowgate concerns the booby-

trapped and moldering ruins of a
fortress wherein there be dragons - not
to mention banshees, ghosts, slime,

trolls, wraiths, wizards and assorted
monsters. Shadowgate has plenty of
tricky puzzles - for example, can you
survive the fiery breath of the dragon

guarding his golden horde or obtain the
skeleton key from the middle of a
shark-infested pool?
Great sound effects, animation and
graphic detail, excellent game hand
ling and gripping plots make these two
adventures a must for all fans. Watch

this space for a full review as soon as
they hit the streets for the ST.
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your task is to "Just find the watchercallit,

< From Page 71

say the doodah and thmgie's your woss

chair, the benches in the pub garden, the
gravel path and the plum roll are just a

example, one of the characters you'll
meet from time in Jinxter is the Guardian

name.

Narmean?".

few of the many items which will wellreward an examination. Try dialling some

from Beyond the Realms of Time. Rather
like the Master Thief in Guild of Thieves,

The characters and puzzles in Jinxter
really make the game zing. There's a Billy

the phone for further examples of the

he makes several
throughout the game.

as his assistant until you've learned how to

appearances

This Guardian however, doesn't wear

long flowing robes or carry an impressive
sceptre and is nothing like the wise and

imposing sage you might reasonably
expect him to be.
Instead, he's a sullen and reluctant

time-server attired in a herringbone
overcoat, Think of a less articulate Arthur

Daley and you'll have some idea of the

character. "What's the point of wossname,
immortality", he grouses, "If you can't get
a decent bit of cheese in your sandwich,
narmean?"

Although his vocabulary lacks
something in breadth, you'll find there are
places where you'll need to emulate it.
For instance, the charms have to be

Charm.

Word.

Bob.

Uncle.

Bunter of a baker who won't take you on
bake a decent loaf. The cantankerous vil

lage postmistress thinks she's Calamity
Jane - and just how do you stop her
doorbell from ringing?
Who is responsible for all the bizarre
goings-on in your house? And what can
you bung in the hole in the canoe - I
looked high and low for old Glitch,
thinking he was perfect for stuffing into a
crevice, but no luck. The mouse is an

adequate substitute, but if you use it you
won't be able to solve a later puzzle.
The text is rich and witty and there is
an attention to detail that very few other
adventures can match. The folding
deckchair, for example, has bloodstains
on it - if you've ever wrestled with a
deckchair, you'll know how they got

referred to as the doodah, thingy, oojimy,
watchercallit and doofer when you want

there.

to cast a spell with them.
As the Guardian so succinctly puts it,

The ticket inspector on the bus, the
North-facing conservatory, the Whicker

800 ST. ALBANS ROAD,
GARSTON, WATFORD,

RUN "PC" SOFTWARE ON YOUR ST
Inc. VAT

your ST. PC Ditto MsDos emulator plus an external
5.25' disc drive with PSU and suitable cables
for the Atari ST

a £204.00

PC Ditto (Ms Dos Emulator) (UK version)

B £69.00

£234.60b
£79.35d

•NEW ATARI ST EPROM ROM CARTRIDGE (INTRODUCTORY OFFER)
EACH©
10 off©

£13.00
£11.00

£14.95c

£12.65

PHILIPS MONITORS/TV MONITORS: Including Lead
@ £260.83

r§> £515.00

Philips1010TV/Monitor (Pushbutton)

© £230.00

Philips 1210 TV/Monitor (Remote control)

@ £234.00

AV7300 TV Tuner Module lor 8833

©

£65 00

£299.95a
£592.25a
£264.50a
£279.45a
£74 75b

@ £11.00
@ £12.00
© £12.00

£12.65c

© £112.00
@ £190.00
<3> £135.00

£128.80b

£13.80c
£13.80c

DISC DRIVES: "NEC" Full Spec Drives

Single 3.5" 1 x 1Mb with INTERNAL Power Supply
Dual 3.5" 2 x 1Mb with INTERNAL Power Supply
Single 5.25' 1 x 1Mb with INTERNAL Power Supply

i B 3.5" 1xMb with External power supply
V ' OJ 3.5" Plus 5.25" Combined Disc unit with PSU

or head scratching.
Three hits in a row for Rainbird - now
that can't be luck.
Presentation
Atmosphere
Puzzlement

10
9
10

Value for money

10

Overall

10

OVER 8,000 different titles available for hire for the

COMMODORE, SPECTRUM, ELECTRON, BBC, AMSTRAD
all models, ATARI, and MSX computers, ATARI ST, and now
CBM AMIGA.

ARCADE, ADVENTURE, EDUCATIONAL and BUSINESS
software too.

HIRE PRICES from only £1.00 INC. P&P.
20% DISCOUNT off all purchase software.

LIFE MEMBERSHIP £6.00. Hire your first title FOC.
FREE CATALOGUE.

FAST RETURN OF POST SERVICE (if reserves are given).
documentation.

LARGE DISCOUNTS ON ALL PURCHASES for members.
UP TO 65% OFF software, regular sales lists sent to all
members.

© £85.00
©£250.00

£218.50b

£155.25b
£97.75b
£287.50b

Full computerised system keeps track of your order. We pride
ourselves in being the most professional Hire Library in the
United Kingdom, with experienced staff who know what the word
service means.

NOW IBM SOFTWARE FOR SALE.

SWITCHING UNITS: All Lines Switched
1 Micro to 2 Printers

Many delights and surprises await you
in Jinxter, an adventure in which the only
harm you can do yourself is from laughing

ALL GAMES manufactured ORIGINALS with full

READY MADE LEADS

Atari ST to 7 pin RGB (Ferguson)
Atari ST to Scart (Not Sony)
Atari Printer Lead (1.5 Metres) Screened

Later versions are bug-free.

NOW UNDER new management

The complete package you need to run PC software on

Philips 8873 High ResColour

to go South in the pub causes the screen

to fillup with the word AND and the game
to lock up. You don't need to go South in
that location to solve the game, so don't!

Before You Buy It

NEW LOW COST 3.5" DRIVE
NEW ATARI 3.5"+5.25" MULTI DRIVE

Philips 8833 Med Res Colour

those in The Pawn or Guild of Thieves, so
you'll realise how good they are. If you
have one of the first releases of Jinxter, a
word of warning about a bug. Attempting

Hire Software

NEW ATARI EPROM CARTRIDGE

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

depth and wit of Jinxter.
The graphics are even better than

NATIONAL COMPUTER LIBRARY

HERTS WD2 6NL.
Tel: 0923 672102

Suitable for 2x27256 or 2x27512

well known numbers like 999 or 192 on

Send large S.A.E now for free catalogue.

2 Micros to 1 Printer

Centronics 2 to 1 + Lead
Centronics 4 to 1 + Lead

@ £31.00
@ £62.00

£35.65d

RS232C 2 to 1 (25 way D)

@ £33.00

£37.95d

NATIONAL COMPUTER LIBRARY

RS232C 4 to 1 25 way D

@

£73.60d

1 Walkers Road, North Moons Moat, Redditch 139B9HE0527 510072

£64 00

£71.30d

MAGNETIC MEDIA:
3.5" D/S D/D Disc EACH

3.5" D/S D/D Discs (Packet of 10)

ST5
£2.00
£18.00

GOVERNMENT & EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME.

NAME

ADDRESS

!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!!

HOW TO ORDER:

Enclose your cheque/P.O. made payable to CARE ELECTRONICS.
Or use your ACCESS/VISA Credit Card. Please allow 7 days for delivery.
Please add carriage, a.£10.35 b-£5.75 o£1.15 d-£2.30
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We'll point you in the
right connection!
DATA SWITCH BOXES

35 LONDON ROAD, TOOTING SW17 9JR
Tel: 01-685 9849
Slimline swltchboxos enable you to quickly switch between micros & printers.

GAMES

Jl

Gunship

18.95

Rolling Thunder

15.95

Police Quest

15.50

Tranter

15.95

Black Lamp

15.50

Xenon

15.95

ECO
Terrameax

14.95
15.50

Battleships

14.95

Football Manager

11.95

Tetrius

15.95

Flight Sim 2

32.95

Pub Pole
Oids
Predator
Crash Garrett

8.00
18.95
15.95
18.95

UMS

18.95

Scruples

15.95

Captain Blood
Dungeon Master

15.95
19.95

Get Dexter II
Outrun

ADVENTURES

15.95
Phone

J

Police Quest
Ultima IV
The Pawn

15.50
19.95
18.95

Space Quest II
Tanglewood

19.95
15.50

Defender of Crown

21.95

Guild of Thieves

18.95

Deja Vu

19.95

Gnome Ranger

12.95

Tracker

18.95

Gato

22.95

King Quest Pack

19.95

Jinxster
Bards Tale
Hitch Hikers Guide

18.95
18.95
21.95

Bureaucracy
Sapiens
Alternate Reality

21.95
14.95
19.95

Sidewalk
Nord and Bert

19.00
21.95

ART +DESIGN
Quantum Paint

14.95

Degas Elite

19.95

Art Director
Film Director
Adv. Art Studio
Cad 3D

37.95
46.95
18.95
38.95

Easy Draw 2
Cyber Studio
Stereo Tek Glasses

GFA Basic

39.00

Fast ASM
Hi-Soft Basic

15.95
64.95

Lattice C

85.00

GFA Companion
Megafront ST

24.95
24.95

Centronics (Parallel) metal cased
£38.00
£48.00
£58.00
£52.00

We'll lead you In the right connection!
CL76
CL77

CL78

Atari ST to Scart.13 pin Din to Scan. Suitable lor Philips,
Ferguson and Fidelity elc. 2m
El2.75
AtariST Cable. 13-pinDinto open end. All pins con. 2m.£T1.75
Atari Floppy Disk Drive Cable.14-pin Din to 14-pin
Din 2m

CL78

£12.75

Atarito Cumana DiskDrive. AdaptorCable 13-pin
Dinto 34-waysocket 1m.
Circular Plug. 14-pin Floppy Disk connector on Atari
ST computers.

_ CI 2.95

PRINTER STAND
...E5.25

Circular Plug. 13-pin Din. Monitor connector on Atari
P26

UNIVERSAL

..£5.25
ST computers _
19-wayD Plug. Win hood.Disk connector lorAtari ST. Disk
connector forApple lieand Apple Macintosh computers - £5JO
PL-1.8 Atari printer lead. Ftexbtemoulded, fully
shielded parallel cable1.8m
£8.75
Atari joystick Extension lead3m
£3.50
Surgeprotector. Safelyeliminates
dangerousvoltage surges/spikes from
domesticand professional
appliances
£10.25

Tin adjustable Print* Sund 2-piece
conMruaon, fts al sanderd and wide

carriage pmors AJao provriae convened
space tor paper sorage Rubber tea.
vtxiDon absorbing pada

ONLY £12.95

SWIVEL BASE

Tit or sawel base lor \T Monior or TV

£14.75

RS 232 CABLES, MOCEM LEAPS MADE TO ORDER FOR ALLTYPES OF COMPUTER AND MODEMS

75p P8P IN UK. Access and Visa accepted. Add 15% VATto all order:
Cheques made payable to
RSD Connections Ltd., Dept AT5

j!

PO Box 1,Ware Herts.
Telephone (0920) 5285'66284

~fr
63.00
69.00
125.00

Desktop Publisher

75.00

Gist Sound Editor
First Word Plus

24.00
59.00

LANGUAGES

RS232 (Serial) metal cased

25-way 'D1 to 2-way
£40.00 36-way Centronics 1to2-way Para
25-way'D1 to3-way
£50.00 36-way Centronics 1to3-wayPara
25-way'D1 to 4-way
£60.00 36-way Centronics 1to4-way Para
PARALLELCROSSOVER 36-way Centronics 2 to 2 changeover crossover

J

Fast Basic Disk
Fast Basic Rom

36.00
69.95

GFA Basic Compiler

39.00

GFA Draft
MCC Pascal

85.00
62.00

MCC Assembler

71.00

Bulk SS/DD 135TPI

DISCS

...£8.95

Freeflow with free plastic case
DS/DD 135TPI
Freeflow Write 'n' Wipe with

.£10.95

free plastic case DS/DD 135TPI

.£11.95

Includes Special Pen

T

r

SPECIAL OFFERS

Golden Path

7.95

Skyrider
Knight Ore

8.00
10.00

500cc Grand Prix
Hacker 1 or 2

12.95
7.95

Flight Sim II

29.95

HARDWARE
Pro 5000 Joystick
Speed King Joystick
Atari Joystick

14.95
12.00
6.95

J

1

Disc box (80)

12.00

Mouse Mat
Mouse Controller

4.95
22.95

MAGIC TURBO DIGITISER £129.00

A new digitiser for the ST
ATARI MEGA ST DESKTOP PUBLISHING SYSTEMS
Do you own an ST but cannot afford a Laser Printer? No
problem MWD can print your artwork with our LASER BUREAU

Phone for latest prices
DOUBLE JOYSTICK EXTENSION LEADS FOR
520 STFM and 1040 ST £6.95
X

SERIOUS SOFTWARE TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS
FULL BACK-UP SERVICE
T

E3

Phone orders are welcome

All prices Include VAT. Please add £1 for P&P

Please make cheques P/Orders Payable to:

HOW TO ORDER: Please make cheque/P.O. payable to MWD

TIMESOFT

Phone ifyou dont see whatyou require

Computing and send to MWD Computing, Suite 28, Horsehay
House, Horsehay Estate, Horsehay, Telford, Shropshire.
Tel: 0952 506240
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.ADBROKE

IMPUTING

33 Ormskirk Road,
Preston, Lanes., PR1 2QP.
Tel: (0772) 21474 (1 line)
(0772)203166 (5 lines)
Bui/Board (0772) 27236
6.00pm to 9.00pm

DEALER

ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

INTRODUCTORY OFFER PRICESSO EASY TO USE

USES YOUR OWN PRINTER
SET IT UP IN ONLY 5 MINUTES

PRINTER CODES ETC. SUPPLIED BY SOFTWARE
MOUSE CONTROLLED

WORKS WITH MONO OR COLOUR MONITOR
RUNS IN HIGH OR LOW RESOLUTION

ALL IMAGES CAN BE ALTERED (COLOURED) AT ANY TIME
DURING SCANNING BY USING THE GREY SCALE

IMAGES CAN BE SAVED AS DEGAS, NEO OR IMG (TM) FILES
VIRTUALLY TURNS YOUR ST INTO A FAX

IMAGE QUALITY BETTER THAN MOST SYSTEMS
AT 10 TIMES THE PRICE

£6.99
«Zf$

#S*

k&d*^ Pkz
NEED THAT DOCUMENT FILE BUT CANT FIND IT?
LOST AN IMPORTANT PROGRAM BUT CAN'T
REMEMBER WHICH DISK YOU PUT IT ON?

i^tfS

mmamrn-.ssiKk
QUICKMJfT «r
' • :....(l Smit f-'ii

QUICK-LIST PLUS IS THE ANSWER!

mi mis una m «

•il-J

sill

innmni if:

• SUPPORTS GFA RASIC AND FASTRASIC
• ANIMATK I'P TO 20 RIG FRAME (!fi pvteh *i<lr by
•

II pixels high)
FVU. Y ICON CONTROLLED

• COMPA TIRI.FWITH DEGASAM) NEOCIIROME
PICTt IRE FILES

• FVU. DESIGN FACILITIESSVCIIAS DRAW. FILL.
GRID COPY. ETC.
•

MULTISCREEN LAYOUT

• COI.OVR SELECTION FROM DISK. OR CONTROLI.AHI.E
FROM AS ANIMATOR

•

VCR STYLE ANIMATION CONTROLS

• SA VIS FRAMES. COLOURPALETTEAND ANIMATION

• AVAILABLE FOR 8 BIT
• WORKS IN COLOUR OR MONO

mam

• SEARCH FOR DISK

LTMIV

• SORT ON DISK OR NAME

zJU

• READS DISKS FROM ANY DRIVE (including
hard disk)
"SAVES TO DATA FILE
• ADD FILES MANUALLY
• RENAME FILES

> BUILT TO HELP
• PRINTER OUTPUT

> FULLY ICON DRIVEN
' EASY TO USE

DATA INRASICFORMAT

• INCLUDES RASIC ROUTINES AND FRE
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS

M&fc&mafc
• WORKS IN COLOUR OR MONO
• WORKS ON A OR B DRIVE
• CUSTOMISED FORMATS

• COPY PROTECTS YOUR SOFTWARE

• MULTI-SECTOR. MULTI-TRACK FORMAT
• FAST READ FORMAT

0.vlll H.Ka!,it,».
m

ADBROKE
OMPUTING

33 Ormskirk Road,
Preston, Lanes., PR1 2QP.
Tel: (0772) 21474 (1 line)
(0772) 203166 (5 lines)

DEALER

ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

Bui/Board (0772) 27236
6.00pm to 9.00pm

INTERNATIONAL

This Company has given years of full support to ATARI users Countrywide from their retail shop premises at Ormskirk Road,
Preston. Now from their NEW Mail Order Depot they can offer the same excellent service to all Mail Order Customers. All Software
and Hardware is fully tested prior to selling. This ensures that Customers receive working items so that returned goods, and all
attendant frustration are a thing of the past. All Hardware is supported by our 'ON SITE' engineers, therefore quick turn round
on all repairs is guaranteed.

All prices quoted are fully VAT inclusive and there are no 'hidden extras', what you see is what you get. Prices include delivery in
Mainland UK . For next day delivery add £3.00. Phone for latest prices/releases.

(LiAJki.
All Hard Disks come with Utilities to

520STM Packages

cure the 40 Folder problem + Backup
Utilities, Fast Read Write etc.

1040STF + Mouse

Atari 20 mg
Triangle 20 mg Hard Disk
Supra 20 mg
30 Meg (Cumana)

£575.00
£575.00
£550.00
£699.00

40 Meg (Triangle)

£799.00

PHONE

£480.00*

+ Software
1040STF + Mouse
+ Hi-Res Mon
+ Software
1040STF + Mouse

£580.00*

+ Colour Mon
+ Software

fviuttevL

520STFM

Star LC 10

Star LC 10 colour option

£225.00
PHONE

£285.00*

+ Mouse

+ Software

National Panasonic
MP165
MP135

PHONE
PHONE
PHONE

520STFM

PHONE

+ 1 Meg Upgrade

For Med Res Col Mon add

£299.00

For High Res Mono add

£129.00

duAtcowenb
£3.99

with cables, etc.

Monitors
Disk Drives
Hard Disks

£4.99
£2.99
£4.99
£7.99

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS

All Hardware is covered for 12 months

and

Printers

is tested

SOFTWARE
WE HAVE A COMPLETE RANGE
OF SOFTWARE IN STOCK
AND FULLY TESTED

We also stock a full range of quality
P/D ST Software at £3.99 per Disk.

Send S.A.E. for catalogue.

+ Modulator

Computers

prior to delivery to assure satisfaction.

an

'Whilst current stocks last

All Printers, Disk Drives, etc., supplied

by our service dept.

£7.50
£60.00
£280.00

+ 1 Meg 2nd Drive£485.00
Equal to 1040STF + 0.5 Meg Drive

GREAT NEW PRICES ON
24 PIN PRINTERS

Lazer Printers
PHONE
PC Clones
PHONE
ALL OTHERS PHONE

£0.80
£6.50

Our ATARI trained engineers will
repair all Hardware in minimum
time at competitive rates. Please carry
a 90 day warranty.

MEGA PACK
+ Mouse
+ Software

LQ800 24 pin D/M
PHONE
NEC Pinwriter - 2000 (24pin) PHONE
PHONE
Epsom LQ 500 (24pin)

Mega ST's

Per Disk
£1.99
10 Disks
£16.00
10 Disks +
Plastic lib case
£17.00
100 Disks + cases £150.00
500 Disks + cases £650.00

All
Disks
are
covered
by
unconditional lifetime guarantee.

+ Mouse

+ 1 Meg Upgrade £350.00*

Dot Matrix

5.25 D/S
D/D 46TPI

£780.00*

+ Software
520STFM

3.5 D/D
D/D

fienty&endU,

ALL DEDICATED BOOKS & MAGS
IN STOCK
ANY SOFTWARE PROBLEMS?

QUERIES?
GIVE US A RING,

Triangle 1 mg D/Drive
Triangle 2 x 1 mg D/Drive
Pro Draw Graphics Tab.
Cumana 1 Meg D/Drive
All

Drives

come

2.5 and 4 Meg Upgrades available for
the 520 STFM's. These are very easy
to fit. So no need to sell your 520/
1040, just upgrade to a 'Mega ST'.
Upgrade Boards
Boards + 2.5 Meg
Boards + 4 Meg

1 Meg Upgrade STM

£135.00
PHONE
PHONE
£70.00

1 Meg Upgrade STFM

£55.00

STFM Upgrade fitting service

£15.00

If any of the above Upgrades are
purchased with Hardware then deduct
£5.00 from total.

£139.00

£229.00
£299.00
£139.00

complete

with

WE ALSO STOCK A FULL RANGE
OF ATARI 8 BIT HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE INCLUDING
THE NEW XE RANGE.
PLEASE RING FOR PRICES.

Software.

WE USUALLY HAVE THE ANSWER

TO ORDER simply send, or phone your order,stating full name,
address, Visa or Access No.'s, Cheque or Money Order.
Make payable to :
LADBROKE COMPUTING INTERNATIONAL

33 Ormskirk Road, Preston, Lancas., PR1 2QP.

Telephone (0772) 21474 / 27236

we facte eff
SEND S.A.E. FOR FULL CATALOGUE

NOW

Castle House,
11 Newcastle Street,

TAKEN

Burslem,

Stoke-on-Trent,
ST6 3QB
Tel: 0782 575043

SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE
ATARI ST SOFTWARE

Oids

12.95

Pink Panther

12.95

10.50

Hollywood Poker
Las Vegas

9.95
9.95

Black Lamp

.12.95

Space Harrier

Bubble Bobble

.12.95

Extensor

Enduro Racer

.10.25

Rolling Thunder

12.95

Karting Grand Prix

Space Quest 2

.15.95

Gauntlet II

12.95

Hunt for Red October

15.95

.12.95

Vampire Empire

12.95

F15 Strike Eagle

15.95

Leaderboard

12.95

Tetris

13.95
15.95

500cc Grand Prix.
Quantum Paint Box

12.95

6.95

Nord& Bert

15.95

Bubble Ghost

12.95

6.95

Scruple

.13.95

Gauntlet

12.95

Sub Battle Sim

Tanglewood ..

.12.95

Gunship

15.95

Ninja Mission

War Hawk

...6.95

* * * • • * • • * * • * • * • * Bards Tale

16.95

.13.95

*

15.95

Leathernecks
Obliterator

15.95

Screaming Wings
Buggy Boy

.10.50

.10.25

Ranarama

.12.95

ECO

.12.95

Supersprint
Sky Fighter

.10.25

Star Wars

.12.95

...9.95

Rampage

.10.50

Road Runner

.15.95

Knight Ore

.12.95

Phantasie III

.15.95

Impact
Degas Elite

.10.25

Catch 23

.16.95

Barbarian (Palace)....
Barbarian (Psynosis)

.10.25

Chessmaster 20C0 ...

.16.95

Defender of Crown ...

.19.95

.16.95

.15.95

Dega Vu

.19.95

Deathstrike

...6.95

Colonial Conquest
Chopper X
Bureaucracy

.19.95
.22.95

Trivia' Pursuit

.13.95

...6.95

ATARI ST

*

*
CLEARANCE
*
* Crazy Cars
11.50*
10.95*
* Super Cycle
*
*
*
*

Jewels of Darkness
Silicon Dreams
Golden Path
Adicta Ball

10.95*

* Liberator
*Time Blast
* Plutos

8.95*
8.95*
9.95 *

* Mouse Trap

9.95*

* Western Games

9.95 *

* Hacker I
* Hacker II
* Hardball

9.50*

* Mindshadow

9.50*

* Planetfall

^50*

* Spellbreaker
* Trinity

9.50*
'9.50*

Zork I
Zork II
Zork III
Enchanter
Moonmist
Cutthroats

9.50*
9.50*
9.50*
9.50*
9.50*
9.50*

•
*

12.95

TAU CETI

Skulldiggery

9.95

Phoenix

.12.95

Indiana Jones

.12.95

Blue War

.12.95

TIMEWORKS

Data Manager
+ Swift Calc
Special offer RRP £159
While stocks last E69.95
Word Writer

56.95

Swift Calc

56.95

Partner ST

34.95

JUST ARRIVED!

SAVE £60

DESKTOP
PUBLISHER +
WORDWRITER

.15.95

Sentinel

.12.95
.12.95

.15.95
.12.95

Timebandit

.20.00

Tai Pan

.12.95

RRP £179.95

Test Drive

.16.95

OUR PRICE £119.95

UMS

.15.95

Arena

.10.95

Outrun

.12.95

CARRIER
COMMAND

ANTIC
Cad 3D 1.0

17.95

CyberStudio (Cad 2.0)
3D Developers Disk

64.95
23.95

NOW IN STOCK
STEREOTEK 3D GLASSES
SAVE £25

SPECIAL
OFFER

£15.95

ONLY £124.95

15.95

MISCELLANEOUS

15.95

Mark Williams C Compiler .89.95

from Diamond
R.R.P. £19.95
OUR PRICE £6.95

EASY DRAW 2

*

*

PRICE

****•*•*••* *

•

*

32.95

Film Director

39.95

Music Construction Kit

16.95

For One Month Only

Coming Soon
BARDS TALE II
£16.95
Any game not released will be

We offer a fast reliable service by return of Post! Cheque's P.O's to:
CASTLE COMPUTERS

/

Any games not listed phone our Hotline Now on 0782 575043
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84.95

Art Director

from Elite
£10.50

Z»ZJmi3U

54.95

Fleet Street Publisher

Ikari Warriors

SPECIAL OQ QC

56.95

Data Manager

.24.95

Extensor

ROME

ACADEMY
Our Price £9.95

.15.95

9.50*
9.50* Road War 2000
9.50 * Road War Europa
9.95 *

ANNALS
OF

59.95

For One Month Only

or

R.R.P. £24.95

9.50 *

*Starcross
12.95 * Infidel
12.95 * Sorceror
19.95 * Clever & Smart
8.95

Star Trek

Goldrunner

Solomons Key
9.50*
Strike Force Harrier.
9.50*
TNT
12.95*

* Hollywood Hijinx

Kings Quest Triple Pack .... 17.95

Karate Master

.15.95

12.95*
Midi Maze
11.95*
Mercenary Comp

* Witness

SDI

.15.95

Silent Service.

12.95*
11.95*
9.50*

14.95

First Word Plus

.15.95

StarGlider

14.95

Macro Assembler

£15.95

* Black Cauldron
* Ultima II

* Ballyhoo
* Mind Forever Voyaging

GSTC Compiler

DUNGEON
MASTER

* Little Computer People

*
*
*
*
*
*

Not a Penny More
Perry Mason

Mortville Manor

11.95 *
ON
11.95 *
OFFER AT
9.95*
10.95 * Terrorpods

* Tee Up Golf

6.95

GST

sent on day of release

REVIEW

SEVERAL educational packages have
recently been launched by Ladbroke
Computing International and Microdeal.
It is nice to see someone taking an inter
est in the growing ST educational market.
Add with Oscar and Spell with Oscar,

both for the 5 to 10 age range and dis
tributed by Ladbroke, are representative
of a wide range of educational software
programmed by AB Software in England.
These two programs offer various
levels of difficulty and at first the younger

child may need guidance as to which
level to select. Spell with Oscar presents
a title screen which then dissolves and
reforms into the main work screen.

The top third of the display is the
viewing area consisting of a sky with a
clear backdrop. Underneath is a horizon
tal brick wall and below are display fea
tures - the word box, a small animated
face and the score. The bottom area of
the screen contains the letters of the

An Oscar for
education
Three new educational

packs aimed at young
children are put to
work by John Martin

and distinct.

Kidblocks is a 16 block puzzle. Each
block is in the correct location, but is

chosen from one of several different pic

The keyboard is used for selecting the
letters making up the word and each key
press is mirrored on-screen. If a given
letter is correct it appears on the line and

sometimes

the face nods, otherwise it shakes. Once

paniment.

the word has been correctly spelt a short
piece of music is played and the icon
moves rapidly off screen,
An automatic facility flashes the correct
letter when the sprite reaches half way

Kidkeys is a piano or organ keyboard you can choose either - which allows the

Add with Oscar uses a similar refresh
the screen contains the numbers zero

promotional claims and each offers fea

commended.

Considerable thought has been
devoted to the safe and logical way in

tures. Selecting a block - by pointing and
clicking the mouse button - displays
another block from another picture. The
reward for selecting the correct blocks is
that the final picture is animated,

ingly simple concept. The lower edge of

mouse.

death selections, and this is to be

screen.

line, and a number indicates the number

correctly identified the word.

drawings. You can select a colour and

paint a triangle simply by using the

tures aimed at stimulating the child in
many different ways. The fun element is
difficult to assess, but certainly all the
children I watched using the programs
were enthralled by them.
Sound has been wisely used - though
the tunes at times sounded a little off key
to my ears - and the graphics are clear

which the child moves from one feature to
another. There seem to be no sudden

across the screen before the child has

triangles, each of which can be filled with

one of 12 colours to construct patterns or

All three programs live up to their
matically, which is a good idea for chil
dren and each program presents a
bright, clear and colourful working

alphabet in large clear letters with
highlighted vowels.
The program is simple but effective. A
sprite representing a word moves
smoothly right to left across the screen,
travelling along the top of the wall. The
word display box contains a white dotted
of letters in the word.

in which the screen is divided into 192

with

a

musical

accom

child to select a tune from 20 icons rep
resenting well-known nursery rhymes, or
to play a tune of their own. While the.
tunes are simple, they are clear and
readily recognisable. As the notes are
played the keyboard keys are
highlighted.
Kidgrid is an unusual drawing program

Copy protection ha," not been applied
to any of the prograi is, and rightly so,
since children offer a hosiile media
environment - nothing is safe from
exploring fingers. As a parent I look for
ward to future releases in these ranges.

Product: Spell with Oscar, Add with Oscar
Price: £12.99 each

Supplier: Ladbroke Computing,
Ormskirk Road, Preston PR1 2QP.

33

Tel: 0772 21474

Product: Preschool KidProgs
Price: £14.95

Supplier: Microdeal. 41 Truro Road. St.
Austell Cornwall PL25 5JE.
Tel: 0726 68020

through to nine and the larger part of the
display is taken up by a blackboard.

Instead of the usual mouse pointer a
clearly identifiable piece of chalk is used
to make selections.

The sums are displayed in a traditional
mathematical manner, drawn on the
blackboard by the chalk. The face is

again animated according to the answer,
and a correct one produces a catchy
piece of music. There is also opportunity
for the child to register on the high score
table.

The package from Microdeal, Pre
school Kidprogs, is for the two to sjx age
range and has its origin in America. It
presents three diverse activities, each of

educational value, according to the
child's ability - an on screen multi-sided
block puzzle, a musical keyboard suppor
ted by pre-programmed tunes and a pat
tern drawing program.
The three programs - Kidblocks, Kid-

keys and Kidgrid each fully utilise the
mouse. The master program loads auto-

A refreshingly simple concept
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Stars shine
in the
Zen Room
became necessary to take on two

THAT well-known software company

Robin Nixon reveals the

CRL was set up in 1982 by its present

managing director Clement Chambers

history behind one of

while he was still only 18. A computer
enthusiast, he saw the growth potential of
the industry, which was still very young at

the oldest software

companies around - CRL

the time.

To get things going he took out an
advertisement

for

freelance

Match - which was the biggest selling

pro

grammers in a computer magazine that

title for CRL until 1985 when The Rocky

November. The response was excellent
and led to CRL marketing its first pro

Horror Show followed by Tau Ceti took
over that position.
At first, Clement was not only manag

grams for the ZX81 and Spectrum.
By the end of 1983 it had produced a
string of successes including Rescue,
Derby Day, Handicap Golf and Test

ing director but also sole employee of the
company. Then business increased
during the first quarter of 1983 and it

Computer Supplies Ltd. 0707 52698(5 lines)
20

50

100

150

21.50

51.50
54.55

98.05
104.35

142.50
151.50

10

3'/2
DiSCS

Unbrandedjl ft*
SS

lllCROriEDIR DS

26.90
28.60

13.70
14.90

64.40
68.20

assistant but became the international
sales director before he left in 1986.

Its expansion continued and by the end
of 1983 it had a team of in-house pro
grammers. In July 1984 CRL had been so
successful it went public and moved to
larger premises of 2000 square feet.
During that year the main releases
included Glider Pilot, Glug Glug, Omega
Run, Grand National and many more.
To handle its ever-growing need to

ST UK
Public Domain

12 Plain fanfold, micro pert edges

2

6

Atari 1029
R.BLGR.BR.Y
Atari SMM804
CeirtronlciGLP
Canon 1080/1156
Clth»nl20D

2.70
3.70

2.65
3.55

2.40
3.30

4.10

3.85

3.55

3.65
2.99
4.70

3.45
2.85
4.35

3.15
2.60
4.15

Epson LX80/86GX80

2.80

2.65

2.40

MX/FX/RX80FX800
KAOAKP810/910
PanaionlcKXP1080
SlarNLlO

3.35
2.99
4.65
5.25

3.20
2.85
4.40
4.95

3.05
2.60
4.20
4.70

Size

Weight 1000's
Price per box
gsm
perbx 1 box 3bxs 5bxs

11X9V6
11x91$
llx9VS
11x9^
EXACT A4
11%x9'/4

60
60
80
80
70
90

2000 14.50 13.90
1000
9.50 2000 19.75 18.10
1000 11.90 2000 20.50 19.25
1000 13.90 12.85

12.90
16.75
18.30
11.90

Computer Labels
Continuous fanfold, sprocket fed
Price per 1000
1000 3000 5000

One off if ordered with other products.
Please mix colours and types for best prices.
R = Red; BR = Brown, BL - Blue, GR = Green,

70x362%xl'/i<,th
89x363V5xl'/i6th
89x493i/>xl,5^6th

Y = Yellow

Please state no of labels across sheet (1,2 or 3)

4.85
5.35
7.50

4.30
4.50
6.60

3.85
4.10
5.90

ACCESS! OR VISA

Orders to

Micro Media, Freepost,
Dept. ASU, Rydal Mount,
Baker St., Potters Bar,
Herts. EN6 3BR

070752698
(S LINES)
OUT OF OFFICE HOURS

(ANSWER MACHINE)

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT & DELIVERY
Orders despatched 24 hrs. Please allow 5 days for
delivery. Guaranteed next day delivery from £1.50
extra, please ask inc delivery covers UK only.
Personal callers welcome

Weekdays 8.30am - 5.30pm
Saturdays 9.30am - 1,00pm

SPRING CATALOGUE OUT NOW
(I6pages) Please ring or write foryourfree copy.
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handle the large numbers of calls and
Tim Vernon who started as a general

Over 600 titles on over 200 Disks

Computer Paper

Printer Ribbons
Price (£) per Ribbon

22.90

employees.
They were a secretary/receptionist to

Buy it and try it!
YES, we charge only 50p handling charge on our Entertainment
disks, and only £1.00 handling charge on all Application disks, we
charge only £1.00 for the cost of thefloppy*, but you may supply

your own if youwish..For full details of the 200plusdisksthatare
on offerfrom this fantastic service, and a copy of the latest cata
logue, send a largestampedself addressed envelopeto:
ST UK, 1 Bartholomew Road, Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire.
•All floppy disks arc branded, and come with a LifeTimeGuarantee

{FEATURE

I

produce more games with greater quality
CRL hired a graphics designer, and on
Tim Vernon's departure recruited Greg

Runner, Space Doubt, Pilgrim, SAS Raid
and The Image System.

phere is very friendly, and it seems that
they're always bouncing ideas off each

One game which was released in 1986,

other in a sort of creative, ordered chaos.

Duffield to take over his position.

Dracula, claimed a first in that it had a 15

1986 saw the creation of two new
labels. The first was Nu Wave which was

certificate slapped on it - much to CRL's
delight, as it meant even more copies
were sold than expected, due to people

The programmers have their own ster
eos by their micros and there's a store of
mattresses in the back room ready for
crashing on after a hard night's program
ming, Apparently they are used quite
often as the programmers almost live and

set up with a catalogue of innovative and
experimental software, aimed at com
puter owners who were tired of the usual
looking for something different. The

wanting to see what was so gory. Since
then, probably because the blood and
guts was so successful, it bettered that
feat with Jack the Ripper and its 18 certi

second was Alpha-Omega, which was

ficate.

later re-launched as The Power House

Now, CRL is six years old and has out
lived virtually all its original competitors.
How has it survived? More to the point,

arcade and adventure games and were

and is beginning to make inroads into the
budget market.
In 1986 CRL moved again to even

larger premises (5,750 square feet) which
it named the Zen Room, Mike Hodges
joined that year and became the new
creative director and the following games
were among their major releases: Blade

breathe the software they're creating.
Mike Hodges introduced me to some of
the team, all of whom enthusiastically
demonstrated the various projects they

how has it done so well that CRL is now a

were working on. Some of the software
they're writing for the ST is brilliant with
the best sampled sound I've heard so far.

PLC and its software is consistently at the
top of the charts?
Having spent a day with the company, I

Another reason for CRL's success lies
in Clement Chambers himself. He has a
vision for the future where software

would say one of the answers is the dedi

houses, film and TV companies and the
record industry will combine to produce
total experience games. He says that as
soon as the home micro's power is big
enough CRL will be there at the forefront.
Imagine a game with the graphics of
Star Wars or 2001 having a one hour
stereo sound track, using modern film
and record production techniques.
According to Clement this isn't too far

cation of everyone involved. The atmos-

away.

An insight into his world can be gained
through some of the things he says. While
we were at the pub for refreshment at
lunchtime (having been driven there in
the plush company car - number plate
CRL 1) he remarked on how he felt he

was becoming a dinosaur, and had vis
ited the Natural History Museum to see
some others (presumably so he could
make sure he wasn't resembling one too
closely).

From left to right: Jeff Lee, Jay Derrett,
Mike Hodges, Jon Law,
Andy Stoddart

To keep in touch with the younger
generation - he's only 24! - he buys
records by the Beastie Boys and other
new groups - not that he particularly likes
them, but that's what a lot of kids are
buying at the moment.
But it's not only Clement who runs the
show. He, Mike Hodges and the rest of
the team pool their ideas to come up with
software they believe in, and work hard
to achieve a finished product as near to
the original specification as possible.
CRL is a company that has really
gone places and has its mind

I set firmly on the future. Look
for many more top quality
releases emerging from
the programming den
at the Zen Room.

Creative
director

Mike Hodges
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STOP! STOP!
Why pay more?

only £99.95
inc.VAT

All Prices include VAT/Delivery

WG C3I1

* Very Quiet

supply
you
nUvn n.nt

$* Suits
ZT&SgSIL
all ST models

♦ liio

D i s e c t o r (ST

iniS Ultra ileal,

• Top quality Citizen

quality 2nd Drive

* rfxtemd^we^ppiy

tnv *hf\
mM

left or right of computer

I

* 726K formatted capacity

• One year guarantee

52° STFM - ™w "**

520 STFM with 1 meg memory upgrade

provides over 15% additional userstorage perdisk!

PHONE

520 STFM memory upgrade kit (requires soldering)

PHONE

1040 STF
1040 STF with SM125 mono monitor

£429.00
£549.00

Mega ST2 with mono monitor
Mega ST4 with mono monitor
Atari SLM804 laser printer, great value at

•& UNDELETE to recover accidentally lost files
•C* RAMDISK and SET DATE/TIMEAccessories
•& DISK ANALYSIS

£ DIRECTORY PRINTOUT
ft DISK SPEED CHECK

Regular upgrades will be available in the future.
For all Atari ST Models

igf

£869.00
£1169.00
£11 99.00

Atari SM125 mono monitor
Atari SC1224 colour monitor

£134.00
£349.00

Atari SH205 hard disk, new style

£539.00

Atari DTP system 1 - includes Mega ST2, Mono Monilor,
SLM804 laser printer, Fleet Street Publisher &90 day on site maintenance
Atari DTP system 2 - as above, but with Mega ST4

£2059.00

& includes 20mb Hard Disk Drive

£2775.00

Cumana CSA354 1 meg drive
Cumana CDA358 2 meg (dual) drive

£129.95
£229.00

Pace Linnet Modem Pack inc.cable & software

£179.00

Phillips CM8833 colour monitor c/w ST lead
£279.00
Phillips CM8852 as above, higher resolution
£299.00
(Extra £10.00 discount on Phillips monitors if bought with an ST)

All prices include VAT/delivery & cable

All ST prices include: mouse etc. PLUS 5 disks of s ware including

IL

find that they offer an unbeatable com

Uui mmimm

Jll ATARI*

provides essential disk management commands
including FORMAT, RENAME, DELETE etc.
•Ct EXTRA FORMAT to maximise space on your disks

We use and recommend Star printers we

iiUun

ail Ultra lOW priCe !

INCLUDE:

ft SOFTWARE BACKUP - handles most protected
software. Uses all available drives and memory
ft ORGANISER ACCESSORY - extremely useful

E7r777

* Long cable for location

TOl tne Mian Ol T0r

A POWERFUL set of Disk Utilities

FEATURES

A+nvi OT (/m

wordpro, utilities, graphics, game and demos.
We can quote you for any combination of hardware.

ity and value. Dont ma
decision, get it right with a Star printer at
our special, all in, prices.

The new No.W LC-10
O

Four NLQ fonts, yes FOUR

O

Paper Parking (use single sheets

Timeworks
Data Manager

without removing tractor feed paper)

O

IBM/parallel interface

O

4K buffer

O Comprehensive 'front panel'
O
O

96 NLQ print combinations
144/36 cps print speed

O

7-colour version now available

Many similarities with the highly 1

popular NL-10 that it replaces |

plus some new features not |

seen in this price range before |

Onlw P1QQ flfl

Willy '•l^'""

Colour version also available,

GFA Basic

£37.95

GFA Compiler

Data Manager + Swift Calc

£59.95

GFA Draft

Partner ST

£37.95

GFA Vector

£25.95

DeskTop Publisher

£74.95

Word Writer

£59.95
First Word Plus

£59.95

Desk Top Publisher + Word Writer.... £114.95

|

£67.95
£44.95
£54.95

1st Mail (for 1st Word only)

CAD 3D 1.0

£18.95

Fleet Street Publisher

Design Disks

£22.95

Genesis molecular modeller

£22.95

Stereolek glasses
GIST (sound editor)

:is<m:«v?»^«mvmx««(::i«^™i»>>:i;

£145.00
£26.25

Base Two

£44.95

£18.95

£469.00

COLR (sprite editor)

Star
Star
Star
Star
Star

E319.00
£299.00
£419.00
£379.00
£499.00

Flight Simulator II
F - 15 Strike Eagle

£37.45
£16.95

Gunship

£16.95

Silent Service

£16.95

Star NB24-15 wide version of NB24-1 0

Cut

Sheet

Feeders

available

for

above

£15.95

£15.95

Miscellaneous
£86.25

Easy Draw 2

£44.95

Fast Basic ROM
Fast Basic Disk
Mark Williams C

£69.95
£37.95
£99.95

Superbase Personal
Degas Elite
Super Conductor

£79.95
£19.95
£37.50

PC Ditto

Simulations

£599.00

Star Laser, very high spec, for cost, send for
details/samples (price inc. 1 yr on site maint)
NEC P2200 new budget 24 pin, great value
168/56cps plus many features

£15.95

Cyber Studio (CAD 2.0)
Cyber Control (animator)
Cyber Paint
Architectural/Human/Future

Only £234.00

budget wide carriage printer
180/45cps high quality 10"
wide carriage version of ND-10
240/60cps professional 10"
wide carriage version of NR-10

£37.95
£74.95

Macro Assembler

Star NB24-1 0 includes 2 extra ribbons free ot charge

NX-15
ND-10
ND-15
NR-10
NR-15

£37.95
:

GST C Compiler

combine to produce the out- | Pricas inc|ude 2 extra black 1
standing printer in this price ; ! rjbbons free of charge. 1

Category.

£37.95

Swift Calc

£69.95

Logistix

£89.95

Word Perfect V4.1
FTL Modula-2
Sionum 2

.

£149.95
£55.95
£149.95

Lets make.

Signs and Banners
£8.95
Greetings Cards
£8.95
Calendars a Stationary
£8.95
Art Library1 (clipart)
£8.95
Art Library2 (clipart)
£8.95
GAMES SOFTWARE...Buy any item from this advert and we will match ANYprice in this

Book Keeper

£1795.00

Accountant
Accountant Plus
Financial Controller

£349.00
dot-matrix

printers at low, low prices - phone for details.

£84.95

£129.95
£171.95
£259.00

magazine on your requirements.

All prices VAT/delivery inclusive. Next day delivery £5.00 extra.

3.5" disks
10...£11.95

in plastic case £13.95

25...E27.95 in 40 cap case £34.95
Fully guaranteed double sided media

How

to

order-

send cheque P.O. or ACCESS/VISA details
Phone with ACCESS/VISA details

Govt., educ. & PLC official orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible
Callers welcome, open 6 days 9.30-5.30

All offers subject to availability, E.&O.E.
TELEX: 333294

FAX: 0386 765354

63

BRIDGE STREET
EVESHAM

WORCS. WR11

Tel:

(Q386)

ALSO AT: 1756 PERSHORE RD., COTTERIOGE. BIRMINGHAM, B30 3BH.
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Gem 3 adds polish to
DTP system
TI/MIEVViDIPIKS

DIESII\¥<DIP IPiyBILIISIHEIC

drawbacks. First they eat away memory
at an alarming rate and second, because

Now that Timeworks

has upgraded its
desktop publishing
package, Bruce Smith
reports on the latest
features and changes

of this the number that could be installed

Breakthrough

is drastically reduced. This state of affairs

biMlrttirouoti In prica-partor

is not an ideal situation when it comes to

using DTP software, the output from

new upgraded version of the software has
been released. I jaunted up to the Fens to
have a look at it.

There are several major innovations in
the software, the majority of which are a
direct result of running it under the latest
release of Gem - Gem 3 - which has
been fine tuned to run much faster than

earlier versions. This is supplied with the
new Timeworks package.
From a user's point of view this speed
increase is quite considerable, but more

pertinently, GST has managed to reduce
the overall size of the software to allow it

memory has been greatly increased.
Being dynamically loaded, the Gem 3

[hat

\ (ror.tal attackon in Eng-

A sample page produced using
Timeworks' Desktop Publisher

will find, therefore, that the number of

super and subscript are also available.
Users of the Atari laser printer will par
ticularly notice the improvement in font

fonts available for use is slightly smaller
than it might otherwise be.
A wider range of fonts is now available,
including the standard Times and
Helvetica look-a-likes called Swiss and

Dutch, plus Maddison and Drury Lane
(Broadway and Broadway Engraved
look-a-likes), Ravma (Script), Rockface
(Rockwell) and a graphic font called

for most needs. Most notable of these is

The way in which Gem 3 handles fonts
has been altered quite significantly.
Previously they had to be loaded into

the inclusion of the 12 point face which
was a major omission from the first

precious ram space,

bringing two

underlined text, italic, light, outlined,

Style

Help

Graphics

WTltat

» anothar problem
o, unaipoctsd. Ttw hold and

access to the fonts disc. Clearly this way
of working is intended more for a hard or
dual disc drive system. Single drive users

required.

Text

EDBllth

software does need to have continual

Type sizes range from 7, 10, 12, 14, 20,
28, 36, 40, 56 to 72 point, which will cater

Page

prDfamorml DTP power within

the number that can be loaded into

to run on a minimal system - a 520ST with
single disc drive. Previously one
megabyte and dual drives had been

Options

Ttiiitmxla 07P la a in
rancs. with a future llrt tha

UrUt that of Vmtunt or Pag*.
•"»*« butat a pricothatbrlnBi

Gem 3 handles fonts dynamically, load
ing them from disc into a predefined font
cache area of memory when required. As
the format of the fonts is more compact,

December 1987 issue of Atari ST User a

Edit

.

which relies on these fonts.

SINCE my favourable review of GST's
Timeworks Desktop Publisher in the

ft\ File

Another first from GST
CST SOFTWARE of Cimbrtdoo announc, ih« mi „„,_,

Bullets.

handling as it frees the 200-300k of ram
normally required by the printer to
handle printer fonts.
A good range of graphics tools were
available on the first release and these
have been extended to include a base set

of four frame surrounds which can be

placed around pictures or text.
Also included in the first release,

though not mentioned in my earlier
review as it was added after I wrote it, is a

bit-map editor which allows images to be

release. In addition to standard bold and

Turn to Page 82 •

A\ File Edit Options Page Style Text HiM.lilU.-j Help

l\PUBLISH\DTP\DEMO.DTP
1=1

HZ

Feature packed

31'6 ID'OltiNir IDID'OAIDWAr

35 pointHelvetica
36 point Koclcwell Bold

S3 &GflmttIpflnaae susQUflmQ
28 point Helvetica b
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Previewing the finished pages

Choosing a fill style
May 1988 Atari ST User 81
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able. Scrolling with pictures on screen is
virtually instantaneous as is re-flowing of
text in re-sized frames. GST has used the

standard, but often unused, blit routines at
the heart of Gem, unlike other Gem-

based programs which use the other
slower Gem mode routines.

A word also about the Wysiwyg display.
When a whole page is previewed it obvi
ously has to be miniaturised to display it
on screen. For this reason text is normally

greeked - a term meaning unreadable and with words often being shown as

Setting the paragraph options

Printer handling is further improved - a
direct result of Gem 3. Output can be to

A From Page 81

small oblong blocks to give you a flavour
of the screen layout.
GST has gone one step further by
designing a miniature font especially for
display in full page mode.
At just £99, Timeworks DTP represents
remarkable value. Other budget pack
ages such as Fleet Street Publisher and
Personal

Publisher

bear

little

fine tuned and cleaned up once loaded.
Text and graphics frames were
previously drawn and positioned by eye.
The new release provides a dialogue box
which may be filled in with coordinates to
allow frames to be placed accurately to

virtually every type of output device
including 9 and 24-pin dot matrix printers,
all types of laser printer, and as Post
Script is supported, top of the range
imagesetting devices. A Timeworks DTP

comparison. Excellent value for money.

document does not have a size limitation

within a fraction of an inch - an important

other than those imposed by the physical

Supplier: Electric Distributions, 8 Green
Street, Willingham, Cambridge CB4 5JA.

asset particularly if the final result is to be

restrictions such as disc space.

Tel: 0954 61258

output to a quality typesetting device.

Product: Timeworks DTP
Price: £99

The speed of the program is remark

How to get
your Atari
to talk to
a BBC Micro
(or a Spectrum or a Commodore
or an Amstrad or an IBM . . . or

ANY other computer).

JACKPOT

1

The ultimate POOLS forecasting and PLANS

developing program for the ATARI ST version i.k

Analyses every team's past performance and forecasts
the results. Three tuning levels. Not oniy DRAWS but
HOME and AWAY wins. You can create your OWN

league taDies with teams from ANY COUNTRY with up
to 220 teams per file ( All league teams for this season
induced ). You can develop your own PLANS with any
number of selections from the pools coupon and you will

know what the percentage of you winning will be. if a
predefined amount of draws bv you, come. Thousands of
plans are possible. They can be used for POOLS,
CORRECT SCORE PERMUTATIONS and anything that

requires you to FORECAST results from any number of
selections up to 99 with up to 24 selections per line.

Language problems become a
thing of the past when you join
MicroLink. Now you can use your

Atari (plus your telephone) to
send messages to any other
computer user, with no

distance.

electronic mail and

(TliCfOUPfr much, much more!

SCORE -

DRAWS, for
useful
manipulation, which is
IDEAL FOR
STANDING ENTRIES. Predicts
the score-draws, checking for the likely numPers
from the last 20, 30, or 40 weeks. Includes data

for the last two years. Latest predictions include
10/2/88 7 score-draws, 20/2/88 10 score-draws,
27/2/88
8 score-draws. Works with colour or

monochrome monitor

restriction on make of machine —
or e v e n o n

Also keeps a file of every week's

for the

520,

1040

and

MEGA ST. Comes on 2 DISKS and full instructions.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW.
ONLY

L 24.95 ( inc. Vat & p+p )

Send cheque or postal order to FUTURESOFT :
Details from 0625 878888
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AM concluding my 68000 series by
showing you how make the most of
your assembly language programs and
giving you some useful tips about how to

cope when things go wrong.
When we write our programs we are

usually far more concerned with gettjng
our routines to work than with consider

ations of efficiency. After we have
removed most of the bugs, we can then

modify the program to our heart's content,
secure in the knowledge that the basic
structure is correct. This process is

known as optimisation.
The easiest way to optimise 68000
assembly language programs involves

the use of special operations known as
the quick instructions. These correspond
to the increment and decrement instruc

tions found on most other processors
which quickly add or subtract one from a
register.

In the 68000's case however, they have
been expanded slightly to enable you to
use numbers from one to eight. Here are
a few examples of this sort of instruction:
ADD9.W #5,D0
SUB9.W #3,D3

Quickly 5 to D0
D3=D3-3

Assembling
to good effect
Stephen Hill rounds off

his assembly language
series with a selection

of hints, tips and help

Devpac leave the exact choice of the
instruction up to you.

While on the subject of alternatives to
normal instructions, it's worth mentioning
that the original design of the 68000
assembly language specified special
instructions for directly accessing an
address register. Typical examples of
such operations include:
MOVEA.W D0,A2
ADDA.W #4,A?
SUBA.L #10,A6
CMPA #100,A1

You can also use these instructions in
modes:

even if DO contains a number in the
correct range. The first number in the
instruction must be immediate.

Another instruction of this type is
MOVEQ, which takes a single, byte-sized
number and moves it at great speed into
any one of the eight data registers. The
format of this instruction is:

MOVEQ #100,D0
Note that the extension used in this

instruction is LONG and that you are not
allowed to choose the size of this oper
ation explicitly. It's also important to be
aware of the fact that MOVEQ assumes
the immediate number to be moved is
signed, that is, between -128 and 127.

Although you can in practice use num
bers as large as 255 with this instruction,

errors will creep in if you then try to
manipulate this data using word or long
word operations.
Some assemblers such as the Fast

Basic one automatically translate any

Basic, this process is fairly straight
forward, but otherwise you'll probably
culties.

The worst arises from the fact that you
rarely know where in the ST's memory
your program will be run. Take the

following fragment of assembly language:
MOVE.W one,D0
MOVE.W two,DT
ADD.H D0,O1
one

RTS
DC.W 1

two

DC.W 2

D0=PEEK(one)
D1=PEEK<two)
D1=D1+D0

But the values these labels will take

inevitably depend on where the program
will be loaded into memory, and at the

Immediate instructions:

ADDI.kl #10,1000

time of assembly this is unknown.

SUBI.W #11,(A0)
CPIPI.W #15,0(A4)

Of course you could allocate some
space for your program first. You would

The idea behind this approach was to
improve the execution speed of the 68000

then tell your assembler where your code
should be loaded, using a psuedo oper
ation known as ORG (short for organise):

is the restriction in the size of the number
to be used, and the fact that it must be

ADDQ.W D0,D1

If you use a version of Basic which
includes an assembler, such as Fast

assembled.

The only difference between the quick

tion. So you can't use something like:

guage routines into your Basic programs.

The labels whose addresses are repre
sented by one and two are automatically
calculated when this program is

There was also an additional set of

instructions and their normal equivalents

specified directly as part of the instruc

attempting to incorporate assembly lan

have encountered a number of diffi
operation into its short form whenever
possible, but others such as Hisoft's

conjunction with most other addressing
ADDQ.L #1,A0
SUBQ.B #7,(A0)+

I

by splitting operations involving different
sorts of information into separate instruc
tions. One unfortunate side effect of this,

however, was to make the 68000 slightly
more unwieldy to program.
Because of this, most

3RG U

Store at 1(

onwards

This would enable the values of labels

one and two to be inserted directly into
modern

the appropriate instructions during

assemblers avoid this problem altogether
by automatically choosing the correct
alternative for you, depending on the
addressing modes used in your instruc

assembly. Fast Basic uses this technique

Other assemblers, however, adopt a
slightly different procedure, placing

tion. This means that these two instruc
tions generate identical 68000 machine

machine code. When such a program is

code:

to great effect.

additional information at the start of the

loaded using Tos, this data can be used to
ADDA.W #4,A7
ADO.W #4,A7

It's useful to remember this fact when

typing in listings from books, as many of
them, particularly the ones from Abacus,
use the old forms in their examples. If you
encounter such instructions you can
either remove the I or the A by hand and
save yourself some typing, or input the
program text as it stands, since the major
ity of assemblers will accept both formats.
I'll now briefly discuss some of the
problems you may encounter when

set any absolute addresses in the pro
gram to the correct value.

Unfortunately only a few versions of
Basic support this facility. So unless we
can specify precisely where our program
will be loaded before assembly, it won't
work.

The solution to this dilemma, lies in a
useful addressing mode known as PC
relative addressing. We have, in fact,
already encountered this when we dealt
with the branch instructions. These add

Turn to Page 84 •
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where start is the address of your pro
gram in memory.

< From Page 83

an offset to the current position of the
branch to calculate the address of the
next instruction to be executed.

Similarly, we can usually use PC rela
tive mode to replace any absolute
addresses in our program:

RTS

• Allocate some space for your routine.
Since ST Basic has no specific function for
this, you should use an integer array to
hold your code like:
10 DIM a((P+28)/2)

where P is the length of your program in
bytes - usually displayed after assembly

Load your routine into memory:
20 BLOAD "CODE.TOS",VARPTRtCKfl))

There is, I'm afraid, one slight snag with
PC relative addressing. Certain instruc

where CODE. TOS is the file containing

tions don't always allow you to use it. A
particularly nasty example of this is

address of the start of the array (other

this causes the label ten to have an odd

value. The solution is to use a pseudo-op
called EVEN, to start your new data at ten
at an even address:

instruction like:

•

Call your routine:

•

DC.W 10

Four bombs: An illegal instruction,

using the DC command;
MOVE.W 1000,D0
DC.B "There i s an RTS mi ssing",0

•

Five bombs: You tried to divide a

number - using the DIV instruction - by a
•

is illegal and will generate an error.

We can solve this problem in a number
of ways. The easiest is to use an instruc

executes the machine code, skipping

tion called

Although the details of this procedure
may vary slightly from Basic to Basic, the
principles remain the same.
Finally, a few words about what to do

over the Tos initialisation.

when the ST crashes. Even the most
LEA one(PC),A0

ten

zero.

30 CALL VARPTR(a(0)) +28

at the following instruction:

DC.B "TEST",0

probably due to either a mistake when
correcting the stack after a call to Tos or
an attempt to execute some data defined

Basics use ADR rather than VARPTR for

this purpose). BLOAD will load our pro
gram into memory starting at this point.

and loads it into an address register. Look

string

EVEN

your program and VARPTR(C%(0)) is the

to a relative address. This means an

Address. This simply takes an address

DC.W 10

fact that each integer occupies two bytes.
•

pily run the example code fragment any

Effective

DC.B "Test",0

ten

The data at string is five bytes long and

division by two just compensates for the

where in memory.

MOVE.W #1,one(PC)

string

- and C% is the name of the array. The

it cannot be avoided. So you could hap

LEA or Load

MOVE.W ten,D0

Basic, there are three simple steps to
follow:

The offsets used are, as you would

MOVE, which is unable to move any data

lead to an error. Take the following code:

To execute your program from ST

MOVE.W one(PC),D0

expect, generated for you by your
assembler. Many assemblers will also
allow you to omit the (PC) completely.
These attempt to use PC relative
addressing whenever possible, and only
stoop to using absolute addressing when

operation. If you're not careful this can

Six bombs: CHK register against

bounds instruction executed. Could be

either a typo or a mistake when using Tos
or Gem. If you are using this instruction
intentionally, you forgot to load the start of
your error handling routine into address
$18 - enter supervisor mode first.
• Seven bombs: TRAPV - trap on over
flow condition executed. Same as CHK.

• Eight bombs: Privilege violation. You

Its effect is to load the position of our
data into AO, rather than the actual data

experienced 68000 programmer can
make a mistake. This usually results in a
number of pretty pictures of bombs being
displayed on the screen. Your program

itself.

then aborts and the ST makes a valiant,

while not in supervisor mode. Might be
due to a mistake when using Tos. Could
also occur when single stepping using a
debugging package.

but often unsuccessful, attempt to return
to the Gem desktop.

sible to generate practically whole

We

can

now

use

indirect

addressing to load our data into the
correct memory location with the
instruction:

MOVE.W #1,(A0)

Therefore all you need to do in order to
write 68000 programs capable of working
within the Basic environment is to use this

technique, avoiding the use of absolute
addresses. Also remember to use relative
BSR and branch instructions rather than

the absolute JSR or JMP. You can now

load your program anywhere you like,
secure in the knowlege that it will
execute correctly.

An additional problem when using

Although such events can be dis
concerting, it is important to remember
that no damage is done to your ST no
matter how often it crashes.

By counting the number of bombs you
can generally get a good idea about the
cause of the error and how it might be
corrected.

your program, whether it needs it or not.
If this happens, when you try to
execute your routine the ST will try to
interpret this data as 68000 instructions
and will almost certainly crash. You need
to add the length of this initialisation sec
tion (28 bytes) to the start of your program
before you execute it:
CALL start+28
84 Atari ST User May 1988

In certain circumstances it is also pos

screenfulls of bombs. This may be due to
incorrect use of Tos or Gem, but is prob

ably just a typo when using a trap. Only
traps 1, 2, 13 and 14 are used by the ST's
operating system. So typing something
like;

list of the more

common causes of such problems:
• Two bombs: A bus error, generated

when you try to access a protected area
of the ST's memory. It is typically caused

TRAP #3

instead of
TRAP #13

by a missing # sign in your program. If for
example, you write:

assembly language from within Basic is
that some assemblers always store the
Tos initialisation information along with

Here is a

tried to execute a protected instruction

MOVE.W 300,00

will generate an error and cause the ST to
display no less than 35 bombs. The

important thing to remember in this situ
ation is not to panic. Most ST programs

instead of:

which crash like this can be corrected
MOVE.W #300,D0

the ST attempts to read from a protected
memory location below 2048.

relatively quickly.
So that's it for this series. To my mind,
the 68000 has to be one of the most

powerful microprocessor systems avail

• Three bombs: Address error. You tried

able. Without a thorough knowledge of

to perform a word sized operation on

extensions you are using. Also check any

68000 assembly language, 90 per cent of
this power is unavailable for your use. I
hope you've found the series useful. The

data placed in memory using a DC.B

rest is up to you.

some data at an odd address. Check any

CLUB 68000
DO YOU OWN AN AMIGA OR ATARI ST COMPUTER?

For everyonewho owns one of these computers, CLUB 68000 offers its members games and business software,
hardware &accessories with savings of up to 50% OFF RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICES! Each item has been
carefully chosen to offer the best value and quality.
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET

When you join you will receive:

• A FREE DISC with 10 GAMES (monochrome or colour)
• A FREE CATALOGUE offering you HUGE DISCOUNTS on the TOP BUSINESS PROGRAMS, HARDWARE &

ACCESSORIES).
• NEW CATALOGUE every 3 months.

• NEWSLETTER every month with SPECIAL OFFERS on the latest products.

• Special PUBLIC DOMAIN SERVICE: Best quality collection of PD software for the AMIGA and ATARI ST- fully listed in

our catalogue.

HERE'S WHAT YOU DO

• Choose as many products as you want from the list of special introductory offers.
• Fill out the coupon below and return it to CLUB 68000 LTD.

• Your only commitment is to pay £10.00 for one years membershipof CLUB 68000
• Prices are FULLY INCLUSIVE of VAT, Postage and Packaging if posted within the UK.

• YOU ARE UNDER NO OBLIGATION TO BUY ANYTHING (but when you see our prices we think you'll want to!)
• Delivery guaranteed within 28 days.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFERS
ATARI ST HARDWARE
3.5" Disc Drive

RRP
£129.95

• Complete unit including cable

MEMBER'S

PRICE
£89.95

• Slimline 1 Megabyte
• Top quality NEC drive
5.25" Disc Drive
• 100% IBM Compatible

£169.95

'

£129.95

RRP

19. Tanglewood
20. Sky Rider
ATARI ST BUSINESS PROGRAMS
1. PC Ditto

• Plugs intocartridgeport

£79.95

£55 00

£49.95

£29.95

• Keeps accurate time & date

£89.95

2. Superbase

£99.95

3. Fleet Street Publisher
4. 1st Word Plus
5. McEmulator

£115.00
£79.95
£69.95

6. WordPerfect 4.2
7. Timeworks DTP

£275.00
£99.95

8. Macro Assembler
9. K Data
10. Film Director

£49.95
£49.95
£49 95

• 40/80 Tracks

• Slimline drive. ST compatible
512K RAM Expansion
• Upgrade your ST 520 to 1040K
• Complete kit to fit internally
Realtime Clock

£19 95
£9.95

MEMBER'S
PRICE
£9.95
£6.99
£62.95
£69.95
£85.00
£55.95
£49.95

£169.95
£69.95
£34.95
£34.95
£34.95

AMIGA GAMES

DISCS

3.5" DSDD
5.25" DSDD

£14.95
£9.95

£9.95
£5.95

£24.95
£19.95
£19.95
£24.95
£19.95
£19.59
£24.95
£24.95
£29.95
£24.95
£24.95
£24.95
£49.95
£24.95
£24.95
£19.95
£29.95
£9.95

£12 45
£9.95
£9.95
£12.45
£9.95
£9 95
£12.45
£12.45
£14.95
£12.45
£12.45
£12 45
£34 95
£12 45
£12 45
£9.95
£14 95
£6.99

1. Xenon

£24.95

4. Roadwars
5. World Games

£19.95
£24 95

£9.95
£12.45
£12.45
£9.95
£12.45

£69.95
£49.95
£99.95
£49.95
£49 95

£48.95
£34.95
£69.95
£34.95
£34.95

£139.95

£89.95

£169.95

£129.95

£7.95
£14.95
£4.95

£4.95
£9.95
£3.95

2. Universal Military Simulator

ATARI ST GAMES

1. Universal MilitarySimulator
2. Dizzy Wizard
3. Xenon
4. Blacklamp
5. Startrek
6. Winter Olympiad
7. Crazy Cars
8- Tetris
9. Gunship
10. Hunt for Red October
11. Psion Chess 3D
12. Terrorpods
13. Flight Simulator II
14. Dark Castle
15. Gauntlet
16. Trash Heap 3D
17. Defender of the Crown
18. Outcast

£19.95

3. Crazy Cars

£24.95

AMIGA BUSINESS PROGRAMS

1. 64 Emulator
Drum Studio

2.
3.
4.
5.

Superbase
Gizmoz
Omega File

AMIGA HARDWARE

3.5" Disc Drive

• Slimline 1 Megabyte
• For the A500/1000/2000

5.25" Disc Drive

•100% IBM Compatible
• 40/80 Tracks
ACCESSORIES

Mousepad
Centronics Printer Cable
Disc lables 3.5" per 100

CLUB 6800 INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Mail to: CLUB 68000 LTD, 52 Linkfield Road, Isleworth, Middlesex TW7 6QH.

Tel: 01-560 5717 (sorry, no personal callers please, mail order only
Please send me:

£

£

.£

£

.£

£

Free Post & Packaging within the UK. Europe £1.00

I | Cheque enclosed

total

£

~j Visa [ ^Access/Mastercard Qp/Order PLUS MEMBERSHIP only £10.00

Credit Card Number

total enclosed

Expiry Date

Signature

Name

Address ..

Telephone No.:

Post Code

FREE GAMES COMPENDIUM: ATARI ST [

MONO Q i

COLOUR [

AMIGA [

ASTU
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Masterly software
EVERY computer owner has been
asked that most pertinent of questions
by the enquiring onlooker: "Yes, very

Bruce Smith gives
MasterPlan a thorough

good, but what do you actually use it for?"

workout and finds it

The answers can often baffle the non-

worth considering if
you're looking for a
flexible spreadsheet

computerate, as for many it's just to tinker
with.

For the slightly more organised it's to

provides access to a number of com
mands that allow the sheet to be man

aged. These commands can be accessed
through menus or more quickly at the
keyboard by typing a forward slash
followed by a command mnemonic.
For instance, the column width of all

write letters with or to keep the family
address list on. And for the more finan

cells (not individual ones which is a
shame) can be altered by typing /WC
and then entering a number in the range
1 to 72. The full range of commands is

cially adept it's to budget with and keep

terPlan is no different. Numbers are the

track of cash flow - or lack of it.

most obvious data types. The others are
character strings, called labels, for mark
ing rows and columns, and formulae to be

shown in Table I.

applied to the current cells or perhaps a

spreadsheet, certain vital parts are not
always in view. For example, a cheque
book sheet might show each entry, but in
a long list the total will be off screen.

As far as serious applications go, word

processors, spreadsheets and databases
are by far the most popular productivity
tools to run on the micro at home or work.

range of cells.

Spreadsheets have far more use than just
performing cheque book reconciliations
- they are ideal for number juggling.

tinguish between them, unlike many
other supposedly more sophisticated

"What if. .." situations can be accessed

MasterPlan is intelligent enough to dis

Because the screen provides just a
small movable window on a

large

What would be nice would be to

always show the total at the base of the

sheets I have encountered.

screen - and this can be done by cre

simply by editing in a few new numbers

Another nice touch is that labels will

here and there. For instance, a local

flow across into adjacent cells if they are
too long to fit into a single one. Again more

ating a window. There can be two on

often than not sheets truncate them into a

single cell which can make annotating

vertically and they can be created either
by selecting the Windows option from the

sheets a tedious task.

Worksheet menu or by entering /WW.

carpet fitter near me uses a spreadsheet
on his micro to work out carpet and fitting
costs for clients, He just enters room sizes,

carpet costs per metre and so forth and
slap, bang, wallop the answer is there
instantly.
MasterPlan runs under Gem and will
work on on a standard 520ST with single

disc drive, but as spreadsheets by their
very nature tend to gobble up memory at
an alarming rate, a 1Mb machine is a near
necessity for anybody planning to man

The Worksheet menu is important, as it

Function

Format (PUT)

Selects the way in which values are

printed and displayed on-screen.
There are nine options - currency,

date, fixed, general, percent, sci
entific, text, comma, plus or minus.
Label-Prefix (/WL)

contains six pull-down menus and below
this is a control panel in which information
is displayed or typed. Finally, the major

portion of the screen shows a familiar
spreadsheet consisting of cells refer
The sheet itself is a massive 8190 rows

Column-Width

(/WC)

Titles (/WT)

Windows (/WW)

Recalc (/WR)

In general, spreadsheets can accept
three different types of data, and Mas86 Atari ST User May 1988

Forces the current spreadsheet to be
recalculated should the automatic

calculation mode be disabled to

then transported there. The current cell
is highlighted by being shown in inverse

deposited there.

Allows the screen to be split into two

tically.

To go to a cell not currently displayed,

video and its number and contents are

be locked into position so that they do

windows to display two sections of a
spreadsheet either horizontally or ver

keys.

always displayed in the control panel.
Entering information just requires the
cell to be highlighted and the information
typed in. On pressing Return the data is

This allows rows, columns or both to
not scroll. This is useful to freeze head
ings with.

bers that's 8190*256 or a shade over two

on screen the easiest way is to use the
built-in function Goto. F5 can be pressed,
the cell reference entered and you are

The default column width is 9 charac
ters, This command allows this to be
varied from 1 to 72 characters.

deep by IV columns across - in true num
million cells. Moving around is performed
in a variety of ways - adjusting the slider
bars, clicking the spreadsheet pointer in
the relevant box, or pressing the cursor

Defines the manner in which labels

are formatted. They may be aligned
left, right or centred in their cells.

enced by numbered rows and lettered
columns.

Moving between each window is

Command

ipulate large amounts of data.
The MasterPlan display is nice, neat
and un-cluttered. The standard menu bar

screen arranged either horizontally or

increase speed.
Protect (/WP)

This allows areas of the spreadsheet to
be made safe by protecting them from
accidental deletion,

Status (/WS)

Displays the current spreadsheet
status information.

Table I: Worksheet commands

IREVIEW

Key

Function

Help: Reads help text files

Fl

from disc, there are eleven

topics to choose from.
Edit: Copies the current cell
contents to the control panel
ready for editing.

F2

Name: Displays a list of the

F3

current named cell ranges.
Absolute: Ensures that cell
references in a formula are

F4

relative, absolute or mixed.

Goto: Prompts for a cell
reference and moves directly

F5

to it.

Window: Allows windows to

F6

be

moved

between

once

created.
Recalculate: Forces the entire

F9

spreadsheet

to

be

re

calculated.

Figure I: Data entered into a single window

Graph: Displays the most
recently drawn graph, if any.

F10

Table III: Function key actions

simple - just click on the one you wish to
make active. The windows may also be
synchronized so they scroll together
either horizontally or vertically - impor
tant if the spreadsheet is wide or deep.
Functions are the means by which the
PMT

STD

IF

VAR

COS

HLOOKUP

RAND

VLOOPUP

SQRT

YEAR

in the column of cells from Al to A5 and

sheets are altered the master is auto

store the result in cell A6, the following

matically updated accordingly with the

would need to be entered into cell A6:

SUM(A1..A5). The full list of functions is

data tied to it. A full range of print options
is also available, even to the inclusion of

shown in Table II.

headers and footers.

In addition to the normal range of loads
and saves, marked sections may be
saved for reloading into another sheet.
Data may be imported from other sources

MasterPlan, like so many spreadsheets

these days features a graphics facility
which can be used to display data
extracted from the spreadsheet in either
bar, stacked bar, line or pie format.
Select the Graph option from the menu
bar, followed by the graph type. Enter up
to six data ranges of information and
finally select View from the Graph menu.

Table II: MasterPlan Functions

such as Lotus 1-2-3 and VIP Professional,

and spreadsheets may also be combined.
One quite disturbing facet is that there
is no safety net provided by the software,
so if you accidentally select New from the
file menu it throws out any current sheet
without providing an "Are you sure?"

The final area for discussion is the file

and print handling commands and these
are most extensive, though there does
seem to be one omission - the ability to
link a number of spreadsheets.
This allows data from a wide range of

information held within a spreadsheet is
manipulated. They are entered into cells
and may take numbers or cell contents,
referenced by their grid position as a
parameter in their calculation.
For instance, to total the numbers held
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C
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A
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2

Turn to Page 88 •
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1
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i

The 148 page manual is well written
and contains all the information you are

sheets to be linked to a master. As the

Desk File Edit Uarksheet Range Graph
r<4l-IIOK CancelUak 1Edit 1Graph 1

&m

prompt.

For..

Heal

58 Cash
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cheque; 2
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A
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|
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H

I
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Figure III: Here the grid has been turned off and
to hold the total at the base of the screen

the sum total added into the cell in window two
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REVIEW

good contents list is included.
There is also online help, via Fl as a
number of help files are included on the

One gripe I had about the product is
that the disc doesn't contain any example
sheets to play around with, or even any
sample templates that could be put to
good use immediately - like a cheque
book reconciliation program.
As already mentioned, there are no

< From Page 87

likely to need. Locating it is another
matter as there is no index - however, a

Operator

-

Multiplication

/

Division
subtraction

MasterPlan disc. These can be accessed

examples on the disc and none in the
manual. The offshoot of this is that those

+

subjects sought.

new to spreadsheets will find MasterPlan

=

HEHU

Cancelleak lEdit ISraphl

-

C

|

B

|

addition

<>

Equals
Not equal

>

Greater than

> =

Greater than or equal to

<

Less than

< =

Less than or equal to

#NOT#

Logical Not
Logical And
Logical Or

#AND#

CIIE0UE2

A

Positive

+
*

at any point and information on specific

OK

C

#OR#

1|r_uce"'_s Cheque Book
3)ate

JNinber

.Payable to

5ipril 1st 110123 JBEEBflfcinta.
blpril 3rd" 118124"

58

7Bprii 5"th 118125"

34,15

Table IV: MasterPlan operators

Fop...

quite difficult to get to grips with. For
those with spreadsheet experience it is a
good product and worth considering.

Heal

5
0

3188
B189

47. 4*

Product: MasterPlan

26.9x
1 8 . By.

SlIBlTotai Spent:

J3MJL

1

BOTotal Spent":

Function

Exponential
Negative

»

&

Price: £89.95

Figure IV: A pie
graph of the
cheques issued

7 .By.

"aa.iT

Supplier: Silica Distribution, 1-4 The Mews,
Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX.
Tel: 01-309 1111

so far

Document scanner interface
and softwarefor the Atari ST.
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CUT PRICE SOFTWARE LTD,

FREE PRIZE
VOUCHER WITH
EVERY GAME
ORDERED

SEE US ON STAND 516 AT THE ATARI SHOW,
ALEXANDRA PALACE ON 22-24 APRIL
RRP

OUR

Elite
Out Run

24.95
19.95

Dungeon Master

24.95

Gauntlet 1 or2
RoadRunner

24.95
24.95

Jump Jet
SuperstarSoccer

14.95
19.95

Bubble Bobble
Barbarian

19.95
24.95

15.95
12.95
14.95
15.95
15.95
9.95
12.95
12.95
15.95
15.95
15.95
15.95
18.95
12.95
9.95
15.95
18.95
31.95
16.95
15.95
12.95
12.95
15.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
16.95
12.95
15.95
6.95
12.95
12.95
12.95
12.95
15.95
12.95

ATARI ST GAMES

FREE PRIZE
VOUCHER WITH
EVERY GAME
ORDERED

Terrapods
DeepSpace

24.95
24.95

Obliterator

24.95

Epyxs Epixs
Black Lamp
Impact
F15 Strike Eagle

29.95
19.95
14.95
24.95

S.D.I
Art Director
Psion Chess
Advanced Art Studio
Alt World Games
Wizball

29.95
49.95
24.95
24.95
19.95
19.95

Space Quest II
Rampage

24.95
14.95

Arkanoid
14.95
Leviathan
14.95
Balance of Power
24.95
Star Wars
19.95
Leaderboard
24.95
Leaderboard Tournament.. 9.95
Indiana Jones
19.95

Buggy Boy
Bloodvalley

19.95
19.95

Predator
Subbattle Simulator
Trivial Pursuit

19.95
24.95
19.99

ATARI ST GAMES

RRP

OUR

Defender of the Crown .... 29.95

18.95

Bridge Player 2000

19.95

13.95

U.M.Simulator
Star Trek
Backlash

24.95
19.95
19.95

15.95
12.95
12.95

Mercenary Compendium .24.95

15.95

DarkCastle

24.99

15.99

Gunship
Flight Sim II

24.95
44.95

15.95
29.95

Gold Runner 1 or2

24.95

Impossible Mission II

19.99

STSoccer
Leatherneck

24.95
19.95

15.95
14.95

FrightNight

24.95

Wizard Warz
BraveStar

19.95
19.95

ATARI ST ADVENTURES RRP
Guild of Thieves
24.95
Jinxer
24.95
ThePawn
24.95

OUR
15.95
15.95
15.95

LoungeLizards
Nota Penny More
Bermuda Project
KnightOrc

14.95
14.95
16.95
15.95

19.95
19.95
24.95
24.95

De-Javu
Annals of Rome

24.95
24.95

16.95
15.95

15.95

Zork (1,2 or 3)

29.99

19.99

12.95

Hitch Hikers Guide
Leather Goddess
Planetfall

29.99
29.99
29.99

19.99
1999
19.99

15.95

LurkingHorror

29.99

19.99

12.95
12.95

Stationfall
29.99
ST BUSINESS PRODUCTS

19.99

CaptainAmerica

19.95

12.95

Trantor

19.95

12.95

Slap Fight

19.95

12.95

Rockfords

19.95

12.95

Oids

19.99

12.99

Battleships

14.95

8.95

Fleet Street Publisher.... 115.00

79.95

P.C. Ditto(1040 only)

89.95

59.95

Superbase

99-95 69.95

Pretext
WordPerfect

Ace 2

19.95

12.95

Carrier Command

24.95

15.95

MailshotPlus

49.95

Captain Blood

19.95

12.95

ECO
Terrormex

19.95
19.95

12.95
12.95

K-Graph2
K-Spread2

79.95 49.95
79.95 49.95

K-Word2

59.95

CrashGarret
Tonic Tile

19.95
19.95

12.95
12.95

K-RogetTheasuraus

49.95

34.95
89.95

Micro League Wrestling... 19.95
Sky Fighter
14.95
Sky Rider
14.95

12.95
9.95
9.95

D.Base2
119.00
ATARI ST SAGE PRODUCTS

14.95

9.95

Scruples

19.95

12.95

Midi-Maze
Hunt for Red October

34.95
24.95

22.95
15.95

59.95
69.95
34.95

369.95
529.95

Atari SC1224 (Colour)

329.95

Philips 7502 (Green)
Philips 7522 (Green)
Philips 8852 (Colour)
Philips 8833 (Colour)

79.95
79.95
295.95
269.95

DRIVES
Atari 20Mb Hard Disk
Atari SF354 0.5Mb
Atari SF314 1Mb
PRINTERS
Atari SMM804

569.95
135.95
169.95
179.95

HOWTO ORDER:
All Prices include VAT

Game products postage Free
(U.K. mainland only)

79.95 49.95
228.85 139.95

Pascal (Metacamco)
99.95
LatticeC(Metacamco) ....99.95

Enduro Racer

ATARI ST HARDWARE
COMPUTERS
Atari 520 STFM
Atari 1040 ST-F
MONITORS

Overseas orders add £1.00
Per disk Airmail add £2.00

Per disk Cheques/P. Orders
(Sterling only please)
Made payable to:

39.95

Bookkeeper

113.85 89.95

Accountant
Accountant Plus
Financial Controller

171.35 129.95
228.35 179.95
343.85 259.95

(Business orders include VAT)
Nextday delivery £6.95. Recorded £2.50

CUT PRICE SOFTWARE LTD.
Unit 6, Stort House
Rlverway, Harlow
Essex CM20 2DW
Visa or Access orders

(24 hour Ansaphone) ,—,M

F\l (0279) 24433/31956 MM

Collect vouchers for... Free Discs... Free Games... Free Day Trip to France... Free Weekend Breaks.

r h i s combined

documents such as

printed text.

software

$<Wt>

y'

and hard
ware

to

portion

scanned and then saved to

allows all Atari ST

computers

Any

ot the page may be

interface

file in a variety ot formats,of

be

interlaced to the Canon

which GEM.IMG is the most
useful.

IX12 document scanner.

The hardware consists of a special

Pixel

edit

facilities

are

included allowing scanned images to

interface that plugs into the cartridge

be edited on a pixel by pixel basis, even

slotof an ST. Surlacemount technology

at 300dpi.

GEM based word processors and

enablesus to squeezeall the components

DTP programs such as Timeworks

into a conventional ST cartridge.
The software allows documents to

DTP and Calligrapher can load and

be scanned at 75, 200 or 300 dots per

display scanned images on the page.
When used with the Atari laser printer

inch. The size ot picture that can be

scanned will depend on resolution and
available memory—with a Mega4 St it

this means images may be scanned,

ispossible to scan a complete A4pageat

edited and printed at 300dpi.
The hardware interface, including

300 dpi. Documents may be scanned

software retails at £250.00 plus VAT.

either in a special'dither' mode suitable

The

tor grev-scale photographs or 'binary'

supplied with the interface tor an

suitable

additional £610.00 plus VAT.

tor

truly

monochrome

Canon

1X12

<e
Computer Concepts Ltd
Claddesdeti Place Hemel Hempstead Herts HP2 6EX

Telephone 0442 6J9.17 (Access & Barclaycard accepted)

scanner

can

be

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER

DELTA

ATARI 520 STFM PACK

FOR THE

SOCCER FANS TAKE NOTE
This has to be the best SOCCER game on the
Atari ST!!!

Wind, weather and nightplay options ensure that 1 or
2 players have a really hard match with highly competi
tive play. SOCCER has superb Hi-Res graphics, plus
team colours and animated supporters, electronic
scoreboard and on screen refereeing to keep play fast
and furious for the entire match.

With this game the SOCCER season's never over

PRICE £19.95
Don't get left outside the ground. . .
ST Soccer's Playing! ! !
For further information contact MICRODEAL LTD
Tel: 0726 68020
Telex: 45218

Mail order your copy NOW!

* Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor
* Atari SM804 Printer

* Basic Language Disc
*5 Demo/Utility Discs

*5 Demo/Utility Discs

Ring for current price

"1st Word

Ring for current price

// you spend most ofyour spare time either watching or'
playing SOCCER then this is thegame for you.

ATAR11040 STF PACK

'Atari ST 1Mb Computer

* Built in Disc Drive
* Mouse Controller

ATARI ST

Fax: 0726 69692

COMPUTERS

PRINTERS inc lead
Atari SM804
Amstrad DMP3160
Amstrad DMP4000
Amstrad LQ3500
Citizen 120D
Panasonic KX-P1081

£169.00
£199.00
£310.00
£310.00
£169.00
£169.00

MONITORS
Atari SC1224 Colour

£352.00

Philips 8833 Colour

£259.00

DISC DRIVES
Atari SF354 0.5mb

£129.99

Atari SF314 1.0mb

£175.99

Cumana3.5"Single 1Mbyte
Cumana3.5" Dual 2Mbyte

£119.99
£224.99

Cumana 5.25" + 3.5" Dual

Cumana 5.25"40/80 1Mbyte
Cumana 20Mbyte Hard Drive
Cumana 30Mbyte Hard Drive
Cumana 40Mbyte Hard Drive
Cumana 60Mbyte Hard Drive

£284.99

£139.99
£679.99
£689.99
£1009.99
£1199.99

All prices include VAT
Please add £5 carriage on orders over £100
Mail Order only at this address
Trade and Educational enquiries welcome
85 Union Street Oldham Lanes
061-626 3841

uicrtomc puiushing

with ACCESS, VISA or AMERICAN EXPRESS

rrpe
::
GEM-FORTH/ST

1066

62 Bulverhythe Road, Hastings, East Sussex. TN38 8AE
Tel: 24 Hours, (0424) 722297
Autoduel

18.85
72.95

Master Plan

*Graphics through the GEM interface
*Multi-tasking

*Floating Point
*Fred screen editor

"Detailed manuals
PRICE £49

15.50

Bard's Tale

18.85

15,50

BMX Simulator

Def of the Crown

22.50

Leaderboard

Eco

15.50

UMS

18.85

Hunt for Red October

18.85

Winter Olympiad '88

15.50

Indiana Jones

15.50

International

Soccer

15.50
215.00

Bubble Bobble

15.50

Wizball

15.50

Worlds Greatest Epics
Gunship

22.50
18.85

18.85

Preditor

15.50

Black Lamp

15.50

Jinxster

18.85

Garett

15.50

Gauntlet

18.85

Seconds Out

15.50

MIDI MAZE (phone)

26.95

Out Run

15.50

Star Trek
TNT

15.50
15.50

Star Wars

15.50

Tanglewood

15.50

Terrorpods

18.85

Flying Shark (phone)

15.50

SPECIAL OFFER - FIRST WORD £39.95 (while stocks last)

HARDWARE
520 ST-M (Keyboard Only)

204.00

520 STFM

Phone

1040 ST-F

Phone

1040 ST-F Mono Monitor (H/RS)... Phone
1040 ST-F Col Mtr+Prlnter+S/w
Phone
Replacement Mouse
22.00

Bulk
Bulk
Bulk
Bulk

Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks

10x3.5" S/S D/D
11.95
10x3.5' D/S D/D
13.95
10x3.5' S/S D/D Branded 17.95
10x3.5-D/S D/D Brandedl9.95

ALL DISCS GUARANTEED FOR LIFE

Lockabte (40) 3.5' Disk Box

All inclusive price including postage and packaging

Microprocessor Engineering Ltd
133 Hill Lane, Shirley, Southampton SOI 5AF

Allow 7 days delivery
For our full price list please send S.A.E.

Please make cheques P.O's payable to:

1066 Software

0703 631441

62 Bulverhythe Road, Hastings, East Sussex TN38 8AE

Also available from Silica Shop.

Tel: 0424 722297 24 Hour

Overseas enquiries Welcome.
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8.95
18.85

Tracker

*6800 Macro assembler with control
structures and local lables

*Large source code file of examples

Phoenix

Arctic Fox

Pro 24

VERSION 2.0 FOR THE ATARI ST/MEGA WITH;

lixjftUiare

(Specialist in Disc Software)

8.75

SFEATURE

SQ&p*
PRIME number generators are quite
common and everyone has either
seen one or perhaps even written one
themselves at some time or other. We

published a program to test whether a
number is prime or not in the June 1987
issue of Atari ST User.

For those who have never met these

mathematical oddities, they are simply
numbers that cannot be divided by any
other number without leaving a
remainder. So 13 is a prime number as
nothing will divide into it, however, 14

BOQRT

isn't as both 2 and 7 will divide into it

exactly.

A prime number generator is a pro
gram which will work out these special
numbers, producing a list like 3, S, 7, 11,
13, 17, 19, 23. As always, there's more than
one way to skin a cat, but we thought we
had seen every possible method until,

SCR/APBOOK is a special feature consisting of short,
simple programs sent in by our readers. It's a place where
we can publish all of the interesting little routines that
don't end up in our regular features but are too good for us

'hat is, James Smith from Birmingham sent

not to share with other readers.

is his version.

If you have a short program which you think other

We wouldn't normally give a prime
number generator a second glance,
however James' program is so incredibly
fast we thought you'd like to see it too. It
will calculate all the prime numbers up to
1000 so quickly it can't be timed.
All the numbers up to 10,000 takes just 3
hundredths of a second, and 50,000 takes

readers would find useful, send it to:

Scrapbook, Atari ST User, Europa House,
Adlington Park, Adlington,
Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 4NP.

a mere 19 hundredths of a second. For

non-believers, it will also print them out
so you can check them.
Although it is written entirely in 68000
machine code, that isn't the main reason

for its amazing speed - it's the clever
algorithm used. Although the full details
aren't quite clear, basically it works like

the first prime number - three - and
knock out all multiples - 6, 9, 12, 15 and so
on - as they can all be divided by three.

has ten - knock out all multiples of 11.
And so it goes on. Eventually, all the
non-prime numbers will have been either

this:

on. Move on to the next number - six is

knocked out or skipped, leaving just the
primes. These can then be printed out.
The listing was written using HiSoft's
Devpac assembly language development

Dimension a large array to store the
prime numbers. Forget all even numbers,
as they can be divided by two. Start with

even so skip it. Knock out all multiples of
seven. Move on to the next - eight is even
so skip it, nine has been knocked out, so

ficult to convert to any other assembler if
you haven't got Devpac.

Move on to the next number - four is

even so skip it, the next one's five. Knock

out all the multiples - 10, 15, 20, 25 and so

package. However, it shouldn't be too dif

**************************************

* Execute routine in supervisor mode *

TRAP #1

* Ultra-Fast Prime Number Generator! *

super

MACRO

ADDQ.L #6,A7

*

PEA \1(PC)

ENDM

*

MOVE #38,-(A7)

*
*

68000 version by James Smith
(c) Atari ST User

**************************************

TRAP #14

SUPERX

ADDQ.L #2,A7
********** print character ***********

printc MACRO
MOVE \1,-(A7)
MOVE #2,-(A7)
TRAP #1

ADDQ.L #4,A7
ENDM

ENDM

********** Print a string ************
sprint MACRO
CC0N0UT

PEA \1(PC)

String address

C_C0NWS

********* start of program ***********
LEA variables(PC),A6
A6->variables
sprint promptl
Print prompt
JSR input
D4=range
MOVE.L D4,0(A6)
SUB8.L #1,D4
LSR.L #1,D4

Store
D4=(D4-1)DIV I

MOVE #9,-(A7)

Turn to Page 93 •
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Lightwave

TriangleTelevision

QUALITY TESTED CABLES & ACCESSORIES

The Atari Sound/Music
MCL-002

Descrlplion
STMonitor Cable 13 Pin Din Plug to Open End

MCL-090

520ST to Centronics Printer

MCL-277

ST Disc Extension Lead

Item No.

Length

Price

2M

5.95

2M

9.95

1M

14.95

25 Way D Plug to 36 Way Centronics Plug

19 Way D Plug to 19 Way D Socket
MCL-392
MCL-430
MCL-442
MCL-455

MVDU-120

ST Pair ot 'Midi' Cables

6.95

2M

5 Pin Din Plug to 5 Pin Din Plug x 2
ST Floppy Disc Drive Cable
14 Pin Din Plug to 14 Pin Din Plug
ST Floppy Disc Drive Ext. Cable
14 Pin Din Plug to 14 Pin Din Socket
ST to Disc Drive-Shugart Interface
14 Pin Din Plug to 34 Way IDC Socket
Adaptor and Cable
ST to Colour Monitor

Colled
2M

13.95

2M

14.95

2M

28.95

2M

5.95

2M

10.95

13 Pin Din Plug to 2 x Phono Plugs
MVDU-139

520STM/1 (MOST to Scart TV/Monitor

MVDU-200

ST to both Colour & Mono Monitors

13 Pin Din Plug to Scart Plug
21.95

13 Pin Din Plug to 2 x 13 Pin Din
Sockets-Switched Unit allows
simultaneous connection

PRS-102

ST to NEC Multisync Taxan 770+ Monitor
9 Way D Plug to 13 Pin Din Plug via
Switch-Box (3 Display Modes)
ST to Philips 8873 Monitor
13 Pin Din Plug to 9 Way D Socket
via Switch Box (3 Display Modes)
ST to Modem/RS232
25 Way D Plug to 25 Way D Socket (25 lines)

software specialists
A dealer that gives you demonstrations and checks all
software before it leaves the premises. So there's no
chance of you getting it home and it doesn't work.
K.C.S.DR.T. VS1.6

DR.T's M.R.S. 8 Track

48 Track Sequencer and the new
Level 2 48 Track sequencer with
multiple programme environment
(run up to 4 programmes at once).
Iconix Midi sequencer 16 Tracks
Mastertracks By Passport with
64Tracks + Realtime editing.

sequencer/editor (worth seeing)
Hybrid Arts Midi Maze. Link up to 16
Atari's (that means you and your
friends can play) B/W or Colour.

Genpatch Store sounds from any of

with 64 Tracks for beginners.
Pro 24 Track sequencer by

Flight cases for Atari ST's and
monitors in rigidized aluminium.
Put your music on the move

"NEW"

Steinberg and
tions.

2M

14.95

DUST COVERS

" COURSES "
Introduction Classes in Midi and

Triangle RGB Video encoder. Record
your graphics onto video. These

back over midi and/or ST's inter

units are of the highest quality only

"NEW"

nal sound chip. Also 60 track

SM124/5 Monitor

-

8.95

LWD-026

1029 Printer

-

7.95

LWD-035
LWD-057

520 STM/STFM/1040 STF Keyboard
SMM 801 /804 Printer

-

7.95
7.95

Ask about our tape showing

LWD-067

SCI224 Monitor

-

8.95

all different software

This Is |ust a small selection from our range

music software (all types). Bookings
already being taken so ring tor details

M by intelligent music a compos
ing/performing programme,
(brilliant).
EZ Score By Hybrid Arts, play

LWD-005

£95 + VAT

sequencers/score writers

"ATTENTION"

If you don't own a keyboard or know
what Midi is then please ring and all
will be revealed (In English)

SOFTWARE acce?fs^eusirseudppued SPECIALISTS

Also available: Connectors, Data Switches, Printer Buffers etc.

Ask your local dealer or phone for more details.
All prices Include VAT. Please send cheques/P.O.'s and Include £1.00 post and
packaging to: LIGHTWAVE LEISURE LTD., P.O. BOX 23, WALLASEY, MERSEYSIDE 144 1EW

bath

AND THERE'S MORE

4~CJS>Mastertracks Junior

Scorewriter tor your composi

Professional Quality in Supple, Cream, Leather Look Cloth, Bound In Dark Brown Trim

or Phone (051) 639 5050 and order via ACCESS.

your instruments to disk.

E3

Mall Order
Finance

En ~|

Triangle Television
130 Brookwood Road, Southflelds,

London SW18 5DD Ring 01-877 1726/874 3418

camruTEn

shack

SOLE IMPORTERS OF

MASSIVE
SOFTWARE
RANGE

ATARI ST

MONITOR
MASTER
£35.00

EVERYTHING FROM MEGA'S TO MICE

EDUCATION SUPPLY SPECIALISTS
Full Atari Desktop Publishing Demonstrations available by appointment
FINANCE ARRANGED
Details on request

Service and repairs for all Atari ST Computers and Monitors

GREAT NEWS!

OUR MIDI DEPARTMENT IS NOW OPEN
Featuring all the top names in Midi equipment.

Keyboards, Midi Drum Sets, Samplers, Effects Units, Guitars and a full range of Atari ST Midi Software
MAILORDER

1

We are official "Iconix" distributors

I „.„,„,«

PART EXC
EXCHANGE

8E CHELSEA ROAD, LOWER WESTON, BATH, AVON BA1 3DU
Tel: 0225 310300
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MOVE.L D4,10(A6)
sprint sees 1

Store

super zclock

JSR getq
JSR primes
super gtime
JSR ptime

sprint prompt2
JSR waitkey
JSR prprime

Zero clock

D6=(SQR D4-DDIV 2
Time in 1001hs sec
Print time

Print prompt
Wait for keypress
Print out primes

sprint prompt2
JSR waitkey

CLR -(A7)

Return to desktop

TRAP #1

P_TERM_0LD

**************************************

* Print out prime numbers'
**************************************

prprime
printc #27
printc #V
HOVE.L #1,D7

LEA p(PC),A5

A5->array

priloop

TST.B 0(A5,D7)

IF >0 GOTO prinext

BNE prinext

MOVE.L D7,D0
ADD.L D7,O0
ADDQ.L #1,D0
JSR printn

1

printc #32
printc #32
prinext

ADDQ.L #1,07
CMP.L 10(A6),D7
BLE priloop

notbig
MOVE.L D6,D5
gloop
LSR.L #1,05
MOVE.L D6,D0
HULU D6,D0
CMP.L 07,00
BEQ.S gdone
BGT.S toobig
ADD.L D5,D6
BRA.S gunl
toobig
SUB.L D5,D6
gunl
CMPI.L #1,05
BGT.S gloop
MOVE.L D6,D0
HULU D6,D0
CMP.L 07,00
BGT.S tbig
gloopl
ADDQ.L #1,06
MOVE.L D6,D0
MULU 06,00
CMP.L 00,07
BGE.S gloopl
SUBQ.L #1,06
BRA.S gdone
tbig
SUBQ.L #1,06
MOVE.L 06,D0
MULU 06,D0
CMP.L 00,D7
BLE.S tbig
gdone
SUBQ.L #1,06
LSR.L #1,06

D5=D6
05=05 DIV 2
D6*D6>D7?

D6=D6+D5

JSR digit
MOVE.L #1000,01
JSR digit
MOVE.L #100,01
JSR digit
MOVE.L #10,D1
JSR digit
BRA lastdi
Last digit
digit
OIVU 01,00
D0=remainder/quotient
BNE dinz

TST 4(A6)
BEQ diskip

D6=D6-05

Leading zero?

dinz
UNTIL 05=1

MOVE.L D0,D4

Save result

lastdi

ADOI #'0',O0
printc D0
TAS 4(A6)
MOVE.L 04,D0

Can print zeros now
Put remainder in 00

CLR D0

diskip
SWAP 00
RTS
**************************************

* Supervisor mode clock routines
**************************************

gtime
MOVE.L $4BA,D0
LSR.L #1,00

200Hz tick count
100ths second

RTS
zclock
CLR.L $4BA
RTS

RTS

06=(SQR 07-DDIV 2

Zero 200Hz clock

**************************************

RTS

*
**************************************

* Calculate primes
primes

HOVE.L #1,07
MOVE.I 10(A6),D3

LEA p(PC),A5

A5->array

prloop

TST.B 0(A5,D7)

IF >0 GOTO prnext

BNE.S prnext

ptime
MOVE.L #100,D1
DIVU 01,00
MOVE.L 00,D5

Print decimal point

End if not digit

BLT endin

CMPI #'9',D0
BGT endin

Double figures?
Print 1 leading zero

MOVE.L #10,01
MULU 01,D4
SUBI #'0',D0
ADD 00,04
BRA inloop

result=result*10

Add digit to result

endin

Prints 100ths

RTS
**************************************

* Wait for a keypress
**************************************

waitkey
MOVE #8,-(A7)
TRAP #1

**************************************

CC0NIN

CMPI #'0',O0
Print seconds

pok
MOVE.L D5,D0
JSR printn
sprint secs2

RTS

Get digit

TRAP #1

ADDQ.L #2,A7

ANDI.L #$FFFF,D0

printc #'0'

D4=resutt=0

MOVE #1,-(A7)
D0=secs/100ths

JSR printn

printc #'.'

CLR.L D4

inloop

BGT pok

ADDQ #1,07
CMP D7,D6
BGE.S prloop

LSR.L #2,D6

input

CMPI #9,05

prnext

BTST #12,D7
BEQ.S notbig

* Print time in 00.L

CLR 05
SWAP 05

MOVE.L D7,D5
ADD D7,D5
ADD9 #1,D5
HOVE.L D7,D4
HULU D5,D4
ADD D7,D4
prloopl
TAS 0(A5,D4)
ADD D5,D4
CMP D3,D4
BLE.S prloopl

getq
MOVE.L 0(A6)/D7
MOVE.L D7,D6
LSR.L #2,D6

**************************************

**************************************

**************************************

Input number

**************************************

LJECIN

ADDQ.L #2,A7
RTS

RTS

variables
DC.L 0
OC.W 0
OC.L 0
DC.L 0

prompt 1
0C.B 13,10
DC.B "Input largest number:",0
prompt2

DC.B 13,10,10,"Press a key: ",0
sees 1

**************************************

D6=D7 DIV 4

very big number?
D6=D6 DIV 4

* Print decimal number in 00.L

DC.B 13,10,10/Time taken = ",0
secs2

**************************************

0C.B " seconds",0

printn
CLR 4(A6)

EVEN

MOVE.L #10000,01

p OS.B 1024*50
****

END ****
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SHACKSOFT II 17 BIT SOFTWARE
A mail order service for people
"who know "what they "want!
ATARI 520STFM

ATARI 520STFM & MONO
MONITOR
ATARI 1040 STF

ATARI 1040 STF & MONO
MONITOR

ATARI MEGA2 & MONO MONITOR

ATARI MEGA4 & MONO MONITOR
ATARI SML804 LASER PRINTER

Please telephone for best prices

17 BIT BECAUSE WE ARE JUST
THAT BIT BETTER THAN THE
REST
We supply Commercial/Public Domain Software for THE ST
We offer LARGE discounts

We are a club run for enthusiasts BY ENTHUSIASTS

We have a TELEPHONE HOTLINE (with Access facilities)
We send out regularly updated SOFTWARE LISTS
We do not advertise software that is NOT AVAILABLE

We supply software on the DAY OF RELEASE
We have an EXTENSIVE Public Domain software library

We give a FREE Public Domain disk with each commercial
purchase
We will RING YOU when a specific tiltle is available (upon
request)
We will refund your membership fee if you are not 100%
satisfied

The above services are available to members only

Membership is just £3.00 (full software lists sent by return)

Note: All Atari products are backed by our own service department,
ensuring a rapid turn around of any faulty items.

FREE MEMBERSHIP WITH THE FOLLOWING

PRINTERS

TAU CETI - Just E6.95. RRP E19.95

PANASONIC KXP1081 £175.00
CITIZEN 120D £159.00

17 BIT SOFTWARE

SPECIAL OFFER:Cheques/P.O. payable to:

P.O. Box 188, Leeds LS1 6BS

NEC P6 24 pin £499.00
includes cable
Star LC10 £199.00
MONITORS

COMPUTERHOUSE

PHILIPS CM8833 med res £259.00
ATARI SC1224 med res col £359.00

Distributors for SKC *

ATARI SM125 high res £135.00

BRANDED DISKS

3V2"

ACCESSORIES

MONITOR MASTER monitor switch box

MF 1DD -

£13.00 for 10 + 1 free

MF 2DD -

£16.00 for 10 + 1 free

£35.00

Prices include postage, packaging and insurance

HANDY KAP perspex covers £7.95
UNISTAND printer stand £11.95

14 Romily Court, Landridge Road, Fulham, London SW6 4LL

MOUSE MATS £5.95

Tel: 01-7311276

Computerhouse

SERVICE & REPAIRS

Our fully trained engineers are at your disposal for speedy efficient repairs
to your Atari equipment.

HOW TO ORDER

Prices Inc. VAT & carriage.

Phone with your ACCESS or VISA
details or send cheque or postal orders to:
If so we would like to hear from you. Database Software

SHACKSOFT
UNIT 11/12
WHITE HAYS SOUTH

WEST WILTS TRADING ESTATE

WESTBURY, WILTS BA13 4JT
Tel: 0373 850831

is looking for good quality software - games, utilities,
business programs. If you think you have a winner send
it for evaluation (on disc or tape, plus instructions and a
brief outline) to:

The Manager
Database Software

Adlington Park
Adlington
Macclesfield SK10 5NP
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I

Draw your own
conclusion
IS it possible to produce another
graphics package which will rival
established programs such as NeoChrome, Degas or Art Studio? Several
software companies seem to think so, and
Grafix comes from a new one, ShackSoft,
an offshoot of the established dealer Bath

Budget art packages are
few and far between.

Chris Jenkins assesses
one from Shacksoft

Computer Shack.
It's a high resolution bit-mapped pro

gram, provided on a single disc. The first
thing you'll realise on booting the soft
ware is that it doesn't use colour. Like the

monochrome mode of Degas, Grafix lets
you concentrate more on creating and
manipulating shapes, rather than in defi
ning complicated colour palettes and
dealing in subtleties of shade and gradu
ation.

Grafrx is written entirely in Computer
Concepts' Fast Basic, which may be one
reason why the program makes very little
use of the Gem operating system. In any
case, there is an argument for having all
the available commands of a graphics

package presented on the main work
screen, rather than on drop-down menus.

Surprisingly though, many of the
complex functions of Grafix such as
Rotate and Mirror are remarkably fast.
Grafix runs on any ST, including those
with blitter chips, but it consumes all of
the memory of a 520, so you cannot have

the current fill pattern, selected from the
standard ST patterns shown in the menu
on the right-hand side of the screen. The
Pen option draws in either black or white
and the thickness of the line is set using
the Line Txt option with seven
thicknesses available.

The cursor disappears while you are
' drawing, which makes it easier to see
what you are doing, although sometimes
difficult to see where you are. The Grafmode menu determines the manner in

which the Pen function, and most of the

other drawing options, alter the screen.
The normal mode is Replace, which
draws over the existing graphics. You
can, however, choose options such as
Xor, which reverses the existing colour as
you draw over it.
Plot sets a single dot on the screen,
from a single pixel up to a dot the width of
the largest setting on the Line Txt option,

filled in the current pattern. Pity there's
no coordinate display to tell you your cur
rent screen position.
Line draws straight lines, rubberbanding until you fix the position with a
click on the left mouse button. Thickness,

again, is set with the Line Txt function.
The Axiset option displays a circle with
three intersecting lines which can be
swivelled to give any required set of
angles.
Lines then drawn using the Axiline

option are forced to fall along one of these
axes. It's a useful way of drawing, say,
isometric polyhedrons, without the need
for hidden line removal.

The Pline function is similar, but this

allows the drawing of perspective lines,
forced according to the vanishing points
set using Pset. The manual gives several

useful points about the principles of per
spective, which you will need to under
stand if you want to create realistic solid

shapes or, for instance, railway lines
vanishing into the distance.
Airbrush sprays single marks, or

chunks, on to the screen, building them
up slowly in a random way. Chunks are
defined using the Takechunk option: You
Turn to Page 96 •

desk accessories installed.

It's fully mouse-driven and critical
operations are handled using alert boxes.
The main work screen has 10 permanent
menus which surround the working area.
Each is titled at the top, and functions are
selected by clicking on the appropriate
box with the left mouse button.

Once in a function, you will generally
find that the left button causes things to
happen and the right button cancels the
effect or returns to the menu screen.

Apart from the mouse, you can also use
the Shift and arrow keys to control the
cursor for precise positioning, and the
Pixel function to show an eight-times
expanded image in the right hand side of
the screen.

I'll go through the 39 major drawing
functions to give you some idea of the
capabilities of Grafix.
Look removes the cursor from the

screen for viewing your finished work of
art, or printing out on to any dot-matrix
printer.
Clear erases the entire screen using

QUIT

The menu screen
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REVIEW

upside down, in plain, bold, feint and out

M From Page 97

line. You can also expand any text you

use Scrape to reveal it through the other
piece by piece. You can also use one

draw a rectangle around a section of the
screen, and after confirming that you
want to keep it, you can use it as a fill,
airbrush or pen shape.

place on the screen using Scale or Dis
tort, which remap the contents of a
defined rectangle on to another rec
tangle.

Grafix unfortunately, has its own screen
file format, but a conversion program on

There's also a function called Lassoo

You can use Shear to skew an image
horizontally or vertically, producing an

resolution or Neochrome colour files.

effect which would be impossible to
reproduce in any other way. You can also

the only drawback is a lack of error trap

which allows you to define irregularly
shaped chunks. Fill is a flood fill starting
from the cursor position and uses the cur
rent fill pattern. You can't stop it if it starts
to leak through the borders destroying
your masterpiece, though you can undo it
after the process has finished.
You can set your, own fill pattern using
the Setfill option, which picks up a 16 x 16
pixel grid centred on the cursor position
and displays it in a small window at the
top left hand side of the screen.
Box draws an open box, Bar draws a

Rotate the image around a central point.
The manual suggests that the blurring
effect of Rotate can be used to make

synthetic-looking pictures look more

set".

you would require from a drawing pack
age, and at a price that provides a viable
alternative to Degas Elite.

17.50

Product: Grafix

is used to edit lassooed images, the Copy

Price: £16. SO

screen which stores chunk image data,
and two invisible screen buffers which

are used in Help and Copy operations.

KingsQuest 1, 2 &3

17.50 Flying Shark
21.50 GaryLinekers Football
14.50 Gauntlet 2

LeisureSuit Larry

14.50

DejaVu

21.50

Mean Streak

14.50 Outrun

PoliceQuest

Trantor

STRATEGY/WAR

Dungeon Master

17.50 Wizard Warz

Platoon

14.50

Carrier Command

ArmyMoves
14.50 Army Moves
Universal Military Simulator ...17.50 Masters of the Universe
Bards Tale
Wizards Crown

18.95
17.50

Football ManagerI

Obliterator

21.50

Ultima IV
ECO
Chess Master 2000

17 50
14.50
19.50

10.95
14.50

Black Lamp

14.50

Gunship

17.50

Xenon

21.50

Get Dexter II

14.50

14.50

Terrormeax
Telris

Phone
14.50

Balance ol Power

Phantasie3

17.50

Barbarian (Palace)

Deflector

21.50 PredHor
14.50 ARCADE
17.50 Oids

17.50
10.95

14.50 Space Ace
17.50

BuggyBoy
SuperstarIceHockey

17.50
17.50
17.50

Star Wars

Phone Slaydon

ColonialConquest
Powerplay
Roadwar Europa

10.50

10.95

F15 Strike Eagle

Vampires Empire

10.95 Paranoia

Defender ot the Crown

Discount
Software

14.50 Gauntlet
Barbarian Psygnosis
14.50 Impact

14.50

14.50
14.50

UTILITIES
Quantum Paint

14.50

1B.95

49.95
18.95

Advanced Art Studio
Film Director
Art Director

17.50
47.95
43.95

10 95 Fleet St. Publisher
17.50 Battleships
17.50 Championship WaterSkiing ...14.50 Habawriter3

-

BrianCkxjghFootbal

14.50

Tournament ol Death

Flight Sim.2
Ringsot Zilfn

36.95 Slap Fight
17.50 TopGun

Hunt lor Red October

17.50

Test Drive

16.95

Catch 23

14,95

Trivial Pursuit

OUTSOON,PLEASEPHONE

14.50

92.00
32.95
79.95

G.FA Draft

14.50 G.FJV. Basic Interpreter
14.50 G.FA Base Compiler

33.95
33.95

G.FA Vector

33.95

Crazy Cars

14.50

MCC Assembler
MCC Pascal

39.95
71.95

Bubble Bobble

14.50

Lattice (Version 3.04)

79.95

14.50

Fast Basic

34.95

Alternative World Games

14.50

BermudaProject

17.50 500CC Grand Prix

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. POST & PACKING FOR UK MAINLAND

E3

Overseas ofdefs odd: Europe £1 per

Item. Others £2 per Item
For Access & Vtea phone our shop on 01 -870 4941

j

~/|$A

Make Cheques/P.Orders payable to Storm Computer*. S.A.E. for fulllist
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Halle Mall, The Arndale Centre
(opposite Littlewoods)

ATARI ST software
in LEEDS
36 County Arcade

ATARI ST software
in WAKEFIELD
33 Kirkgate
(opposite McDonalds)
THERE IS A LARGE SELECTION OF ATARI ST
SOFTWARE IN EACH OF THE ABOVE
MICROBYTE CENTRES PLUS EACH CENTRE
HAS HANDS-ON DEMONSTRATIONS
AVAILABLE

If you don't see what you want give us a ring
Send for your new STPD list enclosing SAE
Subject to avaHabiltv ail goods
dispatched within 24 hours

ATARI ST software
in MANCHESTER

14.50

14.50 Music Construction Set
17.50 Aegis Animator
10.95 Degas Elite
14.50
14,50

Tel: 0225 310300

HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTRES

14.50 Worid Games

14.50
17.50
14.50
14.50
14.50
17.50

8E Chelsea Road, Lower Weston, Bath,
Avon.

MICROBYTE

14.50 Enduro Racer

CharlieChaplin

Triple pack
NorJ&Bert
Sarnpiens

Supplier: Shacksoft. Bath Computer Shack,

You can draw on one workscreen and

14.50 Rampage
14.50 Hard Ball

Captain America

Grafix includes most of the functions

pixels; there are also two 640 x 400 pixel

122 MELROSE AVENUE
WIMBLEDON PARK
LONDON SW19
Mallorder only-No callers
BladValley
14.50 Brave Starr

Basic problem or a system error.

Artpad screens, the Mask screen which

O ST^RM O
ADVENTURES

ping which allows you to, for instance,
crash the program if you try to load a text
file into a screen area. I also got the odd
"Program stopped due to system error no
..." message, but couldn't work out

main menu has a work area of 344 x 196

Ellipse and Polygon are similarly straight
forward. You can even define complex
polygons like figure 8s, and Grafix will
correctly decide what is inside and what
is outside the filled polygon.
Text functions are fairly powerful, with
five font sizes, horizontally, vertically or

Space Quest 2

Apart from that little inconvenience,

whether this was a program bug, a Fast

while Fillcircle draws a

Jinxster

the disc allows you to change Degas high

Goodness knows why you would want
to use the Wobble feature - it is supposed
to "simulate the effect of a faulty television
Among the most useful features of
Grafix are the multiple workscreens. The

Discount
Software

it and then use them on another screen.

realistic; I remain unconvinced.

solid bar, Circle draws an outline circle,
filled circle.

screen as a scratchpad, define chunks on

Mail Order available from/Send for free informa
tion sheet to:
MICROBYTE

36 County Arcade, Leeds LS1 6BH

ST
The

OWNERS
Ultimate

Sound

Digitiser on cartridge
from Innovated Software

BYTEWARE

HARDWARE

Plugs into cartridge port.
Powered by the computer.
Sound sampling from 4 to 25 KHz on record and playback.
4 or 8 bit sample resolution.
Memory free on 1040ST, 926K.
Memory free on 520ST, 402K.
Input socket, Phono on cartridge.
Output, monitor or Phono to amplifier on cartridge.

BUYING ANYWHERE ELSE CAN
SERIOUSLY DAMAGE YOUR

SOFTWARE
Works on both colour and monochrome monitors.
Uses all available RAM.
Built in echo and reverb effects.

WEALTH!!

LANGUAGE

Our

Our

Title

Dot graph input level indicator and line graph sample display.
Monitor sound on input, output and sampling.
Edit samples and waveforms using mouse and keyboard.
Full software filters and sample magnification, (up to 610 bytes).
Cut and paste, reverse and digital mix options.
SUPPORT

BASIC, Assembler and C fully supported.
Comes with full documentation on sampling software and details of
using the samples in your own programs.

"Possibly the best ST sampler in the World".

The I.S. MIDI
SAMPLE PLAYER
from Innovated Software

FEATURES

Assign one sample per key for as many keys as the keyboard has.

RRP

Price

Dungeon Master

24.95 16.50

Police Quest
Ultima4
Joe Blade
Power Basic
Predator
Roadwars

19.95 13.50
24.95 16.50
9.95
6.50
39.95 25.95
19.95 13.50
19.95 13.50

Supersprint

14.95

9.95
13.50
13.50

RRP

Slap Fight
Digi Drum
Buggy Boy

Price

19.95 13.50
24.95 16.50
19.95 13.50

Damelces

*

Impact

14.95

Obliterator

9.95

*

Gunship
24.95 16.50
Kings Quest Triple Pack 24.95 16.50
KnightOrc
19.95 13.50

Crash Garret
Xenon

19.95
19.95

Test Drive

24.95 16.50

Tempus

29.95 19.50

Tanglewood

19.95 13.50

Star Wars

19.95

13.50

Gnome Ranger

14.95

9.95

Battleships
Football Manager 2

19.95 13.50
*

Bubble Bobble
Ikari Warriors
Sinbad
Chessmaster 2000
Star Glider 2
E.P.T

19.95 13.50
14.95
9.95
'
24.95 16.50
24.95 16.50
24.95 16.50

Barbarians (Psygnosis) ..24.95 16.50
Flight Simulator 2
44.95 29.50

Degas Elite
World Greatest Epyx

24.95 16.50
29.95 16.50

Formula One Grand Prix 19.95

Jinxter
Ancient Mariner

24.95 16.50
*

Dark Castle

24.95

16.50

Rampage

14.95

9.95

Gauntlet 2

*

Micro League Wrestling .19.95 13.50
Star Trek
Fast ST Basic

19.95 13.50
44.95 29.50

Fast ST Basic (Rom)
DejaVu

79.95 51.50
24.95 16.50

Backlash

19.95

13.50

13.50

Winter Olympiad'88
Space Harrier
Devpac

19.95 13.50
*
49.95 32.50

Enduro Racer
Black Cauldron
Rockford

19.95
24.95
19.95

13.50
16.50
13.50

Gryzor
Football Manager

*
14.95

9.95

Fleet Street Publisher ..115.00 75.50
Outrun
*
Defender of the Crown ...29.95 19.50

Play samples through the Atari's monitor or to amplifier via the
audio output socket on the I.S. Digitiser.

Title

Academy

19.95 13.50

Marble Madness
24.95
Music Construction Kit ...24.95

16.50
16.50

Legend of the Sword
Barbarian (Palace)

19.95 13.50
14.95 9.95

Bards Tale I

24.95

16.50

* Please phone for price!

LARGE RANGE OF TITLES AVAILABLE WITH UP TO 35% OFF RRP
ORDERS DESPATCHED IN 24 HOURS
ADVANCE ORDERS TAKEN FOR FORTHCOMING RELEASES DESPATCHED ON DAY OF RELEASE

Multiple keyboard splits allowing as an example; 5 octaves all
starting with middle C and each with a different sample.

UPDATED PRICE LIST SENT WITH EACH ORDER

Fade in and fade out of samples.

' PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE + PACKAGING )
BYTEWARE

A different loop point for each key.

9 MARITIME TERRACE, SUNDERLAND, TYNE & WEAR SR1 3JT
TEL: 091-514 4222

You can save a complete keyboard arrangement to disk, including
all keyboard splits and the samples assigned to them.

SOFTWARE ORDER FORM (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)
TITLE

Selectable Midi channels including Omni on/off.

AMOUNT

"Brings you close to the power of a Fairlight
at a fraction of the cost".

COST

The I.S. Digitiser
The I.S. Midi Sample Player

£79.95
£19.95

CHEQUES/P.O'S PAYABLE TO BYTEWARE LTD
ATARI ST USER - APRIL '88

All prices include V.A.T., Carriage, 12 month warranty.
Software updates available to registered users.

Name

Available from:

53 Rugby Road,
Worthing,

Address .

West Sussex.
BN11 5NB

(0903) 700804 24 hours
Trade enquiries welcome

.
Tel:

L.
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TOP QUALITY DISCS
AT ROCK BOTTOM PRICES
5.25" Bulk Packed-Top Quality
Single sided 48 T.P.I.
Single sided 96 T.P.I.

10
£5.49
£5.95

25
£10.50
£10.75

50
£18.50
£19.00

Double sided 48 T.P.I.
Double sided 96 T.P.I.
Double sided coloured 96 T.P.I.
Double sided reversible 96 T.P.I.
Coloured & reversible 48 T.P.I.
Coloured & reversible 96 T.P.I.

£5.95
£6.95
£7.95
£7.95
£8.95
£9.95

£11.00
£11.50
£13.75
£15.00
£17.25
£18.75

£19.50
£20.50
£25.75
£28.50
£32.75
£34.50

100
£32.50
£33.50
£34.50
£36.00
£48.50
£50.50
£63.25
£65.50

150
£41.50
£43.00
£45.00
£46.50
£67.50
£65.50
£86.25
£94.75

250
£61.50
£63.00
£66.00
£69.50
£99.75
£102.50
£129.75
£143.75

Packs of 10 5.25" disks come with free plastic library case (worth £1.49!)
Coloured disks come in five colours (red, blue, white, yellow, green)
Reversible disks have two index holes and two notches!
Coloured and reversible disks come in five colours and have two holes and notches

All Centec disks are packed with a protective jacket (envelope) and come with a full user set,
including a label and a write protect tab. The disks are manufactured to top international standards
and have a hub ring for added protection. All disks carry our no quibble replacement guarantee and
are certified 100% error free.
PC-AT HIGH
DENSITY DISKS

PROFESSIONAL PRINTER STAND

above the other, the desk space is effectively halved.
The space saving design allows easy access to the
80 col

£29.95
£34.95

132 col

paper from both sides, the special dial controlled
paper feed system with adjustable deflector plates
ensures smooth paper flow and automatic refolding.

Disk Cleaning Kit-3.5"

£4.95

Disk Cleaning Kit-5.25"

£7.95

BINDERS
ll"xl4.5" Paper

£7.95

Blue with white

£5.95

IBM Printer Cable

Laser Printer Toner Cartridge
Mouse Mat

£89.95

£4.95

ASK FOR FREE CATALOC ttJE!

ers. Suitable for PC-AT and other High
Density Drives. Lifetime warranty.

100 5.25" DS-DD Disks

10 Disks
20 Disks ...
40 Disks ...
60 Disks ...
80 Disks ...
100 Disks .

Disk Box
75 3.5" DS-DD Disks Plus

£62.99
£89.99
£119.99
£139.99

200 Disks .

£259.99

£17.95
£32.99

SIXERS
6 stylish plastic
library cases for 10

REXEL

£3.95

SPECIAL OFFER
BOXES

Made by one of our major manufactur

This new printer stand is very space efficient as it
takes hardly any more room than your printer. Due
to the unique positioning of the paper guide
mechanism and refold compartments that is one

disks.

VAT + carriage

stripes
Now Only £9.99
per box of 10

3.5"
5.25"

STORAGE BOXES

inclusive
£6.99
£6.99

Plus 100 Capacity Locking
£38.99

80 Capacity Locking
Disk Box
25 Coloured 3.5" DS-DD

£86.99

Disks Plus 40 Capacity
Disk Box

5

£41.99

COPY HOLDERS

YU-H32 Copy Holder with Adjustable Arm Size
9.5" x 11.5" with smooth slide line guide £19.95
Copy Holder with Adjustable Arm
Size 19" x 12" (A3) £29.95

BRANDED 3.5" COMPUTER DISKS
£29.95
Sony MF1-DD

3.00' Lockable-Holds 25

....£7.49

Sony MF2-DD

3.00' Lockable—Holds 60
3.50' Lockable-Holds 40

....£8.49

Goldstar MF2-DD...
3MMF2-DD

£24.95

Maxel MF1-DD

£19.95

£29.95

3M MF1-DD

£24.95

....£8.49

Verbatim MF2-HD
Verbatim MF1-DD

£49.95

Verbatim MF2-DD

£29.95

3.50' Lockable-Holds 80
5.25' Lockable-Holds 50
5.25' Lockable-Holds 100

....£7.49

5.25' Lockable-Holds 120

£10.95

....£7.49

....£8.49

£19.95

£19.95

VERBATDVI OR 3M BRAND ED 5.25" - PRICE FOR 20 DISKS
£24.99
DS DD 48TPI
£28.99
£35.99
DSHD
£48.99

SSDD48TPI
DSDD96TPI

3.5" TOP QUALITY-BULK PACKED DISKS
Single sided 135 T.P.I.
Double sided 135 T.P.I.

10
£12.49
£14.49

25
£23.95
£26.95

50
£46.95
£52.95

100
£91.95
£98.95

150
£129.95
£145.95

200
£169.95

£189.95

RAINBOW PACK OF FrVE COLOURS-NEW PRODUCT!

Single sided 135 T.P.I.

£17.95

£35.95

£62.95

£119.95

£169.95

Double sided 135 T.P.I.
£19.95
£39.95
£75.95
£145.95
£214.95
Packs of 10 3.5" disks come with a free plastic library case (worth £1.49!)

£219.95
£279.95

All disks are supplied with labels and are certified 100% error free
Rainbow 3.5" disks come in blue, red, green, orange and yellow.

CENTEC DISK SUPPLIES
UNIT 3, THE METRO CENTRE, BRIDGE ROAD, ORPINGTON, KENT BR5 2BE
TEL: (0689) 35353 (6 Lines)
Please note we operate a call stacking system.
Outside office hours a telephone answering machine will take your order

Fax: (0689) 77737
.

^^^

v

Same day dispatch if ordered before noon!

Remember -The price you see is all you pay! All prices include delivery
Personal callers welcome: Monday-Friday, 9.30am to 4.30pm
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We'll Give You A £50

Software Package For
Under £10*

DISK LIBRARY

£9.99

* Files, categorizes, cross references each disk & folder and each file in your personal library
* Automatically updates your disks, folders and files

* Allows user to view or print any file by file name, category, size or date
* Supports single or multiple drives
DISK UTILITIES

£9.99

* Turbo copy — 84 tracks, 9/10 sectors, single-double sided, 1/2 drives, multiple copies
* Format — single-double sided, 83 tracks, 9/10 sectors, 1/2 drives
* Resetable RAM disk

* Printed spool — 16k/32k/48k/64k
* Disk infor-number of sides/tracks/sectors

* Colour & monochrome support
WORD PROCESSOR

£9.99

* GEM based

DATABASE

£9.99

* Easy to use

* Four windows — Edits four documents simultaneously

* 520 & 1040 version

* Colour & monochrome support

* High speed selection & sorting

* High speed scrolling of text
* Easy to use

* Colour & monochrome support
* Useful report generator

SKYPLOT
Unbelievable Astronomy Package £69.95
HOME PUBLISHER
Brilliant Quality DTP £24.95

Both available on Credit Card Hotline 01-847 4457

TEN is distributed by Robtek Ltd., Unit 4, Isleworth Business Complex, St. John's Road, Isleworth, Middx. TW7 6NL Telephone: 01-847 4457
* Price of software in manufacturer's opinion!

I

REVIEW 1

THERE are pioneers and pioneers.
chasms, while others develop and prac

Rob Hubbard is one of
the best known micro

tice their own particular skill, honing it to

musicians. Here's how

perfection.

he first got involved

Some climb mountains, some forge

Just such a pioneer is Rob Hubbard,

structive is it? I'd like to get some samples
together on the ST."
"How did you first get involved with
computers9"
"When the Commodore 64 dropped
from £300 to £200 I just went and bought
one to see what it was all about. Everyone

whose work in the field of computer

music must surely rank him as the most
popular and well-known computer musi

sampler on something like the 64, I can

was jumping up and down saying you
should buy a computer. That was in

cian in the industry today.

sample on the Amiga and put it into the

November 1983."

IBM, manipulate it and put it back on to
the 64 or an ST. Once you have a sample
file on the IBM you have much more flexi

music?"

bility with it."
"You're talking about processing the

tional software was really starting to take
off. I wrote some, but it didn't due to the

By the time you read this Rob will be in
California - somewhere between San

Francisco and San Jose - working for
Electronic Arts. I asked him why, apart

from the sea, sand and sun, he was going
to America.

"When you're involved in a certain type
of work, it suddenly dawns on you that
there's nowhere else to go. You have to

try to think of something else. Out there
they are completely committed to CD1 Compact Disc Interactive."
"Has that taken off over there?"

"They're actually sticking their neck out
and going for it. It'sreally new technology
and it hasn't hit first generation yet. There
are areas in the music field where I think

I can make some positive contributions.
"In the short term I'll be working on the

sound. Why not just record real or
synthesised instruments?"
"One of the things I'm researching at
the

moment

is

various

ways

of

synthesising sounds purely digitally
rather than using samples. Even on the
ST, samples take up a lot of memory and
for certain applications you need

something which sounds good, but in a
small amount of memory.
"And it's not just the amount ofmemory

"How did you start writing computer

"At the time they were saying educa

fact that schools couldn't afford com

puters. Having given that up as a bad job
I started work writing games for a com
pany, but it went bust.
"After that I came up with the brilliant
idea of just trying to do music. There
were people just starting to specialise in
graphics. Until then you used to get one
guy doing everything themselves.
"It took me a long time to convince
anyone that it was a good idea - about

a sample uses. More importantly, you
could be using 50 per cen t of the process

seven months. Eventually I got some

or's time to play it back.

berserk. The first music I did on the 64

work and it just kind of took off and went

same sort of projects I've been working

"It'll be maybe two to five years before

was for a program called Confusion for

on over here. But the technical resources
over there are much better. I'll be

we can get pure digital sounds on an
Amiga or ST. But even now I reckon I can

Incentive Software although I didn't

working in the Artists' Laboratory. They
call programmers artists which is pretty

improve the quality of the samples I've

nice.

actually write the tune.

"Can you remember everything you've

been using by about 20 per cent.
"At the moment people have just been

written?"

doing the really dumb thing like sampling

"No. I've done about 70 projects. Some

the artist's work station - an IBM-based

10 seconds from a record and looping it.

of those are on all different formats. It's a
lot of work. Also at that time the money

system. Instead of using my dinosaur

It sounds impressive but it's not very con

started

"Everything's based on what they call
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going

up.

It

was

a

bit

REVIEW

embarrassing."
"There's a lot of money in software?"
"Yes, but some people have difficulties
getting money out ofsoftware companies.
You find out that the guys who own the
company have just bought another

tend to go through different processes.
Sometimes I'll just sit at a keyboard and
keep at it until I come up with something.
Other times I'll plug into a cassette and
play for three hours. Then I'll play it back

Porsche or Ferarn."

"Do you start with a tune, a bass line, a
chord sequence?"
"You haven't got the luxury of thinking

^B

"What do you think of the sound dhip in
the ST? Did Atari make a mistake'"

"Yes! It should have put the FM sound
chip in straight away. It was talking about
it in the early days, but left it out to cut
costs."

"What music have you written for the

and see what there is."

in chords. It's no good hitting a minor
ninth (plays it on piano) and thinking
that'll sound good on strings cause you
just can't do it. You think in a very linear,
melodic way, answering phrases, counter
melody lines and so on.

ST?"

"Goldrunner, Jupiter Probe, Thrust,
Warhawk and Thundercats. If I had to

pick a favourite it would probably be
Jupiter Probe."
"How did you start writing for

"In the early days I was bursting with
ideas. I had ideas coming out my whatsits
but gradually doing all this work you tend
to lose the staying power that you had.

thing off. I enjoy writing stuff."
"Have you any favourite film
composers?"
"John Williams. I think he's absolutely
superb. He's brilliant. His orchestrations,
his development of themes is really good.
He comes up with such strong melodies.
Carl Davis is superb, too."
"Do you think you're influenced by John
Williams?"

"A/a It's too hard to capture that sort of
thing."

Midi
"Have you experimented with Midi on
the ST?"

"Ihad a Steinberg Pro-24, but I gave it

a way after I sold all my gear. I

the ST?"

never used it much - I

"A guy in Yorkshire wanted
me to do something on the ST. I
said I haven't got a clue about
the ST, I don't have an ST, I
haven't any routines. He said
come down and we'll put
something together. That was

had the time.

never

"Obviously the ST is the com
puter for music applications
because of the Midi sockets.

There is so much good music
software although the price of it
is ridiculous."

"Considering the time pro

Steve Bak. He knew the ST

"We got it together m two
days. I only had two days to do it

grams take to develop and the
fact that they're not going to sell
an awful lot do you not think the

because I had to be in London

prices are justified?"

inside out.

the day after. Steve basically

"But if software was reduced

gave me a crash course in 68000

and together we got the thing up
and
running.
That
was

in price how many people
would buy it rather than look for
a hacked version? The prices

Goldrunner."

are ludicrous."

"How many different routines
do you actually have?"

"I have

fairly

"Some games programs play

the tunes through the ST's Midi
sockets? Will we see any Rob

standard

routines like vibrato and there

Hubbard Midi Music9"

are the multiplex routines which
give the impression of a chord
played with only one voice. I
like to try to think of new things

"I don't know. It's quite easy to
write a program to sling them
out the Midi. It's an area which

might open up. I think it's a bit
gimmicky and it imposes so
many restrictions on the way
you have to compose."
"What do you think of the

and ideas."

"Even after 70 projects?"
"Well, you reach a point
where there's not that much

more you can think of to do."
"What do you write in?"
"I write pure assembler on the ST."

"How do the programmers interact
with your music?"
"On computers such as the ST or the
Amiga you generally write either a link
able file or a fully position-independent
file. It's got to run anywhere in memory
and you basically make it as simple as
possible for the programmer."

Composing

Midi concept?"
Just one of the ST products backed by
Rob Hubbard's micro music

"The fact is if you have outstanding
projects you've got to come up with an
idea. The pressure's on you. No matter

try to do it. I've had a couple ofreally bad

a drum machine and knock out a tune."

days. I've literally spent the whole day

"Do you blame Midi for this?"
"No, not really it's just an abuse of the
whole new technology."
"Any final thoughts?"

trying to come up with something.

"Even though I've spent a lot of years
playing, I've always liked writing better
than playing. I'd rather be a composer,
writing parts out and giving them to the
guys to play. I'd like to write for films but

it's too hard to get into."
"I suppose people would say it's diffi
cult to get into writing music for com

"No, but when I'm doing a lot of work I

"What do you think of current chart
material?"

"Itsso easy for people who aren't par
ticularly brilliant musicians to get hold of

"How long does it take to write a piece of
(Rob turns to the piano and knocks out

a serial interface."

how uninspired you feel you've still got to

music?"

a tune.)
"As quick as that?"

"I think it's done well. People
thought it wouldn't last very long as it's

puters. You've set the standard for that."

"Well, I suppose I started the whole

"I think there's still a big future in the
industry. A lot ofpeople think it's winding
down. In a lot of ways we're just waiting
for the hardware to catch up."
It's obvious that Rob Hubbard knows

which direction he wants computer music
to go and he's out there pioneering again
making sure it doesn't go astray.
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Mmm ... nice!
and accents.

M has only one screen. It is divided
into six sections or windows and each one

staccato - and accents.. The cycles can be

can process a pattern in a different way.
The Pattern window is in the top left

up to 16 steps long and, as with the pat
terns, you can program up to six set-ups
of each kind of cycle.
Before we get lost m the details of the

corner of the screen. Four patterns can

be active at any one time and you can

If interactive pattern

based processing and
composition appeals
Intelligent Music's M
could be the answer

WHILE a good computer-based
sequencer is undoubtedly a musi

enter five different types.

M - there's lots more to come - let's see

Step-time record - shown in icon form
as a pair of feet - will record a series of

how the cyclic editor works in practice. If
you record the eight notes of a scale in a
step-time pattern and set a duration cycle
eight steps long with each step the same
length, you'd get a regular, even scale.
If you halved the duration of every
other step in the cycle, the scale would

notes and chords from a Midi keyboard.
They don't have a duration or volume
level - these are set in other windows.

A pitch distribution pattern is a collec
tion of individual pitches, again without
any duration and so on. If a note is
entered into the pattern more than once it
has more 'chance of being played when
random note selection is used. This is

cian's best friend, have you ever won
dered if Midi could not be put to a more,

very useful as it lets you bias a pattern
towards a certain pitch or group of

say, creative use?

pitches.
There is a real-time record option

American software house Intelligent

cyclic editor, which is used to set cycles
of durations, articulation - legato verses

play with a dotted-quaver rhythm. Now, if
you reduce the length of the cycle to only
seven steps, each of the eight notes
would be subjected to alternate long and
short durations. Get the idea?

When you consider that you can per
form similar cyclic operations on the
notes' volume - accents - and on time -

machine record option in which pitches

articulation - you can see how complex
and interacting lines of music can be con

are entered within a repeating loop

structed.

Music did. It came up with the bright idea
of interactive and intelligent software and
M is the first such program to appear for

which does record durations, and a drum

the Atari ST.

sequence. Finally, you can import notes

Let's dip down to the note manipulation

from a Midi file rather from than a key

window. The note order section lets you

Composing and Performing System". The
simplest description I can think of for it is
a pattern processor. The processing

board.

change the probability that the notes will
be played back in the same order they

involves such things as selecting notes

sets of four patterns, These set-ups are
selected by clicking on the pattern group

box is used to vary the probability that
the note sequence will be played

bar labelled A to F below the Pattern

backwards.

M

is

subtitled

"The

Interactive

from a pattern in a controlled random
fashion, applying time offsets to a pattern
and setting up cycles of note durations

Although only four patterns can be
active at once, you can record up to six

window. On the right of the screen is the

were recorded. Below that the direction

The note box alters the density of the

New ST software floods in
A roundup of the latest
ST music scene and

a preview of some

new products
BY the time you read this the biggest
Music Fair m

the world will have

taken place in Germany. The Frankfurt
Music Messe has gone from strength to

taking a closer look at it as soon as it is

will work over Midi. Both will feature

released. Intelligent Music is planning at
least two more interactive programs says
distributor MCM, but that's as much as

intelligent music routines.

anyone knows - or is telling.
Also due from Intelligent Music is the
Axxess Midi Mapper, a hardware device
which can make virtually any Midi signal
activate any number of Midi processes.
For example, pressing only one button
on your synthesiser could alter every
patch on all connected instruments, set

The only thing I know about the third
program is the name, Tunesmith. Does
that give away any clues? All should be
available in due course for less than £95.
Available now is Dr. T's KCS level II
MPE with PVG. Translated, that reads

Keyboard Controlled Sequencer Multiple
Programming Environment with Pro
grammable Variations Generator.
Once you learn how to pronounce it,

strength - and size to size - and this year
it will see an expected 50,000 visitors

volume levels, tuning and transmit any
other Midi information.

you have to learn how to use it. It's a very
complex, sophisticated piece of software

tramping across 72,000 square metres of

A single note can be transformed into
any Midi action, including the playing of a

which lets you run several programs
interactively on your ST at the same time.

chord.

For instance, you could load your ST with
a sequencer - Dr. T's, of course - and a

floor space. That's bigger than your
average Music Fair.
The ST is unquestionably the most
important music computer, and there will

Banks of set-ups can be programmed
so the system can be used both live and

voice editor, run the sequencer and edit

editors and ST-based samplers.

and an LED screen. It is expected to cost

a voice in real-time as the sequence
plays.
The PVG section lets you generate

Intelligent Music is rushing to complete
Upbeat for the show. This is a kind of M
for drum machines. It was originally writ
ten for the Apple Macintosh and was
snapped up by lots of musicians. We'll be

around £595.

variations from any recorded musical

Dr. T Software, also distributed by
MCM, is developing three interactive

part. It can produce a single variation on
a part or a series of variations that evolve

programs of its own. Fingers I will use the

over time.

be tons of software for it on show -

everything from sequencers to voice
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in the studio,

The only controls it has are two buttons

ST's internal sound chip, while Fingers II

With all these products available, per-

IREVIEW

Desk

File

Edit

Pattern

Options

Redraw

specify a limit on the number of set-ups
you conduct - you may not have pro
grammed all six - and I would like to
have been able to copy the contents of
one cyclic editor window to another and
one set-up to another.

The screen takes a thumb-twiddling
five seconds to update and I wish some
sample pieces had been included

because it's nice to see what a company
can do with its own program.
M lends itself to sequence-based
music a la Tangerine Dream, ambient

music and just plain, or not so plain, avant
garde, although distributor MCM says
some users have extracted pop-type riffs
from it.

M's mam editing screen split into six windows each of which
can process a pattern in a different way

notes, that is, the probability that a note
will actually sound. For instance, a value
of 50 per cent will give each note a 50/50
chance of playing. There is also a trans
pose option and, as with the other win
dows, six different set-ups can be
programmed for each section.

The midi variables window lets you
program a range of volumes - velocity -

bottom of the screen. Here you can store
a picture of all the screen controls at any
time. During a performance, clicking on a
snapshot instantly recalls the settings.
Each group of six set-ups has a box
containing an arrow near it. Clicking on

this lets you conduct your way through

Although the disc is well protected, it
contains a demo program which you can
freely copy and give to friends. It does
everything the full version does except
save files, and it only runs for 10 to 20
minutes. A nice idea,

Shortly after completing this review,
version 1.1 was released, although it is
still in transit from the USA to the UK.

Distributor MCM says all the bugs have
been fixed - the review copy crashed
several times - and one or two things
have been tidied up.
If the idea of interactive pattern-based
processing and composition appeals to
you you'll certainly like M. It's only the
first of what promises to be a whole new

for each pattern and below that in the

the six set-ups in the conductor window the grid in the global control window. All
sections, therefore, can react together.

orchestra section you can enter up to
three Midi channels to which a pattern
will be sent. The sounds box lets you

Although it's a nice idea, I found the
snapshots far more useful.
Finally, there is a movie icon - it looks

select three sound patches for each

Product: Intelligent Music's M

The global control window - middle

like a strip of film - in the global control
window. Clicking on it will record a per
formance as you play it and save it to disc

top - controls start, stop, tempo and sync

as a Midi file, It can then be loaded into a

Supplier: MCM, 9 Hatton Street, London,

operations. The final section is the

normal sequencer.

pattern.

snapshot window, which runs along the

haps a few words about the distributor is
in order. MCM, or MCMXCIX - Roman
numerals for 1999 - to give it its full title, is
a recently formed company.
It has been appointed UK distributors
for several hardware manufacturers and

software houses including Dr. T, Intel

ligent Music, Passport Designs, Opcode,
Mark of the Unicorn, Digidesign and
Southworth. It currently has over 100 soft

I did have a few niggles: You can't

MasterPiece, to £150. Its latest release is

SST or Super Sequencer. Although it's fair
to say SST is a cut down version of Mas
terPiece with only 24 tracks instead of 32,
the other omissions tend to be Midi exot

ica, features which may be nice to have
but which you could probably live

generation of Midi programs.

Price: £135
NW8
Tel: 01-258 3454

Some of the products on show at
Frankfurt may take a while to filter

through to the shops, but available now (I
know because they're lying on my desk)
are Hybrid Arts' EZ-Score Plus (£84.95),
distributed by Syndromic Music, and the
very latest version of MidiDrummer

without.

(£39.95), version 1.5a, from Bit By Bit
Software.

the rounds now and it's due for release at

The Midi file standard, which has been
much talked about in the past, allows you
to transport files from one sequencing
package to another. It has now been offi
cially adopted by the IMA (International
Midi Association) and is already incor
porated in many programs. We should
soon see it implemented in all Midi

Frankfurt. C-Lab's sequencer, Creator -

software.

reviewed in the November 1987 issue of
Atari ST User and now into version 1.3 - is

We were rapidly in danger of re
turning to those pre-Midi days when you
were virtually forced to buy all your gear

Sound Technology, 6 Letchworth Busi

from one manufacturer in order to ensure

ness Centre, Avenue One, Letch

ware titles on its list and no doubt we'll be

hearing a lot more in the future.
New from Sound Technology is C-Lab's

scorewriter-cum-sequencer program,
Notator. A demonstration version is going

built in and at the all-in price of £485 it
seems, as far as Midi software goes, very
reasonably priced.
Sonus is well-known in America and

set up offices in the UK late last year to

compatibility between items.

The standard will allow you to pick and
choose the best individual programs for

handle UK and European distribution. It

your own use and as interactive and

has just dropped the price of its profes

multi-tasking packages gam in popularity
that will become increasingly important.

sional level ST sequencing program,

MIDI SOFTWARE SUPPLIERS

Bit By Bit Software, 13 Spencer Street,
Lincoln, LNS 8JH. Tel: 0S22 40205.

MCMXCIX, 9 Hatton Street, London,
NW8. Tel: 01 258 3454.

Sonus International Limited, P. O. Box
18, Wokingham, Berkshire, RG11 4BP.
Tel: 0734 792699.

worth, Herts, SG6 2HR.

Tel: 0462

Syndromic Music, 24-26 Avenue
Mews, London, N10 3NP. Tel: 01-883
1335.
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oming the
communicatia
revolution I

All you need to link your
Atari ST to the exciting
world outside is a phone
- and the MicroLink
Communications Pack

0t

The MicroLink Communications Pack contains everything

you require to go online. There's a powerful modem that sits
between your Atari ST and your telephone, a lead to connect
them together and easy-to-use communications software.
You'll also be given a unique invitation to join MicroLink,
with FREE registration and telex validation (normally costing
£15), and a month's FREE* connect-time to your MicroLink/
Telecom Gold mailbox. So you can find out for yourself what
MicroLink is all about without it costing you a penny.

Of course you can also use your MicroLink modem and
software to access thousands of other services all over the

world, from giant databases in the USA to innumerable
privately-operated bulletin boards throughout Britain that
cover a vast range of subjects.

To take advantage of this very special package deal simply
complete and mail the coupon opposite.

Wk

There are two options you can choose from:
t MicroLink dual-speed modem: This stylish modem works at f*{\{\

m.

two speeds - 1200/75 and
and 300/300.
300/300. Fully
Fully BABT
BABT approved, J^%J+J
it satisfies most users' requirements for a modest price/

incl. VAT

MicroLink multi-speed modem:
This offers the additional speed of
1200/1200 full duplex for users who

want super-fast two-way transmission.
Plus many extra features,

including powerful
auto-dial and auto-

answer facilities. A

" This exclusive offer relates

to connect time only and
does not include telephone,
any possible PSS charges
or surcharged services.

;.-.

remarkable price
breakthrough for a
really exceptional

product.

^%^ 4%4fe
-PI CQ
Jb»A^7^r
incl. VAT

ORDER FORM

I

MicroLink is Britain's fastest-growing

PLEASE SUPPLY:

electronic mail service. It offers ALL the
services of Telecom Gold — and a whole lot
more besides.

O MicroLink dual-speed modem,
software and ST lead for £99

• MicroLink multi-speed modem,

With MicroLink you can link up with other

software and ST lead for £169

users all over the world to send and receive

D FREE registration and telex validation, plus
FREE one month's connect time to MicroLink

electronic mail. It turns your ST into a telex
machine - without the need for expensive
equipment or special phone line. It lets you
send telemessages for next-morning delivery

• I am already a subscriber to MicroLink

to ANY home or business in the UK or USA.

If you would like to join MicroLink and already have a
modem and software simply tick the box alongside.

With MicroLink you can tap into a weather
satellite and see pictures from space
displayed on your monitor (in full colour on

You will then be sent full details of how to join.

• Cheque enclosed made payable to
MicroLink Communications Ltd

a colour monitor). You can use it to obtain

• Please debit my Access/Visa card number:

legal and financial advice, to order flowers
or book theatre and rail tickets.

L
Signature

With MicroLink you can receive free
telesoftware programs over the phone to
feed into your ST. Your can use it to turn
text into typesetting or Braille. You can link
in seconds to a database in New York, or key
into the 400,000-word Great European
Dictionary in Luxembourg. And it gives you
direct access to up-to-the-minute financial
information on every company in Britain.

Expiry date I

/

Name

Address.

Postcode.

Daytime phone
Send to: MicroLink Communications Ltd, FREEPOST,

Europa House, Adlington Park, Adlington,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

Telephone orders: 0625 879940
Orders by Prestel: Key *89, then 614568383

The communications software that comes free with each j
modem is one of the best available for the ST- K-Comm 2. It

Via MicroLink/Telecom Gold: 72:MAG001

features a Viewdata terminal, VT100 emulation. Teletype
and V52, baud rates from 75 to 9600 including split baud
rates. Automatic log on and autodial, auto answer and
Xmodem transfer.

•

Allow 28 days for delivery.
All prices include VAT M
A383

•

••I

& carriage (UK only).

Basic changes
in new version

I know this is not very helpful, but I
would be very grateful for any infor
mation you or your readers could supply.

cation $2924 for the address of the font
with other versions of the operating

- Matthew Adlard, Fishponds, Bristol.

system).

We are not familiar with this make of

This can be copied into ram and the

printer, but there is a simple method to
find out which DIP switch is responsible
for sending line feeds.
If you are not sure where the switches
are, look at the back or inside of your
printer. There should be a small gap in
the casing, with one or two banks of tiny
switches just inside.
Using a small flat-bladed screwdriver,
flip the first switch and try a test print. If
the effect produced is the wrong one, flip
the switch back to its original position and

pointer at $2924 set to the ram copy, then

•

FOR those of us who have recently

bought STs, it would seem that a revised
version of Basic is supplied on the lan
guage disc. While the Basic manual does
list the differences, it does not explain
clearly how to modify existing programs
to work with the new Basic

For example, the Colours of the
Rainbow program - Atari ST User March
1988 - does not work, as the command
DEFSEG is not allowed.

And when do you use PEEK, POKE-B
or -W or -L? How does GEM-INTIN,

GEM-INTOUT and so on replace
GINTIN, CINTOUT and so on? Straight
forward substitution does not work when

calling GEMSYS to change text style,

try the next one.
Note that the printer must be turned off

and on again after changing a DIP
switch's position, or the change will not
register.

mouse icon and so on.

I asked my local dealer but he was
unaware that any changes had been
made to ST Basic, and was unable to help.

If you can't help either, could you give me

Printing in
Portuguese

the address of an Atari UK information

Norwich.

HA VING upgraded from a Spectrum 48k
to an Atari 1040 STFM, I'm still missing
some old tricks I used on the Spectrum.
How can you force Caps Lock from Basic?
How can you redirect the ST to use a

•

There are quite a few differences

customised character set? Where do I

between the old and new versions of ST

find the pointer to the set in the rom?
This last question is quite relevant for
Portuguese users, as we use a lot of

office which I could write to?

All my technical books are centered
around the old Basic and I can learn noth

ing from them. - M.J. Dack, Lingwood,

Basic - too many to list here. We hope to
have an article in next month's issue

dealing with these and showing how to
convert old ST Basic programs to the new
dialect.

Sorting out
DIP switches
/ HA VE just bought a dot matrix printer
from a second-hand computer shop, but
there was no manual with it. I want to set it
up to dump Degas Elite and Quantum
Paintbox pictures, but at the moment it is
getting extra line feeds from somewhere

which distort the dumps.
I have been told that there are DIP

switches inside the printer, but without
the manual I don't know which one does
what.

I think the printer is a Shinwa, but even

that I'm not sure about as the name badge
is missing, and the only identifying mark

is a small badge marked CP80 type 1.
W6 Atari ST User May 1988

font is located at $FD395E (look at lo

characters not included in the default
Atari set.

If I could redirect the ST's internal

character set pointer I would be able to
use word processors, document process
ors and so on, in real Portuguese. Can you
help? - Paulo Cambraia, Portugal.
• Some packages do allow different fonts
to be loaded - particularly desktop pub
lishing software. The text editor Tempus
and the document processor Signum 2
both allow you to use a variety of fonts.
This means you can design your own Por
tuguese fonts using Degas Elite for
instance, and load them into Tempus.
The ST stores and generates its
characters in a completely different way
to the Spectrum, and the system used is
vastly more complex and more powerful.
It is not a simple matter of redirecting a
pointer to your own character set, as on
the Specrum. And the characters aren't a
simple 8x8 matrix either.
In high resolution monochrome with
the 1985 issue operating system the 16 x 8

all OUT 2,... commands to the V52
emulator will use the ram font. You can

redefine any of the 256 characters.
The font data is stored in a strange way:
Each character is one byte wide and 16
bytes high, and a bit set means a pixel is
lit.

The top row of each of the 256 charac
ters is stored first, then the second row,

third and so on. We hope to cover this
topic in more detail in a future article.
The Gem Bios trap #13, function 11
enables you to set the state of the mouse
buttons, Caps Lock, Alternate and left
and right Shift keys. This short Fast Basic
program shows how to set Caps Lock the status is in bit 4 of the byte pushed on
the stack:

1 REM Set Caps Lock
2 CLS

3 INPUT "Set Caps Lock on or off ",c$
4 IF RIGHT$(c$,1)=T OR RIGHT$(c$,1)
="F" THEN Caps=0 ELSE Caps =16
5 RESERVE code,100
6 FOR pass=0 TO 1
7 [ OPT pass
8

9
10

ORG code

MOVE.W #Caps,-(A7)
MOVE.W #11,-(A7)

11

TRAP #13

12

ADDQ.L #4,A7

13
RTS
14 ]
15 NEXT
16 CALL code

Number
of the beast
/ HA VE seen several references in Atari
ST User to the latest version of the Tos

roms being 1.09.1 bought my 520STFM at
the end ofJanuary 1988, and according to
my information the Tos roms in my ST
have the advanced features introduced

by the latest version - fewer disc
exchanges on single drive copies, and
sectors skewed from track to track.

But if I examine location $FC0002 of the
Tos header - which I believe holds the
version number - the result is 1.02. I have

also had the opportunity to examine
another new 520STFM and also a 1040

LETTERS

Star Game for a Star Letter
Each month we'll select a letter of the month - and the sender will receive the

program which our reviewers have rated Atari ST User Star game. This month,
reader F. Isaacson will receive Xenon, which is reviewed on Page 40).
Letters on every subject of interest to Atari St Users are welcome. Send them
to: The Editor, Atari ST User, Europa House, Adlington Park, Adlington,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

Starglider
cheat mode

below shows the improved scores.
When you first enter the game from the
base, you will notice that a couple ofmis
siles fly overhead. Without touching.the
right button, turn to the left as soon as you

THANKS for the magazine. I find the leave the first base. After about 180
reviews especially useful when buying degrees you will catch a glimpse of
Starghder One on the horizon. This works
software. Keep up the good work.
Concerning British Telecom's System X every time, and is an easy way to score a
exchanges, I have heard that their use couple of thousand.
Lastly, due to all this Starglider playing,
will make modems unnecessary as the
new exchanges are digital. Is this true, or the contact for my left mouse button has
is it yet another BT rumour? When will it worn down. I don't want to waste money
come into use?

on a new mouse, so can you tell me

Other ST users may be interested in a
form of cheat mode for Starglider. It in
volves no fancy codes or pokes at all.

where I could buy a new pressure
switch? - F. Isaacson, Lymington,

When playing the game, if you fly into an
object instead of shooting it, the number
of points notched up for that object is
Obviously this does not work with
mines, missiles, walkers, stampers or the

• Thanks for the Starglider tips. British
Telecom's exchanges used to be purely
mechanical systems, but are now being
changed to computer controlled, though
still mechanical. The next stage of devel-

elusive Starglider One, and you must

opement will be System X in which the

watch your shields carefully. The table

connections will be made within the com

increased.

STFM, and both returned a version
number of 1.02.

Could you resolve this query for me? Chris Gale, Hinchley, Leics.
•

Hampshire.

general wear and tear in a week than
most micros get in a year. Have any other

readers

experienced

reliability

problems?

To find out which version of the

operating system you have, format a

blank disc, switch off and boot up with it.
Save the desktop and look at the date
stamp on the file - if it's 1985 you have the
old version.

Price without

the power
I HA VE found my Atari 520 STFM to be a
very enjoyable and easy to use computer.

Unfortuna tely the power supply has failed
on several occasions and now needs

replacing altogether.
However, these PSUs are scandalous at

£100plus VAT, making it uneconomical to
replace my Atari, as new machines are
rapidly approaching the £200 mark.
"Power without the price" is fine in

theory, but it looks as if reliability has
suffered as a consequence. I have yet to

Games tips
HEREare a couple of tips for ST games:
Eco -pressing Control+S will take you to
the gene changing screen. Each time you
do this you may change another gene
until all of them have been altered.

10th Frame - to get a perfect score of
300 choose the professional level and
point the cursor in line with the front of

the pins and slightly to the right so as to
be in between the middle and the first

pin on the right. Then press the button
and don't let go until the ball rolls. This

should always get a strike. - Iain Laskey,
Great Wakering, Essex.

cable to feed data in a similar manner to

an RS232 system. No standard has been
agreed upon yet, and it will be well into
the 1990s before it is implimented.
Modems will still be needed to convert

the computer's digital signals to the tele
phone system's analogue signals.
Can any reader help with the mouse
problem?
Object

Laser

Ramming

Drone
ATV

500
100

850
250

Tank

200

350

Bute fighter
Skim fighter
Juno cannon
Lotus Starfighter

120

500

250

550
800
600

Tri-launcher

Pyramid launcher
Laser base

400
290
200
275
50

410

450
50

for me, with the listing Printer Buffer
given in two languages.
Your 8 bit sister magazine Atari User
lists programs with a check-summer why not you? I would like to draw your
attention to the German magazine Happy
Computing which has published and uses
an mteresting checksummer for the Atari
ST.

Called the MCI, it is entered in ST
Basic. It creates a TTP application on the

disc which allows you to type the hex
dump of a program specially created to
include the sum of each line.

The magazine prints the listings in vari
ous languages as well as the hex dumps.
This is - at last - a real computer
Esperanto, allowing anyone to type in
whatever program they want from the
magazine. And as typing in hex dumps is
not the greatest fun thing imaginable,
MCI allows you to break off and continue
later.

German
checksums

Atari, or wait and buy a Commodore
Amiga in the near future. - L.J. Hallett,

AS a regular subscriber to your magazine
and an ST Basic-only programmer, I have
enjoyed your tutorials in this language. I

London.

sympathise with many others who write to

• We have had one or two problems with
our STs, but that's understandable as they
get more use, bashing, carrying and

you and groan when a listing is given in
another language.

decide whether to take another risk on

puter's memory. Finally comes ISDN,
which will use a coaxial or fibre optic

I hesitated to send you photocopies to
illustrate my point, because they - like
you - print messages concerning illegal
reproduction, so I'll simply give you their
address for back issues if you're inter
ested: Markt & Technik Verlag A.G.,
Hans-Pinsel Strasse 2, 8013 Haar bei

Munchen, West Germany.
Happy Computing is a magazine of
Turn to Page 108 •

Therefore your latest issue was a boon
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point I turned away and my younger

articles.

sister pressed Y and Return, saving on to
disc A. Now I can only run the downhill
event - the rest won't load. I tried to put

Since I am both a novice at C and blind
regarding the internals of the ST, I am
afraid that I am in need of some kind of

items I have described (price DM 14
each). - J.M. Kaltenrieder, Switzerland.

the file OLYMPIAD. REC into trash but it

assistance. - N. McNamara, Brackla,

would not work.

Mid Glamorgan.

# We'll look into the possibility of using a

I think it is stupid how easy it is to
record over the system disc. I know it

• You can add XBios(lO) by adding:

< From Page 108
general interest. Its special issues 19 and
22 are devoted to the ST and contain the

checksum utility, but the problem of
getting it to work with all languages is far
from simple - the format of each one is so
different.

says in the instructions to be careful, but

only in small print at the end. At the least
the warning should be on the disc as well.
Is there anything I can do?- Ian Rowley

hints
WE read with interest Richard Phillip's
ram upgrade article in the March 1988
issue of Atari ST User. While we found it a

listing.
You can link a PCW to an ST and trans

to Tynesoft with an accompanying letter
and see if it will replace them for you.

to get CP/M software is to log on to a

It wouldn't have been too difficult for

bulletin board and download some of the

public domain packages.
CP/M software is good, but it won't take

drive wasn't the original and abort saving
if it was. It's a pity this wasn't done.

Firstly, in Step II - 520 STFM - we feel

I AM looking for penpals, I own a

that the value given for the missing
RAS/CAS resistors was incorrect. During

1040STF with dual drives and a colour

filtered by 68 ohm resistors.
The data bus appears to use 33 ohm
values, and while the exact value for
RAS/CAS is not highly critical, the use of

monitor. I would like to get in touch with
other ST users with an aim to swapping
hints, tips, information and so on. If you
are interested, male or female, please
write - all letter replied to. - Kevin
Howe, 6 Whitehall Gardens, Retford,
Notts DN22 6JH.

too low a resistance would compromise

the desired noise filtering effect. We
would suggest that owners of these

since it is difficult to test ram that has not

been fitted! Would that all projects were

so simple... perhaps Step II should have
been Step Ha?
We look forward to many more inter
esting features and projects in your
excellent magazine. - P.J. Rihan and S.J.
Purdey, Croydon, Surrey.
•

Thanks for the information. One other

point is worth noting - the capacitors
used are polarised, so take care to insert
them the right way round.

Winter of
discontent
/ RECENTL Y bought an A tan STFM after

intensely'saving up for six months. I used
to have an Amstrad CPC 464, so I was
naturally impressed by the difference.
In the March issue of Atari ST User you
reviewed Winter Olympiad 1988, and
having read the review I decided to
empty my bank account and buy the
game.

On that same day I was playing it when
something like "Do you want to save
records?" came up on the screen. At this
108 Atari ST User May 1988
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OWN an STFM with

Looking for a
68000 upgrade
1 WONDER if you could give me some
help and advice? I am the owner of an
Atari 1040 ST and am very pleased with
the machine.

Firstly, do you know of an internal
processor upgrade for this machine? I
have heard that it is possible to replace

the 68000 chip with a 68010, thus giving a

The flop
that flips

machines use 68 ohm resistors here.

Secondly we would say that owners of
the 520ST and STM computers should not
go to Section III as directed in Step I,

advantage of the ST's memory, Gem,
graphics, and so on, so it can't really
compete with ST-specific packages.

Penpals wanted

which could cause readers some prob
lems with the project.

the bank one RAS/CAS lines were

fer files across. However the easiest way

the program to check that the disc in the

lucid and helpful explanation of the
upgrade, we noticed a couple of errors

a recent upgrade of our own machines
prior to seeing the article, we noted that

all on one line at the start of the program

# You'll have to return the original discs

(13), Nuthall, Notts.

Ram upgrade

#define Flopfmt(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i)
xbios(10,a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i)

power gain of some 30 per cent. Is this
true, and if so are the pins compatible?

Also, would it be possible to switch
which I am

delighted, and I have been a subscriber
to your magazine for some time. I find the
articles, hints and tips and so on
extremely useful, but find some of the
games reviews rather misleading - the
standard of most ST games does not
appear to be up to the machine's fullest
capabilities.
However, I recently attempted to use
the disc formatter written by Glenn
Williams in C from the December 1987

issue of Atari ST User. My Lattice C
compiler passed it with no errors, but a
problem of Undefined symbol occurs at
link time.

The symbol is flopfmt, which I believe
is the call to XBios to format the disc. A

look into OSBIND.H revealed floprd and
flopwr as XBios(8) and XBios(9) respect
ively, but no flopfmt - XBios(lO). Does this
mean that the call is not supported?
Also, this letter has been draughted on

between the two processors, and would
the 68010 be incompatible with the 68000
instruction set in any way?
Secondly, I have followed the upgrade
path from the 520STto the 1040STandam
now considering upgrading to the Mega
2 ST. I have heard of the Tos differences

between my existing machine and the
new Megas, so do you know ofan internal
board that would allow me to swap
between the two versions of Tos? If there

is such a board, would having the blitter
in place make it unusable?
And finally, could you tell me roughly

which percentage of 1040ST software
might not run on such a machine? Andrew Gane, Fallowfield, Man
chester.

• If you could simply swap the processor
for a more powerful one you wouldn't
gain any advantage, as the extra features
and instructions wouldn't be used by soft
ware written for the ordinary 68000.
There isn't an internal board to switch

an Amstrad PCW8512 Since the ST is

between the old and new operating

capable of CP/M emulation, is it possible
to link both machines together and

systems.

download/run Amstrad software via an

Amstrad CPS2852 interface?

If not, then what purpose .does the
emulator serve, as I am unable to obtain

any information regarding its uses? Per
haps the magazine could run a few

Nearly all the problems associated
with the new operating system stem from
the fact that it grabs a little more ram on
boot-up than the old version. Memory is
not a problem on a Mega ST, so there
shouldn't be many compatibility
problems.

SUNARO
PO BOX 78 MACCLESFIELD CHESHIRE SK10 3PF

/

Telephone (0625) 25228

Dark Castle

£19.95

Dungeon Master
Gunship

£19.95
£19.95

Predator
Oids
Tau Ceti
Test Drive
Tetris

£15.95
£15.95
£15.95
£19.95
£15.95
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Cheques/PO's payable to:

SUNARO SOFTWARE (AST)

F*\

Girobank Transcash to account: 664 6638 r \ 1

ATARI ST SOFTWARE AT BARGAIN PRICES
Art Director

£34.90

First Word Plus

£55.95

Quantum Paintbox

£14.00

Livingstone

£11.20

Rampage
Super Sprint

£11.20
£11.00

Star Wars

£13.95

Bubble

£13.95

Tanglewood

£13.95

Flight Simulator II

Abacus ST books from £13.50

All prices include

Bobble

£34.45

STFM Dustcovers £3.60

Full range of software

VAT, P&P UK.

available. Please send SAE

Cheque or PO's
Payable to

for catalogue or phone for
latest prices.

sQSi r
(Mail Order Only)
70, Severn View Road, Woolaston

Nr, Lydney, Glos., GL15 6QB
Tel: 059 452478

CONCEPT SOFTWARE
All the latest games available
MUSIC
D-50

MUSIC SOFTWARE ST.

PHILIP REES

HYBRID ARTS SOFTWARE
EZ-Track Plus

£59.95

5x5 Midi Switch

EZ-ScorePlus

£84.95

STEINBERG SOFTWARE

Synctrack
Sympte Track

£129.95
£85.00

Pro-24
£299.95
Time Lock
£499.99
More music software available on request

£285.00
£399.00

HARDWARE
Colour monitor
Atari 1040 STF

phone
phone

Atari 520STFM (inc Mouse)
Panasonic KX-P1081 printer

phone
E220.00

Goldstar branded discs box of 10 £15

Al!prices include VAT& P&P for UK Mainland. Make cheques payable to

Concept Software, Red Tape Studios,
50 Shoreham St., Sheffield S1 4SP
Tel: 0742 760970 S.A.E for latest Cat.

ATARI REPAIRS

CAMPUS C.A.D.
by Technobox
Two-dimensional professional CAD systems.
Produces mathematically accurate draughting.
Multi-layer, auto-dimensioning, hatching at any
angle, symbol libraries, compatible with most

plotters including Graphtec and HP.
Ideal for engineers, architects, PCB designers
and all professional C.A.D. applications
Thisplot was produced using Campus C.A.D. v1.2anda Graphtec MP3200plotter.
The diagramwas originallydesigned on an A0 drawingarea and rescaled to A5
and pasted straight into this advertisement.

Please call or write for a free detailed

information pack with sample plots.

Atari Approved Service Centre
All Atari products repaired, Computers, Printers,

I

D

E

R

S

O

F

Monitors, Disk Drives etc

Atari trained engineers
All work fully guaranteed
Free estimates

• UNIT 4 STANNETTS • LAINDON NORTH TRADE CENTRE •

Full range of ST's repaired

• BASILDON • ESSEX • SS15 6DJ•
•TEL: 0268 541212

AVON MICRO CENTRE
Unit 4, Western Road Industrial Estate,

Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 0AH
Telephone: 0789 292269

For full information please phone:

Cfree 0800 581 742
We are an official Graphtec Dealer.
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MAIL ORDER OFFERS
Subscribe to Atari ST User today and get ALL this absolutely FREE!
The ultra-slim, solar powered,
credit card sized Atari ExecuCard
is a five-function calculator. It has

an eight-character display showing
a comma after every three digits.
And it comes with a

smart protective wallet.

This very useful disc is packed with
programs from the pages of Atari ST
User. It's the perfect way to learn
more about this superb computer, as
well as being an entertaining
diversion. And all the programs come
on one 340k disc - together with
Computer Concepts' Fast Basic
runtime interpreter, which you'll need
for some of the programs.
WHAT YOU GET:
Diamond Mine - Dig for diamonds in this fast-action
multi-screen arcade game (colour monitor or TV).
Mandelbrot Set - Explore the fascinating world of
fractals. A sample image is also included.
Othello - Play against the computer in this classic
oriental strategy game (low res colour).
Codebreaker - Crack the five-colour code using clues
provided by the computer.
Kaleidoscope - Sit back and prepare to be mesmerised
by the ever-changing patterns' (low res colour).
Automation - An interesting variation on John Conway's
game of Life (low res colour).
Recursion - Two programs to demonstrate recursive

110 Atari ST User May 1988

routines (high res or medium res colour).
Golf - Play a round with this exciting game of pitch 'n'
putt (high res monochrome or medium res colour).
Molecule - Fire probes down the grid to find four
carefully hidden atoms (high res monochrome)
First Count - A word count for First Word installed as a

desk accessory. C source listing included.
Alert Box and File Selector - Two demonstration pro
grams written in C.
Charset - Find the Ascii code of any character with this
useful desk accessory.
PLUS a number of machine code programs
from Stephen Hill's assembly language series.

MAIL ORDER OFFERS
The editorial team at Atari ST User have put together
two exciting discs packed with some of the very best

public domain software available. By using the Archiver
program we've managed to squeeze a massive 600k of
utilities software onto a single-sided 350k disc!
Altogether there's 27 excellent programs - and they're
all designed to help you make the most of your Atari ST.
GAMES AND COMMS DISC
Battleships - The classic board game comes to the ST. (H). Popcorn - An
amazing demonstration of animated bouncing balls. (Lj. Ripcord - Land the
paratroopers safely on the target. (L). Black Box - An excellent game of
deduction. (L). Clewso- Deduce the murderer's name, weapon used and the
crime. (H M). Journey - A mind-boggling text adventure game. (H M).
Biorhythm- Calculate your chart and forecast critical days. (L). MegaroidsBlast the asteroids in this classic arcade game. (HM). Pachinko - Drop
pennies in the machine and aim for high scores. (L). Scratch - A text
adventure that's packed with devious puzzles. (L). ST Talk - A powerful
comms package to enable modem owners to get online to MicroLink and
bulletin boards. Checkers - Play draughts against a friend or your Atari ST. (M).

UTILITIES DISC
Archiver - Compact programs, source andobject code, pictures and so on into as
small a space as possible. (H Mj. Browse - Move forwards and backwards
through textfiles on disc, then print them out. (H M), Less - Similar to the above,
butyou can display files indifferent formats. (HM). Calc - Amultiple function
calculator written as a desk accessory. (H Nl). Clock - An interrupt-driven clock,
constantly displayed in the top right corner of the screen. (H). Dir - Produce a
complete listing of all the files on a disc, searching all folders andfolders within
folders. (H M). Deskman - Many useful disc management functions in a single
desk accessory. (H M). External - An auto-booting ramdisc which will survive a
reset. Format - Format discs from within anyGem-based application. (HM).
Mickey Mouse Monitor - A verygood machine code disassembler and memory
monitor. (H M), Notepad - Jot down brief notes and recall them at anytimewith
this desk accessory. SecEdit - Recover lostfiles, examine disc contents and more
with this disc editor. (H M). SeekTS - Testthe performance and reliability of your
disc drive. (H M). ST520RPM - Measure the speed ofyourdisc drive. (H M). ST
Writer - A powerful word processor complete with full documentation on the disc.
IHM).
H - High resolution (requires monochrome monitor)
M- Medium resolution (requires colour monitor or television)
L - Lowresolution (requires colourmonitor or television)

fffeiS

Checkers

i'ir!ifiiiig-u:"iyi.,»

ST Writer

Take out a subscription to Atari ST user and you wi
receive ALL these products FREE OF CHARGE - the
slimline Atari calculator, the ST Compendium and two
public domain discs packed with excellent programs.
The whole bundle is worth well over £17!

Note: Existing subscribers can renew
early to take advantage of this offer.

Don't miss out on

this limited offer - turn
to the order form on

Page 113 NOW!
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MAIL ORDER OFFERS

Perfect companions for y««r AtariST
(D Binder. Twelve rods hold your
issues in place and keep them in
pristine condition in this handsome
pale grey pvc binder.

£4.95

(2) Disc box. This luxury padded box
is the ideal storage medium, holding
up to 50 3.5in discs.

£4.95

@ Dust cover. Protect your ST with
this top-quality cover made of clear,
water-resistant vinyl. It's bound with
strong cotton and features the
impressive Atari ST User logo.

£3.95

© Mouse mat. The perfect desktop
environment for your mouse with its
specially-designed, perfect-grip
surface. It ensures much smoother

movement, gives super-positive
control and protects your tabletop
from scratches.

£4.95

® Fast Basic. This ultra-fast Basic
interpreter has its own easy-to-use
word processor-like editor which
makes full use of Gem. Up to 10

separate programs can be held in
memory at once - each with its own

editing window. There's even a builtin 68000 assembler. The package

includes a 380-page manual,
reference card and example pro
grams on disc.
Fast Basic is essential for many of
the listings in this magazine, so this
is one of our most popular offers.

(§) Back Pack. This versatile desk
accessory on rom makes nine useful

functions always available on your
ST: Scientific calculator, clock and

alarms, diary, notepad, typewriter,
printer buffer, address book, mini
clock and ramdisc.

Rom version: £79.90 (£10 off)

rrp£49.00 Offer price £39

Disc version: £37.85 (£7 off)

To order, please use the
form on opposite page

Build up your reference library!
July issue: Reviews - Devpac, Cambridge
Lisp, adventures, Digi Drum, ST Replay, Pro
Sound Designer, Superbase Personal,
Trimbase, Super Direclory, Saved. Pro
gramming - Computing in action - check
your tax bill, Golf, write your own databases
part I. Features - ST Trak-ball, Gallery, Data
Protection Act.

August issue: Reviews - CAD 3D-2, Lattice
C upgrade, Animatic, ST Doctor, games,
books. Programming - 3D graphics (free 3D
glasses), Gem, 68000 assembly language,
wireframe graphics, sound. Features comms, Gallery, Adventures.

September issue: Reviews: Art Studio,
Easy-Draw, Assempro, CAD 3D-2, K-Max
transputer, HiSofl Basic, Barbarian, Hardball
and Hades Nebula. Listings: Improve disc

access timings, create 3D
graphics, play Code Breaker.

wireframe

October issue: Listings: Play Molecule,
create a flight simulator, add a word counter
desk accessory, keep track of your invest
ments

on

the stock market.

Reviews:

Signum, Publishing Partner, GFA Draft,
STuff, VIP, Road Runner, TNT, Eagles Nest.
November issue: Reviews: Knight Ore,
Deathstrike, Sidewalk, Tai-Pan, public
domain comms, MicroStuffer and Mirage.
Create GFA Basic menus. Listings: DIY
comms program, memory editor plus
Diamond Mine - a multi-screen, arcade
game.

December issue: Reviews: Forth, sound

samplers, four-headed printer, Pascal,

Terrorpods, Addictaball, Impact and much
more. Listings: Knight on the Tiles and
multi-formatter. Construct your own printer
driver, choosing a word processor.
January issue 1988: Reviews: Midi Maze,
Star Trek, Indiana Jones, Nord and Bert,
K-Word 2, TextPro, TuneUp, Fortan, PaintPro, Listings: Alternative function key
defmer, Sliding' block puzzle. Features:
Atari St User show report, Gallery, adven
tures with Brillig.

February issue: Reviews: Midi Maze, Star
Trek, Indiana Jones, Nord and Bert, K-Word
2, TextPro, TuneUp, Fortan, PamtPro. List
ings: Alternative function key defmer,
Sliding block puzzle. Features: Atari ST
User show report, Gallery, adventures with
Briilig.
March issue: Reviews: Tempus, PD Disc
Utilities, PCB Designer, WordPerfect,
Winter Olympiad, Wrestling, Tanglewood,
Marble Madness, Backlash, Bubble bobble,
Frost Byte, UMS, Bad Cat Leisure Suit Larry.
Listings: Palette switching, accessory
selector, mpg calculator. Features: Mag
netic Scrolls. Tynesoft and US Gold
interviews.

April issue: Reviews: Captain Blood, Eco,
Super Sprint, Black Lamp, Wizball,
Skyrider, Solomon's Key, Bard's Tale, MCC
Assembler, Protext, True Basic, A Magic
digitiser, GFA Vector and Companion. List
ings: Mandelbrot upgrade, custom key
board, disc verify. Features: Gallery,
adventures, product guide,

£2 for each issue

- including p&p

MAIL ORDER OFFERS
Get addicted to Impact!
Play the game which brought the Atari ST
User office to a standstill! Impact is one of the

most addictive games ever created for the ST.
This Breakout derivative has many exciting
new features:

*
*
*
*

Surprise bricks which deflect your laser fire
Stun bolts which immobilise your bat for one second
Hit BONUS bricks in the right order for bigger scores
Design your own screens and challenge your friends
Special

Suitable for

Product

Atari ST with colour monitor or TV

Impact

RRP

reader offer

YOU
SAVE

Offer including
subscription

SAVE

Disc

£14.95

£11.95

£3

£23.95

£6

YOU

Overseas orders despatched by Airmail.
All prices include postage, packing and VAT
Please allow 28 days for delivery

Valid to May 31,1988
* Special price if accompanied
by subscription or renewal

(•)

Annualsubscription
NEW
UK £19

Format

Europe & Eire£27

9101
9202

P

Atari ExecuCard

RENEWAL

9100

Overseas (Airmail) £42

£

9103
9104
9105

£5.99

9122

1

1

£7.95

9306

1

1

£79.90
£37.85

9112
9136

|

|

ST Compendium

Commence with

Fast STBasic
FREE
with

subscriptions

Atari ExecuCard

9124

ST Compendium

9127

Games and Comms Disc
Utilities Disc

9128
9129

(see page 112)

•

Ron, cartridge
Disc

Add £5 for Europe inc Eire/£7 Overseas

Back-Pack

Back Issues
(sec page 112)

(see page 112)

April 1987

9200
9201

May 1987
June 1987

9202
9203
9204

July 1987
August 1987
September 1987

£2.00 UK

£2.50 Europe
£4.25 Overseas

January 1988
February 1988

9208
9209
9210

March 1988

9211

April 1988

9212

£15.95

9113

1040ST/520 STFM keyboard £3.95
520 ST keyboard
£3.95

9117

SCI 224 monitor
SMI 24 monitor

£5.95
£5.95

Atari ST User Mouse Mat

Binder

9119/9120

9116
9108
9109

£4.95

9126

£4.95

9235

£4.95

9118

Disc Storage Box

4g£ jj^"

Backlash

£39.00

Dust Covers

9205
9206
9207

October 1987
November 1987
December 1987

Rom cartridge

Add £3 for Europe inc Eire/£6 Overseas

Add £2 Europe inc Eire/£7 Overseas

Impact
(see page 113)

£11.95

Add £2 for Europe/Eire, £5 Overseas
per item unless otherwise Indicated

9106/9107

Send to: Database Publications, FREEPOST, Europa House,
Adlington Park, Adlington, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 4NP

Payment: please indicate method (•)

| Cheque/Eurocheque made payableto Database Publications Ltd.

Telephone Orders: 0625 879920

Ordersby Prestel:
Key *89, then 614568383

DateL

No. I I I I I I I I I I

Order at any time of the day or night

0625 879966

Expiry ["

IAccess/Mastercard/Eurocard/Bardaycard/Visa

(No stamp needed Ifposted in UK) Please allow28 days lor delivery

Fax Orders:

TOTAL;

Name

Signed

MicroLlnk/Telecom Gold
72:MAG001

Address-

Don'I forget to give your name, address and credit card number

| ENQUIRIES ONLY: 0625 879940 9am-5pm |

-PostCode_

Tel-

ST5

ATARI
IN MANCHESTER

ADVERTISERS'
INDEX

For the best selection of ST

Software and most other

things Atari
visit

ATARI WORLD
15 Fennel Street, Manchester 4
(Opposite Victoria Station/Millgate Car Park)

Tel: 061-834 4941. Open: Mon.-Fri. 10-6. Sat. 10-5.30
Mail Order with pleasure. Stamp for catalogue

ATARI ST
PUBLIC DOMAIN
Why reinvent the wheel? We have a large

1066 Software

Lightwave Leisure

90

Advanced Systems &Techniques.. 68
Arnor

114

Atari Computer Show

9

Atari World
Avon Micro Centre

62

Microbyte

94,96

BBD Dust Covers

114

Microdeal
MicroLink

18,90
104,105

Byteback
Byteware

68
97

Micromedia

78

Care Electronics

72

Microprocessor

90

Castle Computers

76

MWD

73

CBS
Centec
Cestnan Software

61
98
11

National Computer Library

72

Precision Software

2

Prospero Software

22

Robtek
RSD Connections

99
73

Chips

97

Club 68000
Communications & Media

8S
30

Compumart
Computer Concepts
Computer Express
Computerhouse
Computer Oasis

39
88,89
66
94
64

Comtec

34

Concept

109

Signa

48

Silica Shop
Silicon Systems

115
54

Simtech
Siren Software

43
56

Software Express
Software Supersales

32
64

Delta Computers

90

ST Club
Storm
ST UK

list, which will save you hours of frustration.

Digita International

57

Start Systems

BASINGSTOKE, HANTS, RG26 6PR

NEW!

Doctorsoft
Eidersoft

33
109

Electric Distribution
Evesham Micros
Exocet
Futuresoft

17,19
80
116
82

K-Soft

109

74,75
64

»

57
96
78

24,26

Stortsoft
Sunaro Software

38
109

Synergy Software
Telecomsoft

26
3,31

Timesoft

73

Triangle TV
92
Trowbridge Computer Shack.... 92,94
Turtlesoft

27

Virgin Games

6

THE ATARI
DUST COVER
COLLECTION

ARNOR's highly acclaimed Word Processor

system directly. The result is that Protext works much
faster and you make the most efficient use of your time.
Many thousands of Anstrad and PC users would never use

•

Ladbroke Computers
Lightspeed Software

PROTEXT

now available on the Atari ST for the first time
Protext is quite different from al! other ST word
processors. It bypasses GEM and uses the ST operating

52

Bargain Software

89

21 PURBROOK ROAD, TADLEY,

61

Metacomco

Cut Price Software

McSOFT

114
64
23

M.D.Office Supplies

114
109

selection of languages, demo's, utilities, comm's
and games etc. available. Send a stamp for our
DISCS from £1.50

92

Macsoft
MailCenta
Mandarin Software

Tailored in soft grey nylon fabric that has been treated with an
anti-static inhibitor. Attractively finished with royal blue piping.
Can be washed and ironed without fading or cracking.

ATARI 520 & 1040 COVER SETS
Comprising covers for the keyboard, the monitor and the mouse

anything else.

Mono Sets £9.00

Protext is simple & easy...
All the features you would expect from a good word processor - many
text editing commands, print commands, spell checking and mailmerging. The refinement and thought that has been put into the
program - logical keystrokes and commands, clear layout, speed and
power... all make Protext ideal for the novice or experienced user.
* on-screen help * menus * typewriter mode * Insert or overwritetyping mode *
* word count * undelete feature * move/copy/delete/print blocks of text *

*WYSIWYG - on screen undertinkjg etc. *

Protext is also advanced ...
Protext has features enough for even the most experienced and
demanding of users. Here are just some of them ...
* Box manipulation * Configuration * Personal Dictionaries * Exec files * Twofile editing *
* File conversion * Find. & replace * Foreign languages and accents *

* Keyboardmacros * Program editing mode * Proportional printing,right justified *

Colour Sets £9.50
Please state which monitor

INDIVIDUAL

ATARI

COVERS

1040 STF Keyboard
520 STFM Keyboard
130 XL Keyboard

£4.50 1029 Printer
£4.50 SF 354 Disc Drive
£4.50 SF 314 Disc Drive

SM 125 Monitor
SC 1224 Monitor
SC 1424 Monitor
SMM 804 Printer

£5.00
£6.00
£6.00
£5.00

1050 Disc Drive
SH 804 Hard Disc
XC 12 Data Recorder

£5.00

£3.00
£3.00
...£3.00
£3.50
£3.50

BBD Dust Covers are leading manufacturers of professional covers
for the Computer Industry and carry a wide range of other covers for
printers etc. Please enquire.

* Conditional printing and loop constructs * Insert current date into text *

... all this for only £79.95
"Protext deserves to be the system by which all other word
processors arejudged... a superb product" YOUR COMPUTER
For the Atari 520ST, 1040ST, Mega ST.
See the review in April's Atari ST User.
Arnor Ltd, Protext House, Wainman Road, Peterborough. PE2 OBU.
24 hour credit card hotline. Access/Visa. Tel: (0733) 239011.
Please mention this magazine when ordering. Export/trade welcome.
114 Atari ST User May 1988

Please make cheques payable to:

BBD

DUST

COVERS

The Standish Centre, Cross Street, Standish, Wigan WN6 OHQ

Telephone: 0257 422968 (Ext. 22)
Fax: 0257 423909

Personal Callers& Dealerenquirieswelcome.

Available in Belgium from theAtari Computer Shop, 59Rue Gretry -4020Liege
Tel: 041/43.99.33

ONLY FROM SILICA

Finally, there's a personal computer that not only solves problems like other computers, but also solves
the one problem that other computers have created. Affordability. Silica Shop are pleased to present the
ST range of personal/business computers from Atari. The ST was designed utilizing the most recent
breakthroughs in semiconductor technology, producing a personal computer that performs tasks with
fewer parts. Which means it costs less to make. And less to buy. The latest ST computers now include
built in power supplies and built in disk drives. The TOS operating system and GEM window environment

+VAT=£299

are now on ROM chips which are already installed in the ST keyboard. This enables automatic instant

booting when you switch on. Silica Shop are pleased to offer the complete Atari ST range. Our mail order
department is situated in Sidcup and we have 3 retailoutlets at Sidcup. Lion House (Tottenham Court Rd)
and Selfridges (OxfordStreet). We have eight years experience of Atariproducts, longer than any other
UKcompany, and are wellestablished as the UK'sNo.1 Atari specialist. Witha group turnover of over £9
million and in excess of 80 staff, we offer you unbeatable service and support. We provide several
facilities which you willfind invaluable during your Atari computing life and most of these facilities are
available ONLY FROMSILICA. We suggest that you read through what we have to offer, before you
decide where to purchase your Atari ST.

FREE STARTER KIT - Only From Silica

When you purchaseany Atari ST keyboard, you will not only receive the best valuefor moneycomputer

on the market, but you willalso receive the followingfrom Atari Corporation as part of the package:
* BASIC Language Disk

' BASIC Manual

' ST Owners Manual

' TOS/GEM on ROM

If you buy your ST from Silica Shop, you will also receive:

"NEOchromeSampler- colour graphics program

' 1st Word- WordProcessor

n addition,we at Silicawould liketo see you get off to a flyingstart withyour new computer, so we have
put together a special ST STARTER KITworth over £100, which we are giving away FREEOF CHARGE
with every ST computer purchased at our normal retail prices. This kit is available ONLYFROMSILICA

and is aimedat providing users witha valuableintroductionto the worldol computing.Weare continually
upgrading the ST Starter Kit,which contains public domain and other licensed software, as wellas books,
magazines and accessories all relevant to ST computing. Return the coupon belowfor full details.

DEDICATED SERVICING - Only From Silica

At Silica Shop, we have a dedicated service department of seven full time Atari trained technical staff.

This team is totallydedicated to sen/icing Ataricomputer products. Their accumulated knowledge,skill
and experience makes them second to none in their field.You can be sure that any work carried out by

them is of the highest standard. A standard of servicing which we believe you will find ONLYFROM
SILICA. In addition to providing full servicing facilities for Atari ST computers (both in and out of
warranty), our team is also able to offer memory and modulator upgrades to ST computers.
1Mb RAM UPGRADE: Our upgrade on the standard Atari 520ST-M or 520ST-FM keyboard will
increase the memory from 512K to a massive 1024K. It has a full 1 year warranty and is available from
Silica at an additional retail price of only £86.96 (+VAT * £100).
TV MODULATOR UPGRADE: Silica can upgrade the 1040ST-F to include a TV modulator so

that you can then use it with your TV set. This is an internalupgrade and does not involve any untidy
external boxes. A cable to connect your ST to any domestic TVis included in the price of the upgrade
whichis only£49 (inc VAT), The upgrade is also availableforearly 520STcomputers at the same price.

THE FULL STOCK RANGE - Only From Silica

We aim to keep stocks of all Atari related products and our warehouse carries a stock of over Vh million.

We import many software titles direct from the USA and you will find that we have new releases in
advance of many of our competitors. Unlike dealers who may only stock selected titles, we have the full
range. In addition, we carry a complete line of all books which have been written about the Atari ST, A
range as wide as ours is something you will find is available ONLY FROM SILICA.

AFTER SALES SUPPORT - Only From Silica

Restassuredthat when youbuyyourSTfrom SilicaShop,youwill be fully supported. Ourfreemailings

SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE!

There is nothing that can compare with the incredible value for money offered by Atari's
520ST-FM. For only £260 (+VAT=£299), you can purchase a powerful 512K RAM computer,
with a 95 key keyboard (including numeric keypad), MIDI interface, GEM, a palette of 512
colours, mouse controller, and a 512K built-in disk drive. The 520ST-FM has a TV modulator

built-in, and comes with a lead to allow you to plug it straight into any domestic colour

television set. The mains transformer is also built-in to the keyboard, so there are no messy
external boxes. You couldn't wish for a more compact, powerful and stylish unit. Atari ST
computers are now firmly established in the UK, there are nearly 500 software titles already
available for a wide variety of applications and the list is growing all the time. And that's not
all. When you buy your new 520ST-FM (or any Atari ST computer) from Silica Shop, you will
get a lot more, including a FREE Silica ST Starter Kit worth over £100. Read the ONLY FROM

SILICA section on the left, to see why you should buy your new high power, low price 520STFM from Silica Shop, the UK's No1 Atari Specialists. For further details of the range of Atari
ST computers and the FREE Silica ST Starter Kit, complete and return the reply coupon below.

ATARI 520ST-FM NOW ONLY
£260 (+VAT=£299)
Upgradefrom 512K RAM to 1024K RAM £100 (incVAT

520ST-FM withS12K RAM &monomonitor £399(incVAT)

ARI 1040ST-F - NEW PRICE

We are pleased to announce a new reduced price point on the
1040ST-F which is now available for only £499 (inc VAT). The

1040 is a powerful computer with 1Mb of RAM and also includes
a built-in 1Mb double sided 3W disk drive. The 1040 has been

designed for use on business and professional applications
most of which require a high resolution monochrome or colour
monitor. It does not therefore have an RF modulator for use

with a domestic TV set. Modulators can be fitted for £49 (inc VAT).
104OST-F Keyboard WithoutMonitor
104OST-F Keyboard* HighRes SM125Mono Monitor

£499 (inc VAT)
£599 (inc VA T)

If you would like further details ot the 1040ST-F, return the coupon below.

ATAR

give news of releases and developments. This will help to keep you up to date with new software releases
as well as what's happening in the Atari market. And in addition, our sales staff are at the end of a

telephone line to service all of your Atari requirements. Ifyou purchase an ST from Silica and would like

any technical advice, we havea full time technical supportteamto helpyou get the best from your
computer. Becausewe haveboth the stall and the systemsspecifically dedicatedto providing aftersales

service on Atari ST computers, we are confident that our users enjoy an exceptionally high level o(
support. This can be received ONLY FROM SILICA.

FREE CATALOGUES - Only From Silica

AtSilicaShop, we recognise that serious users require an in-depth information service,which is whywe
mailfree newsletters and price lists to our ST owners. These are up to 48 pages long and are crammed
withtechnicaldetailsas wellas specialoilers and productdescriptions. Ifyouhavealreadypurchasedan
STand wouldliketo haveyournameadded to our mailing list,pleasecompletethe coupon &returnitto
us. This information service is available ONLY FROM SILICA.

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY - From Silica

Most orders are processed through our computer within 24 hours of receiving them. Most hardware

For the user who requires even more RAM than the 520 or 1040

ST's offer, the new MEGA ST computers are now available.
There are two MEGA ST's, one with 2Mb of RAM and the other

with a massive 4Mb. Both new computers are fully compatible
with existing ST's 'and run currently available ST software. The
MEGA ST's are styled as an expandable Central Processing

Unit with open architecture and a detachable keyboard. They
are supplied with GEM, a free mouse controller and all extras
as with the 520 or 1040. Prices are as follows:
MEGASTSMb Keyboard * CPU
MEGAST 2Mb Keyboard * CPU * SM125 Mono Monitor
MEGAST 4Mb Keyboard * CPU
MEGAST 4Mb Keyboard * CPU * SM12SMono Monitor

£899 (inc
£999 (inc
£1199 line
£1299 (inc

VAT)
VAT)
VAT)
VAT)

Ifyou would like further details ol the MEGAST's, return the coupon below.

orders are sent by the overnight GROUP 4 courier service FREE OF CHARGE to customers within the
UK.This method helps to ensure minimumdelay and maximumprotection.

PRICE MATCH - Only From Silica

We hope that the combination of our low prices, FREEUKdelivery service, FREEStarter Kitand FREE

h To: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept ATUSR 0588, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX 4

then please contact our sales department, providing us with our competitor's name, address and
telephonenumber.Ifour competitorhas the goods instock,wewill normally matchthe olfer (ona 'same
product - same price' basis) and still provideyou withour normalfree delivery. Werealisethat weare not
the onlycompanywhowill matcha competitor's price.However, ifyoucometo us fora pricematch,you
will also be entitled to our after sales service,including free newsletters and technicalsupport. This
makes our price match promise rather special, something you will receive ONLY FROMSILICA We don't
wantyou to go anywhereelse for your Atariproducts. So shop at Silica,the UK'sNol AtariSpecialist

I PLEASE SEND ME FREE LITERATURE ON THE ATARI ST

aftersalessupport, will be enoughto makeyou buyyourAtari equipment from Silica Shop.Ifhowever,
thereissomething youwish to purchase, andyoufind oneofourcompetitors offering itat a lower price,

SIDCUP (& Mail Order)

01-309 1111

1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA144DX

LONDON

01-580 4839I

•

Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

I
i

Lion House (1st floor), 227 Tottenham Court Rd, London, W1POHX

LONDON

01-629 1234 ext 3914

Selfridges (1st floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A TAB

Surname:

Address:

Postcode:
f D o you si
already ov«n a computer
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which one do you own? ...
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FOUNDATIONS WASTE

ATARI ST

FOUNDATION'S WASTE/

GIVE ME LIBERTY OH ClwE ME DEATH

Newfield House

available soon

£24.95
Amiga version

High Street
Stoke-on-Trent

Tuns tall

Staffordshire ST6 5PB)

